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Prehistoric Pottery Assessment

By Sarah Percival

Introduction
Prehistoric pottery was recovered from thirty-five sites along the route of the Bacton to Kings Lynn pipeline.
Six sites produced large assemblages of over 100 sherds aod of these three sites generated over 500 sherds
(Table I). Pottery of all prehistoric periods was represented. Of particular interest are the large earlier Neolithic
to Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age assemblage from East Walton (NHER37617), the earlier Neolithic to
earlier Iron Age assemblage from Weaseoham All Saints (NHER 37826-28), the earlier Iron Age assemblage
from Oulton (NHER37629) aod the later Bronze Age and earlier Iron Age assemblage from Antingham (NHER
37987).

Methodology
The assemblage was aoalysed using the pottery recording system described in the Norfolk Archaeological Unit
Pottery Recording Manual and in accordaoce with the Guidelines for aoalysis and publication laid down by the
Prehistoric Ceramic Research Group (PCRG 1992). The total assemblage was studied aod a full catalogue was
prepared. The sherds were examined using a binocular microscope (xlO magnification) and were divided into
fabric groups defined on the basis of inclusion types present. Fabric codes were prefixed by a letter code
representing the main inclusion present (F representing pottery, G grog aod Q quartz). Vessel form was
recorded; R representing rim sherds, B base sherds, D decorated sherds and U undecorated body sherds. The
sherds were counted aod weighed to the nearest whole gram. Decoration aod abrasion were also noted. The
pottery and archive are curated by Network.

The following ceramic periods were used:

Earlier Neolithic
Later Neolithic and earlier Bronze Age
Later Bronze Age
Earlier Iron Age
Middle aod later Iron Age

4000-3000BC
3000-1000BC
1000-600BC
600-300BC
300BC-50AD

Pottery that canoot be firmly assigned a ceramic period has been catalogued as indeterminate prehistoric.
Pottery, which falls within a broad period grouping by fabric but canoot be closely dated by form, is catalogued
as 'Neolithic', 'Bronze Age' or 'Iron Age'. Sherds which appeared in the original catalogue but have .
subsequently been assigned a Roman or post-Romao date have been omitted. The pottery is presented by site
with a description of each major pottery period represented. Pottery of uncertain date is not described in detail.

Site 1/253 (NHER 37617 WNE)
Site 253 in East Walton parish produced a small assemblage of quartz-saod tempered sherds from a single
feature (1852). The sherds are not closely datable

Further work
No further work is required

Site 11252 (NHER 37616 WNE)
Site 252 also lay within the parish of East Walton. The site produced a small assemblage of quartz-sand
tempered sherds from a single feature (1862). The sherds are not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required

Site 1/251 (NHER 37617 WNE)
Excavations at site 01/251 in the parish ofEast Walton (TF 736171) produced a prehistoric assemblage 0011
sherds weighing 1662g. The majority of the sherds are ofearlier Neolithic date. A number oflater Neolithic
earlier Bronze Age sherds were also found. Small quantities of Bronze Age, Iron Age and indeterminate
prehistoric sherds were also present these appear in the catalogue but are not described in full here.

Table 1: Quantity and weight of sherds by ceramic period.
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Ceramic Pedod Quantity Weight (g)
Earlier Neolithic 147 823
Neolithic 10 80
Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age 89 515
Bronze Age 35 151
Mid Bronze Age I 25
Iron Age 3 4
Undetennined 26 64

Total 311 1662

Earlier Neolithic
The earlier Neolithic pottery comprises plain carinated bowl in a range of flint-tempered fabrics. The round
based bowls have a carination or shoulder, which falls low on the body of the vessel, and are undecorated with
simple pointed, rounded or rolled out rims. Similar examples have been found locally at Spong Hill, North
Elmham (Healy 1988 63), Broom Heath, Ditchingham (Wainwright 1972) and during recent excavations at
Colney (Percival forthcoming).

The earlier Neolithic assemblage was recovered from within a buried soil horizon (1024) and from pit fills
(1036, 1054). The context of deposition suggests possible dispersed surface scatters ofartefacts similar to those
noted at The Stumble, Essex where evidence for low-density occupation was sealed under a subsequent build-up
ofcolluvium (Brown in press).

Carinated bowl assemblages are generally regarded as being domestic in function (Thomas 1999, 98) but it is
possible that they also carried a non-utilitarian significance to the users (Heme 1988, 26). Carinated bowls were
in use for a long period sparuting 4000BC to c. 3100BC (Thomas 1999,99). The examples from Colneyhave
been tentatively dated to around 3800-3300BC (percival forthcoming).

Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age
A number of styles are represented within the Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age assemblage. Peterborough
Ware, a regional variation of later Neolithic impressed ware dating to around 3400-2200BC, was recovered
from the buried soil (1471). Also present was a small quantity of Grooved Ware (3000-2100BC), over fifty
sherds ofBeaker (2600-1800BC) and a single sherd from a Collared Urn (2150-1450BC).

The Grooved Ware came from the fill of a pit (1028) and is decorated with shallow incised channels suggesting
the Clacton sub-style (Longworth 1971). Recent re-analysis of Grooved Ware sites has suggested that Clacton
style vessels are often found in 'domestic' pit groups whilst Durrington style sherds are more closely associated
with monuments (Garwood 1999). Finds ofGrooved Ware are relatively rare in Norfolk, Clacton style sherds
have been found at Redgate Hill, Hunstanton (CleaI1993), Sponghill, North Elmham (Healy 1988) and
Markshall, Caistor St Edmunds (Percival 2000).
The Beaker sherds are mostly decorated with geometric motifs formed from square-tooth comb-impressions. A
small number ofBeaker sherds were found within the buried soil but most came from the fill of a single small
pit or posthole (1311). The deposition within a discrete pit is highly characteristic of Beaker pottery and such
deposits have been interpreted as indicating intermittent use of a site, perhaps associated with seasonal grazing
for animals (Healy 1995).

The single sherd of Collared Urn found in a pit (1136) indicates that activity at the site continued until the end of
the Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age period. Collared Urn is often associated with funerary practice but has
been found in domestic contexts at sites such as West Fen Row.

Discussion
The assemblage offers an opportunity to study activity over a wide time span in the prehistoric period. Further
study of the pottery should discuss the nature of the use of the site with particular reference to close proximity to
the Fen edge and the numerous assemblages of 'domestic' Beaker and other Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age
pottery have been recorded there.

Further work
• Full integration of context infonnation and preparation of publication text
• Selection of illustrated sherds and production ofcatalogue
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Site 61228 (NHER 37819 eM)
Site 061228 produced a moderate assemblage ofearlier Neolithic plain bowl including two rim sherds ofa
folded or rolled form (Healy 1988 fig. 57). All the sherds are made of flint-tempered fabrics and probably date
to between 4000BC and 3100BC (Thomas 1999,99).

Further work
No context data was supplied for this site. Further work should include:

• Checking the context ofdeposition for the sherds and preparing a brief description and discussion for
publication.

• Production of short publication discussion

Site 6/226 (NHER 37821 RGH)
Site 061226 is located within the parish ofRougham (TF 831184). The site produced a small prehistoric
assemblage consisting ofuine sherds weighing 123g. One sherd, from the fill of a ditch (6859) was made of
flint-tempered fabric and was possibly ofearlier Iron Age date. The remaining sherds were ofquartz-sand
tempered fabric and appeared to be of mid-to-later Iron Age date. The assemblage included two base sherds,
both simple undiagnostic forms. No rim sherds or decorated pieces were present. The assemblage was recovered
from the fills of three ditches and two pits and does not suggest a substantial Iron Age presence at the site.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 061225 (NHER 37822 RGH)
Site 225 produced a single flint-tempered base sherd, probably of earlier Iron Age date from the fill of a single
feature (5859).

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 21224 (NHER 37823 RGH)
Excavations at this site produced six sherds of Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age Beaker (2600 -1800BC)
decorated with comb-impressed filled bands and chevrons and two sherds in a sand-tempered fabric, which were
not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 071223 (NHER 37824 RGH)
Four sherds weighing 199 were recovered from a single context (7857) at site 07/223. The sherds are made of
quartz-sand tempered fabric and are probably of Iron Age date.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 8/217-219 (NHER 37826 & 37827 LEX & 37828 WAS)
The pottery presented here is from three sites, two within the parish ofLexham (NHER 37,826 37827) and one
within the parish ofWeasenham All Saints (NHER 37828).

Table 2: Quantity and weight of pottery by site.

Site NHERNumber Quantity Weight (g)
217 37828 WAS 30 96
218 37827 LEX 411 3325
219 37826 LEX 84 307
08/217-219 22 74
Total 547 3802
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Site 8/219 (NHER 37826 LEX)
The site is located within the parish ofLexham (TF 852191). Four phases of prehistoric activity are represented
in the pottery assemblage.

Table 3: Quantity and weight of pottery by pottery phase

Pottery phase Quautity Weight (g)
Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age 18 93
Bronze 'Age 2 3
M id Bronze Age 11 144
Earlier Iron Age I 8
Mid-Later Iron Age 43 47
Undetennincd 9 12
Total 84 307

Three features contained pottery ofLater Neolithic and Early Bronze Age date. The most notable feature
attributable to this phase is a small, circular pit [8119], which contained 13 sherds ofBeaker weighing 64g. The
Beaker was decorated with comb-impressed filled bands (cf. Bamford 1982 fig. 13 P63.010).

The mid to late Bronze Age is represented by two fragmentary Collared Urns ofBurgesses late style (cf.
Burgess1986 348). Both were recovered from pit 8117. Other non-diagnostic Bronze Age sherds were recovered
from 8010

Forty-three small sherds of mid to later Iron Age pottery was recovered from 8027, the fill of small, rectangular
pit 8028. Some of the sherds were decorated with tool-impressed dots, similar to examples found during
excavations at Beeston with Bittering, which were dated to the 3rd to 1st centuries BC (Percival 1999 Fig.20
P12, PI8).

Further work is required to define the nature of Collared Urn and the Iron Age assemblage. This would
comprise: -

• Further analysis and writing-up to publication standard
• Selection of sherds for illustration and production of illustrated sherd catalogue.

Site 8/218 (NHER 37827 LEX)
The site is located within the parish ofLexham.1t is situated approximately 0.5km east of the A1065, Fakenham
to Swaffham road, roughly 2.0km south of the village ofWeasenham All Saints (TF 855195).

Excavations at site 37827LEX produced four hundred and eleven sherds weighing 3325g. Four phases of
prehistoric activity are represented in the pottery assemblage.

Table 4: Quantity and weight of pottery by pottery phase

Pottery phase Quantity Weight (g)
Earlier Neolithic 247 1045
Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age 3 . 31
Later Bronze Age 39 1805
Earlier Iron Age 100 331
?Iron Age 4 43
Undetennined 18 70
Total 411 3325

The Earlier Neolithic pottery was recovered from nine pit fills, a post-hole and a ditch. The majority of the
assemblage was plain carinated bowl with rolled rims and angular carinated shoulders. The Plain Bowl was
similar to examples recovered from Spong Hill, North Elmham (Healy 1988, fig. 67 P83). A single sherd of
impressed decorated bowl was found in pit 8275; a small hole had been through the body of the vessel after
firing, perhaps suggesting that the bowl had been repaired. The bowl also had a parallel amongst the assemblage
from Spong Hill (Healy 1988 Fig 67 P82). Pit 8275 was a deep, straight-sided feature, which contained a large
assemblage of 117 sherds including plain bowl as well as the impressed decorated bowl.
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Three sherds of Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age pottery weighing 31 g were recovered from two features.
Two sherds ofBeaker, one with comb-impressed decoration, were found in a relatively small, sub-circular ring
ditch, [8362]. One Beaker sherd with all over tool-impressed decoration came from a large pit, [8385], at the
western end of the site.

The Later Bronze Age pottery was all recovered from a single small, isolated pit, [8285], on the northern edge
of the spread. The pit contained thirty-nine sherds weighing 1805g including a semi-complete vessel with
fingertip-impressed decoration on rim top and shoulder. The pot also had a post frring perforation, perhaps
suggesting a repair. The vessel is similar to examples from Grimes Graves (Ellison 1988). Later Bronze Age
pottery is uncommon in East Anglia, and this assemblage is of interest, especially if it can be demonstrated to
have been found in a domestic context.

The Iron Age pottery was recovered from a broad scatter of features for which an Iron Age date can confidently
be proposed including three concentrated clusters of post-holes, [8399], [8400] and [8401] possibly associated
with occupation. The pottery is undecorated and has out-turned rims with rounded rim endings and angular
shoulders. Similar sherds have been found at Valley Belt, Trowse (Ashwin and Bates 2000, fig. 140, PI04; Fig.
138, P8) where they were tentatively dated to the fifth century cal. Be (Ashwin and Bates 2000 179).

Further work
• To define the nature of the earlier Neolithic and Later Bronze Age assemblages tbrough further

analysis.
• Writing-up to publication standard.
• Selection of sherds for illustration and production of illustrated sherd catalogue.

Site 81117 (NHER 37828 WAS)
The site lay within the parish ofWeasenham All Saints. Two phases ofprehistoric activity are represented in the
pottery assemblage. A small, truncated pit, [8852], contained six small pieces of earlier Neolithic plain bowl in
flint and sand tempered fabrics.

Two further pits, [8003 and 8005] each produced small quantities ofearlier Iron Age pottery. The sherds are
made of flint-tempered fabric and are scrappy and abraded, suggesting that they may have been redeposited
within the pit fill.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 91114A (NHER 37619 LTC)
Site 9/214A produced two flint-tempered sherds weighing 16g. The sherds are probably ofIron Age date but are
not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 121103 (NHER 37621 TTL)
Site 121203 is located within the parish ofTittleshall, (TF 890201). Tbree quartz-sand tempered sherds weighing
14g were recovered from the fill ofa pit (12015); the sherds were ofIron Age date and were suggested by the
excavator as being residual. Additionally two prehistoric sherds (6g) were found. One sherd was ofprobable
Iron Age date, the other is not closely datable. .

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 13/202 (NHER 37622 TTL)
The site is located within the parish ofTittleshall (TF 893203).

Table 5: Quantity and weight of sherds by ceramic period.

Ceramic Period

Earlier Neolithic
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Ceramic Period Quantity Weight (g)
Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age 5 22
Bronze Age 5 7
Iron Age 52 140
Iron Age/Early Saxon 18 642
Undetennined 13 24
Total 199 2588

Excavations produced a sizeable assemblage ofearlier Neolithic plain carinated bowl. The majority of the
sherds are ofmedium or coarse fabric with flint inclusions (2488g) with a very small number ofquartz-sand
tempered sherds (100g). Rims are catalogued after Healy (1988 fig. 57). Three rim types are present; simple
rounded (type la three examples) out-turned or folded (type 2 six examples) and externally thickened (R3 I
example) representing a minimum ofseven vessels. All of the earlier Neolithic pottery was produced from the
fill ofa single pit (13071).

Five sherds Neolithic Early Bronze Age Beaker sherds were found. Two examples are in coarse, flint-tempered
fabric and are decorated with fingertip impressed 'rustication'. The remaining sherds have incised geometric
motifs such as herringbone patterns. Both forms ofdecoration are common within Fen·edge assemblages such
as Hockwold-cum-Wilton (Bamford 1982, Gibson 1982) where they are associated with domestic occupation.
The Beaker sherds were recovered from four contexts, a pit fill (13007) a layer (13033) and two later grave fills
(13263,13287). The dispersal of the pottery within later features suggests that the pottery may have originally
been deposited in surface scatters or middens such as those observed at Hockwold-cum-Wilton (Bamford 1982)
or beneath barrows such as examples from nearby Weasenham Lyngs (Petersen and Healy 1986). Beaker dating
on stylistic grounds is uncertain; however it is probable that these examples fall towards the end ofBeaker
currency (2600-l800BC).

The Iron Age pottery is characterised by the use of flint-tempered and sand-tempered fabrics. Two rim sherds
were found both with flattened rim-endings. No decorated sherds were found. The pottery was mostly found in
association with a sub-rectangular enclosure [13214] and the fills ofa scatter ofpits. The assemblage is ofIron
Age date but is not closely datable.

The range ofceramic evidence from the site is of interest as it spans a wide period from the earlier Neolithic to
Iron Age. It is probable that the upstanding prehistoric features became the focus for the Saxon cemetery. This
continuity of use finds a parallel with Harford Farm on the Norwich Southern Bypass, which occupied a similar
valley-side location and produced a comparable ceramic assemblage (Ashwin and Bates 2000).

The presence of Iron Age and Saxon pottery on the same site and occasionally within the same features is
problematic as both types are made in a similar way from a similar clay source and are therefore often
indistinguishable. Further work is needed to closely identify and 'pin down' exact dates for sherds for which the
dating is currently unsure.

Further work
• Full integration of context information and preparation of publication text
• Selection of illustrated sherds and production ofcatalogue
• Discuss problematic sherds with RG to confinn dating where possible

Site 21/149 (NHER 37890 BTE)
Site 13/203 produced a small assemblage comprising seven prehistoric sherds (lOg). Five sherds were of
probable Iron Age date, two not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)
The site is located within the parish ofBintree (TG 021229). Excavations at site 22/148 produced a small mixed
prehistoric assemblage of twelve sherds weighing (39g) The site comprises several phases of medieval
enclosures and other activity with no features being assigned a prehistoric date. The prehistoric assemblage is
therefore entirely residual. The assemblage was provisionally dated by fabric type. No diagnostic fonns or
decorative traits were present and the assemblage is not closely datable.
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Table 6: Quantity and weight of sherds by ceramic period.

Ceramic Period Quantity Weight (g)
Earlier Neolithic I 26
Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age I 5
Bronze Age 7 4
Iron Age 1 I
indetenninate 2 3
Total 12 39

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 24/144 (NHER 37892 FLS)
The site is located within the parish ofFoulsham (TO 029232). Excavations at site 24/144 produced a
prehistoric assemblage of31 sherds weighing (407g)

Table 7: Quantity and weight of sherds by ceramic period.

Ceramic Period Quantity Weight (g)
Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age 5 26
Earlier Iron Age 6 45
Iron Age 2 12
Later Iron Age 4 42
Undetennincd 14 282

Total 31 407

The Later Neolithic Early Bronze Age assemblage all came from the fill of a phase 2 Roman ditch (24082). The
sherds are all made of grog-tempered fabrics; one example is decorated with a comb-impressed geometric motif.

The Earlier Iron Age assemblage comprises six sherds (45g) all ofcoarse flint-tempered fabric. Five of the
sherds were found within the fills ofa pit (24077 phase I) and the other from a ditch (24109 phase 1).

Four mid-to-Iater Iron Age sherds were found all in phase 2 features, three from a posthole (24047) and one
from a pit (24009). The assemblage included one rim with rounded rim-ending and long everted neck. The
remainder ofthe sherds are undiagnostic body sherds, all are in quartz-sand tempered fabrics.

The remainder ofthe sherds are not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 25/138-136 (NHER 37624 & 37625 FLS)
The site is located within the parish ofFoulsham (TO 046239). Excavations at site 25/138 produced a
prehistoric assemblage of 115 sherds weighing (802g).

Thirty-two sherds weighing 144g were assigned an Iron Age date. The sherds are made ofquartz-sand tempered
fabric. A single stepped base sherd was recovered but the assemblage containcd no rim or decorated sherds and
is not closely datable.

Seventy-four sherds weighing 585 g were identified as being ofLater Iron Age date. The asscmblage included
ten rim sherds, all with rounded rim-endings and long or everted necks similar to examples found at Bittering
Quarry, Beeston with Bittering (PercivaI1999fig.19 P7) which were dated on typological basis to the 3rd to 1st
centuries Be. The sherds are associated a substantial rectangular enclosure, [25308] and [25311], pits and post
holes within the enclosure and a probable well or watering hole, [25195].

Table 8: Quantity and weight of sherds by ceramic period.
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Ceramic Period Quantity Weight (g)
Iron Age 32 144
Iron Age/Early Saxon I 20
Later Iron Age 74 585
Total 115 802

Further work
•. Full integration of context infonnation and preparation of publication text
• Selection of illustrated sherds and production ofcatalogue

Site 27/128 (NHER 37626 THM)
Site 27/128 produced three prehistoric sherds (2g). The sherds are not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 36/98 (NHER 37930 ZVL)
Two Iron Age sherds weighing 37g were found within the fill of a single feature (36028). One sherd is
decorated with an impressed dimple similar to examples found within the mid-to-Iater Iron Age assemblage
from Bittering Quarry, Beeston with Bittering (Percival 1999).

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 36/97 (NHER 37629 ZVL)
The site is located within the parish ofOulton (TG 135296). Excavations at site 36/97 produced a substantial
prehistoric assemblage of 800 sherds weighing (8894g). The site is characterised by a scatter oflater Bronze
Age and earlier Iron Age pits and postholes

Table 9: Quantity and weight ofsherds by ceramic period.

Ceramic Period Quantity Weight (g)
Later Bronze Age I 37
Later Bronze Age/Earlier Iron Age 95 966
Earlier Iron Age 677 7556
Iron Age 20 315
Undetennined 7 20
Total 800 8894

The assemblage comprises jar and bowl fonns made of flint-tempered fabric with angular shoulders and long
straight necks ending in up-right rims and smaller 'fmeware' jars in sandy fabric with burnished surface finish.
Many of the sherds are decorated with fingertip-impressions or impressed cable motifs applied to the rim top
and side. Fingertip-impressed decoration is also found on the shoulder of the vessel. Incised decoration is also
present. Ofespecial interest are some fragments ofa perforated sherd interpreted as a strainer or colander and
perhaps associated with dairying.

The assemblage is closely comparable to the defmitive Earlier Iron Age assemblage from West Harling (Clark
and Fell 1953) and can be classified as 'decorated ware' within Barrett's 'Post Deveral Rimbury' typology
(Barrett 1980).

Further work
• Refine dating for the assemblage and provide a detailed comparison with other sites in the region, in

particular West Harling.
• Production of full publication report
• Selection of sherds for illustration and production of catalogue
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Sue38~OOVHER3~39JTn

Excavations at site 38/90 (TG 149303) produced a single undiagnostic bodysherd sherd ofIron Age pottery
weighing 2g. The sherd was recovered from later Medieval features.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 39/89OVHER 37940 JTn
The site is located within the parish ofItteringham (TG 150303). Two large sherds of prehistoric pottery were
found both within an undated subsoil layer. The assemblage comprised a sherd of coarse flint-tempered Beaker
with fingertip impressed decoration and a finer flint-tempered sherd which reassembles the collar from a
Collared Urn. Collared Urn is not usually found in flint-tempered fabric so it may be that the sherd is from a
large Beaker with an enlarged rim (cf. Healy 1996 fig. 80 P87). Both examples probably date towards the end of
Beaker currency (2600-1800BC).

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 39/88B OVHER 39518 JTT)
The site is located within the parish ofIneringham (TG 154304). Excavations at site 39/888 produced a
prehistoric assemblage ofnineteen sherds weighing 116g.

Table 10: Quantity and weight of sherds by ceramic period.

Ceramic Period Quantity Weight (g)
Bronze Age I 4

Iron Age 2 32
Later Iron Age 15 78

Undetennined I 2

Total 19 116

The sherds were identified by fabric as no diagnostic rims, bases or decorated sherds were present. The largest
single group of sherds came from the fill of an elongated pit (39106). The sherds are organic tempered and have
been tentatively dated to the Later Iron Age, however similar fabrics were also common in the Saxon period.

The assemblage is not closely datable and it is recommended that no further work is carried out unless close
dating of the features is required.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 39/87A OVHER 37943 JTn
One very small scrap ofpossible prehistoric date was recovered from site 39/87A.

Further work
No further work is required.

Sue 40/67 (NHER 37963 JNW)
This site produced a single Iron Age sherd in flint-tempered fabric. The sherd is not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 42/64. OVHER 37966 ERP)
Site 42/64 produced a small assemblage of flint-tempered sherds dated to the Earlier Iron Age. The sherds came
from three excavated context (no data supplied). No diagnostic rim, base or decorated sherds were present and
the assemblage is not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.
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Site 44/48 (NHER 37729 SFF)
This site produced a single Bronze Age sherd in grog-tempered fabric. The sherd is not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 45/44 (NHER 37732 SFF)
This site produced a single sherd in flint-tempered fabric. The sherd is not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 46/38 (NHER 37987 ANT)
The site is located within the parish of Antingham (TG 260317). Excavations at the site produced a substantial
assemblage of 1035 sherds weighing 9330g.

Table 11: Quantity and weight of sherds by ceramic period.

Ceramic Period Quantity Weight (g)
Bronze Age 484 613
Later Bronze Age 299 6392
Earlier Iron Age 238 2206
Later Iron Age 13 118
Iron Age I 1

Total 1035 9330

The assemblage includes five semi-complete or truncated urns from a small cremation cemetery [46065]. One
semi-complete Bucket Urn context (1279) is 154mm high and made ofcoarse grog tempered fabric and is
similar to an example from a cremation cemetery at Shouldham (Lawson 1980 Fig. 4). A second vessel (context
46025) also has a bucket shaped profile with an applied fingertip-impressed cordon below rim (cfLawson 1980
Fig.5 B). Two urns survive only as base sherds. These include the base oflarge heavily grog-tempered from a
bucket, biconical or cordoned urn (46007cf. Bamford 2000 Fig 73 PI8). A second truncated base (context
46015) is too truncated to be closely defined a vessel type. Further pieces ofum were found in context 46004
these are also highly fragmentary.
The earlier Iron Age assemblage included one rim sherd from a vessel with a slight angular shoulder and a sherd
with coarse flint grits stuck into the base. The Earlier Iron Age sherds are mostly flint-tempered and come from
a low-density scatter oflron Age pits and post-holes found across the site.

Further work
• Define dating for the assemblage and provide a detailed comparison with other sites in the region, in

particular for the cremation vessels.
• Production of full publication report
• Selection of sherds for illustration and production ofcatalogue

Site 47/34(NHER 37631 WLN)
The site is located within the parish ofNorth Walsham (TG 265321). The site produced an assemblage of 48
sherds of which 44 were identified as being of possible earlier Neolithic date (125g). All the prehistoric sherds
were found in a single feature (pit 47003). The majority ofthe putative earlier Neolithic sherds are made of
flint-tempered fabric (42 sherds) the remainder are quartz-sand tempered. Four sherds (3g) are not closely
datable. No rim, base or decomted body sherds were found so the sherds were identified purely by fabric type
and an Iron Age date is also possible for the feature.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 47/36 (NHER 37989 WLN)
This site produced a single Iron Age sherd in flint-tempered fabric. The sherd is not closely datable.
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Further work
No further work is required.

Site 50/26 (NHER 37996 SLD)
Site 50/26 is located within the parish ofSwafield (TG 273329). The site produced an interesting assemblage
comprising 37 sherds (494g) of Biconical Urn and one Iron Age sherd (2g).

Sherds ofBiconical Urn were recovered from the fills of two large, sub-rectangular pits (50159150199 and
50186) interpreted as representing settlement activity by the excavator. The urns are made ofcoarse, chunky
grog-tempered fabric. One pit contained base and body sherds from a single vessel, the second an angular body
sherd in similar fabric. Both examples are undecorated. Biconical Urn dates from around 1800-1300 (Healy
1996115). The site lies 6k to the north-west of Witton where charcoal from a pit containing sherds ofplain,
grogged biconical vessels produced a radiocarbon date 0[3090 ±60 BP (BM-208) (Lawson 1983 14).

The Iron Age sherd is made of flint-tempered fabric and is not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 52/20 (NHER 37635 FLD)
This site produced a single Iron Age sherd in flint-tempered fabric. The sherd is not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.

Site 53/16 (NHER 38005 KNP)
This site produced a single Iron Age sherd in flint-tempered fabric. The sherd is not closely datable.

Further work
No further work is required.
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Appendix A: Estimated Illustration Requirements by Site

Site Code Number ofsherds
011251137734/37617) 12
081218 (37741137827) 20
081219 (37741137826) 12
131202137746/37622) 15
25/138-136 (37758/37624 37625) 10
36/97137769/37629) 12
46/38137779/37987) 4
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Roman Pottery Assessment

By Alice Lyons

Summary
This is a relatively small abraded assemblage ofRomano-British pottery collected from fourteen sites
along the length of the Bacton to Kings Lynn gas pipeline. The majority of the material consists of
locally produced, mostly unsourced, sandy grey coarse wares ofa utilitarian character, consistent with
refuse from small scale domestic settlement. The value ofthis material lies in aiding individual site
interpretation and contributing to the larger database ofRoman pottery that has previously been
recorded.

The Roman British pottery recovered from site 24/144 in the parish ofFoulsham, however, not only
contains sandy grey ware utilitarian forms but several misfired sherds and pottery wasters. This
material was found in, and associated with, a cruciform drying oven that may be part ofa larger pottery
production complex. This assemblage therefore, has more potential to further our understanding of
pottery production in central Norfolk during the mid-Roman period and is worthy of further research
(Going 1997,40-41).

Introduction
A total of 662 sherds ofRomano-British pottery, weighing 9.532kg were recovered from fourteen sites
along the Bacton to Yarmouth pipeline. The majority ofthe pottery (90.74%) was recovered from only
two sites 24/144 and 6/226.

Table I. The Pottery, by site

Site Quantity Weight Weight
Isherd countl Ik.\- 1%\ ~

24/144 366 5.269 55.28
6/226 182 3.380 35.46
25/136-138 64 0.482 5.06
50/26 25 0.134 1.40
39/84a 2 0.094 0~99

03/236 13 0.091 0.95
45/45 I 0.025 0.27
13/202 2 0.021 0.22
2/242 1 0.021 0~22

36/97 1 0.004 0.04
39/888 1 0.004 0.04
46/38 2 0.003 0.03
81217-219 I 0.003 0.03
22/148 I 0.001 O.ot
Total 662 9.532 100.00

Methodology
The pottery was excavated, washed and bagged by Network Archaeology.

All sherds were assigned a fabric type, then counted and weighed to the nearest whole gram and
recorded by context. Each diagnostic sherd was assigned a form type and where possible the diameter
and percentage of the rims were recorded. The presence of decoration, abrasion and sooting were also
noted.

Layout ofReport
The pottery is discussed by site, presented in descending order by plot number. The pottery fabrics
(Appendix A) and vessel types (Appendix B) are listed at the end of this report.

The archaeological value ofeach ceramic assemblage is assessed individually.

Site 2/242 (NHER 37805 WAC)
No site data supplied.
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A single base sherd of very abraded samian, weighing 0.02Ikg, was recovered from this site (2860). It
can only be dated between the mid 1st and early 3rd centuries and is probably residual. No further
analysis is required.

Site 3/236 (NHER 37811 WAC)
No site data supplied.

A total of thirteen sherds, weighing 0.09Ikg, of abraded Romano-British coarse ware pottery were
recovered from this site. A single medium mouthed jar with a simple everted rim (type 4.13) was
identified dating to between the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD.

No further analysis required.

Table 2. Tbe Roman pottery from site 3/236

Fabric Forms Quantity Weight Weigbt
("")- %

Sandv grev ware 4.13 12 68 74.73
Sandy oxidised ware 1 23 25.27
Total 13 91 100.00

Site 6/226 (NHER 37821 RGH)
The site is located within the parish ofRougham. It is situated approximately 1.0km west of the A1065,
Fakenham to Swaffham road, roughly 1.0km north of the village ofWest Lexham. It is approximately
2.0km due south of the village ofRougham itself(TF 831184).

A total of 182 sherds, weighing 3.380kg, were retrieved from this site. The majority of the pottery
consists oflocally produced (unsourced) utilitarian coarse ware forms including narrow mouthed jars
(types 2.1 and 2.5), a funnel necked beaker (3. I), various globular medium mouthed jars (4, 4.5.3 and
4.5.4), storage jars (4.14), wide mouthed jars (5.2 and 5.3), dishes (6 and 6.21) and a lid (8.1). Fine
wares were also recovered consisting ofsamian body sherds and a Nene Valley funnel necked beaker
(3.1) and dish with an out-turned rim (6.15).

Table 3. Tbe Roman pottery from site 6/226

Fabric Forms Quantity Weigbt Weight
(k~l· %

Sandy reduced ware 2.1,3.1,4.5.3,4.5.4,5.2,5.3,6.19,6.19.6, 111 1918 56.75
8.1

SandY grey ware 2.1 4 5.3 6,6.21 8.1 26 551 16.30
Sandy oxidised ware 2.1 2.5,4.14 20 362 10.71
Sandy grey ware with flint 6.19 3 214 6.33
inclusions
Black surfaced red ware 2.1 6.19 5 95 2.81
Micaceous grey ware 5.2 6.4 2 74 2.19
Samian 6 70 2.07
Nene Vallev colour coat 3.1 6.15 8 58 1.72
White ware 1 38 1.12
Total 182 3380 100.00

The majority of this pottery (87 sherds, weighing 2.055kg) was recovered from a Phase I double
ditched enclosure [6121]. The pottery consistently dates from the early to mid Roman period, with the
Nene Valley beaker fragment (possibly intrusive) the only late Roman (4th century) material recovered.

No further work is recommended for this assemblage, besides integration in to the main site report.

Site 8/219 (NlIER 37826 LEX)
The site is located within the parish of Lexham. It is situated approximately 0.5km ea't-northeast ofthe
crossroads formed by the junction of the BI145 and the AI065 (RDX 8), roughly mid-way between the
villages ofWeasenham All Saints and West Lexham (TF 852191).
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A single abraded sherd of not closely datable sandy grey ware pottery, weighing 0.003kg, was
recovered from the fill (8093) of an unphased ovoid pit [8092]. No further work is required.

Site 13/202 (NHER 37622 TTL)
The site is located within the parish ofTittieshall. It is situated on the east side of the minor road that
connects Tittleshall and Mileham (RDX 13), approximately 0.5km south ofTittleshall and 2.0km
north-west ofMileham, which straddles the B1145 roughly 10.Okm south of Fakenham (TF 893203).

Two sherds ofabraded Romano-British coarse ware pottery, weighing 0.02Ikg, were recovered from
this site. A single body sherd ofa sandy grey ware fabric recovered from a Saxon grave fill (13076)
and a rim fragment from a straight-sided dish (type 6.18), that dates from the mid 2nd century onwards,
was found in the topsoil. Both sherds are residual and require no further analysis.

Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)
The site is located within the parish ofBintree. It is situated approximately 0.5km west of the Al 067,
mid-way between Norwich and Fakenham, and roughly 0.5km south ofthe village ofBintree itself (TO
021229).

A single sherd of severely abraded not closely datable sandy grey ware pottery, weighing O.OOlkg, was
retrieved from the fill (22047) ofa deep sub-circular late medieval (Phase 4) pit [22045]. This pottery
is residual and requires no further analysis.

Site 24/144 (NHER 37892 FLS)
The site is located within the parish ofFoulsham. It is situated approximately 0.5km north ofthe
A1067, mid-way between Norwich and Fakenham, on the east side of the minor road running north
towards Foulsham itself (TO 029232).

A total of366 sherds, weighing 5.269kg, ofRomano-British pottery were recovered from this area.
Nearly all ofthe pottery consists oflocally produced coarse wares, both oxidised and reduced, with
only one fine ware sherd recovered. The coarse wares are found in various utilitarian vessel types
including narrow mouthed jars (type 2.1), a funnel necked beaker (3.1), various medium mouthed
globular jars (4, 4.1, 4.4, 4.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.8 and 4.13), storage jars (4.14), wide mouthed jars
(5, and 5.4), a straight-sided dish (6.18) and lid (8.1). The fme ware is a samian cup fragment (DR33)
dated to the 2nd century AD.

Table 4 Tbe Roman pottery from site 24/144

Fabric Forms Quantity Weigbt Weight
Ik~) %

Sandy grey ware 2.1, 3.1,4,4.1,4.4,4.5,4.5.1,4.5.2,4.5.3, 320 4524 85.86
4.8 4.13 4.14 5 5.4 6.18 8.1

Brompton/Spong Hill type grey 4.1,7.11.3,8.1 11 458 8.69
ware
Sandy oxidised ware - 23 160 3.04
Sandy reduced ware - 4 49 0.93
Black surfaced red ware - 1 25 0.47
Sandy grey ware, with flint 8.1 I 22 0.42
inclusions
Samian Dr33 5 21 0.40
Sandy grey ware with flint and - 1 10 0.19
grog inclusions
Total 366 5269 100.00

The Kiln feature group
A total of III sherds, weighing 1.539kg, of Romano-British pottery were recovered either from the
'kiln' [24078] or from features associated with it [24059]. The 'kiln' has been archaeomagnetically
dated to 170 AD to 230 AD and the pottery is consistent with this mid-Roman date.

The pottery consists exclusively oflocally produced (unsourced) utilitarian coarse wares. A narrow
mouthed jar (type 2.1), a funnel necked beaker (3.1) and various globular medium mouthed j ars (4.1,
4.4,4.5.2,4.5.3 and 4.8) and a wide mouthed jar (5) was recovered. Several of these vessels are slightly
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misfired and one vessel base is Brampton Spong Hill type grey ware is a waster and unlikely to have
travelled far from its source of manufacture. No finewares, either domestic or imported, were found
associated with this feature.

Table 5: The pottery from the kiln feature group

Fabric Forms Quantity Weight Weight
(ke)' %

Sandv erev ware 2.1,3.\,4.\ 4.4 4.5.2 4.5.3 4.8 5 98 1333 86.61
Brampton/Spong Hill type grey ware 7 152 9.88
Sandv oxidised ware 4 32 2.08
Sandy reduced ware 2 22 1.43
Total 111 1539 100.00

It is very unlikely, however, that pottery was manufactured within this 'kiln'. The 'cruciform' shape of
the structure is not consistent with firing large numbers of pots at high enough temperatures to produce
successful pottery manufacture. 'T-shaped' or cruciform dryers are, however, a standard feature on a
number of kiln sites (Swan 1984,47 to 48) and given the untidy way in which potters operate and
dispose of their rejects, you might well expect to find wasters in the drying plant (Vivien Swan pers
comm.).

The presence ofpotter wasters together with a drying oven does suggest pottery manufacture close·by.

Further work
To update the research aims stated in the project design "to establish throngh stratigraphic analysis,
whether and which parts of the pottery assemblage could have been manufactured in the 'kiln' in Plot
144, and to consider whether this might aid in refining existing pottery chronologies" by more fully
describing and illustrating this small group ofpottery, in its area, feature and stratigraphic context, as
the probable products of the yet to be discovered kiln site dated to the mid-Roman period.

Further research ofthe use of this 'kiln', including the analysis ofenvironmental samples (ifpossible),
locating parallels within the region (Burnham Market S. Percival pers comm.) and examining literary
sources should be undertaken.

Site 15/138-136 (NHER 37614 & 37615 RGH)
The site is located within the parish ofFoulsham. It is situated approximately 1.0km west of the hamlet
ofThemelthorpe and L5km east-south-east of the village ofFoulsham, which is adjacent to the A1067,
Norwich to Fakenham road (TG 046239).

A total of sixty-four sherds, weighing 0.482, of very abraded Romano-British pottery were recovered
from this area. The majority ofthe pottery consists ofsandy grey ware wide mouthed jars (5, 5.2 and
5.3) and ajar lid (8.1). Similar vessels were also discovered in other fabrics, such as the sandy reduce
ware (5) and the micaceous reduced ware (5). Samian and a fine white ware fabric were also identified,
but no forms found. This pottery is consistent with an early Roman date and quite different in character
from other site assemblages found as part of this project.

The majority of this pottery (35 sherds, weighing O.I72kg) was retrieved from a Phase 2 substantial
rectangular enclosure of Late Iron Age and Early Roman date. The pottery is consistent with this date.

Table 6. The Roman pottery from site 25/138-136

Fabric Forms Quantity Weigbt Weight
Ik.\' %

SandY !!fCV ware 5 5.2 5.3, 8.1 54 357 74.07
Sandy reduced ware 5.3 3 83 \7.22
Samian 3 20 4.15
Micaceous .e;rey ware 5 2 18 3.73
White fine ware 2 4 0.83
Total 64 482 100.00
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No further work is recommended for this assemblage, besides integration into the main site report.

Site 36/97 (NHER 37629 ZVL)
The site is located within the parish of Oulton. It is situated on the southwest side of the B1354,
Aylsham to Thursford road, approximately 6.0km north-west of Aylsham itself, mid-way between the
villages of Saxthorpe and Blickling (TG 135296).

A single abraded undecorated body sherd ofsandy grey ware coarse ware pottery was recovered from
this site. It is datable between the late 1st and 3rd centuries AD and was retrieved from the fill (36051)
ofa gully [36050]. An isolated find of this type can not provide conclusive dating and its abraded
condition suggests it may be residual. No further work is required.

Site 39/88B (NHER 39518 JT1)
The site is located within the parish ofItteringham. It is situated approximately 4.5km north-west of
Aylsham, roughly 0.5km east of the minor road from Itteringham to Itteringham Common, on the east
side of the River Bure (TG 154304).

A single sherd of abraded and not closely datable sandy grey ware pottery, weighing 0.004kg, was
recovered from this site. It was found from a deposit (39056) within a large unphased sub-circular pit.
The pottery is consistent with being residual and requires no further analysis.

Site 39/84A (NHER 39520 JT1)
The site is located within the parish ofItteringham. It is situated approximately 4.5km north-north-west
of Aylsham, mid-way between Blickling Hall, to the south, and Wolterton Park, to the north. It is
reached via a minor road running southwest from Calthorpe, which lies approximately 2.0km away
(TG 164307).

A total of two coarse ware utilitarian sherds were recovered. A sandy grey ware narrow mouthed jar
(type 2.1) and a sandy oxidised medium mouthed globular jar (4.5). Both are severely abraded and
residual with a medieval ditch and enclosure systems ([57373] and [57418]).

Table 7. The Roman pottery' from site 39/84A

Fabric Forms Quantity Weight Weight
(k2)- %

Sandy grey ware 2.1 1 0.089 94.68

Sandy oxidised ware 4.5 1 0.005 5.32
Total 2 0.094 100.00

No further analysis required.

Site 45/45 (NHER 37731 SFF)

No site data supplied.

A single sherd of abraded and not closely datable sandy grey pottery, weighing 0.025kg) was recovered
from this site. It is likely that is residual and requires no further analysis.

Site 46/38 (NHER 37987 ANT)
The site is located within the parish of Antingham. It is situated approximately l.5km north-west of
North Walsham, on the west side of the AI49 (TG 260317).

Two sherds of abraded and not closely datable sandy grey ware pottery, weighing 0.003kg, were
recovered from this site. One was certainly residual as it was recovered from a deposit (46057) within a
post-medieval ditch system [46056]. The other is ofslightly more interest as it was recovered from a
buried soil horizon thought to be ofan Iron Age date. It may well be intrusive due to animal
disturbance, or other post-depositional processes. Neither sherd requires further analysis.
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Site 50126 (NHER 37996 FLD)
The site is located within the parish of Swafield. It is situated approximately 2.0km north to north-west
of North Walsham, on the east side of the minor road running south from the hamlet ofBradfield (TG
273329).

A total of25 sherds, weighing 0.134kg, ofRomano-British pottery were recovered from this site. All of
the pottery found consists of locally produced (unsourced) utilitarian coarse wares. No individual
vessel types were identified.

Table 8. The Roman pottery from site 50/26

Fabric Forms Quantity Weight Weight
lk.l %

Sandv ~rey ware 23 130 97.01
SandY reduced ware 2 4 2.99
Total 25 134 100.00

The pottery was not retrieved from anyone significant feature group. No further analysis is required.
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Appendix A: The Roman-British Pottery Fabrics (the abbreviated codes refer to the catalogue)

Black surfaced red ware
BSRW
This is a broad fabric group which includes any misfired local grey ware, with the end result ofa red
fabric and black surface, examples of this can be seen in the Postwick and Ellingham assemblages.

Brompton/Spong Hill 'type' grey ware
BSHGW
A distinctive blue-grey slightly sandy and micaceous grey ware, usual in central Norfolk. Produced on
an industrial scale at the small town of Brampton.
Description: Green 1977, 31-92

Nene Valley colour coat
A pale fabric that is colour-coated with paint-slip, usually orange to brown in colour.
Description: Tomber and Dore 1998 p118

Sandy grey ware with flint inclusions
SGW(f)
This is a hard very dark greyish brown (1 OYR 4/2) wheel tbrown fabric with a harsh texture and
irregular fracture. It contains abundant medium (0.25-0.5 mrn) rounded sand and sparse coarse and
very coarse (larger than 1 mrn) angular flint inclusions. Occasional sherds contain some very coarse
white flint inclusions which have a range ofbetween 3-5mrn. This fabric also has sparse mica which is
probably a natural contaminant of the clay.

Sandy grey ware with flint and grog inclusions
(SGW (fi'g)
This is a hard very dark greyish brown (IOYR 4/2) wheel or hand thrown fabric with a harsh texture
and irregular fracture. It contains abundant medium (0.25-0.5 mrn) rounded sand and sparse coarse and
very coarse (larger than 1 mrn) angular flint inclusions. Abundant grog (0.25mrn-0.5mrn) pieces are
also visible. This fahric also has sparse mica which is probably a natural contaminant of the clay.

Samian
SAM
A distinctive glossy red fabric, imported in large numbers, from Gaul, during the early to mid Roman
period. The decorated examples were mould made.
Description: Tomber and Dore 199825-41.

Sandy oxidised ware
SOW
This is a sandy pale fabric that can vary on colour from cream to pale orange.
Description: Andrews 198590 (OWl).

Sandy grey ware
SGW
This is a sandy fabric that can vary in colour from dark grey to a pal brown colour.
Description: Andrews 1985, 92.

White fine ware
WFW
A pipe clay fabric, almost devoid of visible inclusions.
Description: Lyons 2000, 213.

Micaceous grey ware
MicaGW
A dark grey to grey sandy grey ware fabric, with common to abundant mica that is present as a natural
constituent of the clay.
Description: Tomber and Dore 1998, 184. Gurney 1995, 102.
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Appendix B: Type Series
Form Descriptions and Codes

2.1

2.5

3.1

4

4.1

4.4

4.5

4.5.1

4.5.2

4.5.3

4.5.4

4.8

4.13

4.14
5

5.2

5.3

5.4

6

6.4

6.15

6.18

6.19.0

6.19.6
6.19.7
6.21

7.11.3

8.1

Dr33

Narrow mouthed jar with rolled everted rim, rounded body and various cordons with decoration on the
neck, body and base of the vessel.
Seole: 63. 114, 183.
Two-handled storage jarslhoney-pot types.
Colchester (Hull, 1963) 175, 177.
Beaker with tall straight neck (funnel necked) and rounded body.
Seole: 110.
Medium Mouthed Jars
Miscellaneous or indetenninate.
Medium mouthed globular jar with high shouldered profile.
Seole: I, 2, 19, 22, 44, 107.
Medium mouthed globular jar with short angular neck, lid-seated or flattened rim.
Brampton: 174, 186. CoS: 432, 433, 468-471.
Medium mouthed jar, short neck, rolled generally undercut rim and globular body.
Seole: 43,93, 115, 202.
Medium mouthed jar, short neck, rolled generally undercut rim and globular body.
WSF: 003, 004 (unpublished).
Medium mouthed globular jar, short neck, squared rim and globular body.
CoS: 397, 398, 408.
Medium mouthed jar, short neck, rolled severely undercut rim which forms a pointed lower rim edge and
globular body.
CoS: 416.
Medium mouthed jar, short neck, large rolled rim and globular body.
Braneaster 86.1
Medium mouthed jar, everted rim- hollowed or with projection underneath, globular body.
IKL: 56. Scole: 199-201, 134.
Medium mouthed jar, rounded body and simple everted rim.
Seole: 5. BUG: 250, 251.
Large storage vessels - Mise or indetcnninate sherds.
Wide mouthed Jars
Miscellaneous.
Carinated jars.
Seok: 21. WS: 221.
Rounded jar with a- reverse'S' profile,
Seole: 39,46,94.
Roundcdjar, reverse "S' profile, one or two grooves mid body.
Seole: 6,40,62,66,73,92,122. WS:211,212,213.
Bowl, Cup, Dish, Platter; any open fonn.
Miscellaneous or indetenninate.
Hemispherical bowl.
BUG: 269, 270, 273-275.
Bowl with curving sides and out-turned rim, flanged and unflanged, footring base.
Seole: 74, 76, 97.
Bowl straight sided, flat based, thickened everted 'triangular' rim.
Seole: 123,129,148,175,222.
Bowl straight sides which may be upright or angled, plain rim or may have external groove.
CoS: 642, 643
Angled sides with two extemal grooves below rim.
Lid-seated.
Open bowl internal angle, incurving rim, flat or foot ring base.
Seole: 83,86
Mortarium with a round bead and long sub-rectangular, slightly angled flange.
CoS: 801
Lid - standard type to fit cooking/storage pot in-tumed or out-turned can have tenninal grip. Scole 102,
103 and 104.
A conical cup with a footTing. Thcre are often grooves (or a groove) on the external vessel wall.
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Site Abbreviation Site name Publication reference
Bramnton Bromoton Norfolk Green 1977
BRANCASTER Brancaster Norfolk Andrews 1985
BUG Bur2h Norfolk Martin 1988
Colchester Colchester Essex Hun 1963
CoS Caister on Sea Darlin2 and Gurnev 1993
IKL lcklin2ham Suffolk West &Plouviez 1976
Scole Seole. Norfolk R02erson 1977
WS West Stow Suffolk West 1990
WSF Wattisfield Suffolk Unnublished available through the Suffolk Archaeological Unit HER.
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Substantial assemblages of pottery both of Early Saxon and medieval date were recovered, with
relatively small amounts ofceramics dating to the Middle to Late Saxon period. Post-medieval pottery
is also poorly represented overa1l, although this may be partially due to the removal ofsurface deposits
and/or method of retention.

The condition of the pottery is variable overall. Some complete or almost complete Early Saxon
vessels were recovered from the cemetery site 131202, but other Saxon sherds were abraded. A high
proportion of the medieval pottery is worn and abraded. Many of these sherds show evidence of use in
the form ofsooting.

Percentage by weight of pottery by period

Early Saxon
Pottery of Early Saxon date (5th-7th century) was identified from several of the sires along the
Pipeline, most DOtably Site 13/202. The pottery may form up to 20% by weight of the total
assemblage, although only c I I% by sherd count, but it is extremely likely that some of the pottery is
[ron Age in date. Conversely it is also the case that some of the pottery which is at present in the Iron
Age assemblage may be ofSaxon date.

Methodology
The ceramics have been quantified by recording the number of sherds present in each context, the
estimated number ofvessels represented and the weight ofeach fabric. Other characteristics such as
condition, indications of usage and decoration have been noted, and an overall date range for the
pottery in each context established Recommendations for illustration have also made. The pottery was
recorded on proforma sheets by context using letter codes based on fabric, form and decoration. The
fabric codes are based mainly on those identified in Eighteen centuries ofpottery from Norwich
(Jennings, 1981), and supplemented by additional ones used by the Suffolk Unit (S Anderson,
unpublished fabric list). These fabric types are most commonly used for Post-Roman pottery in
Norfolk and make up the Ceramic Type Series for this part ofEast Anglia (Slowikowski etal, 2ool).

Summary ofpottery by period

Post-Roman Pottery Assessment

Post-Roman Pottery Assessment

By Richenda Goffin

Introduction
A total of5,779 fragments ofpottery of provisional Post-Roman date were recovered from the
excavations along the Bacton-Kings Lynn Pipeline, weighing 43,678 kg in total. The pottery was
recovered from the watching brief, evaluation and excavation phases of the project. A provisional
breakdown of the pottery by major chronological period by weight is presented below:
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Site 131202 (NllER 37622 TTL)
A total of 543 fragments ofpossible Early Saxon date weighing 6.21 Okg was recovered from this site
(37746/37622 TIL), located approximately 10.00km south ofFakenham on one side ofa sloping
valley close to the village ofTittleshall. The site features several phases ofearly activity from the
Neolithic period through to the Iron Age.

The pottery includes several vessels associated with individual burials making up part ofa Saxon
inhumation cemetery. Some of these have been small found individually. A range offabrics are
represented which have been provisionally catalogued. There is one example ofdecorated vessel
(SF70497) which has four rows of stamped decoration, associated with one of the burials, otherwise
they are undecorated. Provisional dating ofartefacts associated with these burials indicates a late 5th
6th century date for the cemetery (Penn, assessment of iron grave goods). In addition to the nine
pottery vessels which have been small found, other pottery was also recovered from the grave fills. A
few additional features are also Saxon. Other pottery of Saxon date was identified in features assigned
to Phase 14 (modern soil development), such as fill [13033] colluvium around the ring-ditch. Further
Saxon pottery was recovered from topsoil deposits, including a stamped sherd from [13000].

A considerable quantity ofpossible Early Saxon pottery was identified from a range of features which
are currently indeterminate in their date and could be Iron Age or Early Saxon. The features affected
are the infilling of the outer barrow ditch [13515], the sub-rectangular enclosure south-east of the
barrow [13214] and a range of pits and post-holes, which may be ofEarly Saxon date. Pottery of a
likely Early Saxon date was recovered from two grave-shaped features with fills [13130] and [13131],
which have no human skeletal remains.

Site 24/144 (NllER 37892 FLS)
Several features ofpossible Early Saxon date were identified during this excavation in the parish of
Foulsham. Considerable evidence oflron Age activity was recorded as well as several Roman phases,
and the remains ofa Roman pottery kiln [24059]. In addition, two rectangular pits which may be
sunken featured buildings, and part of a ditch may contain pottery which is either Iron Age or Saxon in
date, or both. A total of239 fragments of hand-made pottery were recovered, weighing 2.236kg. The
condition of much of this pottery is abraded or very abraded Although ahnost entirely undecorated,
one fragment from the ditch fill [24065] has horizontal grooving and stamped decoration.

Site 25/138-136 (NllER 37624 & 37625 FLSj
A small quantity ofpottery of possible Early Saxon date was recovered from a further site in the same
parish. Here too evidence of possible Bronze Age or Early Iron Age activity was identified, as well as a
phase of Late Iron Age/Early Roman date. One group of pits [25296] contained pottery which is once
again of indeterminate date, as it could be Iron Age or Early Saxon. Fifteen sherds ofhand made
undecorated sandy pottery were recovered from two contexts [25036] and [25037], weighing 0.90kg,
with four other sherds from elsewhere on the site.

A small amount ofpossible Saxon pottery was also identified from Plot 11253 (11 fragments weighing
0.120kg).

Significance and potential ofth'e Early Saxon and? Early Saxon ponery
Although none of the excavated sites contained exclusively Early Saxon pottery, a number of vessels of
Early Saxon date were found in association with the Early Saxon burials on Site 131202 (NHER 37622
TIL). These have been provisionally catalogued below:
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Context type Context Fabric Form Decoration CORd No. sherds lIIus? Weight Comments

Skeleton 13076 ES ES02 CP/JAR 6 YES 494 SF70475 - almost complete, chaff or grass
Male skeleton 13124 ES ES02 JAR STAMP 68 YES 803 SF70497 - dec, 4 rows, reeOD, ilIus, poss. thin section
Grave fill 13045 ES? ESCF? BODY AA 2 11 Large inclusions, pess. granitic?
Skeleton 13092 ES? ESCS? BODY AA I 4 Shell leached out?

Skeleton 13092 ES? ESFL BODY A 2 5
Skeleton 13092 ES? ES02 BODY AA I 2 Laminated
Juvenile skeleton 13278 ES? ES02? BODY AA 21 103 SF70529 - v crude

Skeleton 13092 ES? CP/JAR 48 POSS 646 SF70478- Lower pt ofvess, tooled ext + rim sherds, poss. Iron Age
Female skeleton 13124 ES? ES02 BODY AA 39 13 SF70514-Tiny body sherds, small fine-walled vessel
Grave fill 13040 M GRIMUNGI BODY 1 4
Grave till 13040 M MCW BODY AAA I 1
Skeleton 13092 M LMU BODY A 1 I
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This group of ceramics is particularly significant since it represents a small assemblage which can be
well-dated by its association with the other grave-goods. In addition several of the vessels are
reasonably substantial and one has a stamped decoration, which provides further opportunities for
comparative study.

The pottery from the cemetery deposits is also significant given the fact that there was considerable
Iron Age activity elsewhere on the site, and that a number of features (described above) remain
problematic in terms of dating.

Since the technology for undecorated hand-made sandy wares was similar for both periods of pottery
production in this part ofEast Anglia, it is often extremely difficult or not possible to identify with any
degree ofcertainty whether the sherds are of Iron Age or Early Saxon date. This is particularly the case
with small undecorated sherds, and it is often the stratigraphic details with which the pottery is
associated which point towards likelihood rather than a certainty for the dating.

It is therefore particularly important that accurate fabric descriptions are made for the pottery which is
clearly Saxon. Although it is likely that similar fabrics were used in both periods, it is also possible
that certain fabrics contain inclusions such as granite which may be non-local and exclusive to the
Saxon period. It may be possible to identify such pottery in some of the more archaeologically
ambiguous features.

As well as the pottery from the graves, a quantity ofcontentious pottery was recovered from the site
which may be of Saxon or Iron Age date (329 sherds @ 3.596). In addition a number of sherds
provisionally identified as Iron Age have not been included in this assessment. However it is important
that all the pottery from these problematic features should be considered together, irrespective ofinitial
categorisation. Account should also be taken of the dating evidence provided by associated small
finds.

It is to be hoped that after close examination and discussion by the specialists working together that
there will be some consensus about certain groups. Although it is likely that this may happen in some
cases, it is also probable that there will be some groups of pottery which may still remain problematic.
There is also the problem of possible residuality of material, a feature which may only be able to be
measured by recording the condition of individual sherds, thus providing some indication of
wear/abrasion.

The difficulty in distinguishing between certain types oflron Age and Saxon pottery found within one
site is clearly recognised between specialists within the region. At Spong Hill, for example, only
pottery which was clearly accepted as Iron Age and which was excavated from such features was
included in the Iron Age pottery recording. For the early Saxon pottery, only sherds found in features
safely associated with the Saxon settlement were examined (Friedenson S and V and Rickett, 126).
Recent excavations at Downham Market to the west of the county also provided evidence of Iron Age.
Early and Middle Saxon activity (Percival, forthcoming, Goffin, forthcoming). Some of this pottery
was only provisionally dated, due to the difficulties described above, and based on the balance of
probabilities taking the stratigraphy into account.

Two other sites along the Pipeline also have smaller groups of pottery which are similarly difficult to
date (Plots 24/144 and 25/138-136).

The Early Saxon pottery from the cemetery is made in a variety of fabrics, including one vessel which
is heavily tempered with chaff or grass, and others which are predominantly sandy but with some flint
and possible calcareous material. The range of forms appears to be limited to the jar. There is only one
example ofa stamped vessel, but it is possible that it may provide additional dating information.

Although the pottery from the cemetery is only a small assemblage, such artefacts form an important
element of the grave goods and are worthy ofcareful recording. A study of the Saxon ceramics from
the other features on the site, as well as the two additional plots will also contribute to establishing the
dating sequence for different phases on the sites. A consideration of the distribution and spatial analysis
of the pottery may provide information concerning the extent and type of land/use and settlement,
suggested for example, by the possible sunken featured buildings on Plot 24/144.
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In spite of the relatively small size of the assemblage from the cemetery and thc other sites, the detailed
recording of the ceramics will contribute to the growing body of knowledge which is beginning to
emerge for ceramics of the Early Saxon period in East Anglia. Many cemetery and/or settlement sites
have previously been published, but further small-scale excavations undertaken recently have added to
the picture. As well as Downham Market, small settlement sites have been identified at Broome
Ellingham and Grange Farm Snetterton (Goffin in Birks, forthcoming). Another site which is likely to
be of direct relevance is the Early Saxon settlement ofWitton near North Walsham (Wade 61-67).
Further afield, recent settlement sites have been identified at Carlton Colville and Eriswell on the RAP
Lakenheath airbase, and cemetery sites have been found at Flixton, Coddenham, Hadleigh and Eriswell
(S Anderson, pers comm.).

The Saxon pottery from the Pipeline excavations is also significant in terms of regional ceramic
studies. A study of the pottery will make a valuable contribution to the work which has been
undertaken so far on the fabric groupings from sites in the region. Preliminary observations on the
frequency or otherwise ofdifferent fabrics have been made on the Eriswell sites, Coddenham, and
Flixton (Sue Anderson, pers comm.). Limited analytical work has also been undertaken on the Saxon
settlement pottery from Spong Hill (Friedenson S and V and Rickett R 126-127, and on the funerary
pottery (Hills, Penn and Rickett 1994).

Recommendations (applicable to Saxon pottery from Plots 131102, 24/144 and 25 138-6)

Recording
Full quantification of the Saxon pottery should be undertaken, with sherd count, weight, and estimated
number ofvessels or Minimum number of vessels. Ifpossible, rim diameters should be measured and
EVEs recorded, following the national recommendations (MPRG, 2001).

The fabric identifications used should be the same as the most widely used Ceramic Type Series or
Reference Collection for pottery of this period in the region, so that comparative studies can be
undertaken between sites. In this instance it would be simplest to use the one which has been originated
by the Suffolk Archaeological Unit. Fabric identifications should be aided by using a binocular
microscope.

If necessary, time should be spent at the beginning to ensure consistency of fabric recording with the
CTS. It may be that external collaboration may be required to facilitate this.

The condition of individual sherds should also be recorded, since this may be a significant factor in
interpreting aspects of the site. The question of the residuality or otherwise of individual sherds is
likely to be a significant factor in determining the possible date of some of the sherds.

Any sherd or vessel links between individual contexts should be noted. These may provide useful
evidence on the disposal and movement of ceramics and contribute to the interpretation of site
formation processes.

The stamped sherds should be properly classified according to the existing archive of Anglo-Saxon
stamps available from Diana Briscoe.

F"rther work
Familiarisation with Ceramic Type Series and external collaboration with ceramic specialist

Consultation with prehistoric ceramic specialist over key groups from 3 sites

Recording of new material and re-recording of Saxon fabrics after specialist/site discussion and
consideration (including computerisation)

Analysis and report-writing, to include discussion related to the stratigraphy and spatial distribution.
Some syothetic discussion of the pottery in terms of regional studies.

Illustrations: Up to 15 illustrations
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Middle Saxon

A very small quantity of pottery of Middle Saxon date was identified overall. Only two sherds were
recovered in total from two different sites (O.036kg). A single fragment ofGritty Ipswich-type ware
was present in a layer of topsoil from Site 13/202 and a smaller fragment was found in the fill of a large
extraction pit [179] in an evaluation trench on site 50/26.

RecommendationslFurther work: The lack of Middle Saxon evidence reflected in the ceramics is worth
discussion in any overall overview of the archaeological significance of the excavations.

Illustrations: None

La/eSaxon
A total of89 fragments of Late Saxon pottery weighing 0.584kg was recovered in total from the
excavations (cl% by weight of the total assemblage). Although the majority of this material was
Thetford-type ware or Grimston Thetford-type ware, the identification of a number of sherds included
in this total requires further investigation.

Late Saxon pottery was identified from the following sites:

Section Plot Context Fabric Form Condition Sberd No Welgbt
24 144 24000 LS THET CPIJAR 6 52
28 119 28026 LS THET CPIJAR t 5
28 119 28026 LS THET GING 2 12
28 119 28026 LS THET BODY 7 23
31 114 31866 LS THETG BODY A 2 39
38 90 38021 LS THET BODY A 2 3
38 90 38032 LS THET CPIJAR A t 5
38 90 38056 LS THET? BODY I 8
38 90 38056 LS THETG BASE AA t 3
38 90 38067 LS THET BODY 2 5
38 90 38150 LS THETG? BASE AA t 14
38 90 38220 LS THETG? BODY A I 22
38 90 38232 LS THET BODY A I 36
39 88B 39034 LS THET CPIJAR I 26
39 88B 39036 LS THET BODY AAS 2 10
39 88B 39036 LS THETG? BODY A I 2
39 88B 39044 LS THET BODY I 4
39 88B 39048 LS THET BODY A 2 4
39 88B 39056 LS THET CPIJAR 2 11
39 88B 39092 LS THET BODY I 4
39 88B 39247 LS THET CPIJAR I 3
39 88B 39290 LS THET BODY AA I 3
39 84A 39324 LS THET BODY A 3 21
39 84A 39324 LS THETG BODY 1 7
39 88B 39370 LS THET CPIJAR A 2 8
39 88B 39387 LS THETG? CPIJAR A I 7
39 88B 39399 LS THET CPIJAR AA I 6
39 84A 39401 LS THET CPIJAR A I 9
39 84A 39401 LS THET? BODY I 2
39 84A 39421 LS THET BODY 1 13
39 89 39830 LS THET CPIJAR A 2 21
39 88B 39889 LS THET BODY 2 2
47 34 47134 LS THET BODY S I 4
44 48 44001 LS THET BODY A I 5
44 48 44058 LS THET BODY 3 9
25 136-138 25025 LSIM THETG? BODY I 3

The Late Saxon pottery from plots 28/119 (Wood Dalling) and 38/90 (Itteringham) appear as residual
elements in features which contain medieval pottery. The larger quantity of pottery recovered from
Site 39188B (Itteringham) is also residual in most instances.
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Recommendations
The identifications of some of the ?Thetford-typc wares requires confirmation. The presence of Late
Saxon pottery from plots 28/119 and 38/90 is still significant although residual.

Further work: to check identifications and provide summary ofLate Saxon wares for inclusion in
further work.

Illustrations: None

Medieval
The medieval pottery forms the largest quantity of the total assemblage, making up c74% by weight
overall. In total 4802 fragments were identified, weighing 32,335kg. Pottery of this date was recovered
from most of the excavations, and will be discussed briefly by the main individual sites below.

The vast majority of the medieval pottery comprises a range of utilitarian domestic made in a limited
number offorms including cooking vessels and jars, bowls and jugs. Much of the pottery has been
classified under the general term of 'medieval coarseware', and there has been no attempt to identify
any particular production centres, except for the case of the Grimston coarsewares. A second large
collective group are the Local medieval unglazed wares. Although some production sites for sandy
medieval fabrics have been identified (such as Blackborough End, Middleton, (Rogerson and Ashley
1985)), there were no doubt numerous others of which no trace is likely to remain, or which are
unlikely to be ever identified in a rural environment. In an essentially conservative and traditional
industry, much of the pottery produced in rural East Anglia during the early medieval period may well
have been made in bonfire or clamp kilns. Often the appearance of the excavated pottery suggests that
there was little control over firing temperatures and that the wares are consequently a mixture of
colours both on their external surfaces and within the fabrics themselves.

The conservative nature of the potting tradition is also demonstrated by the continuation of hand
fonning techniques for pottery making, probably at the same time that other production centres were
making wheel thrown coarsewares. This does create some classification difficulties. Hand-made sandy
sherds may be termed 'Early medieval wares' and date to the II th-12th centuries, especially in the
Norwich area, but in a rural context such pottery continued to be made later, and therefore such sherds
have been classified as medieval coarsewares rather than early medieval wares. (The exception to this
is when a fragment has a diagnostic feature, which indicates that it may be of 11th-12th (13th) century
date, such as an everted flared rim). In addition, some of the cooking vessels and jars, which are hand
made, may have wheel-turned rims. The distinctive 'wiping' marks seen on many coarseware vessels
on the junction of the neck and shoulder where the rim was joined is a feature which seems to continue
throughout the medieval period (Jennings 41).

A large group of medieval pottery has been classified as Local medieval unglazed ware. Although this
term has been used to describe fme to medium wheel thrown sandy fabrics often containing sparse
fragments of mica, the pottery demonstrates a wide variety in appearance, both in colour, firing and
inclusions. The term 'LMU' is a collective one used to describe this pottery which was made in a
distinctive range of forms, but which is likely to represent the products of many different kiln sites.
Two likely sources have already been identified. Local medieval unglazed wares are thought to have
been made around the Woodbastwick and Potter Heigham areas, where waster sherds have been found
(Jennings 41). Field-walking at Hemblingham to the south of Woodbastwick has also produced waster
sherds of medieval and late medieval date which are similar in appearance to LMU (J Ames, pers.
comm.) It is inevitable also, that there is some overlap between the two groups of general MCW and
LMU, as some sherds are borderline in appearance.

A wide range ofdifferent LMU rim types for the cooking vessels and jars were recorded. The typology
used is that which was initially established by Jennings (Jennings 41) and developed further by
Anderson (Anderson in Shelley, forthcoming).

A small quantity of Grimston unglazed ware or coarseware was identificd from the overall assemblage.
This fabric has been described as 'a soft fabric with abundant quartz and flint inclusions (Little 84).
Although found in small quantities on sites in Norwich, it is a larger component of assemblages found
to the west of the county such as Kings Lynn (Clark and Carter, 184-5) and Castle Acre (Milligan
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1982). It is likely however, that this fabric is underrepresented in the catalogue, and that some sherds,
which are GrimstaD coarseware, have been classified as Medieval coarseware.

Grimston-type ware forms by far the largest glazed ware fabric overall from the Pipeline, confirming
the success of the glazed-ware industry in reaching to all parts of the region and well beyond. A range
of vessel types were recorded, from the standard jugs to a more unusual vessel from Site 25 136-138
[25183], the handle of a pipkin, usually considered to be a later form. There are several examples of
highly decorated Grimston wares, such as fragments of face jugs, which are ofa later date. Some
sherds from 39 84A [57893] are decorated with applied cream slipped pads possibly in imitation of a
floral design. These are also considered to be a late decorative variant, perhaps as late as the 15th C
(Clarke and Carter 235). In addition evidence of pottery production was found on site 22/148, context
[22174]. Several fragments of fired clay made in a Grimston-type ware fabric were identified as
having been used in a kiln for stacking pots.

Small quantities of other glazed wares are present in the assemblage, such as Scarborough ware and a
possible Yorkshire whiteware. A few sherds have been classified as 'unprovenanced glazed' ware and
require further identification. The number of imported wares is extremely low for the medieval period,
which is not unexpected.

The sites from which most of the medieval pottery was found have been summarised below, with
recommendations on the pottery and the level of further work required.

Site 131202 (NHER 37622 TTL)
A total of 17 fragments of medieval pottery weighing O.78kg were recovered from the site. Some of
the sherds were actually associated with the Saxon grave fills and may be intrusive. A small quantity
of the material was identified in other features such as pit fills. Three of the smaller fragments require
closer scrutiny as they may be of Saxon date rather than being medieval coarsewares.

Recommendations
The medieval pottery should be re-examined to ensure accuracy of dating and to confirm whether
certain sherds are intrusive in Saxon grave fills. Otherwise the medieval pottery can be listed and
presented in tabular form.
Further work
No iIlustrations

Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)
A total of652 fragments ofmedieval pottery weighing 5.692kg were recovered from this excavation.
The pottery is associated with several phases of small scale settlement within an enclosure, and a later
phase characterised by substantial pitting, some of which contained quantities of metalworking debris.
Many of the pit fills also contained substantial amounts of medieval pottery, dating to the 13th-14th
century. The assemblage comprises a wide range of domestic medieval pottery, which is mainly
medieval coarsewares. A most unusual fragment ofkiln furniture, apparently made from a Grimston
type ware fabric was identified in pit fill [22174]. Very few non-local or fineware fragments were
recovered from these deposits.

Recommendations
The assemblage should be written up properly as a component ofan individual site report on a small
medieval settlement in Norfolk. The later metal working evidence is significant, and the presence of
possible kiln furniture in a Grimston-type fabric. Bintree is some way from Grimston and it may be
that another productiou site is in the locality.

Further work: analysis and report-writing
Illustrations: Up to 15 illustrations and 1 photo and/or illustration of the ?kiln furniture

Site 25/136-138 (NlIER 37624 and 37625 FLS)
Five hundred and eighty-seven sherds of medieval pottery weighing 3.991kg were identified from the
open area excavation. The pottery is mainly associated with Phase 3, which comprises two discrete
periods ofmedieval enclosed settlement. The ceramics are associated with pits, posts and ditches.
Several unusual fonns were identified during the initial analysis, such as a Medieval coarseware
jUg/bottle, and a Grimston-type ware pipkin.
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Recommendations
The assemblage should be written up properly as a component ofan individual site report on this
medieval settlement.

Further work: checking fabric identifications, analysis and report-writing
l1Iustrations: Up to 12 illustrations are suggested

Site 27/128 (NHER 37626 THM)
A large quantity of medieval pottery was recovered here (826 fragments weighing 6.679kg). The
ceramics were recovered from features belonging to seven medieval phases, which include evidence of
a number of rectangular or sub-rectangular enclosures and a series ofditches. Finally a number of
substantial pits were identified. A very large quantity of coarsewares and Local medieval unglazed
ware was present, and some Grimstan-type ware, including several vessels decorated with iron oxide
slip indicating a 13th-14th century date range.

Recommendations
The medieval assemblage should be written up as a component of an individual site report on a multi
phased enclosed area.

Further work: analysis and report writing
Illustrations: Up to 6 illustrations are suggested.

Site 28/119 (NHER 37628 WDG)
Three hundred and eighty fragments of medieval pottery weighing 2.454kg were identified from this
site. The material was recovered from the fills of pits and ditches with a D-shaped enclosure forming a
later phase of activity. In addition to quantities ofcoarsewares and LMU, a fragment ofa Grimstan
facejug, a sherd decorated with applied scales, and developed forms ofLMU indicate some 13th-14th
century evidence. A single fragment of a non-local glazed ware in the form of Scarborough ware is
present.

Recommendations
The medieval pottery should be considered in relation to the excavated features and written up
accordingly as part ofan overall contribution to the site report. Overall the assemblage appears to be of
13th-14th century date and contains some good examples of 'late' LMU types and glazed wares.

Further work: analysis and report-writing
Illustrations: Up to 12 illustrations are recommended.

Site 38190 (NHER 37939 JTT)
A total of481 fragments of medieval pottery weighing 2.895kg were recovered. The pottery is
associated with a concentration ofmedieval activity in the southeastern comer of the site and a range of
pits elsewhere across the site. Although much of the pottery consists of the usual range of fabrics, an
addition to the coarseware range is Yarmouth-type ware. The general frequency of cooking vessel
shape, with everted flared rims indicates that some of the deposits date from 11th-13th century rather
than later. A fragment ofa Glazed whiteware jug with a possible Yorkshire origin was recovered.

Recommendations
The medieval pottery should be considered in relation to the excavated features and written up
accordingly as a discrete report to be included in the overall site report. The assemblage appears to be
mainly of II th-13th century date rather than later.

Further work: analysis and report writing
Illustrations: Up to 5 illustrations are recommended.

Site 39/89 (NHER 37940 JTT)
Twenty-six fragments of medieval pottery weighing O.201kg were identified. The pottery was
recovered from several features including a medieval ditch system and a rectangular enclosure with
ditch.
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Recommendations
The medieval pottery could be summarised in tabular form or summarised in a paragraph, relating it to
the archaeological features.

Illustrations: None

Site 39/84A (NHER 39520 JIT)
One thousand and ten sherds of medieval pottery weighing 5.987kg were recovered from the site.
Intensive evidence ofmedieval land-usage was recorded, making up three major ,phases of activity.
The assemblage comprises mainly medieval coarsewares, Local medieval unglazed wares, and
Grimston glazed wares with a range ofdateable form types and decorative techniques. Pottery was
also recovered from a number of pits assigned to Phase 3, the function of which is still unclear.

Recommendations
The medieval pottery analysis should be written up as an individual component ofan overall site
report. The assemblage is of a considerable size and merits full consideration in the light of settlement
patterns along the valley of the Bure.

Illustrations: Up to 20 illustrations are recommended

Site 39/88B (NHER 39518 JIT)
A much smaller quantity of medieval pottery was identified from this site (107 fragments weighing
0.39Ikg). Once again the main fabric types present are Medieval coarsewares including Grimston
unglazed ware, Local medieval unglazed ware and Grimston-type ware. A small amount of residual
Saxo-Norman pottery points to a likely mid 11th century date for the earliest activity on the site.
Evidence for a possible early medieval enclosure was recorded, and a later phase ofenclosure, with
further medieval ditches fonning a later phase.

Recommendations
The medieval pottery should be considered in relation to the excavated features and written up
accordingly as a discrete report to be included in the overall site report or site summary.

Illustrations: Up to 2 illustrations are suggested

Site 47/34 (NHER 37631 WLN)
Four hundred and seventy-four fragments of medieval pottery weighing 3.833kg were recovered from
this excavation. The site was predominantly medieval in date, apart from Phases I and 6/7. Some
medieval vessels present in pit fill [47160] were allocated small find numbers since they are reasonably
substantial. Several deposits contain pottery which is clearly of a later medieval date (14th-15th
century). A fragment ofan unidentified glazed jug was present in [47109].

Recommendations
The medieval pottery should be considered in relation to the excavated features and written up
accordingly as a discrete report to be included in the overall site report. Some of the assemblage dates
to the later part of the medieval period, in contrast to other sites.

lllustrations: Up to 12 illustrations, including SF 74001 and SF 74002 are suggested.

Site 50/26 (NHER 37996 SLD)
A hundred and sixty-two fragments ofmedieval pottery were identified from the site, weighing
0.897kg. The pottery is associated with Phase 3 - the use of the site during the medieval period as a
possible stock enclosure, and a scattering of pits which may signify evidence of a settlement nearby. A
limited range of fabrics is once more represented, with large quantities of LMU both of the earlier
form-types dating to the 11th-13th century, and the more developed rim types typical of 13th-14th
century.

Recommendations
The medieval pottery should be considered in relation to the excavated features and written up
accordingly as a discrete report to be included in the overall site report or summary.
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Illustrations: Up to 6 illustrations are reconunended.

Other smaller sites along the Pipeline
Some of the smaller sites along the Pipeline have also produced small quantities of medieval pottery
which have not been included in the above. These are listed below:

Site Number:
37/192 (NHER 37847 TTL)
30/115 (NHER 37914 WDG)
31/114 (NHER 37914 WDG)
39/78 (NHER 37952 JNW)
44/52 (NHER 37630 CLB)
45/45 (NHER 37731 SFF)
46/38 (NHER 37987 ANT)
49128A (NHER 37633 FLD)
51/23 (NHER 38000 FLD)
52/20 (NHER 37635 FLD)
54/12 (NHER 38009 KNP)

It is reconunended that the pottery from these sites does not require further work other than to be
presented as a short summary in the final reports on those sites

General overview ofthe pottery

Recommendations
Although large quantities of medieval pottery have been recovered from surface recovery and field
walking in rural Norfolk there is usually little opportunity to investigate such areas through controlled
archaeological excavation. The Pipeline project has therefore offered a valuable opportunity to do this,
with the result that several medieval sites have been identified.

In addition to contributing to a discussion of the nature and extent of the individual settlements or areas
ofactivity, it is reconunended that the medieval pottery from these sites should be discussed in the
context of the inunediate landscape and known settlement patterning surrounding the Bure and the
Wensum. In addition, some comparative work can be done between selected assemblages from the
different sites, and overall dating differences between sites can be discussed. The pottery can be
compared to other relevant excavated ceramic assemblages such as Red Lion Street, Aylsham, where a
considerable quantity of medieval pottery was recently recovered (Goffin, in Bates forthcoming).

In addition, a consideration of the differences in main pottery fabrics from the different plots along the
pipeline should be considered. Are there detectable differences for example in ceramic assemblages of
similar date depending on whether they are from sites in West Norfolk (such as sites NHER37617,
37821 and 37827) or further east (such as NHER37987, 37631 and 37996)? Is there any significance
in the presence of certain non-local fabrics on some sites? How does the lack of imported wares
compare with other similar sites?

This work should be synthetic and aim to sununarise the significance of some substantial groups of
medieval pottery, an analysis of which it is hoped will make a significant contribution to our
knowledge of medieval rural Norfolk.

In addition a further topic for future investigation well beyond the scope of this project may be
suggested. The large quantity of medieval coarsewares and Local medieval wares which have not been
studied in any detail could be used in a research project investigating the sources and production of
these wares. Synthetic work on similar projects has been undertaken elsewhere, such as the medieval
greywares research for the London and South Hertfordshire production sites (J Pearce, pers comm.).

Further work
Overview and discussion on the significance of the pottery in relation to medieval settlement patterns
and landscape, comparison between other sites along the Pipeline and with other published or nearly
published sites, discussion of distribution of fabric types.
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Post-medieval
A total of71 fragments of post-medieval date weighing 1.861kg were recovered from the following
sites:

Section Plot Context Fabric Form No of sherds Weight (g)
22 148 22029 PM CREA BOWL 16 106
22 t48 22101 PM LMT JAR 17 1136
27 128 27000 PM GRE BODY I 16
27 128 27329 PM GRE BODY 1 3
38 90 38000 PM GRE STJAR 1 36
38 90 38001 PM GRE BASE 1 34
39 89 39829 PM IGBW BODY I 2
39 84A 57225 PM LMT? BODY I 4
39 84A 57613 PM GRE BODY I 2
44 48 44077 PM WEST CPT I 38
44 52 EvTrench 50 830 PM GRE BODY I I
44 52 Watching brief 44859 PM IRON DISH? I 29
45 44 Ev trench 86 416 PM GRE? BODY I 1
45 46 Ev trench 81 815 PM BBAS BODY 1 15
45 46 Ev trench 81 815 PM CREA PLATE 1 9
45 46 Ev trench 81 815 PM CREA JAR? 4 36
45 45 Watching brief 45851 PM RAER DJUG 1 167
46 38 46000 PM PORC? SPOUT? 1 9
46 38 46000 PM TPW BODY 1 2
47 34 Ev trench 56 286 PM LMT BODY 1 3
47 34 47000 PM LMT BODY 1 11
47 34 47047 PM LMT BODY 2 30
47 34 47048 PM LMT? BODY 4 72
47 34 47073 PM LMT BOWL 2 28
49 28A Watching brief 49850 PM KOLNIFREC BODY 1 2
49 28A Watching brief 49850 PM LMT BODY 1 33
49 28A Watching brief 49850 PM M1SC BODY I 5
50 26 177 PM LMT? BODY 1 3
50 28A Ev trench 59 175 PM LMT BODY I 1
51 23 Watching bricf 51850 PM GRE I
45 43 Watching brief 45852 PM? MISC BODY 2 2

Summary
A small quantity of the pottery overall is transitional in date, and spans the late medieval/early post-
medieval period (15th-16th C). The group includes some locally made glazed redwares, which are
present with Rhenish stoneware such as Raeren and KolnlFrechen, most notably from Site 49/28A.
Some sherds of Dutch-type redware may be late medieval rather than early post-medieval, dating to the
15th century. A substantial part-of a LMT jar with horseshoe handles was present in 22/148 [22101],
the fill of a recut ditch around an enclosure. The remainder of the overall assemblage comprises sherds
which are mainly later, that is the 18th-19th century. The small group of later ceramics from 45/45
[815] dates to the late 18th C.

Recommendations
Such small quantities of post-medieval material were recovered that they do not merit individual
elements in any pottery reports. A summary of the dating evidence supplied by individual fabrics may
be included in any other tabulated data or summary discussion.

Il1ustrations: The only post-medieval pottery illustration which is suitable for illustration is the LMT jar
from Plot 22/148. This is not an unusual form, but is a comparatively well-preserved example.
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Special Finds Assessment

By Julia Huddle

The metalwork and possible loom weights

Methodology
Each special find was looked at with the aid of x-rays and recorded in a Microsoft Word table using
information supplied in two Microsoft Excel tables (Special Finds Catalogue and Context Information
for Specialists). The metalwork is recorded by pipeline 'site' or 'plot number' and by special fmd
number. Quantities and weights, also supplied, are included. The site phase was added where available.
The material is catalogued (see 'comments'), with dates suggested where object parallels have been
found and bibliographies given as appropriate. A summary of each site is included at the end of each
site catalogue giving recommendations for further analysis/work as thought necessary
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NHER Code Sub-division Context No. Special Find No. Material Tvpe Prov. Period Count Phase Wei.htl.ms Comments

37622 13/202 13045 70461 Iron object Saxon 18+ 975 Shield boss. Extremely delicate.
See Ken Penn's report

37622 13/202 13040 70462 Iron obiect Saxon 7 30 Knife? See Ken Pen's renort
37622 13/202 13045 70471 Iron obiect Saxon 1 6 See Ken Pen's report
37622 13/202 13045 70473 Iron obiect Saxon 5 104 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's report
*37622 13/202 13069 70474 Iron object Saxon 4 17 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's report
37622 13/202 13100 70483 Iron obiect See Ken Pen's reDOrt
37622 13/202 13104 70486 Iron obiect Saxon 2 23 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's report
37622 13/202 13104 70487 Iron obiect Saxon I 19 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's report
37622 13/202 13115 70489 Iron object Saxon 3 17 See Ken Pen's report

37622 13/202 13118 70490 Iron obiect Saxon 2 12 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's renort
37622 13/202 13293 70507 Iron obiect Saxon 2 6 See Ken Pcn's report
37622 13/202 13293 70508 Iron obiect Saxon 3 9 See Ken Pcn' s report
37622 13/202 13293 70509 Iron obiect Saxon I 52 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's rcoort
37622 13/202 13124 70512 Iron obiect Saxon 10 188 See Ken Pcn' S TeDort
*37622 13/202 13159 70518 Iron obiect Saxon I 178 Spear head. See Ken Pen's report
37622 13/202 13159 70519 lron obiect Saxon 1 31 Tool haft with ?mineralised wood remains. See Ken Pen's report
*37622 13/202 13159 70520 lron obiect Saxon 1 22 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's reeort
37622 13/202 13171 70524 Iron obiect Saxon 7 26 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's reoort
37622 13/202 13278 70530 Iron obiect Saxon I 15 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's report
37622 13/202 13285 70541 Iron obiect Saxon I 53 Knife blade. See Ken Pen's rcoort
37622 13/202 13033 70545 Iron obiect Saxon II 175 See Ken Pen's reoort
37622 13/202 13033 70546 Iron obiect Saxon II 116 See Ken Pen's report
37622 13/202 13292 72004 Leather object Undetermined 4 2 Possible leather frags. See Ken Pen's report

The material above has been seen by Ken Penn and is included in a separate report.

• Tittleshall
• Tittleshall



Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)

Special Finds Assessment

NHER Sub- Context Special Material
Prov. Period Count Phase

Weight Comments
Code division No. Find No. TVDe (2ms.)

37623 22/148 22015 70150 Iron object Undetennined 3 3 22
Possible knife blade fragment with broken blade and incomplete whittle-tang.
Undated

37623 221148 22049 70151 Iron object Undetennined I 5 3
Nail, with flat round head & incomplete shank.
Undated

37623 22/148 22047 70152 Iron object Undetennined 6 4 36
?Knife blade fragment, broken both ends and ?associated fragments.
Undated

37623 22/148 22130 70154 Iron object Undetennined I
'Discounted 4 Nail, with flat round head, incomplete shank.
data unreliable' Undated

Copper
Incomplete buckle-plate with slot far pin, three rivet holes one with rivet in situ; front

37623 22/148 22118 70155 alloy Undetennincd I 4 2
obiect

decorated with stamped 8-petalled flower within beaded border. Medieval.

Copper
Bent and crumpled sheet fragment.

37623 22/148 22119 70156 alloy Undetennined I 4 3
obiect

Undated

37623 22/148 22115 70157 Iron object Undetennined I 4 6 ?Fiddlc-kcv nail with incomplete shank ?Medieval
Copper Sheet fragments x 2; one with 2 rivet holes, one with single rivet hole ?buckle plate

*37623 22/148 22119 70158 alloy Undetennined 2 4 2 fragments.
obiect Undated

Horseshoe with three square nail holes either side, four with nails in situ. One ?right-
angled calkin remaining on one side but ?broken. Possibly Type 4 following Clark (1995,
85-91) and those from London suggests an introduction of the type during ceramic phase 9

37623* 22/148 22121 70159 Iron object Undetennined I 4 592 (1270- 1350), in the 15th century contexts it is universal (object covered in soil·
description taken from x-ray).
Bibliography: Clark, J., (ed.), 1995, Medieval Finds From Excavations in London: 5. The
Medieval Horse and its EauiDmenl c.1150-c.1450.

Bintree
• Binlree
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Summary
A total of 10 Special Finds were recorded here comprising 20 pieces altogether. The material was
recovered from Phase 3 (medieval) through to phase 5 (broadly post-medieval) and includes nails,
sheet fragments and two possible knife blades. One buckle-plate, a horseshoe and a horseshoe nail, all
from period 4, are dated to the medieval period. None of the finds recovered are unusual and in fact are
the type that one may expect from a small farmstead.

Further Work
All the material has been fully catalogued and no further work is recommended. It is suggested that the
finds recovered are recorded in the final report perhaps by way ofa table, similar to those included
here.
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Site 39/89 (NHER 37940 JTT)

NHERCode Sub-division Context No. Special Find No. Material Type Provo Period Count Phase Weieht (ems. Comments
37940 39/89 39824 70340 Iron obicct Undetennined I 3 Medieval 3 Unrecognisable corroded fra{!J11cnt
37940 39/89 39830 70341 Iron obiect Undctcnnined I Subsoil 12 Unreco~isable corroded fra£!:ment

•
Summary
Only two Special Finds were recovered here, one from Phase 3 aDd one from the subsoil, both are unidentified object fragments.

Further Work
No further work is recommended. It is suggested that the finds recovered are recorded in the final report perhaps by way of a table, similar to those included here.

• Itteringham
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Site 24/144 (NHER 37892 FLSj

NIiER Sub- Context Special Material Provo Period Count Phase Weight
Comments

Code division No. Fiod No. Tvne I{~m;.\

2
37892 24/144 24238 72504 Iron object Undetennined I (Roman 15 ?Nail shank

Period)
Incomplete triangular loom weight with the lower third missing it comprises three joining pieces
and two scraps and weighs 597g. The weight was probably perforated three times, once through
the top of each comer. One complete perforation survives intact whilst partial remains of the
others also survive. The weight is made of a partially fired poorly mixed quartz sand nch fabric
with large flint inclusions. The flints within the weight have not been affected by heat suggesting
that low temperatures were achieved during tiring.

Heat I
Discussion The weight was fou':ld within the fills of a heavily truncated pit assigned to phase I.

37892 24/144 24122 72506 affected 5 (Iron 597g
clay Age)

Many similar weights were found at Danebury. Small find 72506 corresponds to Danebury type 1
(Poole 1984403, fig. 7.74, 7.57), the most common to he found on Iron Age sites. The fonn is
believed to date to the later Iron Age but beyond this is not closely datable.

References
Poole, C. 1984. 'Objects of baked clay' in B. Cunliffe Danebury: an Iron Age hillfort in
Hampshire. Volume 2. The excavations, 1969-78: the finds. Council for British Archaeology
Research Renort 52. 398-407 The above catalol!ue entrY is bv Sarah Percival

Summary
Two Special Finds were recovered here, one from Phase I (Iron Age) and one from Phase 2 (Roman Period), the latter producing a possible nail shank. The find from an Iron
Age deposit is an incomplete triangular loom weight of a type typically found on Iron Age sites.

Further work
No further analysis is required on the loom weight and the weight does not need to be illustrated. It is suggested that the finds recovered are recorded in the final report
perhaps by way of a table, similar to those included here.



Site 25/136 & 138 (NHER 37624 & 37625 FLSj

Special Finds Assessment

NHER Sub- Context Special Material
Provo Period Count Phase

Weight Comments
Code division No. Find No. Tyne 112ms.)
37624 & 25/i 36-

25033 70650
Copper

Undetermined I 3 4 Incomplete buckle-plate with notch for pin and one surviving hole for (missing) rivet.
37625 138 alloy obiect Medieval
37624 & 25/136-

25033 70651
Copper

Undetermined 1 3 I Decorated strip fragment with rebated rivet hole and notched edges; one side decorated with
37625 138 alloy obiect Medieval incised dotted lines, oossible mount.
37624 & 25/136-

25074 70652 Copper Undetermined I 3 6 Vessel rim fragment, with simple everted rim; sooted surfaces.37625 138 alloy obicct Medieval
37624 & U-shaped staple. One ann incomplete.
37625 251136-

25074 70653 Iron object Undetermined 2 3 7
138 Medieval Discussion: Iron staples such as these could have supported tethering rings. or have held

chains and hasDs in olace around buildings.
37624 & 251136-

25064 70654 Iron object Undctennined I 3
II Nail shank, slightly bent and ofsquare section.37625 138 Medieval

37624 & 25/136-
25080 70655 [ron object Undetennined 3

3
42 Knife fragment with incomplete blade and broken whittle-tang.37625 138 Medieval

37624 & 25/136-
25080 70656 Iron object Undetermined I 3

38 Knife fragment with incomplete blade and whittle-tang.37625 138 Medieval
37624 & 'Fiddle-key' nail, shank double-clenched.
37625

Discussion: For discussion of these type of horseshoe nails from early-medieval deposits see

25/136- 3 5
Clarke (1995,86, fig 64).

25084 70657 Iron object Undetennined I138 Medieval
Bibliography: Clark, 1., (ed.), 1995, Medieval Finds From Excavations in London: 5. The
Medieval Horse and its Equipment c.1150-c.l450

37624 & 251136-
25115 70658 Iron object Undetermined I 3 4 Incomplete strip. Found during metal detecting.

37625 138 Medieval
37624 & 25/136.

25139 70659 Iron object Undetermined 1
3

83
Disc with central hole ?washer. Diameter: 56mm; Thickness: IOmm; central hole dia.meter:

37625 138' Medieval 25mm. Found durin~ metal deteetin~. ?Intrusive

• Foulsham
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NHER Sub- Context Special Material
Prov. Period Count Pha.e

Weight
Comments

Code division No. Find No. Tvpe 1(2m.·.)
37624& Horseshoe fragment, broken at toe, wide web and 3 rcctangular nail holes, one on worn
37625 edge. Calkin present.

Discussion: Possibly Type 4 following Clark (1995, 85-91), those from London suggests an
25/136- 25137 70660 Iron object Undctennined I 3 98 introduction of the type during ceramic phase 9 (1270- 1350), in the 15th century contexts it
138 Medieval is universal.

Bibliography: Clark, J., (ed.), 1995, Medieval Finds From Excavations in London: 5. The
Medieval Horse and its Equipment c.1150·c.1450
Found durinl?: metal detecting,

37624 & 25/136- 25119 70661 Iron object Undetennined I 3 6 Nail ?Horseshoe nail with clenched shank and sub-rectangular head. Found during metal
37625 138 Medieval detecting:.
37624&

Heat
Comprises three fragments weighing 97g. One incomplete circular perforation survives

37625 25/136- 25001 70662 affected Subsoil indicating that the pieces are probably from a loom weight. The pieces are made from low-
138 clay fired sandy fabric with some possible grog inclusions and are not closely datable.

Bv Sarah Percival

Summary
Three fragments ofa possible loom weight, dated to the Iron Age period, were recovered from subsoil. The remaining twelve finds are from Phase 3 and amount to fifteen
pieces altogether. Most of the objects are of a personal or domestic nature, such as the buckle-plate, a vessel and two knives. Items associated with buildings include nails and
a V-shaped staple. A horseshoe and a horseshoe nail complete the assemblage here.

Further Work
No further analysis is required on the material, including the loom weight, and none of the material need be illustrated. It is suggested that the finds recovered are recorded in
the final report perhaps by way ofa table, similar to the one above.

,



Site 27/128 (NHER 37626 THM)

Special Finds Assessment

NHER Sub- Context Special Material
Provo Period Count Phase

Weight
Comments

Code division No. Find No. TVDe 10m';:)

37626 27/128 27080 72100 Iron object Undetennined 3
Medieval pit

12 Knife blade fragments x 2, includes tip of blade
no Dhase)

37626 271128 27154 72101 Iron object Undetennined 2 6
59 Formless fragmentMedieval

37626 27/128 27114 72102 Iron object Undetennined 2 4
163 Plate fragment

Medieval
Shank ofrcctangular cross section with slightly burred head, bent at tip ?punch. Length
90mm

Discussion This and SF 72104 with slightly burred heads are possible punches, the

37626 27/128 27124 72103 Iron object Undetennincd 1 4
20

heads of which become burred through use. Those from medieval contexts at York are
Medieval thought to have been used for metalworking (Ottaway aod Rogers 2002, 2720).

Bibliography
Ottaway, P. & Rogers, N., 2002, Craft, Industry and Everyday Life: Finds from
Medieval York. The Archacolo"" of York. The Small Finds 17115

37626- 27/128 27124 72104 Iron object Undetermined I
4

26
Shank of rectangular cross section with slightly burred head, bent at tip - ?small punch.

Medieval Lenirth 39mm

37626 27/128 27t80 72106 Iron object Undetermined I
No phase

196
Large nail or bolt with round. slightly domed head and circular-sectioned incomplete

Medieval shank.

37626 271128 27511 72107
Copper

Undetermined I
6

2 Strip, looped at one end ?buckle pin
a\lov obiect Medieval

37626 27/128 27381 72108 Iron object Undetennined 28 233
Metal working debris X 4; Plate fragments X 16. includes one possible knife blade
fragment· Nails X 2; Nail shanks X 6.

37626 27/128 27315 72109 [ron object Undetennined 17
No phase

135
Nails x 2; ?nail fragments x 9; formless fragments x 4; ?metalworking debris X I;

Medieval Obiect fragment X t with collar and rectangular hole -unidentified.

37626 27/128 27362 72110 Iron object Undctennined 1 No phase
21

Incomplete knife blade, tip missing and part of blade edge broken; incomplete bent
whittle-tang,

37626 271128 27449 72111 Iron object Undetermined I 6
7 Nail with flat circular head. tip missing.

Medieval

• Themelthorpe
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NHER Sub- Context Special Material
Prav. Period Count Phase

Weight
Comments

Code division No. Find No. Tvne Iloms.)

37626 27/128 27449 72112 Iron object Undetennined 2 6
6 Nail shank X I ; ?nail head X 1.Medieval

*37626 27/128 27511 72113 Iron object Undetennined 7 6
128 Object fragments X 7, includes bar and rod fragments.Medieval

.

Summary
A total of thirteen Special Find numbers were taken out for this site although the number of items amounts to sixty-seven pieces. Some of the material is from phased areas of
the site - Phase 6 & 4, others are not from phased areas but preliminary spot dating of the ceramics shows that they are attributable to the medieval period.

The objects identified are mostly nails (25); one possibly two knife blades were also recovered. The recovery of two probable punches from Phase 4, metalworking debris,
plate, bar and rod fragments is of interest here given the concentrations ofmetalworking debris identified during the field walking (October 2002).

Further work
Apart from the two ?punches all the material is fully catalogued and it is not thought that any further analysis is required. If confirmation is sought on the two possible
punches it is recommended that these are shown to a specialist familiar with these types of metalworking tools. None of the material need be illustrated and it is suggested
that the finds recovered are recorded in the final report perhaps by way ofa table similar to the one above.

• Themelthorpe
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Site 28/119 (NHER 37628 WDG)

NHER Sub- Context Special Material
Prov. Period Count Phase

Weight
CommentsCode division No. Find No. Tvpe (2m';:)

No
37628 28/119 28014 72600 Iron object Undetennined 1 Phase 12 Nail tip missing

Medieval
No ?Nait shank, of square section37628 28/119 28016 72601 Iron object Undetennined I Phase 12
Medieval

Horseshoe fragment with narrow web, broken at worn toe; two nail holes present, perhaps three
with third having ?oaH in situ. ?Round or sub-rectangular nait holes with deep countersunk sub·
oval slots; lobate wavy edge; calkin present, type unknown.

37628 28/119 28045 72602 Iron object Undetennined 1 I
72

Discussion Type 2A or 28 'fonnerly Nonnan' following Clarke (1995, 86, fig 62) and see those
Medieval from London found in early medieval deposits and declining by the mid 14th century (ibid. 92,

fig 74). Sec also Margeson 1993,226, fig 173 no 1828) for an almost exact parallel (if two nail
holes here) from a 12th/13th-century conlext.

37628 28/119 28000 72603 Iron object Undetennined I 5 248 Nail with large <mushroom-shaped' head.
Topsoil

Summary
Only four special finds were recovered here one is from Phase 1, two are unphased but are indicated 'medieval' and the last is from Phase 5 (topsoil). They comprise three
nails and a fragment ofa horseshoe dated to the early-medieval period.

Further work
All the material is fully catalogued and it is not thought that any further analysis is required. None of the material need be illustrated and it is suggested that the finds
recovered are recorded in the final report perhaps by way ofa table similar to the one above.

. Wood Dalling



Site 39/84A (NHER 39520 JTT)

Special Finds Assessment

NHER SUb- Context Special Material Proy. Period Count Phase
Weight

Comments
Code division No. Find No. Tvpe 1(2m'.)

39520 39/84A 57099 72700 Iron object Undetermined 1 No phase
34 Bar fragment of rectangular section, slightly expanded towards one end.

given

39520 39/84A 57118 72701 Iron object Undetennined 1 No phase
5 Nail shank, bent, of rectangular section tip missing

given

39520 39/84A 57179 72702 Iron object Undetermined 5
No phase

3 Strip fragments!!ivcn

39520 39/84A 57075 72703 Copper Undetermined 5
No phase

13 Fonnless fragments X 5. (Nothing showing on X-ray and items covered in soil).
allov obiect l!iven

Knife blade (in two parts) with whittle tang. Straight back from the shoulder to the tip and
blade cutting edge tip rising to meet the back.
Discussion: Following Ottaway's type series for knives this example falls under his type
Back Form E (Ottaway 1992, 572) and two parallels from medieval deposits in York are

39520 39184A 57075 72704 Iron object Undetermined 2
No phase

90
known from 13th century contexts at Coppergate (Ottaway and Rogers 2002, 2753, fig 1358)

given Bibliography:
Ottaway, P.• 1992, Angl0.Scandinavian Ironwork from Coppergate. The Archaeology of
York. The Small Finds 17/6
Ottaway, P. & Rogers, N., 2002, Craft, Industry and Everyday Life; Finds from Medieval
York. The Archaeologv of York. The Small Finds 17115

39520 39/84A 57049 72705 Lead object Undetennined 1 No phase
28 Lead strip, twisted and bent.given

Copper
No phase

39520 39/84A 57001 72706
alloy object

Undetennined 1 given 3 Strap-loop with sub-rectangular frame and internal projections. Medieval
Subsoil

Copper No phase
Buckle with trapezoidal framet three outside edges are bevelled; knops at each comer and

39520 39/84A 57802 72707 Undetennined 1 5 copper alloy wire pin. ?Gilded and moulding around knops.
alloy object given Discussion: This medieval buckle would need cleaning for positive identification.

Buckle with integral bevelled plate and copper alloy pin. Trapezoidal frame with two knops
at pin-rest and hole for pin. Incomplete plate with single rivet and tapering notched sides;
front decorated with two crosses each bounded with vertical linear border.

Copper No phase
Discussion: See the group from London from 13th/14th-century contexts, where it is

39520 39/84A 57753 72708 Undetennined I 6 suggested that these interesting buckles, with integral bevelled platest had a special function
alloy object given

(Egan & Pritchard, 1991, 106-1089, fig 68-9. nos 482-487) the latter in situ on a spur.
Bibliography
Egan t G., & Pritchard, F' n 1991, Medieval Finds from Excavations in London: 3 Dress
Accessories, London
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NHER Sub- Context Special Material Prov. Period Count Phase Weight
CommentsCode division No. Find No. TVDe (~ms.)

39520 39/84A 57883 72709
Copper

Undetennined 1 No phase 7 ?Bucklc plate with notch for (missing) pin and three rivet holes. Covered in soilallov obiect Igiven
Strap loop with trapezoidal frame, internal projections and three moulded knops in middle.
Discussion: See those in medieval contexts from London (Egan & Pritchard 1991, 231-233,

39520 39/84A 57001 72711
Copper

Undetennined 1
No phase

3
fig 149 nos 1254-1265).

alloy object given Bibliography
Egan, G., & Pritchard, F." 1991, Medieval Finds from Excavations in London: 3 Dress
Accessories, London

39520 39/84A 57001 72712 Lead object Undetennined I No phase
36 Rolled lead sheet fanning a cylinder, possible weight.

Igiven

Summary
A total of twelve Special Finds were seen from this site, amounting to 211lieces altogether. No Phasing is available although the features excavated at this site were of
medieval date or later. All the diagnostic finds are dated to the medieval period and as such form a small group of well dated, and in some cases interesting, artefacts. They
include a knife, two strap-loops (used to hold down the ends ofstrapslbelJs) and two buckles one of which is possibly a spur buckle.

Further work
All the material (apart from a ?gilded buckle SF 72707) is fully catalogued and it is not thought that any further analysis is required. It is recommended however that the two
buckles SF 72708 & 72707 should be illustrated as they are not closely paralleled elsewhere (the ?gilded buckle SF72707 should be cleaned prior to illustration). It is
suggested that the finds recovered are recorded in the final report perhaps by way ofa table similar to the one above.

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ .._------------------------------------------_. --_ -----_. ----------_ ---_. -------



Special Finds Assessment

NHER Sub- Context Special Material
Prov. Period Count Phase

Weight
Comments

Code division No. Find No. Tvne Itoms.)
39518 39/888 39346 7026\ Iron obiect Undetennined I \ 6\ Incomplete ring of circular section estimated (reconstructed) diameter circa 90mm

39518 39/888 39423 70262 Copper Undetennined I 3 9
Cast ?hamess mount with integral lugs on reverse and two moulded circles either side of

anov obiect Ipointed ends and central domed oval boss. Post-Medieval

39518 39/888 39423 70263 Iron object Undctcnnined 1
No phase

40 Plate fragment
I~iven

39518 39/888 39423 70264 Lead object Undetennined 1 No phase 5 Lead waste ?spillage
Igiven

39518 39/888 39423 70265 Iron object Undetennined 3 No phase
1\ ?Fiddle-key nail with incomplete shank Xl; nail shanks X 2

I!!iven ..
39518 39/888 39423 70266 Iron object Undetennined 2 No phase 46 Nail with ?incomplete shank X ]; badly corroded object fragment X I

I!!iven

39518 39/888 39423 70267 Iron object Undetennined I No phase
62 Annular ring ?tethering/suspension/harness ringleiven

Broken ?strap with two nails in situ.
Discussion: This incomplete L-shaped object with two nails in the short length may be part
of a strap used on doors windows and furniture fittings, see one from Norwich (Margeson

395\8 *39/888 39423 70268 Iron object Undetennined I \08 \993,154, fig 112, no \201),
8ibliography
Margeson, S., 1993, Norwich Households, Medieval and Post-Medieval Finds from
Norwich Survcv Excavations 197\-78 (East An.lian Archaeo!. 58)

Summary
A total ofeight Special Finds are considered here and amount to cleven pieces in total. Two of the fmds are from phased areas of the site although no indication is given as to
the dating of these phased areas, Apart from a harness mount dated to the post-medieval period the material is undated and includes nails, annular rings and a nailed L
shaped strip.

Further work
All the material is fully catalogued and it is not thought that any further analysis is required. None of the material need be illustrated and it is suggested that the finds
recovered are recorded in the final report perhaps by way ofa table similar to the one above,

• Itteringham



Special Finds Assessment

Site 44/48 (NHER 37729 SFF)

NHER Sub- Context Special Material Provo Period Count Phase
Weight

Comments
Code division No. Find No. Tvoe (2m';:)

37729 44148 328 70001 Iron obiect Undetermined 13 Not phased 25 Evaluation Trench 72 Fonnless fragments X 13 little iron remainine:
37729 44148 44001 72800 Iron obiect Undetennined 1 Not nhased 22 Lart:!:c nail with domed circular head and rcctanwlar-sectioncd shank.
37729 44148 44001 72801 Iron obiect Undetermined 3 Not ohased 132 Unidentifiable obiect fragments X 3

Copper alloy
Post-

3: Post- Solid die-cut two-piece livery button with domed circular embossed head with
37729 44148 44177 72802 Medicval- 1 7

object
al

medieval back-ta-hack rampant lions. Late 18th -19th century.

Summary
Four Special Find numbers were taken out for this site, amounting to eighteen pieces altogether. Seventeen are from unphased areas of the site and apart from one nail are all
undiagnostic finds. One late 18th-19th-century livery button is from a post-medieval context.

Further work
All the material is fully catalogued and it is not thought that any further analysis is required. None of the material need be illustrated and it is suggested that the finds
recovered are recorded in the [mal report perhaps by way of a table similar to the one above.
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NHER Sub- Context Special Material Provo Period Count Phase
Weight

Comments
Code division No. Find No. Tvne Irom;.)

37987 46/38 46001 72900
Cu alloy

Undetennined I 6: Modem 8 Modem door/window hinge with two rebated screw holes.
object

37987 46/38 46000 72901
Cu alloy Post-

1
6

8
Solid die-cut, two-piece flat circular embossed livery button, with griffin head over crown. 18th-

object Medieval Modem 19th centurY. .
37987 46/38 46024 72902

Cu alloy
Undetermined 1

5: Post~
3 ?Vessel fragment

object medieval

37987 46/38 46024 72903
Lead

Undetennined 1
5: Post-

4 Incomplete lead strip, undiagnostic.
obiect medieval

37987 46/38 46024 72904
Cu alloy

Modem 1
5: Post-

2 Eyelet with possible textile remains. Post-medieval
obiect medieval

37987 46/38 46001 72905
Iron

Undetermined 1
6

17 Annular ring. Suspensionltetheringlhamess ring
obiect Modem

37987 46/38 46038 72907
Iron

Undetermined I
5: Post-

31 Nail with domed circular head; tip missing.
obiect medieval

Axe head, with solid blade and socketed head. Top and bottom of blade are parallel; narrow blade
expands at junction with haft to fonn a ring-shaped socket. Length 117mm; Height: 55 at socket,
50mm at blade end; circular socket diameter: 30mm
Discussion: Three socketed tools of Early Iron Age date were *found at Danebury, an Iron Age
hillfort in Hampshire. They possess some features in common with the Antingham axe head, in
that they all have a solid blade and a socketed head, designed to accommodate a haft (Sellwood
1984,351-354, fig 7.12 nos 2.49, 2.50 & 2.51). Sellwood discusses the presence of such tools and

Iron 3
their various uses principally as woodworking tools although adzes and picks were also used to dig

37987 46/38 46055 72909
object

Undetennined I
Iron Age

742 away the chalk in pits (ibid. 354), as shown by tool marks on the sides and bottom ofpits.
John Davies chief curator ofNorfolk Museums has kindly looked at the axe head from a pit with
eleven sherds of Early Iron Age pottery (pers. comm. Sarah Percival) and comments that the
occurrence of an axe head is very exciting, particularly if is indeed from a well dated context and
that this example is a welcome addition to the few recovered elsewhere.
Bibliography:
Sellwood, L., 1984. 'Objects of iron' in B. Cunliffe, Danebury: an Iron Age hillfort in Hampshire.
Volume 2. The excavations, 1969-78: the finds. Council for British Archaeology Research Report
52.346-370

•
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Summary
A total of eight Special Finds were recovered here and apart from one are all from post-medieval or modem contexts. One find an Iron Age axe head was recovered from
Phase 3, an Iron Age pit and is of intrinsic and national importance (see catalogue entry and discussion above).

Future work
The axe head is an important find and should be looked at by a specialist in this field for full catalogue entry with object parallels and discussion. John Davies who has
looked at the object would be happy to do the analysis of the object.

Conservation requirements
This object is very unstable and a lot of corroded iron has fallen off since it was (?initially) bagged and it is therefore recommended that it is sent to be conserved as soon as
possible to be stabilised.

Axe head should be x-rayed from top and bottom view showing socket

Illustration
It is recommended that the object should be drawn by an illustrator at the NAU so as to be able to liaise with John Davies the recommended specialist for analysis of the axe
head.
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Site 47/34 (NHER 37631 WLN)

NHER Sub- Context Special Find Material Provo Period Count Phase
Weight Comments

Code division No. No. Tvne I(~ms.l

37631 47/34 47001 74000 Iron object Undetennined I 7 7 ?Nail headModem

37631 47/34 47000 74005 Iron object Undetennined 4
7 42

Object fragment. ?Part ofknife blade with whirrle-
Modem tan~.

37631 47/34 47126 74006 Iron obiect Undetennined t No phasing 15 ?Nail fra2IDent (not found on x-raY sheet).
5 (?)

37631 47/34 47126 74007 Iron object Undetennined 1 Late medieval or post- 9 Nail fragment with incomplete shank
medieval

37631 47/34 47139 74008 Iron object Undetennined I 6
4 ?Nail shank.

37631 47/34 47140 74009 Iron obiect Undetennined I 6 20 Nail with incomplete shank.
37631 47/34 47140 74010 Iron obiect Undetennined 1 6 13 Nail, tip missinll
37631 47/34 47140 74011 [ron obiect Undetennined I 6 48 Nail adhering to badlv corroded obiect fragment.

Summary
A total of eight Special Finds are included here amounting to eleven pieces altogether, they were recovered from Phase 5 (Late-medieval or post-medieval) through to Phase
7 (modem). They include nails and part ofa ?knife blade.

Further work
All the material is fully catalogued and it is not thought that any further analysis is required. None of the material need be illustrated and it is suggested that the finds
recovered are recorded in the fmal report perhaps by way of a table similar to the one above.
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BKL 02 Bulk Metal to be X-rayed and Assessed.

NHER Sub-
Context No. Material Type Provo Period Count Phase

Weight
Comments

Code division (~ms\

37631 06/226 6001 Iron object Undetcnnined I 32
Hafted tool? File of D-shaped section. handle missing with whittle tang no
teeth visible on x-ray

37631 13/202 13045 Iron object Undetermined 2 2
See Ken Penn's report. f! Two fragments afiroo from soil block. Possibly
rivet

37631 13/202 13093 Iron object Undetermined 2 2
Recovered from sample <71458>.See Ken Penn's report. Iron point length
13rnm from soil block

37631 13/202 13124 Iron object Undetermined 2 2
Recovered from sample <71468>. See Ken Penn's report. Iron rivet from
?comb lemrth IOmm' iron ?nail fra"",ent Length 13mm trom soil block

37631 22/148 22082 Iron obiect Undetermined 4 4 30 One nail fragment XI. formless tragments X 3
37631 22/148 22110 Iron obiect Undetennincd I 4 8 Fonnless fragment
37631 22/148 22332 Iron obiect Undetennincd 8 4 55 Fonnless fragment

37631 22/148 22332 Iron object Undetermined 9 4 28
Recovered from sample <71152>. All badly corroded object fragments 2 are
possible nail fragments

37631 25/136-138 25120 Iron obiect Undctcnnined I 3 8 Plate fra"",ent
37631 27/128 27156 Iron obiect Undetennined I 6 15 Incomplete iron 'tube' with open seam.
37631 271128 27315 Iron obiect Undetennined 10 'Med' 179 Nail X 2; fonnless frallments x 8
37631 27/128 27380 Iron obiect Undetennined I 6 77 Plate fra"",ent
37631 43/58 43879 Iron obiect Undetennined 3 2 10 Formless fragments x 3

Summary
Excluding the material seen by Ken Penn (from site 13/202) ten bags of 'bulk metal' (not Special Finds) are included above and comprise thirty-nine assorted fragments of
ironwork. They arc from several sites (see numbers alongside context numbers). Apart from a file from site 6/226 which appears to be modem, none of the pieces are dated;
they include nail, plate and several formless fragments.

Further work
None of the material is thought to merit further analysis; it appears to be either modem or undiagnostic. None of the material need be illustrated in order to be consistent it is
suggested that the finds recovered here are recorded in the final report perhaps by way ofa table similar to the rest of the material considered above.

In order to facilitate the production of final tables for the above material (all sites) the context information and Special Find catalogue, currently provided on separate
EXCEL sheets for each site, should be converted into ACCESS tables in order to easily sort the Special Finds by site, context type and phase.
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Anglo-Saxon Ironwork Assessment

By Ken Penn

Introduction
This assessment concerns the iron finds from the Anglo-Saxon cemetery at TittIeshall (Site 13/202,
NHER 37622 TTL), Norfolk, excavated by Network Archaeology. The cemetery belongs to the
Migration Period, that is, the 5th and 6th centuries, and was placed around an earlier monument, a
prehistoric barrow.

This assessment lists the iron fmds, assigns tentative dates to them and notes the dating systems used to
do this. Note is also made of the more significant or unusual iron finds: an ironbound tub, shield and
remains ofa possible chatelaine. The potential of these finds is more limited than the bronze fmds
(brooches in particular) but nonetheless has a certain value.

A note is made of the further cleaning and conservation work needed and the time needed to prepare
illustrations for publication..

There were about twenty-four graves, thirteen of which produced iron finds, with the remains of the
iron-bound tub being found on the machined surface towards the end ofexcavation.

The assemblage as a whole
The twenty-four excavated burials lay around the flattened remains ofa prehistoric barrow, but could
be dated to the Anglo-Saxon period through the grave-goods. A late 5th and 6th century date is
indicated.

The ironwork came from both male and female burials and was comprised mostly of knives and
associated objects such as buckles or suspension rings. Exceptions to this include the iron-bound tub
(context 13033), the shield (context 13045) and the spear (context 13159).

Iron rarely retains its form or identity and most of the objects were very corroded; some were obscured
by the remains of textile, from lying next to the clothed body. The presence of textile remains on a
number ofobjects has been noted in the catalogue (appendix).

The range of these objects, typically, is small, with knives, being 'worn' by both males and females, the
most common object type. Corrosion and disintegration has obscured the identity ofothers. Besides the
knives and other objects 'worn' on the body, true grave-goods included a shield, a spear and the iron
bound tub.

Dating indicators
Because ofcorrosion and damage, the iron objects have been difficult to identify to type with much
certainty. However, beyond the general 5th and 6th century date, there is little further precision to
dating, with many knives spears and shields undatable except to this general period. Later in this
period, into the later 6th and 7th century, other more distinct types came into existence, but they are not
found in this small assemblage.

Shields
Evison (1963) dealt mostly with the later forms ofshield boss, the 'sugarloaf and tall cone bosses.
Dickinson and Harke have published their typology for all forms of shield bosses and fixings (1992).
Harke had previously analysed the weapon graves at Westgarth Gardens (Harke 1988) and a recent
correspondence analysis has involved a local typology ofshield-bosses, which refines the general
scheme of Dickinson and Harke.

In the four recently published cemeteries, shields were found with about 10% ofall burials, probably
about 20% ofall male burials.

Dickinson and Harke (1992) distinguished eight shield boss forms (Groups 1-8) and noted that
Swanton's spear typology correlates well with their scheme.
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From her own work on the burials of the Conversion Period, Geake has suggested that bosses of
Groups 3, 6 and 7 could go on longer into the 7th century than argued by Dickinson and Harke and
sees 3 and 6 as 'transitional' between 6th century and Final Phase types (Geake 1997,67).

Shield hoss types: dating (Dickinson and Harke 1992; Geake 1997)

Grp
1 up to the end of 6th
2 ?6th
36th-7th, mostly mid-late 6th (Geake: into the 7th c)
4 early-late 6th
5 ?
6 late 6th/early 7th (Geake: well into the 7th c)
7 early 7th (Gcake: mid-late 7th c)
8 late 6th fearly 7th

Spears
Swanton's typology (1973; 1974) was followed, with the refinements suggested by Dickinson (1976,
291-327), Dickinson and Harke (1992), and Geake (1997), although assignment ofcorroded and
broken objects to types with any confidence is difficult and dating therefore correspondingly uncertain.
Generally, some 20%-25% ofburials in the four cemeteries were furnished with a spear, possibly a
large proportion ofall the adult males. (Of the spears found in the four cemeteries studies by the writer,
most could not be identified to type or dated more closely than the 5th/6th centuries).

Knives
Knives are one of the commonest types ofobject found in Anglo-Saxon graves, buried with males and
females, and are classified following Evison (1987,113-16) into six types (Fig. 3).

It was not always easy to assign them to any particular type, because of wear, broken edges and
corrosion, and because of the fact that some types cover most of the early Anglo-Saxon period. There is
no diagnostically early, i.e. 5th-century type, but Types 4 and 5 appear to be 'late' in the period; Type 4
seems to begin in the early 7th century and Type 5 runs from the late 6th century onwards.

[Knives were not examined to identitY the material of the handle or sheath, although mineral-preserved
leather or hide sheaths and horn handles were recognised at Spong Hill].

Girdle-hangers and keys
Besides the brooches and other dress accessories, females were often buried with objects at the waist,
suspended from a belt or contained within a bag, These girdle groups often included a knife and girdle
hangers andlor keys.

Although a characteristic of women's graves in 'Anglian' areas, girdle-hangers are not particularly
common objects. They are usually found in pairs at the waist, more often on the left side, presumably
as they might be in life. In Anglian areas, such 'keyst may reflect mamed status, as 'mistress of the
house' or keeper of the marital 'treasure't a signal of status as wives or hosts, or even have some sexual
connotation (Evison 1987, 117-8; Hawkes 1973, 195-6; Hirst 1985, 87-8; Meaney 1981, 178-81).
Bronze girdle-hangers were appaiently non-functional objects, but iron keys seem to be functional.

As to end date, keys were in use possibly later than girdle-hangers, since at Hadleigh Road, Ipswich,
keys but no girdle-hangers (or wrist clasps, cruciform or small-long brooches), were found (Ozanne
1963) and seen in the earlier Phase (i.e. Migration Period) at Barrington (Malim and Hines 1998, 274
5).

Elaborate vessels: the iron-bound tub
Vessels are frequently the only' grave-goods' proper deposited with a burial and may therefore have
been particularly significant, providing a context and accompaniment to "dressed burial' _There was,
perhaps, a greater degree of choice as to both the inclusion of a vessel and what sort of vessel was
chosen, although one could suggest that all of them were connected primarily with eating and drinking,
possibly in some intimate or formal context. Eating may have had a very specific social significance for
certain groups and needed to be marked as part of social identiry. At one extreme, the pot may imply no
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more than a participant at the family table whilst the more elaborate vessels may indicate status or role
as host: one who gave or provided food.

Large metal-bound tubs appear in graves later in the 6th century (perhaps as early as the mid-6th
century: East 1983). Wooden buckets with bronze finings seem to have been status objects, usually
found with men, though occasionally females, and in well-equipped burials, including high-status
burials such as Taplow and Broomfield. In either case, they are found in sex-specific burials.

Buckets and tubs were made individually and lack a general typology (Dickinson 1976, 362-72; Welch
1983, 149-51). Although called 'buckets', these objects were often quite small, about I00-150mm in
height and diameter, and therefore may have been personal items ofdrinking equipment, rather than
large-size containers. Their exact function is uncertain, although some connection with drinking and
feasting seems likely, and may signal some connection with the drinking-hall, as host or guest (cf.
Werner 1992), and their occurrence with high status objects points to their likely social significance.

In date, the large iron-bound tubs are usually thought to be late, Le. late 6th -7th centuries, as seems to
be borne out by the cases which can be assigned to a phase.

The special pieces
In this small collection ofobjects, mostly knives, few objects stand out as special or significant, the
exceptions being:

Grave? Context 13033 ?F Iron-bound tub
Grave 13046 Context 13045 M Shield
Grave 13125 Context 13124 F Chatelaine?
Grave 13166 Context 13159 M Soear

Summary table
The table presents a summary of the iron objects from the graves, with grave and context numbers for
reference.

Grave? Context 13033 F? Iron-bound tub
Grave 13039 Context 13040 F Knife
Grave 13046 Context 13045 M 2 knives tweezers buckle shield
Grave 13070 Context 13069 ? Knife
Grave 13077 Context 13093 13104 F 2 knives. ooint.
Grave 13116 Conrext 13115 ? Knife/steel
Grave 13119 Context 13118 F Knife
Grave 13125 Context 13124 F Knife with chatelaine?
Grave 13135 Context 13134 13293 ? Knife buckle etc
Grave 13166 Context 13159 M Snear knife tool
Grave 13172 Context 13171 F Knife buckle
Grave 13277 Context 13278 ? Knife
Grave 13284 Context 13285 F knife

Statement a/potential
The potential of this small group, typical ofburials of the period, is somewhat limited by its size and by
the unexceptional nature of the objects, some of whose identity remains uncertain. The knives may be
compared to knives from other East Anglian cemeteries recently studied by the writer (unpublished)
where the size range of knives in use seems to be locally fixed. The tub is an unusual vessel but may be
compared to vessels from Morning Thorpe locally, and is a welcome addition to the corpus ofsuch
vessels. The tub will need to be carefully 'reconstructed' from the surviving parts and the field
photographs and drawings.

Mostly, these objects will confirm the dating gained from the brooches and other more distinctive
objects.

Cleaning and Conservation
Further work on this material should include manual cleaning of objects still obscured by sand and soil,
in particular, the shield boss, so as to be able to draw them. As noted below, drawing will rest largely
upon the X-ray records.
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Illustration
All objects will need to be drawn, but using the X-ray photographs in the main. The shield boss will
need cleaning to allow its profile to be recorded. Drawings may remain mostly as outlines/sections,
although where textile remains are present these will need some record.

Recommendations
Con.servation/cIeaning?
'Reconstruction' of tub
Identify/catalogue
Illustration
Research/report writing
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Appendix A: Catalogue

Context 13033 found on surface.
70456. Curved bars, fragment of?rim, fragment ofsuspension plate and rivet.

Remains of ironbound tub.
70545. Curved bars, in pairs and singly, part of iron-bound tub?

Context 13040 Grave 13039
70462. Iron knife, length 120mm. Evison type I or 2?

Context 13045 Grave 13046
70471. Iron tweezers. Length 38mm.
70472 (I) iron bar, length 28mm. Encased in remains oftextile. (2) iron ring/buckIe, in textile.
(3) fragment of iron sheet. (4) fragment of iron sheet.
70473. Iron knife, length 180mm. Evison type I?
70473. Iron knife, length 105mm. Evison type I?
70461. Shield boss, fragmentary. D&H group I or 2.
??two fragments of iron from soil block. Possibly rivet.

Context 13069 Grave 13070
70474. Iron knife, length 105mm. Evison type I?

Context 13093 Grave 13077
71458 Iron point, length 13mm. From soil block.

Context 13104 Grave 13077
70486. Iron knife, length 95mm +. Evison type I?
70487. Iron knife, length 105mm. Evison type 1.

Context 13115 Grave 13116
70489. Iron knife/steel? 70mm +.

Context 13118 Grave 13119
70490 Iron knife, c.IIOmm. Type 2?

Context 13124 Grave 13125
70512. Possible chatelaine. (I) Iron knife, length 130mm. Evison type 3? (2) iron ring, 30mm
diameter. (3) Iron
ring, fragment, c.55mm diameter. (4) iron bar, curved; length c.30mm. (5) Iron bar, fragment,
length 65mm, part of (5)? (5) Iron Hook, possibly part of key. Length 130mm.
71468. (I) iron rivet, from ?comb, length 10mm. (2) iron nail? Length 13mm, from soil block.

Context 13134 Grave 13135
Context 13293 Grave 13135

70507 (I) Iron ?ring, fragment, encased in remains of textile. (2) iron object, encased in
remains of textile.
70508 (I) iron bar, encased in remains of textile. (2) iron bar, part of (3)? (3) Iron loop.
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70509. Iron knife, length 125mm. Evison type I?

Context 13159 Grave 13166
70518. Spear head, 280mm. Swanton C3 or C4
70519. Tool! spearhead, fragment of socket, with remains of wood shaft.
70520. Iron knife, length 11Omm. Evison type I?

70521
70522

Context 13171 Grave 13172
70524. (1) Iron knife, length 125mm. Evison type 2?
(2) Iron loop with three small fragments iron. Buckle?

Context 13278 Grave 13277
70530. Iron knife, length Ilmm. Evison type I?

Context 13285 Grave 13284
70541. Iron knife, length 145mm. Evison type 3?

Context 13292
72004. Fragments ofleather.

72504
Iron point, c.40mm. Missing

7001
Fragments of?iron. Missing.

136-130
Iron sheet fragment. Missing.



ANGLO-SAXON DRESS ACCESSORIES, TEXTILES
AND COSTUME ASSESSMENT



Anglo-Saxon Dress Accessories, Textiles and Costume Assessment

By Penelope Rogers

Introduction
This assessment is concerned with finds from the Anglo-Saxon cemetery, Site 13/202 (NHER 37622
TTL), in the parish ofTittleshall in Norfolk.

It covers three aspects ofresearch:
• typology and dating ofmetal dress accessories, including brooches, pins, buckles and clasps
• identification of the textiles preserved in association with metalwork
• an analysis of the evidence for the clothing styles on the bodies.

Documentation concerning the site, the graves (including grave plans) and the finds (including X-rays)
has been provided by Network Archaeology and their sub-contractors, for the purposes of the
assessment.

The material has proved to represent a typical range of East Anglian fmds of the late 5th and 6th
centuries, but with some interesting variants, including an unusual form of great square-headed brooch.
There are also two brooches which probably originated in the Saxon region.

During the assessment, provisional dates have been given to graves; significant items have been
identified; and a research programme which will take the full range of material through to publication
has been outlined.

Quantity ofMaterial
The material provided for assessment may be divided into objects from sealed burials and objects from
the sub-soil in the vicinity of the graves. From graves there are 16 brooches; four double pairs ofsleeve
clasps and one pair on its own (i.e. nine pairs altogether); three buckles and other belt fittings; two pins;
and two pendants. From the sub-soil there are two brooches, of which one is Iron Age, and fragments
of a third which joins on to one of the brooches in a grave; fragments of two sleeve clasps; and one
Roman finger ring. This represents 33 items for study, of which 30 belong to the early Anglo-Saxon
period.

Some other pieces of metalwork were included because they incorporated textile remains, making,
altogether, 37 items with mineral-preserved textile. There was often more than one textile per item,
making roughly 60 textiles for study. Experience shows that a certain number of extra items are likely
to tum up during conservation of the ironwork, so that the final total may be in the region of 70 textiles.

There were 24 inhumations in the cemetery, but only 15 of these (mainly adult women) have useful
evidence for costume, in the form of garment fasteners, necklaces, or textiles.

The 388+ beads, mostly from seven graves, have been examined separately by Bitte Brugmann. Cross
reference will be made to her work within the costume research.

Date, provenance, contamination
The cemetery is in Phase 11 of the 131202 site, representing '[Anglo-] Saxon activity'. It is thoughtto
be complete, although some cremation burials may have been ploughed out.

Dates for the Anglo-Saxon metal garment accessories have been added to the attached table. These
show a date-range beginning in the late 5th century and ending shortly after the mid 6th century (AD
560/570). Two graves with no brooches or clasps have been dated from beads alone to c.550-600
(Grave 13172) and c.580-650 (Grave 13284), thus extending the cemetery into the late 6th or early 7th
century. The dateable graves with garment accessories therefore cover 100-150 years. This needs to be
checked against the evidence of the iron weapons and knives.

Most of the material comes from sealed graves, but in a few cases there has been some disturbance. In
Grave 13282, for example, part of the rim ofa Saxon applied brooch (originally identified as a
'bracelet') was found in its original position on the body, but it proved to fit exactly the rim of applied
brooch sf70457 recovered from the colluvium sealing the grave, context 13033.



Three items appear to be residual from earlier periods. The finger ring, sf70453 from 13033, has been
identified as Roman by Kevin Leahy, Scunthorpe Museum. A pin from a bow brooch, sf 70548, also
from 13033, is comparable with a number of Late Iron Age (1st century BC) examples from other sites.
A complete bow brooch, sf70488, from Grave 13101, is Romano-British. This last came from the base
of the grave, at the edge of the grave cut, and was described by the excavators as 'possibly displaced
from earlier grave'. This matter should be examined further; because Romano-British bow brooches do
sometimes appear as garment fasteners On Early Anglo-Saxon dress.

Range ofmaterial
The Anglo-Saxon dress accessories ioclude:

• a great square-headed brooch of hybrid form, closest to Hines XXI;
• seven annular brooches, mostly of Anglian flat narrow-banded type (Hirst IV),
• but in one iostance a Saxon flat wide-banded type (Hirst III);
• a penannular brooch ofuncertaio date (sub-Roman or early Anglo-Saxon);
• three cruciform brooches of various types (see list);
• a cross-potent small-long brooch;
• a curious small square-headed brooch with a horse's head foot like a cruciform;
• an applied brooch of Saxon origin
• sleeve clasps ofHines types B7, B12, B13a and b, B20;
• a spangle-headed pin (without the spangle) and an iron coil-headed pin;
• two probable pendants/necklace fittings, one of which is a pierced coin;
• three small buckles, one iron and two copper-alloy;

The textiles, on a preliminary examination, include the usual range ofAnglo-Saxon tabbies and twills,
with at least one example of 2/1 twill and one of tabby repp. Some appear to be well enough preserved
to allow fibre identification (wool or linen) but none is large enough to allow dye analysis.

Grave plans show the objects to be mostly in the usual positions for Anglian clothiog, although some of
the children's graves are anomalous.

Preservation and bias
There is an inevitable bias towards women's clothing, because women wore more brooches and clasps
and these tend to have the best preserved textiles. Nevertheless, there is some useful evidence from two
graves with male gender accessories (although not necessarily male by biology) and four child burials.

Means ofcollecting data
Some of the material will need to be studied before conservation, some after conservation, and some
both before and after. Guidance for the conservator on this poiot has been added to the attached table.
This will mean that objects will need to be transported between Norwich and York several times,
although every attempt will be made to keep this to a minimum.

The preliminary collection of data on brooches and textiles will be by low-power microscopy, making
use of X-rays.

The metal artefacts will be classified and dated by reference to standard works (see bibliography)
combined with published studies ofcemeteries in the region.

Identification of fibres and other organics will be by high-power (x 100-x 640 magnification)
transmitted-light microscopy, using a polarising analyser.

XRF analysis ofmetal objects will aim (i) to investigate technological details such as plating and (ii)
the alloys used in the main brooch types for comparison with C. Mortimer's research on other
cemeteries. It will be carried out by Phil Clogg, University ofDurham. 20 items have been itemised for
XRF in the attached table and an allowance has been made for another four to answer questions which
may arise during research.



Costume will be analysed by (i) dividing the graves into male, female and child/juvenile, (ii) reviewing
the lay-outs of graves for each group and then (iii) adding in the brooch and textile evidence; (iv) the
results are then compared with those for other cemeteries.

It will be important to exchange ideas on dating of individual graves with the artefact researcher
responsible for weapons and knives (and any other specialists involved). This should be allowed for in
the project timetable. The dating from the beads by Birte Brugrnann has already been incorporated.

The three Iron Age and Roman items are probably best dealt with by an artefact researcher with
specialist knowledge of these periods. We can recommend Dr Hilary Cool, Nottingham, for this work.

Statement ofpotential
Some of the items are ofnational interest to the archaeological community and it is important that they
are fully researched and published.

The most significant is the great square-headed brooch, sf 70453 from Grave 13039. No two great
square-headed brooches are ever alike, but this one has particularly interesting features, including two
pairs of inward-facing bird heads, a feature commonly seen in metalwork from the Cambridgeshire
region, and a flared foot which is reminiscent of the elaborate 'florid' cruciform brooches of the same
period. If a 'signature' image is needed to advertise the site, this would be a good candidate.

There is also a curious small hybrid brooch from a child's grave, Grave 13097, s00479, which has the
square head seen in panelled small-long brooches and the horse's head foot which is standard in
cruciform brooches.

The artefacts have the capacity to feed information into national studies of individual artefact-types and
also, as a collection, allow comparison with collections from other cemeteries ofNorfolk and
Cambridgeshire. Research of the comparanda in this way will help clarify the position of the
BKL02/202 cemetery in terms of date, social status and cultural connections.

The textiles will feed into the author's national survey of textiles and clothing from Anglo-Saxon
cemeteries (plarmed to run January 2004-March 2005) and will in tum receive feedback from this
project.

When the evidence of the brooches, clasps, pins and beads is allied to the grave plans and the textiles, it
should be possible to reconstruct the clothing in at least some of the women's graves. This, too, will
contribute to the author's survey and allow the general features of the BKL02/202 costume to be placed
in national context.

Full publication of the material is recommended.

The research outlined will meet the following aims ofthe Project Design's Research Agenda:

General Objectives, 4,6,7, and 8, by exploring the material culture (4), identifying residual items (6),
considering the bias in survival of material (7) and disseminating the products of the research in a
publication (8);

Specific Objectives 4, 13 and 14, by identifying the small number ofIron Age and Romano-British
finds, one of which is in an Anglo-Saxon grave (4), by studying costume evidence as an indicator of
date, status and cultural affinities (13) and by comparing the results ofthe study with those of other
cemeteries of the region (14).

Conservation
Recommendations and requests for investigative work by the conservator have been entered in
Appendix Al and A2, item-by-itcm.

Collaboration with the conservator will be necessary throughout the project.



It is requested that the great square-headed brooch, sf70453, be given priority. The organics on the
front of the brooch have already been recorded and the conservator can begin with this item as soon as
the funding for the project has been obtained.

Publication
Publication of the site through East Anglian Archaeology would be appropriate. The EAA editor, Jenny
Glazebrook, is experienced in the publication of Anglo-Saxon cemeteries and would probably be able
to give advice at an early stage.

The author would offer to contribute two separate texts on (i) the brooches, clasps, pins etc, which
would incorporate any technical reports by the conservator and XRF analyst, (ii) costume,
incorporating a textile report. Catalogue entries for publication in the grave inventory would also be
provided.

Illustrations should include:

(i) approximately eight professional photographs, a further ten digital close-ups (to be discussed with
the conservator), three or four X-rays,
(ii) small-find drawings of most objects for the grave catalogues
(iii) weave diagrams
(iv) three diagrams of brooch development (to be done through our own illustrator),
(v) motifs of the square-headed brooch rendered in black-and-white (through our own illustrator)
(vi) 15 two-colour grave plans to a standard format (our own illustrator),

We would use Rob Oldfield (Rob Oldfield Desigu) for (iv), (v) and (vi) because he is currently
working with us on similar material and is based here in York.
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Appendix At: Preliminary catalogue of grave-related items, including recommendations for conservation and XRF analysis

Provo PWR PWR Requests for XRFGrave Skeleton (s) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional Comments
Period dates identification conservation analysis

(F)I (M)- mid 6th = BB - bead PWRto
gender of grave c.540-560/70 dates from B. arrange this

goods Brugmann

13039 Female (F) 30- mid 6th
40

13039 13041 13040 70453 mid 6th Square-headed Important find - XRFx3 Square- headed
brooch, hybrid see separate brooch with textile
type. closest sheet - give impressions front

Hines XXI orioritv and rear
13039 13041 13040 70454 Copper alloy object Saxon 4 21 6th Annular brooch, Clean one patch XRF- Annular brooch

flat narrow- of decoration greyish with mineralised
banded,Leeds (crossways textile remains.

F/Hirst IV lines) on front.
Leave textile

13039 13041 13040 70456 Imported stone Saxon 19 4 BB =Bead Amber beads.
Group A2 (AD

480-570')
13039 13041 13040 70456 Glass Saxon 12 5 Glass beads.
13039 13041 13040 70458 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 18 6th Annular brooch Clean one patch Annular brooch

matching 70454 of decoration with mineralised
(crossways textile remains.

lines) on front.
Leave textile

13039 13041 13040 70459 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 <1 Probably leaf- No work Strap end.
shaped pendant necessary
Ifrom necklace)

13039 13041 13040 70462 Iron object Saxon 7 30 Knife?

13039 13041 13040 70462 Copper alloy object Saxon 3 4 Belt fittings No work Knife sheath
necessary fittinas?

13039 13041 13040 70469 Copper alloy object Saxon 7 5 late 5th - mid Sleeve clasps, PWR to record XRF x 1 Wrist dasps.
6th Hines B7 (most organics first.

common type) Pair of clasps
(male & female)

- fit frags
tooether

13039 13041 13040 70470 Knapped flint Undetermin 1 26 Possibly natural.



Provo PWR
PWR Requests for XRF

Grave Skeleton (s) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional Comments
Period dates identification conservation analysis

ad

13039 13041 13040 72000 Textile Saxon 51 12 No work Textile and pass.
necessary leather remains

recovered from
samDie <71450>.

13046 ? (M) 55-

13046 13044 13045 70460 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 3 Tweezers. Tweezers.
Someone else

to studv.
13046 13044 13045 70461 Iron object Saxon 18- 975 Shield boss.

Extremely
delicate.

13046 13044 13045 70471 Iron object Saxon 1 6

13046 13044 13045 70472 Textile Saxon 6 59 Iron with
mineralised

textile.
13046 13044 13045 70473 Iron object Saxon 5 104 Knife blade.

13051 child 6-7 (F) early-mid 6th

13051 13301 13052 70466 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 8 6th Annular brooch, PWR to record XRF x 1 Annular brooch.
flat narrow- textile first.

banded, Lead Clean to reveal
F/Hiirst iV decoration vis

on NX6177<
13051 13301 13052 70467 Copper alloy object Saxon 2 9 6th Annular brooch, PWR to record XRF x 1 Annular brooch.

flat wide- textile first.
banded, Leeds Clean to reveal

F/Hlrst III decoration vis
on NX6173<

13051 13301 13052 70468 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 2 Pierced coin, PWR would like
prob part of to see this

necklace (coin object at some
not here) staoe

13051 13301 13052 72002 Textile Saxon 4 1 Tabby repp, esp Textile remains
common mid recovered from

6th sample <71453>.
70466/67« Gan



Provo PWR PWR Requests for XRFGrave Skeleton (5) Fill Special Find Material Type Period Count Weight provisional identification conservation analysis Comments
dates

you tell whether
broken pin

attachments
occurred pre-

burial?
13067 no bones?
13067 nfa 13076 70475 Pottery Saxon 6 494 Almost complete

001.

13070 ? (?) adult

13070 13073 13069 70474 Iron object Saxon 4 17 Knife blade.

13077 adult (F) eany-mid 6th

13077 13096 13104 70480 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 9 ??? Penannular Clean for XRF x 1 Annular brooch.
brooch. Dating photography

source of
debate.

13077 13096 13104 70484 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 34 eany-mid 6th Small cruciform, PWR to record XRF x 1 Square headed
integral textile first. brooch, with iron

devloped knobs, Clean front for pin and
shovel foot. photo. Re-X-ray mineralised textile
Hines Bb? to show pin remains.

attachment
13077 13096 13104 70485 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 9 6th Annular brooch, PWR to record Annular brooch.

flat narrow textile first.
banded,Leeds Clean a patch of

FfHirst IV ?omament
(crossways

lines) .

13077 13096 13104 70486 Iron object Saxon 2 23 Knife blade.

13077 13096 13104 70487 Iron object Saxon 1 19 Knife blade.

13085 child 6-7

13085 13084 13083 70476 Copper alloy object Saxon 14 58 Possibly a PWR to record Belt fittings with
scabbard textile before pass. preserved

mouth? Not a conservation leather and iron
dress fittina obiect.



Provo PWR PWR Requests for XRFGrave Skeleton (s) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional CommentsPeriod dates identification conservation analysis

13085 13084 13083 70476 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 <1 Recovered from
samote <71456>.

13085 13084 13083 72005 Textile Undetermin 1 <1 Mineralised textile
ed recovered from

samDie <71455>.

13092 no skef sheets
13092 13091 13090 70477 VOID VOID

13092 13091 13090 70478 Pottery Saxon 48 646 Almost complete
oot.

13097 child 7-8 (F) ea~y-mid 6th

13097 13294 13098 70479 Copper allDy object Saxon 1 31 ea~y-mld 6th Small-long, PWRrecord XRFx1 Square headed
square notched pre-eons. Clean brooch, with iron
head and horse- front for photo. pin and

head foot Decoration on mineralised textile
headplate?Re- remains.

X-ray pin
attachment.

Check not two
different

brooches
welded

tooether.

13101 female? (F) 30-
40

13101 13099 13100 70483 Iron object
13101 13099 13100 70488 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 16 Roman T-shaped PWR to record Brooch.. Romano-British pre-cons.

bow brooch Someone else
to study

13116 mature adUlt
13116 13117 13115 70489 Iron object Saxon 3 17

13119 male (F) adult end 5th - ea~y



Provo PWR PWR Requests for XRFGrave Skeleton (s) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional CommentsPeriod
dates

identification conservation analysis

(7) 6th

13119 13120 13118 70490 Iron object Saxon 2 12 Knife blade.

13119 13120 13118 70491 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 3 applied bar from 70491,70492,70 XRF x2 (bar
sleeve clasp 493,70495 are &clasp)

70492 or 70493 all part of the
same pair.
70494 is
different

13119 13120 13118 70492 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 2 end 5th - 6th Sleeve clasp, PWRrecord Clasp frag.
Hines 813a textile pre-

(male) conservation.
InvesUgate

bright area-
solder?

13119 13120 13118 70493 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 2 end 5th - 6th Sleeve clasp, lnvesUgate Clasp frag.
Hines 813a whether bright

(female) area on X-ray is
solder or olatina

13119 13120 13118 70494 Capper allay abject Saxon 1 6 end 5th - 6th Sleeve clasp, PWR record XRF x 1 Clasp frag.
Hines 820 textile pre-

(male) conservation
13119 13120 13118 70495 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 3 applied bar from

sleeve clasp
70492 or 70493

13119 13120 13118 70502 Glass Saxon 8 15 BB B(~ad GraOIP Glass beads.
A1 450-530

13119 13120 13118 70502 Imported stone Saxon 2 2 Amber beads.

13125 7male 30-40 early-mid 6th
A

13125 13126,13132, 13124 70496 Capper allay object Saxon 6 2 fragments
Plan 46 probably of bars

from sleeve
clasps

13125 13126,13132, 13124 70496 Copper alloy object Saxon 5 <1 Recovered from
Plan 46 samole <71468>.

13125 13126,13132, 13124 70497 Pottery Saxon 68 803 Decorated pot.
Plan 46

13125 7female (F) 40- early-mid 6th



Provo PWR
PWR Requests for XRF

Grave Skeleton (s) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional Comments
Period dates Identification conservation analysis

B 50

13125 13133,13132, 13124 70498 Glass Saxon 3 <1 BB Bead Group Glass bead.
Plan 49 A2 (480-570) burnt?, recovered

from sample
<71467>.

13125 13133,13132, 13124 70498 Imported stone Saxon 50 29 Amber beads.
Plan 49

13125 13133,13132, 13124 70498 Glass Saxon 13 9 Glass beads.
Plan 49

13125 13133,13132, 13124 70498 Imported stone Saxon 2 3 Amber beads,
Plan 49 recovered from

samote <71492>.
13125 13133,13132, 13124 70498 Imported stone Saxon 54 10 Amber beads,

Plan 49 recovered from
samole <71468>.

13125 13133,13132, 13124 70498 Glass Saxon 12 5 Glass beads,
Plan 49 recovered from

samole <71468>.
13125 13133,13132, 13124 70498 Worked stone Saxon 1 <1 Pass. bead.

Plan 49 recovered from
sample <71468>.

Appears to be
made of

ironstone.
13125 13133,13132, 13124 70499 Silver object Saxon 2 3 Coin. possibly

Plan 49 solid silver.
13125 13124 70501 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 13 1sl half of 6th Spangle- No work needed Pin.

headed pin
(spangle
absenn

13125 13124 70505 Copper alloy object Saxon 5 24 6th Annular, flat PWR to record Annular brooch
narrow-banded, pre-cons. Clean with iron pin and
punched, Leeds part of front to mineralised textile

F/HirstlV reveal rem~ins.

decoration
13125 13124 70506 Copper alloy object Saxon 5 20 6th Annular brooch, PWR to record Annular brooch

flat narrow- pre-cons. Clean with iron pin and
banded, plain, part of front to mineralised textile

Leeds F/Hirst IV show olaln remains.
13125 13124 70512 Iron object Saxon 10 188



Provo PWR
PWR Requests for XRFGrave Skeleton (5) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional CommentsPeriod dates Identification conservation analysis

13125 13124 70513 Glass Saxon 4 2 Glass beads.
13125 13124 70513 Imported stone Saxon 21 g Amber beads.

13125· 13124 70514 Pottery Saxon 39 14

13125 no bones? end 5th - 6th
C

13125 Plan 59 13124 70515 Imported stone Saxon 42 24 BB Bead Group Amber beads.
A2 1480-570)'

13125 Plan 59 13124 70515 Glass Saxon 18 24 Glass beads.

13125 Plan 59 13124 70516 Copper alloy object Saxon 31 15 end 5th· 6th Sleeve clasps, PWR to record Wrist clasps with
fragmentary, pre-cons. Clean mineralised textile
prob Hines to reveal remains.

B13a construction.
13125 Plan 59 13124 70517 Iron object Saxon 1 8 D-shaped Clean to reveal Possible textile

buckle organics, before remains.
PWR examines.

Is there a belt
alate?

13125 Plan 59 13124 70528 Glass Saxon 1 2 Glass bead.

13125 Plan 59 13124 70528 Imported stone Saxon 5 3 Amber beads.

13135 ? (F) 30-40 early-mid 6th

13135 13134 13293 70500 Saxon 9 88 early-mid 6th Cruciform PWR pre-cons. XRF x 1 Square headed
brooch, Aberg Clean front for brooch, with iron
Ill/ Leeds IVb / photo, Zigzag pin and
MortimerC2 edge of wings. mineralised textile

Clean patch remains.
back for XRF

13135 13134 13293 70503 Imported stone Saxon 2 3 BB Bead Group Amber beads.
A2 1480-570"

13135 13134 13293 70504 Glass Saxon 1 <1 Glass bead.
13135 13134 13293 70507 Iron object Saxon 2 6

13135 13134 13293 70508 Iron object Saxon 3 9

13135 13134 13293 70509 Iron object Saxon 1 52 Knife blade

13135 13134 13293 70510 Copper alloy object Saxon 2 10 end 5th -mid Sleeve clasps Clean for photo XRF x 1 Wrist clasps.
6th Hines B12

13135 13134 13293 70511 Copper alloy object Saxon 22 17 end 5th -mId Sleeve clasps Tidy up Wrist clasps with
6th Hines B12, oraanics before mineralised textile



Provo PWR PWR Requests for XRFGrave Skeleton (s) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional CommentsPeriod dates Identification conservation analysis

matchin970510 PWR remaIns.
investigates
(possibly not

textile)
13135 72001 Organics -

decayed bone
and roots

13166 female? (M)
55-

13166 13167 13159 70518 Iron object Saxon 1 178 Spear head.

13166 13167 13159 70519 Iron object Saxon 1 31 Tool haft with
?mineralised

wood remains.
13166 13167 13159 70520 Iron object Saxon 1 22 Knife blade.

13168 13167 13159 70521 Iron object Saxon 1 17 Pin, coil-headed Investigate Pin.
cross-section of

shaft
13166 13167 13159 70522 Silver object Saxon 2 3 Shield mount? PWR to record Silver plated

pre~ copper alloy
conservation coins.

13166 13167 13159 70522 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 2 Shield mount? CoIn?
13166 13167 13159 70522 Iron object Saxon 31 7 Shield mount? Some pieces with

possible
mineralised

textile.
13166 13167 13159 70522 Leather object Saxon 7 3 Possible leather

remains.

13172 ? (F) adult mid 6th-ea~y

7th
13172 13173 13171 70523 Glass Saxon 1 <1 BB Bead Group Glass bead.

B1 155<l-600)'
13172 13173 13171 70523.1 1mpo~ed stone Saxon 1 <1 Amber bead.

13172 13173 13171 70523.2 Glass Saxon 1 <1 Glass bead.

13172 13173 13171 70523.3 Glass Saxon 1 <1 Glass bead.
13172 13173 13171 70523.4 Glass Saxon 1 <1 Glass bead.



Proy. PWR
PWR Requests for XRF

Grave Skeleton (s) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional CommentsPeriod dates Identification conselVation analysis

13172 13173 13171 70523.5 Imported stone Saxon 1 <1 Amber bead.
13172 13173 13171 70523.6 Imported stone Saxon 1 <1 Amber bead.

13172 13173 13171 70523.7 Glass Saxon 1 <1 Glass bead.

13172 13173 13171 70523.8 Glass Saxon 1 <1 Glass bead.

13172 13173 13171 70523.9 Imported stone Saxon 1 <1 Amber bead.

13172 13173 13171 70524 Iron object Saxon 7 26 Knife blade.

13172 13173 13171 70525 Copper alloy object Saxon 3 2 Fragments of No wer1< needed Clasp frags.
perforated cuJa

fittlno
13172 13173 13171 72006 Textile Undetermin 1 <1 Mineralised textile

ed recovered from
sample <71475>.

13277 juvenile 12

13277 13279 13278 70529 Pottery Bronze Age 21 103

13277 13279 13278 70530 Iron object Saxon 1 15 knife not here Knife blade.

13282 female (F) 30- late 5th-eaMy
35 6th

13282 13280 13281 70531 Copper alloy object Saxon 3 <1 Recovered from
sample <71488>.

13282 13280 13281 70531 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 52 late 5th - 1st Cruciform PWRrecord XRF x 1 Square headed
half 6th brooch, Aberg II pre-cons. Re-X- brooch, with iron

I Mortimer B2l ray to show pin pin and
attachment mineralised textile

(hinge). Clean remains.
front for photo

13282 13280 13281 70532 Imported stone Saxon 22 6 BB Beads Amber beads.
Group A1 (450-

530)'

13282 13280 13281 70532 Glass Saxon 48 19 Glass beads.

13282 13280 13281 70532 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 <1 small fragment
of cu/a

13282 13280 13281 70533 Imported stone Saxon 3 3 Amber beads.

13282 13280 13281 70533 Glass Saxon 3 7 Glass beads.

13282 13280 13281 70534 Copper alloy object Saxon 8 20 late 5th-earty Small-long PWR record XRFx 1 Square headed



."

Provo PWR
PWR Requests for XRF

Grave Skeleton (5) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional CommentsPeriod
dates

identification conservation analysis

6th brooch, cross- pre-cons. Re-X- brooch, with iron
potent with ray to show pin pin and

triangular foot attachment mineralised textile
(hinge). Clean remains.
front for photo

13282 13280 13281 70535 Iron object Saxon 3 66 Keysllatchlifters PWR to record With mineralised
and suspension pre- textile remains.

rino conservation
13282 13280 13281 70536 Copper alloy object Saxon 2 1 late 5th-mid Collar from an Reveal XRFx2

6th applied disc decoration on
brooch. joins collar. Look for

5170457 runes/decorativ
e scratches on

back of disc
13282 13280 13281 70537 Imported stone Saxon 1 2 Amber bead.
13282 13280 13281 70537 Glass Saxon 17 14 Glass beads.
13282 13280 13281 70538 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 <1 Coin?
13282 13280 13281 72003 Glass Saxon 5 2 Glass beads

recovered from
samole <71488>.

13282 13280 13281 72003 Imported stone Saxon 4 2 Amber beads
recovered from

samole <71488>.

13284 ? (F) adult Later 6th to
mid 7th

13284 13286 13285 70539 Silver object Saxon 7 3 BB Bead Group Bead. silver
B2 (580-650) plated ?ceramic

core.
13284 13286 13285 70539 Imported stone Saxon 3 3 Amber beads.
13284 13286 13285 70539 1m ported stone Saxon 1 2 Amber bead,

recovered from
sample <71489>.

13284 13286 13285 70539 Glass Saxon 28 15 Glass beads.

13284 13286 13285 70540 Glass Saxon 5 8 Glass beads.
13284 13286 13285 70541 Iron object Saxon 1 53 Knife blade.

13288 ? (F) adult end of 5th·



Provo PWR PWR Requests for XRF
Grave Skeleton (s) Fill Special Find Material Type Count Weight provisional CommentsPeriod dates identification conservation analysis

6th

13288 13287 13292 70542 Copper alloy object Saxon 2 4 end of 5th- Sleeve clasps, Clasp frags.
6th fragmentary,

probably Hines
13a

13288 13287 13292 70543 Copper alloy object Saxon 21 7 end of 5th- Sleeve clasps, Is there Clasp frags, and
6th probably Hines evidence for a associated

13a, matching rivet in the hook organic remains.
70542 part? Piece

together bars if
poss

13288 13287 13292 70544 Copper alloy object Saxon 1 7 Buckle, small, Clean for photo Brooch/buckle
kidnev-shaDed with iron Din.

13288 13287 13292 72001 Copper alloy object Undetermin 6 1 Organics Wood? with
ed CODDer allov fraDs,

13288 13287 13292 72004 Leather object Undetermin 4 2 Possible leather
ad fraos.

Appendix A2: Preliminary catalogue of non-grave related items, including recommendations for conservation and XRF analysis

Context Special PWR
Context No. Material Type provisional PWR identification Requests for conservation XRF analysis

Type Find No. dates

13033 Colluvium 70451 cop~~: alloy 6th Large flat. narrow-banded annular
ob ect brooch Leeds F, Hirst IV

13033 Colluvium 70452
Copper alloy Roman Finger ring Check bezel for incised motif XRF x 1

obiect

13033 Colluvium 70457
Copper alloy

5th-6th
Saxon applied disc brooch, fits sf PWR to record textile pre-

obiect 70536, from orave conservation

13033 Colluvium 70464
Copper alloy ? Fragment of cula plate

obiect

13033 Colluvium 70482
Copper alloy

5th-6th
Applied bar from an Anglo-Saxon

obiect sleeve dasD

13033 Colluvium 70548
Copper alloy Iron Age Pin and spring of Iron Age bow

obiect brooch orob 1st C BC

13032 70527
Copper alloy 5th-6th

Fragments of sleeve dasps, thin
obiect Dlate, straiaht back, laroe bosses



13045 70450 Copper alloy 75th-6th Remains of tweezersobiecl
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Anglo-Saxon Beads Report

By Birte Brugmann

Introduction
Note: This report is concerned with finds from the Anglo-Saxon cemetery, Site 13/202 (NHER 37622 TTL), in
the parish ofTinleshall in Norfolk~

The Bacton to King's Lynn Gas Pipeline produced 388+ beads found in seven inhumation graves (13039, 13119,
13125, 1335, 13172, 13282, and 13284), in a pit (13200) and in the machined subsoil (13003). More than half of
the beads were found in a single grave (13125 with 315+ beads). 58% of the beads are made of amber (225
beads), 41 % ofglass (159 beads), 1% of rock crystal (4 beads) and a single bead is made ofa «??» core sheeted
with silver.

According to N. Stoodley (1999,35) associations ofmore than one bead in Anglo-Saxon graves suggest female
use. This is confirmed by the skeletal evidence from Graves 13039, 13125 and 13282 but not by Grave 13119
with five beads found in the neck area ofa skeleton identified as an adult male. The sleeve-clasps in the same
grave suggest that this individual was buried either dressed as an individual of female gender or in some other
form buried with female kit.

Grave 13125 contained the remains ofthree individuals, a probable female (13133), a probable male (13126) and
an adult of undetermined sex (13132). The position ofmost of the beads suggests they were associated with the
probable female (see below). The sex of the individuals from Graves 13172 and 13284 could not be determined
but was probably female on the basis of the grave goods. The individuals in Graves 13039, 13135, 13172, 13282
and 13284 all died as adults, one of them at a mature age (Grave 13125).

Glass beads
The seven graves produced 159 glass beads, numbers in a single grave ranging from one bead in Grave 13135 to
77 beads in Grave 13282. Nineteen beads (II%) are decorated with applied trails and/or dots; all others are
monochrome and made of translucent or opaque glass.

Almost halfof the 159 glass beads (48%) are covered by a typology developed for a chronological framework of
glass beads from Anglo-Saxon inhumation graves (Brugmann in press). The purpose of the study ofa national
sample ofglass beads, including the Norfolk cemeteries at Spong Hill, Morning Thorpe and Bergh Apton, was to
develop a selective typology based on attributes indicating related manufacture, and to use these types for a
chronological study. If possible, types were defmed to match existing type definitions of glass beads dated by
contexts from continental graves because these types can link Anglo-Saxon and continental chronological
frameworks. This approach led to a patchwork of type definitions based on manufacturing techniques and further
defined by shape, size, colour or decorative pattern, largely depending on existing typologies from varicus
sources. A systematic typology covering glass beads from Anglo-Saxon graves in general would have been
beyond the scope of the project.

Table I provides a type series for the BKL 02 beads which follows the selection and definition of attributes as
they were used for the typology in Brugmann (in press) and for the beads from Dover, Buckland II, Kent (Parfitt
forthcoming), and Blacknall Field, Wilts. (Annable & Eagles forthcoming), with one exception. A
differentiation between 'globular' and 'barrel-shaped' beads is not made to avoid inconsistencies. Beads are
described as globular that could be argued to have a 'barrel-shaped' longitudinal cross section due to a large
perforation. 'Barrel-shaped' beads with perforated sides marvered flat are described as 'globular, perforated
sides marvered flat'.

Forty-three of the 159 glass beads (27%) are 'Blue' beads (Table l.I) wound of translucent blue glass. 'Blue'
beads are not datable as such but large numbers, such as the 34 beads in Grave 13282 are common in Glass Bead
Group AI, the earliest of the groups defmed on the basis ofa national sample (Brugmann in press) and dated
roughly to the second halfof the 5th and the first halfof the 6th century. In East Anglian graves large numbers
of 'Blue' beads are often associated with 'Traffic Light' beads (Table 1.20) named after the combination of
translucent green, opaque red and opaque yellow glass, usually green and yellow twisted or streaked trails
applied to a body wound of red glass. The main distribution of 'Traffic Light beads' in East Anglia and the
North (ibid. fig. 109) suggests that this glass bead type was made in this region. Grave 13282 did not produce
any 'Traffic Light' beads but two beads of this type were found in Grave 13119 in combination with an opaque
red bead.
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The 'Blue' beads in Grave 13282 were associated with three short beads with translucent green 'wide' crossing
trails ( i.e. crossing three times; Table 1.33), and dots, a type which is not defined in Brugmann (in press) but has
attributes which are common in bead type associations ofGroup AI in Anglian England (but rarer in the Saxon
West), and are in shape and mostly also colour combination different from the later imported type 'Koch 20'
with wide crossing trails and dots (Brugmann in press). The only other bichrome beads in Grave 13282 are a
white bead with red dots (Table 1.36) and a blue 'Mottled' bead with irregularly applied red and white dots
(Table 1.13), a common bead type across early medieval Anglo-Saxon and Merovingian Europe and generally
found with beads ofGroup A (ibid.)

All other glass beads from this grave are beads wound of monochrome opaque glass, red (Table 1.30), green
(Table 1.26), yellow (Table 1.32), or white (Table 1.31) and seven beads made of dark glass that appears black
(Table 1.24-25). These beads are mostly globular, or less carefully shaped and therefore not symmetrical, and a
few of them have a ribbed cross section. Short to medium monochrome opaque beads are a common feature of
Bead Group AI, adding to the typical character of the bead assemblage in Grave 13282. A cylindrical bead so
carefully made of translucent green glass that it is not obvious whether it was wound or drawn (Table 1.18), is
probably ofRoman manufacture and an heirloom in this context.

Three graves, 13039, 13125 and 13135 produced bead assemblages with attributes of Glass Bead Group A2,
introduced in the late 5th century and going out of fashion in the second halfof the 6th century. Typical of this
phase are so-called 'gold-in-glass' beads ('Segmented Constricted', Table 1.2) made oflayers ofdrawn glass and
coustricted at the perforated sides. The name 'gold-in-glass' refers to the golden (or silver) hue to well-preserved
beads and to the inclusion of gold in some but not all beads of this type (see Hirst 1985, 77 ff). Beads of this
type were already in use in Late Roman times, and it seems possible that some survived in particular in the
Saxon West until a revived import made the type common in the 6th century. Finds ofparticularly small beads
made ofdrawn glass and constricted at the perforated sides, but with a wider range ofcolours were also in use in
late Roman times and seem to have survived in small numbers. A blue bead from Grave 13125 (Table 1.21)
may be such a late Roman type. In the Anglian East and North, 'gold-in-glass' beads are, however, less common
than in the Saxon West and seem to have been introduced to Anglian bead fashion only at a time that also saw
the production ofa related bead type drawn and constricted at the perforated sides, bnt cylindrical and made of
blue glass ('Constricted Cylindrical', Table 1.3). A variant of these beads are cylindrical beads with or without a
blue layer slightly constricted, but not enough to form globular segments (,Constricted Cylindrical beaded',
Table 1.4).

Most of the 'Constricted' Segmented or Cylindrical beads were found in Grave 13125 containing the remains of
three individuals. The 212+ glass, amber and rock crystal beads in this grave were retrieved in four main groups
(SF 70498, 70513, 70515, 70528), the first one in four parts, three of them individual samples (71467, 71468,
71492). SF 70498, Sample 71468, SF 70513 and SF 70515 included 'Constricted' beads and were probably all
part of the same bead assemblage associated with SK 13133, a probable female. The drawn 'constricted' beads
were associated with wound monochrome opaque beads (green, red, yellow and white) and a few 'Blue' beads
but also with a number of wound translucent beads (blue-green, green and a small blue 'Miniglob' found in large
numbers at Blackoall Field, Wilts: Table 1.22,23,27; Brugmann in press; Annable & Eagles forthcoming). A
'Blue' bead (and five amber beads) found within a 100mm' area at the extreme head end of the grave (SF 70528)
probably was part of the same assemblage because this bead has perforated sides marvered flat, a rare attribute
with 'Blue' beads from Anglo-Saxon contexts (Brugmann in press), but also found with two 'Blue' beads from
SF 70498.

The four polychrome beads from Grave 13125 include a translucent blue-green bead with a small piece of
opaque white and blue-green twisted trail marvered into the surface (Table 1.38), and an opaque yellow bead
with an applied spiral trail of red glass (Table 1.35). Of particular interest are two small beads with a main
distribution in Norfolk, an opaque yellow cylindrical bead with an irregularly applied opaque red trail (Table
1.15) and a short white bead with one concave perforated side and an irregularly applied translucent blue trail
(Table 1.14). These types have been found in association with beads of Group A2 at Morning Thorpe, Bergh
Apton and Spong Hill. The only two beads in the national sample found outside Norfolk are from Lakenheath
RAF, Eriswell, Suffolk (Brugmann in press Fig. 141). The finds of two such beads at a further Norfolk site
support the evidence for two bead types mainly distributed and probably also made in Norfolk at a time when the
Anglian production of 'Traffic Light' beads had ceased.

The fragments of green glass from Grave 13125, which may be burnt fragments of a translucent green glass bead
was found with the leg bones of SK 13132 and are unlikely to be part of the bead assemblage from Grave 13125
associated with SK 13133.
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The three beads from Grave 13135, two of them made of amber, include a 'Constricted' cylindrical bead that is
of the same make as 'Constricted Segmented' beads and may originally have had a blue layer. The 28 beads
from Grave 13039 include ten 'Constricted Segmented' beads combined with a single polychrome bead, white
with a translucent meandering trail and red dots (Table 1.34). The 'Constricted' beads in the assemblages from
Graves 13135 and 13039 suggestthey are of the same Phase A2 as the beads from Grave 13125.

Grave 13172 produced a glass bead assemblage which includes a white and a yellow 'Cylindrical Pentagonal'
bead with perforated sides marvered flat (Table 1.5), probably imported from the continent in the second halfof
the 6th or early 7th century as part of a new bead fashion that made use ofopaque wound beads mostly white,
yellow and red in colour (Bead Group BI). Most of the presumed imports have been found in Kent and East
Anglia (Brugmann in press Fig. 67). The 'Cylindrical Pentagonal' beads from Grave 13172 were associated
with a translucent yellow ribbed 'Melon' bead (Table 1.11) probably also imported from or via the continent but
as part of a trade that moved fewer beads across the Channel and distributed them more evenly across Anglo
Saxon England (ibid. Fig. 78). These three beads were associated with three globular glass beads, an opaque
yellow bead, an opaque red bead and a white bead with an irregularly applied opaque red trail (Table 1.37).

The glass bead group last in the sequence found at BKL 02 comes from Grave. 13284. It includes a red
'Cylindrical Round' bead (Table 1.6) related in manufacture to the 'Cylindrical Pentagonal' beads in Grave
13172, and small red beads with white narrow crossing trails and white beads with translucent blue narrow
crossing trails ('Koch 34'; Table 1.9), which were probably imported as part of the same, though partly later
continental production as the 'Cylindrical' beads. Three beads with variations of these patterns (Table 1.10, lOa)
are probably of related manufacture. An opaque red bead with opaque white circumferential trails close to the
perforation and five dots on the equator is a rare fmd in Anglo-Saxon England and may be of the same
manufacture as a type with the same colour combination and decorative pattern found in the South of Germany
(Table 1.8; Koch 1997 PI. 7, type 16.7).

The wound 'Segmented Globular' bead (Table 1.19) made of two opaque yellow segments was probably also
imported from the continent as part of the same production and trade as the 'Cylindrical Pentagonal' and 'Koch
34' beads (Brugmarm in press). The 'Koch 34' beads and the 'Segmented Globular' bead are types defining
Bead Group B2, a later development ofGroup B I dated in the late 6th and the first halfof the 7th century. A
6th·centtrry date for the bead assemblage from Grave 1384 is, however, ruled out by the association of these
beads with two 'Doughnut' beads (Table 8), an Anglo-Saxon type made ofa piece of translucent glass pierced
from one side. These beads were introduced towards the end of the bead fashion represented by Group Band
mainly characteristic for glass bead assemblages worn in the so-called 'Final Phase' introduced in the mid-7th
centtrry (Bead Group C; Brugmarm in press).

Ofparticular interest is a large ribbed 'melon' bead from Grave 13284, which seems to imitate a 'Roman Melon'
bead (Table 1.17; Brugmarm in press), a common type of large opaque light blue, green or turquoise ?faience
bead frequently found in small numbers in Anglo-Saxon bead assemblages and often very worn. The greenish
blue ('petrol') semi-translucent glass apparently used for the imitation of such a 'Roman Melon' bead is found
with beads in the Anglo-Saxon Bead Groups B2 and C (the 'Final Phase' not represented at BKL 02), such as a
globular bead (Table 1.28) from Grave 13284.

Two of the three glass beads found in the subsoil (13033), a 'Koch 34' type and an 'Orange' bead made of
opaque orange glass (Table 1.16; Bead Groups B2 and C) were probably also imported from the continent. Most
'Orange' beads were found in Kent and East Anglia (ibid. Fig. 68). The translucent yellow short bead (Table
1.12) also found in the subsoil may be a variant of the 'Melon' bead from Grave 13172 (see above) and also be
part ofa Group B assemblage. In this case all three beads may be derived from Grave 13284 or represent a
destroyed grave of the same Bead Phase B2.
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Table 1: BKL 02. Glass bead typology covering all sufficiently preserved glass beads from the site. Bold script marks glass bead types defined in Brugmann (in press). Italic script
marks type definitions summarising beads with particular attributes but not necessarily of related manufacture.
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bead types defined in Brugmann (in press) and related types

I Blue 43 I 2.0-6.0 7-17 3-8 very short wound annular or translucent blue none none
to medium I globular

la Blue? 2 I 4.0-4.5 13 II medium wound, perforated asymmetrical translucent blue none? shattered surface or white
sides marvered flat I globular inclusions

2 Constricted 14 1-3 4-5 3- drawn layers, globular light none none
Segmented 12 perforated sides

constricted
3 Constricted 2 I 3-4 12- very long drawn, perforated cylindrical blue blue none none

Cylindrical 13 sides constricted
4 Constricted 2 I 4 9- very long drawn layers, cylindrical, light none none

Cylindrical, 22 perforated sides beaded
beaded constricted

5 Cylindrical 2 I 3.0-4.0 7-8 7-9 medium wound, perforated cylindrical, opaque white or none none
Pentagonal sides marvered flat pentagonal cross yellow

section
6 Cylindrical I I 2.5-3.5 7 8 medium wound, peITorated cylindrical, round opaque red none none

Round sides marvered flat cross section
7 Doughnut 2 I 1.5-2.0 9-14 3-5 (very) pierced asymmetrical translucent blue-green none none

short or blue
8 Koch 16.7 I I 3.5-4.0 12 8 short wound, perforated globular opaque red applied opaque white

sides not marvered circumferential trail close to
flat perforation and five dots on

eQuator

9 Koch 34 3 1-2 2.5-6.0 7-12 5- wound globular opaque white or red applied narrow crossing trails
(WhiteRed II (opaque white on red or
& translucent (green-)blue on
BlueWhite) white)

10 Koch34 vaT I I 3.0 8 5 short wound globular opaque white applied translucent green-blue wavy
trail
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C> .. C> e= = "'Co '" .l Co ~~cS ~ ~ '"lOa Koch 34 2 I 3.5-5.5 12- 9- short - wound, perforated globular opaque white applied one to three opaque red

var? 13 10 medium sides can be circumferential trail(s) on
marvered flat translucent blue narrow

crossing trails
II Melon I I 3.5-4.0 13 11 medium wound, traces of asymmetrical translucent yellow none nonc

winding on one globular, 6-
perforated side ribbed cross

section
12 Melon I I 3.0-4.0 13 7 short wound. traces of globular translucent yellow none none

?variant winding on onc
oerforated side

13 Mottled I I 3.0 13 8 short wound, perforated globular translucent blue applicd irregular dots, red on white
sides maTVered flat

14 Norfolk I 1 2.0-3.0 8 4 short wound. one globular opaque white applied translucent irregular blue-
BlueWhite perforated side green trail

concave,
perforation on
other sharp

15 Norfolk I 1 2.0-4.0 6 13 very long wound, perforated cylindrical opaque yellow applied opaque red irregular trail
YellowRed sides not marvered

flat

16 Orange I I 4.0-5.0 10 10 medium wound, perforated globular ('barrel- opaque orange none none
sides marvered flat shaped')

17 Roman I I 9-11 19 15 medium wound, concave globular, II- semi- greenish none none
Melon around perforation ribbed cross- translucent blue
imitation section I('petrol')

18 Roman var I I 2.0 6 3 short wound?, cylindrical translucent green none none
perforated sides
flat (cut or
marvered?)

19 Segmented I 2 2.0 6 7 long wound globular semi- greenish none none
Globular tra'nslucent blue

('petrol')

20 Traffic Light 2 I 2.0-4.5 12- 9- short ~ wound, perforated globular opaque yellow or red applied translucent green and opaque
13 II medium sides not marvered yellow or red

flat
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other bead types

drawn monochrome
21 blue I I 5 4 drawn, constricted globular translucent blue none none

Constricted perforated sides
Se£mented

wound monochrome

22 blue~green 2 I 2.0-4.0 12- 8-9 short wound, perforated cylindrical, round translucent blue-green none none
cylindrical 14 sides marvered flat or ribbed cross

section
23 blue-green 2 I 2.5 7 6 medium wound globular translucent blue-green none none

~Iobular

24 dark annular 2 I 4.5-6.0 12 5-6 short Wound, petforated annular dark none none
sides concave

25 dark other 7 I 1.5-3.5 6-10 3-8 short- wound globular or dark none none
medium asymmetrical,

round or ribbed
cross section

26 green II I 1.0-4.0 6-10 3-9 short - wound globular or opaque green none none
opaque medium asymmetrical,

round or 4-ribhed
cross section

27 green 2 I 3.0-4.0 8 8 medium wound Cylindrical,4- translucent green none none
translucent ribbed cross

section; other
shanes

28 greenish- I I 2.5-3.0 8 7 medium wound globular semi- greenish- none none
blue semi- translucent blue
translucent I ('netrol'l

29 Miniglob I I 1.5-2.0 5 5 medium wound, edge of globular, slightly translucent blue none none
perforation pear-shaped
shamish

30 red opaque 21 I 1.0-5.0 5-13 3-8 very short wound globular, opaque red none none
- medium asvmmetrical

31 white 4 I 2.0-3.0 6-8 3-4 short wound globular opaque white none none
ooaaue
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Qa >, .... -= ~ E~ = = ." '" -l '" .c~cE ~ ~ '"32 yellow 8 1 1.0-4.0 6-9 4-7 short - wound globular, opaque yellow none none

opaque medium cylindrical or
asymmetrical,
round or ribbed
cross-section

wound polychrome

33 wide 3 1 1.0-3.5 8 3-5 short wound globular opaque white or applied translucent green wide
crossing yellow crossing trails and three dots
trails

34 meander I I 2.5-5.0 14 II medium wound globular opaque white applied white and translucent blue
streaked wavy trail
(meander) and three opaque
red dots

35 sniTal I I 2.5-3.5 7 6 medium wound I globular ooaQue I vellow aoolied red soiral trail
36 dots I I 2.0-3.0 9 3 very short wound Iglobular opaque white aoolied three onaaue red dots
37 Irregular I I 4.0-5.0 II 8 short wound globular opaque white applied opaque red irregular trail

trail
38 twisted trail 1 I 1.5-3.0 7 7 medium wound cylindrical translucent blue-green applied small piece of translucent

blue-green and opaque white
twisted trail
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Amber beads
The 225 amber beads from the site add up to c. 86 grams (including soil in some of the perforations).
The 168 amber beads from Grave 13125 account for 68g, the remaining 18g are shared by six graves
with groups of two to 27 beads (and the single bead from the pit). Most of the beads show signs of
wear at the perforated sides, suggesting that they were strung in a way that allowed the beads to rub
against each other.

The beads fall into five main types:
carefully shaped 'spindle-shaped' beads, often very worn and considered to be of a 5th and early 6th
century date (see Brugmann in Parfitt forthcoming),
carefully shaped 'globular' beads with a round longitudinal and an (almost) round cross section,
"rounded' beads with a rounded show-side but an irregular cross section,
medium to long 'facetted' beads without any regular longitudinal section, and
short beads, either with an 'irregular' shape such as 'wedge-shaped' or regularly shaped such as short
cylinders.

A detailed analysis of the amber beads from Lower Buckland, Dover, Kent, suggests that different
types ofamber beads were used in combination with Glass Bead Groups A2 and B (Brugmann in
Parfitt forthcoming). It was possible to demonstrate a tendency for the small drawn glass beads of
Group A2 to be associated with small rounded amber beads and the more substantial glass beads of
Group B with larger facetted amber beads. The same tendency can be observed in the material from
BKL 02. The group of 166 amber beads from Grave 13125 associated with glass beads from Group A2
is comprised of 114 rounded, eight (almost) globular, 34 facetted and four spindle-shaped beads with
an average weight ofOAg. The 17 amber beads from Grave 13039 include ten rounded, four facetted
and a large short, irregular bead and have an average weight of 0.2g. The four beads from Grave 13172
associated with glass beads of Group BI are all facetted with an average weight ofO.8g, as have the
two facetted and two rounded amber beads associated with glass beads of Group B2 from Grave 13284.

The glass beads of Group Al in Grave 13282 are associated with eleven spindle-shaped, eleven
globular or rounded beads and five short amber beads. The spindle-shaped beads support an early date
for the glass bead assemblage and the relatively high number of short beads support the observation
made at Blacknall Field, Wilts., that beads of Group Al tend to be associated with relatively high
numbers of short amber beads, often 'wedge-shaped' (Annable & Eagles forthcoming). This applies
also to the association of the glass beads ofGroup AI with two short amber beads in Grave 13119.

Bead numbers and the weight ofamber bead assemblages should not be taken as a straightforward
indicator of wealth. This is suggested by the change in bead fashion associated with Glass Bead
Groups A2 and B. Furthermore, small numbers of amber beads often include carefully shaped ones,
suggesting a primarily amulettic character of such assemblages (see Meaney 1984).

Rock crystal
Grave 13282 produced a pair of polyhedral rock crystal beads and a single short globular rock crystal
bead with a worn ridge on the equator. The short globular rock crystal bead from Grave 13125 is also
worn at the equator. The four beads cover the three most common shapes of rock crystal beads known
from Anglo-Saxon graves (see Meaney 1981, 77ff; Huggett 1988,70). Globular beads with or without
a ridge usually occur singly in bead assemblages, polyhedral occasionally in pairs (see, e.g., Blacknall
Field Grave 31; Annable & Eagles forthcoming). The wear on all four beads is also a common feature
of such beads which cannot be explained by wear on a string together with other beads. It therefore
seems that these beads had some previous or additional use which put more strain on the objects.

Silver
Beads covered with or made of silver sheet are known from Bead Group B2 but more common in
Group C as part of the so-called Final Phase not represented at BKL 02. Silver beads usually are
shaped in the form of bells set against each other to form a globular bead with a ridge, or of two
almond-shaped halves (see, e.g. Geake 1997 Fig. 4.6), which probably had a core ofsome perishable
material. A 'barrel-shaped' core sheeted with silver as in Grave 13284 is an unusual construction. The
worn perforation of the core shows that it was worn in life and not made for burial. The silver sheeting
of this bead (0.3 g) is more substantial than that of some bell- or almond-shaped beads, indicating that
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this bead is not simply a second-rate imitation of a conventional silver sheet bead. It may, however, be
a local product.

The context
In all seven graves beads were found in the neck or chest area. In Grave 13125 beads were also
positioned at the extreme head end of the grave (SF 70528), which may be due to a disturbance caused
by what seems to be the burial of thee individuals with an unclear stratigraphic relationship. Most of
the beads can be assigned to SK 13133: SF 70498 with 121 beads concentrated around the neck area of
this individual and found with brooches and a pin, SF 70513 with 25 beads from the lower fill near the
base of the grave and by the right shoulder area ofthe body stain, and SF 70515 with 61 beads in the
neck and chest area of the body stain of the same individual. It seems that the most substantial amber
beads in the collection were worn in the neck and chest area (SF 70498 and 70515) but the glass beads
do not show a distribution among the retrieved groups of beads that would suggest a particular order
related to types. Beads probably not related to SK 13133 are Sample 71467, three fragments of?burnt
green glass found close to the remaining leg bones of SK 13132 and related to a 'rectangular area of
dark staining' thought by the excavators to be possibly either leather or textile, and Sample 71472 from
a stained area around the jaw ofSK 13126.

In Grave 13282 beads were not only scattered in the head and chest area but the excavators noted that
beads were also found in a symmetrical arrangement in a line along the chest front including the pair of
polyhedral rock crystal beads and in another line South-East of the head including a single rock crystal
bead. The excavation records suggest that 'symmetrical' refers to a pairing of bead types according to
shapes and colours. This is a common feature in bead assemblages of Group Al (see Annable &
Eagles forthcoming) and may also have been used for the beads in Grave 13119 with a pair of amber
beads, a pair of 'Traffic Light' beads and a single monochrome bead which may have been the centre
piece.

The beads in Grave 13172 were plotted individually, showing a line of beads apparently reaching as
low as the area of the pelvis. It seems that the bead types were lined up in no particular order. The
beads in Grave 13284 were found not only in the neck area but also in the pelvic region. Beads
reaching down the body this low seem to mark a change in bead fashion from Group A2 to B that went
beyond the use of new types of beads and changed the way beads were worn (see work by Penelope
Walton Rogers).

Dating the BKL 02 graves on the basis of the beads only could be misleading. The association of beads
and brooches, however, support the argument for a chronological sequence of the graves to some
extent. An early date for the association of Glass Bead Group Al and the assemblage of amber beads
including spindle-shaped and short beads in Grave 13282 is supported by the early type ofcruciform in
this grave. In Grave 13135 with a glass bead of Groups A2 a later type of cruciform brooch Was found.
The annular brooches in Graves 13039 and 13125, a mainly 6th-century type, match the general date
suggested by the beads ofGroup A2. The beads of Group B are not associated with brooches, which is
not surprising as the combination of beads with brooches becomes rare towards the end of the 6th
century.

Summary
The seven graves at BKL 02 with beads fall into four of the six Anglo-Saxon bead groups defined on
the basis of a national sample of 32,000 beads:

Group Al
GroupA2
Group BI
Group B2

(AD c. 450-530) 13119 and 13282
(AD c. 480-570) 13039,13125 (SK 13133) and 13135
(AD c. 550-600) 13172
(AD c. 580-650) 13284

The glass bead assemblages display some regional characteristics such as bead types in Group A which
were probably made in Anglian England or specifically Norfolk, and bead types in Group B which
were probably imported in particular to Kent and East Anglia from or via the continent. This suggests
that the community burying at BKL02 was supplied by the same regional manufacture and trade as the
communities burying at the well-known Norfolk sites at Spong Hill, Morning Thorpe and Bergh Apton.
The silver-sheeted bead from BKL 02 may indicate a local initiative in bead making inspired by some
standardised types ofsilver beads found at other sites.
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Appendix A: Bead catalogue

Bead descriptions:
Descriptions arc based on visual examination of the heads as they were made available for study in November
2003.

Measurements
The diameter of the beads is given in 5 mm ranges. For size ranges of individual glass bead types see Table 00.
The proportion of the beads indicates their length:

very short 1:4
short 1:2
medium 1:1
long 1.5:1
very long 2: 1

Shapes
Glass beads: The outline of the longitudinal section ofmest of the Blacknal1 Field beads is rounded or square. A
rounded section is described as globular or annular depending on the proportion of the head and the size of the
perforation. Short or very short beads with a perforation that measures c. half the diameter of the cross section of
the bead or morc are described as annular; all other heads with a rounded longitudinal section are described as
globular, including those that may described as barrel-shaped due to a large perforation or flattened perforated
sides. Such 'barrel-shaped' beads, medium in proportion, are described as 'globular, perforated sides marvcred
flat'. Beads with a square longitudinal section are described as cylinders. The cross section is described only if it
is not round but nbbed or square. Some beads are described as polyhedral in reference to both their longitudinal
and cross sections.
Amber beads: see text.

Segments
Glass beads are made of one segment if not described otherwise.

Perforations
Perforations have a round cross-section if not described as square. Abrasions on amber beads that have changed
cross sections are not described. For the diameter of perforations of glass heads in relation to bead sizes see
'shapes', 'Sharp edges to perforation' refers to a technical detail that may in the future help to distinguish between
earlier and later wound monochrome heads on a statistical basis.

Colours
The colour descriptions are based on visual examination in daylight and differentiate between white, yellow, green,
blue, red (brownf'terracotta"/brick.rcd) for opaque beads and brown (including "pink") for translucent beads,
"light" used for the colour variations in so·called "gold-in-glass~'beads and translucent "white" beads, and "dark"
for any beads that appear black in daylight. For the difficulties that would be attached to a more detailed
description see Brugmann (in press).

Bead types
The glass bead types referred to in the catalogue in italics are described in detail in Table 00. For brevity, the
catalogue omits attributes of glass beads if these are defined as part of the type description given in Table 00.

Glass bead making techniques
See the type descriptions in Table 00.

Opacity and translucency
See the type descriptions in Table 00.

Weight
The beads were not cleaned before weighing, so that the weight given can include soil stuck in perforations.

The unedited descriptions of the individual beads, which are more detailed than in the published catalogue, are
held in the project archive in printed form.

The descriptions of the position ofbcads are copied from the special find record sheets. Age and sex of skeletons
are copied from thc skeletal inventory.

Grave 13039 (F 30-40)

SF 70456 28 beads from neck area (above brooch)



Amber

glass
type Constricted Segmented

other heads:
meander
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17+ beads, total weight 2.9 g; all beads show signs of wear
I short, irregular; diam. 11-15 mm
1 medium, facetted; diam. 3-5 mm
3 medium, facetted; diam. 6-10 mm
I medium, incomplete but functional, old break; diam. 6-10 mm
2 medium, rounded; diam. 3-5 mm
8 medium, rounded; diam. 6-10 mm

fragments probably from two beads
11 beads

6 with 1 segment, medium, globular; diam. 3-5 mm
3 with 2 segments, very long, globular; diam. 3-5 mm
1 with 3 segments, very long, globular; diam. 3-5 mm

1 medium, globular; diam. I 1-] 5 mm

Grave 13119 (M middle adult)

SF 70502

amber

glass
type Traffic Light

other bead:
red opaque

beads found at upper torso/neck of inhumation by sieving
a small area after the grave had been recorded

2 beads, total weight 1.5 g, perforation worn
I very short, cylindrical; diam. 11-15 mm
I short, fragment
3 beads
I medium, globular; diam. 11- I5 mm
1 short, globular; diam. 11-15 mm

I short, globular; diam. I 1-15 mm

Grave 13125 (SK 13126 M? 30-40; SK 13132 undetermined adult; SK 13133 F?40-50)

SF 70498, 70513, 70515, 70528: 213 beads «or215, please have 'possible' beads nos 1 and 4
checked)); total weight of the 168 amber beads: 68 g.

SF 70498

amber

glass
type Blue

121 beads concentrated around neck area ofSKI3133 and
brooches & pin

50 amber beads, total weight 27.3 g; all beads show signs of wear
1 short, irregular; diam. 16·20 mm
I short. irregular; diam. 29 mm
I medium, cylindrical; diam. 16-20 mm

13 medium, facetted; diam. 6-10 mm
2 medium, facetted; diam. 11·15 mm
1 medium, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
I medium, rounded; diam. 3-5 mm

22 medium, rounded; diam. 6-10 mm
2 medium, rounded; diam. II-IS mm
2 medium, rounded (almost globular); diam. 6-10 mm
I medium. rounded (almost globular); diam. II-IS mm
1 medium. rounded, incomplete but functional; diam. 6-10 mm
1 long, facetted; diam. 6-10 mm
1 fragment; diam. 6·10 mm

13 beads
1 short, annular, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 11-15 mm

2 very short, annular, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 11-15
mm

type Constricted Cylindrical I very long, cylindrical; diam. 3-5 mm
type Constricted Cylindrical beaded I very long, cylindrical, beaded; diam. 3-5 mm
type Norfolk YellowRed I very long, cylindrical, perforated sides not marvered flat; diam. 6-10

mm
other beads:
green opaque 2 medium, asymmetrical, 4·ribbed cross section; diam. 6-10 mm

1short, irregular; diam. 6-10 mm



green translucent
red opaque
yellow opaque
spiral

Sample 71467

Glass
green ?translucent
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1 medium, cylindrical, 4-ribbcd cross section; diam. 6-10 mm
I short, globular, sharp edges to perforation; diam. 6-10 mm
I medium, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
1 medium, globular, sharp edges to perforation; diam. 6-10 mm

from around the remaining leg bones of SK 13132, relates to a
'rectangular area of dark staining' thought to be possibly either

leather or textile
I bead?

three fragments, ?bumt

Sample 71468
Amber

glass
rype Blue
rype Constricted Segmented

head area of SK 13133: area of body stain
47 beads, total weight 7.6 g; beads show signs of wear

6 medium, facetted; diam. 6·10 mm
13 medium, rounded; diam. 3-5 mm
21 medium, rounded; diam. 6-10 mm

1 medium, rounded; diam. 11·15 mm
1 long, facetted; diam. 3-5 mm
I very long, spindle-shaped; diam. 3-5 mm
I very long, spindle-shaped; diam. 6-10 mm
I bead fragment, no measurements
1 bead fragment; diam. 3-5 mm
1 bead fragments of one bead or more
8«+??)) beads

1 short, annular; diam. 6-10 mm
2 medium, globular, I segment; diam. 3-5 mm

I very long, globular, 2 segments; diam. 3-5 mm
1 very long, globular, 3 segments; diam. 3-5 mm

green translucent fragments of probably not more than one bead
red opaque 1 short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
white opaque I short, globular, sharp edges to perforation; diam. 6-10 mm
glass bead? fragment of translucent glass
((have 'ironstone?' object no. 4 checked, probably no bead))

Sample 71472
Amber

from stained area around the jaw ofSK 13126
2 beads, total weight 1.5 g, slightly worn perforated sides
1 medium, facetted; diam. 6·10 mm
I medium, facetted; diam. 11-15 mm

SF 70513 25 beads from lower fill near base of cut 13125 by right
shoulder area in body stain

Amber

glass
rype Blue
type Constricted Cylindrical
rype MiniGlob
other beads:
yellow opaque

21 amber beads, total weight 8 g; worn mostly at perforated sides
2 medium, facetted; diam. 6-10 mm
I medium, facetted; 16-20 mm
I medium, facetted (reused fragment?); diam. 6-10 mm
1 medium, rounded; diam. 3-5 mm

13 medium, rounded; diam. 6-10 mm
2 medium, rounded; diam. 11-15 mm
I medium, rounded (almost globular); diam. 6-10 mm
4 beads

1 short, annular; diam. 6-10 mm
I very long, cylindrical; diam. 3-5 mm

I medium, globular (pear.shapcd); diam. 3-5 mm

I medium, cylindrical, 4-ribbed cross section, perforated sides not
marvered flat; diam. 6-10 mm

SF 70515 61 beads possibly associated with two gannent dressings
70516 & 70517 (chest and neck area of skeleton)

amber
sides

43 beads, total weight 22 g; worn perforations and perforated

I very short, irregular; diam. 21 rnm
1 short, cylindrical; diam. 16-20 mm
1 short, irregular; diam. 11-15 mm
2 short, irregular; diam. 16-20 mm
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I short, cylindrical, 7-ribbed. cross section, perforated sides marvered
flat; diam. 11-15 mm

I short, cylindrical, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 11 ~15 mm
1 globular, fragmented

1 medium, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
1 medium, cylindrical, 4-ribbed cross section; diam. 6-10 mm
I medium, asymmetrical; diam. 6-10 mm
I medium, globular, sharp edges to perforation; diam. 6-10 mm
2 short, glohular; diam. 6-10 mm
I short, glohular (irregular); diam. 6-10 mm
1 medium, cylindrical, perforated sides not marvered flat; diam. 6-10

mm
twisted trail

green opaque
red opaque

4 medium, facetted; diam. 6-10 mm
1 medium, facetted; diam. 11-15 rom
1 medium, facetted; diam. 16-20 mm
1 medium, globular; diam. 6-10 mm

27 medium, TOunded; diam. 6-10 mm
1 medium, rounded (almost globular); diam. 6-10 mm
1 medium, rounded (almost globular); diam. 11-15 mm
1 long, facetted; diam. diam. 6-10 rom
I long, spindle-shaped diam. 6-10 rom
I bead
I short, globular; diam. 21 mm

17 beads
1 short, annular, 6-1 Omm

1 short, annular, petforatcd sides marvered flat; diam. 11-15 mm
I short, globular, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 11-15 rom

type blue Constricted Segmented I medium, globular; diam. 3-5 mm
type Constricted Cylindrical beaded I very long, cylindrical, beaded; diam. 3-5 mm
type Norfolk BlueWhite I short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
other heads:
blue-green cylindrical

blue-green globular

rock crystal

glass
type Blue

SF 70528 6 beads found randomly within to cm1 area at extreme
head end of grave cut

Amber

glass
type Blue

5 beads, total weight 1.4 g; in particular perforated sides worn
3 medium, rounded; diam. 6-10 mm
1 medium, rounded; diam. 11-15 mm
I medium, very worn spindle-shaped?; diam. 6-10 mm
I head

I short, globular, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 16-20 mm

Grave 13135 (undetermined 30-40)

SF 70503, 70504 3 beads

SF 70503 2 beads below cruciform brooch; long glass bead inserted
through amber bead

Amber 1 bead, weight 1.0 g; perforation very worn
I short, irregular; diam. 16-20 mm

glass I bead
type Constricted ?Cylindrical I very long, cylindrical; diam. 3-5 mm

SF 70504 below cruciform brooch and close to beads 70503

amber 1 bead, weight >0.0 g; penoration very worn
I very long, spindle-shaped; diam. 3~5 mm

Grave 13172 (undetermined adult)

SF 70523.0-9 10 beads chest area ofbody stain

amber 4 beads, total weight 3.2 g; worn perforations and perforated
sides
2 medium, facetted; diam. 6-10 mm (no. 2; 6)
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I medium, facetted; diam. 11-15 mm (no. to)
I medium, rounded; diam. 11-15 mm (no. 7)

glass 6 beads
type Cylindrical Pentagonal 2 medium, cylindrical, pentagonal cross-section, perforated sides

marvered flat; diam. 6-10 mm (no. 4; 8)
type Melon 1 medium, asymmetrical globular, 6-ribbed cross section; diam. 11-15

mm (no. 9)
further types:
red opaque
yellow opaque
irregular trail

Grave 13282 (F 30-35)

SF 70532, 70533, 70537, 72003:

1 short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm (no. 1)
I short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm (no. 3)
1 short, globular; diam. 11-15 mm (no. 5)

107 beads; 27 amber, total weight 6.3 g

SF 70532

amber

glass
type Blue

type Roman variant
other beads:
dark

green opaque

red opaque

yellow opaque

dots
wide crossing trails

SF 70533

amber

rock crystal

glass
type Blue

type Blue?

type Mottled

70 beads scattered round head area

20 beads, total weight 2.9 g; beads show signs of wear
1 short, irregular; diam. 6-10 nun
2 short, irregular; diam. 11-15 mm
2 medium, globular; diam. 6-} 0 mm
3 medium, rounded; diam. 6-10 mm
3 medium, rounded (almost globular); diam. 6-10 mm
5 VCI)' long, spindle-shaped; diam. 3-5 mm
4 very long, spindle-shaped; diam. 6-10 mm

50 beads
16 short, annular, diam. 6-10 mm

1 short, annular; diam. 11-15 mm
5 short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
I short, irregular (from traces of winding); diam. 6-10 mm
1 very short, annular; diam. 6-10 mm

I short, cylindrical; diam. 6-10 mm

I short, globular, 6-ribbed cross section, sharp edges to perforation;
diam. 6-10 mm

5 short, globular, sharp edges to perforation; diam. 6-} 0 mm
I short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
2 short, globular. perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 6-10 mm
3 short, globular, sharp edges to perforation; diam. 6-10 mm
1 short, globular; diam. 3-5 mm
I short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
1 short, globular, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 6-10 mm
4 short. globular, sharp edges to perforation; diam. 6-10 mm
I short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
1 short, globular, 5-ribbed cross section, perforated sides marvcrcd

flat; diam. 6-10 mm
I very short, globular, sharp edges to perforation; diam. 6-10 mm

1 short. globular, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 6-10 mm
2 short. globular, sharp edges to perforation; diam. 6-10 mm

5 beads in line SE of head found in a symmetrical order
[squiggle] glass bead centre

2 beads. total weight 0.8 g; one bead definitely worn
1 short, irregular; diam. 6-10 mm
I medium, rounded; diam. 6-10 mm
I bead
I short, globular with ridge; diam. 16-20 mm
7 beads

1 short, annular; diam. 6-10 mm
1 short. globular; diam. 6-10 mm
2 medium, asymmetrical globular, perforated sides marvered flat

('barrel-shaped'). shattered sutfaee or inclusions; diam. 11-15
mm

I short, globular (irregular), perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 11
15mm



other beads:
dark annular

SF 70537

amber

rock crystal

glass
type Blue

other beads:
dark
red opaque

white opaque
yellow opaque

SF 72003
Sample 71488

Amber

glass
type Blue?
other types:
green opaque
red opaque
yellow opaque

Anglo-Saxon Beads Report

2 short, annular; diam. II-IS mm

18 beads in a line along chest front, symmetrical
arrangement

I bead, weight 0.2 g; slightly worn
I medium. rounded (almost globular); diam. 6-10 mm
2 beads
2 medium, polyhedral; diam. II-IS mm

15 beads
1medium. globular~ diam. 6-10 mm

4 short, annular; diam. 6-10 mm
I short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
I very short, annular; diam. 6-10 mm

I medium, asymmetrical. 6-ribbed cross section; diam. 6-10 mm
1 short, asymmetrical; diam. 6-10 mm
I short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
1 short, globular, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 6-10 mm
3 short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
1 short, cylindrical. perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 6-10 mm

9 beads
chestlhead area of poorly preserved SK 13280

4 beads. total weight 0.9 g; perforations worn
1 short, irregular, probably from larger non-functional fragment;

diam. 6-10 mm
1medium. rounded; diam. 3-5 mm
1 very long, spindle-shaped; diam. 3-5 mm
I very long, spindle-shaped; diarn. 6-10 mm
5 beads
1 fragment

1 short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
I very short, globular; diarn. 6-10 mm
1 short, asymmetrical; diam. 6-10 mm
I short, globular; diarn. 6-10 rom

Grave 13284 (undetermined, adult)

SF 70539; 70540: 19 beads, 4 amber, total weight 2.2 g

SF 70539

amber

silver & ?amber

14 beads east of cranium, neck area

3 beads, worn
I medium, facetted; diam. 11-15 mm
I medium, rounded; diam. II-IS mm
I medium, rounded (almost globular); diam. 6-10 mm

I bead
I silver sheeting (0.3 g) on barrel-shaped ?amber core (1.0 g) with

worn drop-shaped perforation, slightly asymmetrical; diam.
11-15 mm

glass
type Blue?
type Doughnut
type Koch 16.7
type Kocb 34 WhiteRed
type Koch 34 variant
type Koch 34 variant?
type Roman Melon imitation
type Segmented Globular
other beads:
greenish-blue translucent

9 beads
fragments of a bead
1 short, asymmetrical; diam. 11-15 mm
I short, globular; diam. II-IS mm
1 long, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
I short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
I short, globular; diam. 11-15 mm

1 medium, globular, II-ribbed cross-section; diam. 16-20 mm
I with 2 segments, medium, globular; diam. 6-10 mm

I medium, globular; diam. 6-10 mm



Sample 71489
amber

SF 70540

Glass
type Cylindrical Round
type Doughnut
type Koch 34 BlucWhite

type Koch 34 variant?
other head:
red opaque

Pit 13200

SF 70526

amber

Subsoi/13033

SF 70549

Glass
type Koch 34BlueWhite
type Melon ?variant
type Orange

Anglo-Saxon Beads Report

'mid-hody' areaofSK 13286
1 bead, worn
I medium, facetted; diam. 11-15

pelvic region

5 beads
1 medium, cylindrical, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 6-10 mm
I very short, asymmetrical; diam. 6-10 mm

1 medium, globular, perforated sides marvered flat ('barrel-shaped');
diarn. 11-15 mm

1 medium, globular; diam. II-IS mm

I shorl, globular, perforated sides marvered flat; diam. 11-15 mm

fill

1 bead
1 medium, facetted; diam. 6-10 mm

found by machine

3 heads
1 short, globular; diam. 6-10 mm
Lshort, globular; diarn. 11-15 mm
1 medium, globular, perforated sides marvered flat Cbarrel-shaped');

diam. 6-10 mm
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Coins Report

By Adrian Marsden

Discussion
A total of three coins were recovered from Site 13/202 (NHER 37622 TIL) .The so-called 'coin', SF
70499, proved on inspection to be a silver disc with a raised, repousse nipple. Two of the three
remaining coins are small late Roman bronzes of the fourth century; these have both been pierced for
suspension as pendants. Such coins are well known from Saxon cemeteries and have occurred at many
sites across Norfolk and East Anglial. These cemeteries invariably date from the late fifth to the early
seventh centuries.

These coin pendants appear to have been a common item of jewellery in this period and also occur in
conjunction with beads. The drilling is often, but by no means always, placed at the twelve o'clock
point of either the obverse (heads) side of the coin or the reverse. Thisimplies that in some cases the
artistic qualities of the coin design itself were of interest to the wearer. Of the two examples here, one
(SF 70468) is drilled at a position that corresponds to about 4 o'clock (obverse) and eight o'clock
(reverse) so in this instance it seems the coin was appreciated only as a metallic disc. The other
example (SF 70538) is so corroded that no details of the original design are legible.

These two coin pendants would surely have originally formed part of the grave goods of their Saxon
owner. The drilling ofcoins in this fashion is a purely Saxon phenomenon; at least no examples have
so far occurred in Roman contexts, and all recorded examples with contexts have been associated with
Saxon sites. The legible example (SF 70468) dates to the mid-fourth century and the other (SF 70538),
although no details are clear, belongs to the second half of the third, or the fourth century. Most of the
coins found re-used as pendants in this way are late Roman bronzes of this period.

The third coin is undoubtedly an intruder in the sense that it postdates the other assemblages from the
cemetery. This is a silver penny of Edward II dating to the early fourteenth century and must surely
represent a casual loss at some date not very many years after its issue; the condition of the coin is good
and it has seen little circulation. The worn appearance has been caused not by wear in use but rather by
the use of worn dies during its striking.

Catalogue ofthe Coins from Site 13/202 (NHER 37622 TTL)

SF 70468
House of Constantine (a son ofConstantine I), AE3, 335-341.
Obverse: [....] Laureate and cuirassed bust, right.
Reverse: [GLORIA EXERCITVS] Two soldiers standing either side of standard.
Late Roman Bronze Coinage I. Uncertain mint. Die axes 12, cl6mm diameter, weight 1.24g. Pierced
approximately lmm from the edge of the flan.

SF 70538
Uncertain emperor, fragment of AE3 size coin, c260-378.
Obverse: Illegible.
Reverse: Illegible.
Uncertain mint. An oval shaped fragment ofa copper alloy coin. Die axes?, cl3.5mm x 10mm, weight
O.77g. Pierced approximately Imm from the edge of the flan.

SF 72710
Edward II, silver sterling penny, cI31O-1314.
Obverse: +EDWARANGLDNShYB Crowned bust facing.
Reverse: CIVITASLONDON Long cross design, three pellets in each angle.
North II, 1060/2, class lla2. London mint, Die axes 12, 18mm diameter, weight 1.37g.

I For example graves 66 and 73 from the Saxon cemetery at Morning Thorpe, Norfolk. See Rogerson,
A. and White, S. G. in Green, B. (ed) The Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Morning Thorpe. Norfolk (East
Anglian Archaeology 36, 1987).
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Ceramic Building Material Assessment

By Lucy Talbot

Introduction
A total of204 fragments of ceramic building material (CBM) weighing 23.293 kg was recovered
during the field walking, evaluation and excavation. A catalogue of the material is presented in
Appendix I.

The majority of the assemblage is of post medieval or modem date, although Roman material was
collected from sites 377571 37892FLS and possibly 37758/37624 and 37625.

Condition
With the exception of the more modem fabrics, most of the material is either slightly worn or vety
abraded.

Methodology
The assemblage was quantified (count and weight in grams) by basic fabric type and forms. Fabrics
were identified by visual appearance and main inclusions, based on the Norfolk type series. The
assemblage was recorded by hand on proforma sheets by context and then transferred to a spreadsheet.

Fabrics
Two Roman fabrics and eight post medieval or modem fabrics were identified as follows:

Roman

Fl
Fine silty sand, pink/orange fabric, with sparse ferrous and occasional grog, quartz and small to
medium flint inclusions (max.llmm). Sparse medium to coarse moulding sand.

F2
Coarse sandy orange fabric, with sparse ferrous and occasional quartz and medium to large flint
inclusions (max. 3Imm). Medium to coarse moulding sand. Reduced core.

Post Medieval

F3
Fine silty sand, buW pink! orange fabric, poorly mixed with sparse grog and flint inclusions
(Max.6mm). Fine moulding sand.

F4
Coarse sandy, buff! dark orange fabric. Poorly mixed, but well fired with sparse ferrous and occasional
grog and quartz inclusions. Reduced core.

F5
Coarse sandy yellowl pink fabric, well mixed with occasional ferrous and grog inclusions. Fine
moulding sand.

F6
Coarse sandy yellow fabric, with few or no inclusions. Fine moulding sand.

F7
Coarse sandy bright orange fabric, well mixed, with few sparse grog and occasional quartz and flint
inclusions (Max.21mm). Fine to medium moulding sand.

F8
Coarse sandy dark orangel purple fabric, well mixed, often over fired. With sparse flint (Max. 5mm)
and occasional quartz inclusions. Medium to coarse moulding sand.

F9
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Fine sandy, bright orange extremely well fired fabric. Well mixed with few sparse ferrous and chalk
inclusions.

Forms
The majority of the Roman material appears to be fragments of bonding tile, whilst the post medieval
and modem pieces include brick, plain roof tile and pan tile. A possible floor tile fragment and a
complete unglazed ridge tile were also recovered, along with a small quantity of undiagnostic pieces.

Summary ofdistribution by site along the pipeline

Site 11251 (NHER 37617 WNE)
The site produced two small fragments ofvery abraded eighteenth century brick weighing 0.005kg
from a post-hole fill and a buried soil horizon.

Site 081217-219 (NHER 37826 & 37827 LEX & 37828 WAS)
Seven pieces ofpost medieval and modem pan tile weighing 0.023kg were recovered.

Site 131202 (NHER 37622 WNE)
A single piece ofpost medieval plain roof tile was collected from topsoil and weighed O.0013kg.

Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)
Five fragments of post medieval brick weighing 0.389kg were recovered from a ditch fill and
unstratified material. A single piece of pan tile (0.027kg) was found in another ditch fill.

Site 24/144 (NHER 37892 FLS)
The site produced fifteen fragments ofRoman and post medieval brick and bonding tile, weighing
6.678kg. Whilst the entire assemblage is fragmentary, two pieces of conjoining bonding tile were
recovered from contexts [24079] and [24081] the fills of kiln feature (24078).

Site 25/136 & 138 (NHER 37624 & 37625 FLS)
This site produced eighteen fragments of building material weighing 0.291kg from various contexts.
The group consists of fifteen pieces ofpost medieval brick and plain roof tile (0.234 kg) and two
undiagnostic pieces of possible Roman date (0.057kg).

Site 27/128 (NHER 37626 THM)
Seventeen pieces of post medieval brick, plain roof tile, pan tile and an undiagnostic fragment
weighing 0.647kg were recovered from a pit fill, a ditch fill and topsoil/subsoil.

Site 28/119 (NHER_37628 WDG)
The site produced twenty pieces of post medieval brick, pan tile and undiagnostic material and two
complete bricks weighing 7.752kg. The fragments were collected from a ditch fill and unstratified
topsoil. The complete bricks were recovered from a wall feature (28067). Their complete dimensions
are recorded in the catalogne.

Site 38/90 (NHER 37939 JT1)
Sixteen pieces of post medieval brick, pan tile and possible floor tile weighing 0.158kg, were recovered
from ditch fills and unstratified layers.

Site 39/84a (NHER 39520 JTT)
The site produced a single fragment of post medieval brick and two of pan tile weighing 0.107kg from
a pit fill and a ditch fill.

Site 39/88b (NHER 39518 JT1)
This site produced a single piece of post-medieval brick weighing 0.443kg recovered from a ditch fill.

Site 39/88 (NHER 37942 JTT)
A single fragment of very abraded undiagnostic post medieval material was recovered from an
unknown context and weighed 0.193kg.
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Site 44/48 (NHER 37729 SFF)
A single, complete post-medieval brick was retrieved from a drain structure (44231) and weighs
3.137kg. Complete dimensions are recorded in the catalogue.

Site 46/38 (NHER 37987 ANT)
Twenty one post medieval and modem brick, plain roof tile, pan tile and undiagnostic pieces weighing
O.256kg were recovered from ditch fills and topsoil.

S~5W26(NHER3~96FLD)

The site produced six small fragments of pan tile and brick weighing O.040kg, from a pit fill, ditch fill
and topsoil.

Watching Brief
The watching briefproduced thirty-one pieces of brick, pan tile and undiagnostic fragments weighing
O.858kg from various contexts along the pipeline. The majority of the assemblage is ofpost medieval
date; however, three pieces of possible Roman fabric were also recovered.

Evaluation
Evaluation work produced thirty-six fragments of post medieval brick, pan tile and undiagnostic pieces
weighing 2.276kg. The lack of context information for this phase of work prevents any further
discussion.

Statement ofpotential
The relatively small quantity of ceramic building material recovered from the excavations indicates that
there is little potential for further study, after the initial dating and fabric and form identification. The
exception to this is the Roman ceramic building material associated with the possible Roman kiln on
Plot 24/144. This may have been used in the construction of the kiln itself, although no evidence of use
such as mortar was recorded on the fragments. Such tiles for example may have been used to build up
the arches on which the superstructure rested.

Recommendations for further work
It is recommended that no further work be carried out on the post medieval and modem material.
However, the small quantity ofRoman material from Plot 24/144 should be considered in relation to
the possible kiln and other parallels sought. A small paragraph could be included in any discussion on
the possible kiln construction.

Illustrations: None
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Fired clay assessment

By Richenda Goffin

Introduction
A total of2347 fragments of fired clay fragments were recovered from the excavations along the
Pipeline, weighing a total of23,99Ig. The term 'fired clay' is a collective one which encompasses a
range of fragmentary material which may be structural or artefactual in origin. Some of the 'heat
affected clay' may have originally derived from wattle and daub structural elements, whilst other
material is likely to represent hearth and kiln debris. In addition, although any obvious artefacts such as
ceramic weights have been separated from this assemblage and added to the small finds catalogue, it is
possible that there may be some mould fragments in the assemblage.

Table 1: Distribution of fired clay from the sites along the Pipeline

Section Plot No offra!!s Wei.hl (.)
I 251 24 125
I 253 4 108
6 226 19 66
8 217-219 2 02
13 202 21 87
22 148 47 285
24 144 226 7556
25 136+138 8 21
25 136-138 476 2064
27 128 459 4483
28 119 12 42
36 97 58 1180
38 90 39 291
39 84A 86 451
39 88-88b 28 136
43 58 519 1944
44 48 4 9
45 46 34 69
46 38 6 59
47 34 53 940
49 28A 5 52
50 26 217 4021

Methodology
The material was recorded by basic fabric groups, which are listed below. The clay was quantified by
the number of fragments present in each context by fabric and their overall weight in grams. Other
attributes such as structural impressions and surface treatment have been noted, along with any
recommendations for illustration or photography. The fired clay was recorded on proforma sheets by
context, and this information was transferred to a spreadsheet (Appendix I).

The assemblage
The fragments have been catalogued into nine broad fabric groups, based on observations on the type
of clay matrix and the main inclusions, (their basic type, frequency and size). Only a relatively small
quantity of fabric types was used and there is considerable likelihood ofoverlap between some of the
fragments, as some small pieces may not large enough to contain diagnostic inclusions, which would
place them in one particular category.

The condition of the fragments is variable, although most of the assemblage comprises small to
medium pieces. There are rew large fragments, many of which are related to the kiln debris from site
24/144.

Collection policy
The majority of the fragments were recovered through hand retrieval. However, some sampling of the
material was undertaken, notably on Site 1/251, 13/202,22/148, and above all from Site 43/58.
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Summary offabric types

Fabric 1
Mainly hard-fired grey sandy fragments with occasional flint inclusions up to 15mm in length. Much
oflhis is kiln material found in Site 24/144.

Fabric 2
Sandy fragments with few prominent inclusions

Fabric 3
Silty with calcareous inclusions, mostly chalk but some shell

Fabric 4
Sandy/silty fabric with small sparse flint up to 3mm and occasional voids created by burning
out/leaching of organic material.

Fabric 5
Silty fabric with few prominent inclusions, sometimes clearly visible silty bands which are buff and
orange in colour.

Fabric 6
Silty fabric w cbalk inclusions up to 20mm, and flint up to 10mm, with organic voids.

Fabric 7
Fine dark matrix with many very tiny organic voids. Likely to be degenerated soil adhering to the fired
clay rather than a real clay fabric.

Fabric 8
Dark, highly organic fabric, a small group in 25136-138

Fabric 9
Fine silty fabric, with organic voids. Buffexternal surface and dark grey internally. Possibly not
structural, but artefactual, as they could be fragments of mould or similar.

The range ofmaterial

Structural impressions
Only a small quantity of the fired clay/daub showed any evidence ofconcave impressions created by
rods or withies from clay and timber structures (17 fragments overall) The majority of the diameters of
these impressions ranges mainly between 6mm to lOmm, but two others measure 16mm and 18nun.
The smaller impressions are likely to represent evidence of the rods forming the infilling ofwattle
panels, whilst the larger diameters are likely to be the frame or support around which the infilling was
set. The most complex fragment in tenns of structural impressions was recovered from site 27/128.
This fragment which comes from a cleaning layer over the possible medieval kiln/oven or com dryer
[27137] shows at least three small rod impressions (8-IOmm) running approximately parallel to each
other and a bigger rod (cl6mm) set back c20mm away from the others.

Textile impressions
All the fired clay was examined for any indication of the impressions of textile, but none was observed.
Such fragments are rare, but they do occur sometimes on fragments of structural daub. It seems likely
that they represent the impressions from woven material which was used to cover apertures such as
windows and doors (Goffin, 1986 117).

Kiln material
A quantity of baked clay material was recovered from a possible pottery kiln of Roman date on Site
24/144 (Fabric type I) (119 fragments weighing 4.803kg). Some of the fragments are comparatively
large in size and well preserved. The clay is mainly buffor dark grey in colour and varies between
being comparatively soft and crumbly to being hard and well-baked. Some fragments found in [24117],
[24240] and [24256] have been highly fired and resemble ceramic building material in their hardness.
Although usually the fabric is a fine sandy one with occasional flint inclusions, some of the less well
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heated fragments also contain variable quantities oforganic/calcareous material which has
subsequently disappeared. It may be that there are actually two different fabrics rather than one which
has a variable appearance depending on how close the clay was to the source of heat inside the
kiln/oven. Many fragments have an outer surface which has been clearly wiped, and there are several
examples where finger and thumb marks which are still visible. This feature is not unusual in kiln
material assemblages.

These fragments were recovered from deposits of ?kiln material resulting from the collapse of the
superstructure of the kiln or drying oven, and also from pits found in close proximity to the kiln. Many
of the fragments are a uniform grey colour, rather than having bufflbrown and dark grey margins,
which may perhaps suggest that they were in immediate contact with the reducing atmosphere of the
source of heat or firing chamber.

The most significant fragment was recorded in [24256] (unstratified). Here a piece of smoothed wiped
clay in a hard-fired grey fabric has a clear aperture or hole in the region of 60mm in diameter which has
been forced into the surface. Several interpretations of this fragment are possible. The first is that it is
part ofa perforated plate from a vented clay floor within a kiln, as recovered from the kiln 228 at Two
Mile Boltom (Bates 66). A perforated floor was also identified from kiln 906 at Heath Farm, Postwick
(Lyons 51). It is also possible that it represents part of a ventilation hole in the capping of the kiln
superstructure. It seems less probable that it came from the lining of the kiln wall and was a perforation
used for the insertion ofan element inside the kiln such as a fire bar or moveable platform. The
fragment may have come from the structure which was recorded on site, or may have come from a
nearby kiln.

One fragment from [24117], the fill of a pit which post-dates the ?kiln, has a concave impression
cl8mm in diameter running along one of its edges. It is likely that it forms part of the construction of
the kiln. Withy impressions similar to this, but with a smaller diameter have been recorded in the flue
wall of kiln 906 at Heath Farm, Postwick, making up the flue arch (Bates 40). Wattle impressions with
an average diameter of 18mm were present also on the underside of the kiln floor of kiln 906. These
are thought to have been used in order to support the kiln floor during its construction, and would have
burnt away when the kiln was fired (Lyons 51).

Materialfrom corn dryer or kiln (Site 27/128)
A small quantity of frred clay was found in the foundation trench for the domed structure which may
have been a com dryer, kiln or oven (26 fragments @ 0.154kg). No material appears to be actually
closely associated with the structural elements of this feature, its use and disuse.

One fragment recovered from a medieval pit fill [27137] shows at least tlrree small rod impressions (8
IOmm) running approximately parallel to each other and a bigger rod (cl6mm) set back c20mm away
from the others. This may represent evidence of the actual construction of this feature.

Limewash and sur/ace coating
A small quantity of fragments with possible evidence of surface rendering was identified. The most
likely fragments were recovered from 22/148 [22291], the fin of a large deep pit in Phase 5. Four
fragments with flat surfaces do appear to show the worn remains of a thin surface treatment which
could be limewashing. However in view of the insubstantial nature of the remains, it is always possible
that it is some kind ofcalcareous coating, which could even be post-depositional, rather than a
deliberate application. One further example of a fragment which may possibly have had some surface
treatment was identified from a second site, 25136-8 [25181]. Several fragments from this context
have a flat worn surface, and one of these appears to have been lightly covered with the patchy remains
of an external coating which is very worn and insubstantial. No fragments were identified which have
indisputable deposits of visible surface limewash, with or without brush marks. Such treatment would
have been applied to protect external walls from the elements. Limewashed fragments have been
identified on daub from Roman and Saxon excavations, and are more commonly found from the
remains of clay and timber buildings of the medieval period. (At the Middle Saxon settlement site of
Maiden Lane in London for example, 90 fragments oflimewashed daub were identified (Goffin 1986
115)). .
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Hearth materialfrom Site 43/58
A total of 519 fragments weighing 1.944kg was recovered from several contexts which made up the
fills ofa furnace or smelting hearth. The fragments are mainly of Fabric type 4 but some Fabric 5 is
also present. The dating of this industrial feature is unclear. A fragment of ?tap slag was also recovered
with the fired clay.

Mouldfragments?
A few fragments, provisionally differentiated by being recorded as Fabric 9, may be fragments of
mould from the manufacture of artefacts rather than fired clay from archaeological features (5
fragments weighing 64 grams). This material was made of a fine silty matrix, which had consistent
small organic voids. All fragments had very dark grey cores and buff exterior surfaces, which are
characteristics found on mould fragments.

Summary ofdistribution by site across the Pipeline

Site 21253 (NHER 37821 RGH)
19 fragments of fired clay weighing O.066kg were found during the excavation. The fragments are
made in a range offabrics, including Fabric 3, which also contains shell inclusions. No impressions
were observed on any of the fragments. The material was mainly recovered from ditch and pit fills
dating to the Iron Age and Roman periods. One fragment was found in a posthole fill [6116].

Recommendations: No further work.

Site 11251 (NHER 37617 WNE)
A total of24 fragments offrred clay weighing O.125kg was recovered from the site. The material is
mostly made in one main fabric variant, and no features of note such as impressions were observed
during the assessment. The fragments were recovered from the fills of ditches and pits, and buried soil
horizons. Some of these features have been provisionally dated to the late Neolithic to Early Bronze
Age.

Recommendations: No further work.

Site 131202 (NHER 37622 TTL)
Twenty-one fragments offrred clay weighing O.087kg were recovered from this site. The fired clay is
made from several different fabric types. Some of the material was associated with the ditch fill of the
ring ditch of the round barrow. Other fragments were recovered from the grave fills of two Saxon
inhumations.

Recommendations: No further work

Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)
Forty-seven fragments offrred clay were recovered from the site, weighing O.285kg. Most pieces are
made in Fabric 3, and shell was also observed to be present in one instance. Four fragments in [22291]
may possibly have had some kind of surface treatment (see below). The fragments were mainly
recovered from ditch and pit fills of probable medieval date, and some were unstratified.

Recommendations: No further work

Site 24/144 (NHER 37892 FLS)
A total of 226 fragments of frred clay weighing 7.556kg was retrieved from this excavation. Much of
the material was derived from features associated with the Roman drying oven or possible kiln. This
assemblage is discussed more fully under 'kiln material'. In addition, other fragments of fired clay
were recovered from pits and ditches which may be of Iron age or Roman date.

Recommendations: Re-examination of fabrics and writing-up. See under overall recommendations of
kiln material

Site 136 & 138 (NHER 37624 & 37625 FLS)
476 fragments weighing 2064kg were recovered overall. A number of fragments of probable daub
were found associated with ditch and well fills of probable Late Iron Age to Early Roman date. Some
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of these have flat surfaces, and there is slight evidence of possible surface treatment on one of the
fragments from [25181]- see limewash. The fragment may represent sparse evidence of a structure
associated with the possible settlement within the rectangular enclosure. The remainder of the
fragments were found in features assigned to Period 3 which is medieval in date. The fragments were
found in ditches and pits and may be residual.

Recommendations: Possible summary? 0.25 day

Site 27/128 (NHER 37626 THM)
A total of459 fragments weighing 4A83kg was recovered from the site. A high number of the
fragments are made in Fabric type 6, with calcareous chalk inclusions and some flint. Some of the clay
has flat surfaces and evidence of possible structural impressions. Much ofthe material was recovered
from different phases of medieval ditches and pits, and fragments were also found in two postholes
[27310], and [27439]. In addition fired clay was also found associated with the foundation trench
[27207] for the possible kiln or com dryer (see discussion).

Recommendations: Possible summary?

Site 28/119 (NHER 37628 WDG)
A small quantity of fired clay made from a number ofdifferent fabrics was recovered from this site (12
frags weighing 0.042kg). None of the pieces have impressions or features of note. The fragments are
associated with medieval pit fills and ditches.

Recommendations: No further work

Site 36/97 (NHER 37629 ZVL)
Fifty-eight fragments of fired clay of several different fabrics weighing 1.180kg was recovered. Few
fragments have distinguishing features. Most of the material was found in different pit fills which are
provisionally dated to the Early Iron Age. Eleven fragments were recovered from a pit fill [36072]
phased to the earliest phase (later Bronze Age or Early Iron Age).

Recommendations: No further work

Site 38190 (NHER 37939 JT1)
Thirty-nine fragments of fired clay weighing 0.291kg were found from this site. Many of the
fragments are made from Fabric type 5, although other variants are also present. Few fragments ofany
distinction were recorded, although there is a very slight possibility that some mould pieces may be
present.

The fragments are associated with a mass of pits which are of medieval date and a small amount of
postholes such as [38041] and [38173].

Recommendations: Check no mould fragments present, if so re-catalogue - see overall
recommendations.

Site 39/88 & 88h (NHER 37942 & 39518 JT1)
Twenty-eight fragments of fired clay weighing 0.136kg were recovered from the site overall. They are
made mainly in Fabric types 5 and 4, and few additional features were noted. The material was found
mainly in the fills of pits, ditches and gullies ranging from the earliest phase of the site Phase I (?Saxo
Norman) through to Phase 4 ?medieval.

Recommendations: No further work

Site 39/84A (NHER 39520 JT1)
The site produced a total of86 fragments of fired clay weighing OA51kg. Few diagnostic fragments
were noted, but twenty-eight fragments in [57031] have a particularly high chalk content.

The fragments were associated with many ditches and pits forming several phases of medieval activity.

Recommendations: No further work
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Site 43/58 (NHER 37972 CLB)
A total of 519 fragments weighing 1.944kg was identified from this excavation. All the material was
sampled from different contexts making up the fills ofa furnace or smelting hearth. A fragment of ?tap
slag was also recovered in amongst the fired clay. The fragments were mainly of Fabric type 4 but
some Fabric 5 was also present.

Recommendations: Possible inclusion in summary description ofhearthlfumace (see overall
recommendations).

Site 45/46 (NHER 37730 SFF)
Thirty-four fragments of fired clay weiglting 0.069kg were recorded from this site. All the material was
made in the silty fabric type 5, and there are no distinguishing attributes on the fragments.

Recommendations: No further work

Site 46/38 NHER 37987 ANT)
A total of six fragments weighing 0.059 kg was recovered from the site. No features ofany note such
as structural impressions were identified.

Five fragments were recovered from an Iron Age pit, and a single fragment from a possible post
medieval pond fill.

Recommendations: No further work

Site 47/34 (NHER 37631 WLN)
Fifty-three fragments weighing 0.940kg were recovered from the excavation. The fired clay is mainly
made ofFabric types 4 and 5, and has few features which are worthy of note. The fragments are
associated with pits and ditches of medieval date and later.

Recommendations: No further work

Site 49128A (NHER 37633 FLD)
Five fragments weighing 0.052kg were identified from the excavation. No features ofany note were
identified after fabric cataloguing.

Recommendations: No further work

Site 50126 (NHER 37996 SLD)
Two hundred and seventeen fragments offrred clay weighing 4.021kg were recovered from this
excavation. The fragments are mainly made from Fabric type 5, and very fine circular voids were also
noted on some of the pieces. No features such as impressions were recorded.

Some of the material is associated with features such as pits of possible Bronze Age date. Other
fragments were found in ditches and pits which are medieval.

Recommendations: No further work

Overall statement a/potential and recommendations

Thefabrics
A range ofdifferent types of fired clay fabrics were identified and have been described in broad terms
above. It is likely that the clay fabrics were made from nearby deposits, but that some additional
material may have been added to improve the properties of the clay for the purposes of building. The
addition of calcareous and organic material for example, would have facilitated the evaporation of
dampness in the clay and prevented shrinkage and cracking.

In view of the lack of close association with structural evidence, it is not recommended that further
analytical work is done on the fired clay fabrics. The exception to this is the ?kiln debris material (see
recommendations, below).
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Fragments with structural impressions
The low frequency of fragments with structural impressions and the comparatively small size of these
fragments indicates that there is little potential for any reconstruction of the details of the composition
of wattle and daub elements. There are few fragments which can be directly associated with groups of
postholes or beam slots which form evidence ofdiscrete structures. Post-built structures were recorded
on Plot 22/148, which are likely to be indications of an early medieval settlement. However the daub
from this site was all recovered from pits and ditches, and none of the material showed any evidence of
structural impressions.

The high recovery rate of fragments from secondary deposits such as ditch and pit fills and the
consequent issues of residuality indicate that the much of this material has limited potential for further
analysis, after recording for the finds archive.

Table 2: Summary of site provenance of daub fragments with impressions

Plot Plot Context No offrags Type of Phase Period
feature

24 144 24083 I Ditch ?Roman
25 136-138 25247 I Pit 3 Medieval
25 136-138 25281 I Wellioit 2 Late INRoman
27 128 27132 2 Ditch Medieval
27 128 27137 7 Pit Medieval
27 128 27203 2 Pit Medieval
27 128 27210 3 Pit Medieval

Analysis ofIimewash
A small number of fragments with the possible remains of surface treatment such as limewash were
identified. These were found principally on fragments from a Phase 5 pit fill from Plot 22/148. This
material could be analysed, but in view of the ephemeral nature of the remains and the lateness of the
phase in which the fragments were recovered, it is not recommended.

Recommendations
It is suggested that the fired clay from the majority of the sites only merits a brief summary, which can
be presented in tabular form if necessary as an appendix, with fabric descriptions, for inclusion in the
eventual different levels of reports.

In the case of the hearth/furnace debris recovered from Plot 43/58, a paragraph on the type of material
present could be included in any discussion on this feature.

It is recommended that the fired clay and kiln debris associated with the ?Roman kiln from Site 24/144
is studied in greater detail. The fabrics should be more closely recorded, and the diagnostic fragments
mentioned above should be described and discussed in view of their likely function. Comparisons
should be made with other relevant published kiln sites and associated drying ovens in the region.

The possibility of petrological analysis of the fragments ofkiln material in order to compare them with
pottery wasters made in a blue-grey sandy greyware fabric recovered on site (A Lyons, pers comm.)
should be considered.

The results of this work should be included in any published discussion on the Roman ?kilnipottery
drying oven and any waster sherds.

The fragments made in Fabric 9 should be re-examined to establish whether they could be mould
fragments.

It is recommended that up to 2 illustrations may be needed, both of fragments from the ?kiln site on
Plot 24/144. One of these is the perforated fragment.

It is suggested that sample fragments of all fabric types should be retained, as well as any pieces which
have diagnostic features such as structural impressions. The ?kiln material should also be retained, and
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the fired clay from the fumacelhearth. Otherwise much of the fired clay material can be discarded after
it has been recorded.
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Struck Flint Assessment

By Sarah Bates

Methodotogy
Each piece oftlint was examined and recorded by context in an ACCESS database table. The flint was
recorded by pipeline 'site' or 'plot number', by NHER site number and, where relevant, by Registered
Find number. Where material was from the evaluation or watching brief stages of the project the plot
and NHER numbers were pre-fixed by 'e' or 'w' respectively so that material from different phases and
sites can be distinguished and yet retrieved independently from the database. The material was
classified by category and type (see Appendices I and 2) with numbers of pieces and numbers of
complete, corticated, and patinated pieces being recorded. Retouched and utilised flints have been
bagged separately within the main bags (except where context assemblages are small). Numbers and
weights of burnt flint were recorded (category: burn, type: fragment) with material then being
discarded.

Additional descriptive comments were made as necessary. Flints selected for possible illustration have
been high-lighted • or? (in order of priority) in the database table (these are maximum numbers; it is
not envisaged that all of these pieces will be illustrated.

Non-struck flint was included in a separate column (Non struck) in the database and has been
discarded Numbers of non-struck flints will not, therefore, affect totals by Number.

This assessment report is primarily by site with flint from the different phases of work being described
separately. Summary Tables show the main types and numbers of flint for each site/phase of work
(except where numbers are very small) and all the flint by site and by context (with pre-fixes, see
above, for the different phases of work) is included in Appendix CI - C21, at the end of this report.

Site 1/251 (NHER 37617 WNE)
A total of lSI pieces ofstruck flint and a single burnt fragment were recovered from general contexts
during the excavation of the site (see below for Registered Finds). A number ofother pieces have been
discarded as non-struck. The assemblage consists largely ofumnodified flakes. These vary in nature
and a few irregular hard hammer struck pieces are present. Many, however, are thin flakes which were
probably struck by soft hammer. A fairly large number of blades are also present.
A large amount of the flint from this site is patinated (70% of the assemblage by number) and this may
relate partly to the chalky nature of the natural soils in the area of the site. In some cases the patina may
be due to the flint having been burnt; some of the flint is clearly burnt and has a cracked or crazed
white appearance. Other pieces are an orangey pink colour and are probably also burnt or have been
heat-affected in some way (although it is possible that some of the discolouration may be due to
staining).

Table 1: Summary of flint

!T)'pe_ !jI!uillbe':-1
Flake 166

IBlade-like tl..".I<:.- J7
[Blade _ ,24

ISpall ' 14
~-_._----_ ..- --'---iChip i1
:Blade!et ;2
1--------------- ..:.---------- ..
:Shatter I 13
~circular scraper ---S--
f'~'--'" -.-.- -~'. ~ - "--'._--.... _-->...
"End scraper ~.-2. _._ ----1
0-Thumbnail scraper 1 ~

Backed knife I .~

:--~1
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t
Burnt fragment

--~

Retouched flake I ----,

:Reto~'ch~ii"frag~;~t-~ I i
~_I!~ed ~_l~de. --,-- i~ . ---~~'-l
~Util~.ed flake 7 ;
Total .151 I

]
Retouched pieces include seven scrapers. One is classified as a thumbnail type and five as sub-circular,
the latter all quite small. They are consistettt with a Late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age date. A thick
ovate cortical flake is retouched as an end scraper.

A backed knife is also likely to be of Neolithic or Bronze Age date.
A possible piercer on a thermal flake, iwo retouched flakes, one of thermal origin, seven utilised flakes
and five utilised blades are also present.

Deposits of charcoal rich soil were excavated at this site. They are thought to be of possible Late
Neolithic to Early Bronze Age date and to represent land clearance and occupation. The apparent burnt
nature of much of the flint from the site may relate to associated burning processes. The burnt deposits
sealed a few features and were post-dated by the majority of the features, thought to be of Early Bronze
Age date, excavated at the site. Subsequently, a deposit of silt was post-dated by a recut of an earlier
ditch. The ditch recut is thought to be ofLater Bronze Age or Iron Age date. The precise context of the
flint should be examined with the aim ofestablishing whether there is any consistency in the material
originating from the different deposits and whether diagnostic debitage or datable pieces are likely to
relate to different phases ofactivity at the site.

Registeredfinds
A number of flints were bagged separately as Registered Finds. These are included in Appendix 4.
During analysis these finds should be described, dated where possible and considered alongside the
other flint from the site.

Table 2: Flint recommended for Illustration, Site t/251:

ICont~xl' Reg no Type,,~umb~r li1l~s. '.
i 11 22 backed knife 1 i •
t'i"3TI"- ..-.----.------.. S~b~;.~Z.'-"--- 2 ······--ri···-----

I+~~: .'70352 '.' ~~~~nail., +-----J~i

~~~~,. ~~:~~-- ~~-, : ,:
"311 70.366 scale flaked knife 1 i'
1124S-- 70.371 e~d's-;;;:ap;---'j-----·l?--- .
l!~~l_ .,,20. 3.1.1,,_ ~~.':'ched blad"- . 1 i?, ,._

Site 6/226 (NHER 37821 RGH)

Evaluation
Two shattered fragments, possibly !mapping debris, were found during the evaluation of the site. One
quite large piece has damage to one edge some of which is retouch and some of which may be due to
use.

Excavation
A total of 12 pieces of struck flint and a possibly burnt fragment were recovered during the excavation
of the site.

Table 3: Summary or flint
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The assemblage is small and is notable for the preponderance of blades and blade-like pieces. Most of
these are small thin neat pieces and several from one context 6012 have the same speckled light brown
cortex and may have been struck from the same core. One larger, thicker, blade has slight retouch along
the edge of its sloping distal edge and has been classified as an end scraper. A quite large 'slab' of
abraded and battered flint may have been burnt although its crazed appearance may be due to other
thermal fracture (frost?).

The features and deposits excavated at the site date predominantly to the Roman period and it therefore
seems is likely that the struck flint is residual. The similar type and nature of the flint from 6012,
however, suggests that the material may be contemporary. The small neat blades are likely to be
indicative an earlier Neolithic date and suggest activity in the vicinity during that period.

The flint should be considered in the light of any further dating evidence for the features excavated at
the site. Illustration: none

Site 8/217-219 (NHER 37826 & 37827 LEX & 37828 WAS)

A total of 269 pieces of flint have been retained from those recovered during the excavation of the site.
A few others have been discarded as non-struck.

Table 4: Summary of flint

IType Number
leoTe/tool 1c=." .. ,._____",... ' ..
!Flake III

Blade-like flake 13
1--' -,"+"._-._--, ._--_._----~_.

Blade 77

Bladelct 12
1-::-..------._----- ~--_._-_._------

Spall 40

Sub-circular scraper I
b-=--------'-- -_._--
Knife 2

'?Scale flakcd knife I
f---c-.- ---. ----
Microlith 1

Retouched flake 4
1-:-:---

4Utilised blade

Utilised !lake 2
.._---------- ._.- -- --------- --

~
269

--- ._--._---_. , j
Burnt fragment I

---'. -----
The largest part ofthe assemblage consists of unmodified flakes but a relatively large number of blades
are also present. Both the flakes and blades are predominantly thin and many of them quite small. Edge
damage is mainly rare or slight but much of the material is patinated, if only slightly, with some pieces
being more heavily patinated. Some pieces have abraded platforms and the debitage mainly appears to
be soft hammer struck and therefore likely to be ofearlier Neolithic date. Relatively large numbers of
flints were recovered from several contexts, notably from the fills of pits 8369 and 8275 both of which
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are assigned to Phase I and probably date to the earlier Neolithic period. Also of note are the flints
8193 from the fill of a post-hole 8194 which is assigned to Phase 4 (Iron Age). The flints are all sharp
thin pieces with several being blades or blade-like flakes. They are distinctive for all being a pinkish
red in colour from having been burnt or heat-affected (it is possible that this was deliberate as a means
of improving the quality of the flint for working - a technique considered to be associated with
knapping during the Mesolithic or Earlier Neolithic periods). The nature of the flint suggests the
material is of Neolithic date and its similarity and sharp condition suggests that it is probably in situ
rather than re-deposited. The material from the post-hole seems unlikely to be of Iron Age date.

Relatively few retouched and utilised pieces are present. A sub-circular scraper has neat retouch around
its distal edge 8363. It was found in the fill of a small ring ditch of probable Later Neolithic or Early
Bronze Age date.

A bifacially struck piece 8276 with blades struck lengthways from both faces and flakes from one edge,
also from both faces, may be a core or might be a tool of some kind - perhaps unfinished.

Three pieces have been classified as knives two of them from the fill 8370 ofshallow pit 8369. One of
these is a fairly large blade with both its edges utilised or slightly retouched, the other is a quite thick
sub-rectangular/ovate flake with utilisation of its straight right edge and possible retouch, perhaps for
use or bluntening the left edge. The third 'knife' is from the fill 8345 of possible storage pit 8316. It is
a small blade-like flake with shallow retouch along one edge.

A microlith, of likely Mesolithic date, was found in the fill 8292 ofditch 8291. It was almost certainly
residual there but indicates activity dating to that period in the vicinity.

A few other miscellaneous retouched and utilised pieces are also present.

At present the flint from sites 8/217-219 has been recorded together under one site number. The flint
should be considered more closely by site and in relation to the different phases ofactivity which
appear to have occurred across the areas. It seems likely that, if different prehistoric periods are
represented at the sites, the flint may date to more than one period and it may be that more careful
consideration of the lithics, their nature and their spatial distribution may assist in the further
interpretation of the excavated features.

Registered Finds
A number of flints were bagged separately as Registered Finds. These are included in Appendix 19.
During analysis these finds should be described, dated where possible and considered alongside the
other flint from the site.

Table S: Flint recommended for Illustration, Site 8/217-219:

,Context ROgno Type Number iIIus.
8370 knife 2 *."----_._..- ._.,---_.-_._" -- _._._- - .. -- .._------_.., ..
8276 core/tool I ?
8345 scale flaked knife I -'+?---1

18001 -'7220"--- tru;;;:-atedblad-;;----- 2i----·-

1800I ..- 72200 scraper I ?
r'gOOI 72203- ._- sub-circular scraper tt ._._._-_....... ?

-t---Ji8311 72205 bipolar 1 ?
r---""---' - .. ---.----.---...- .- .---,----
,8380 72212 Iscaleflaked.~'.'ife __L ;'.... __
~i8' _. 7~~_?2. .._~_~u~.-circular~cra?~r .... _.t.~-,.,_.... f.?
,_83_8~_ __ 72207 +"c~le flaked~~ _~I ... _--:-_
8363 ,72211 leaf-shaped II __ ..,~ _

Site 12/203 (NHER 37621 TTL)

Evaluation
Three flints were found during the evaluation of the site.
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Table 6: flint from evaluation

IType I!,!umi>er

The flints include a blade-like flake with and abraded platform and a neat end scraper on an ovate
flake. The flints suggest a Neolithic date but were found respectively in the fills ofan undated pit and
an undated ditch.

Excavation
A blade and a flake were recovered during the excavation of the site. Both are small thin pieces,
possibly struck by soft hannner. They were found in the fill of a large pit in which pottery ofIron Age
date was found but it is considered possible that the pottery is residual. Other than a ditch of post
medieval date, other features excavated at the site are undated. The nature of the flint suggests that it
pre-dates the Iron Age and therefore does not aid interpretation of the excavated feature. In which it
was found. No further work on the flint is required.

Illustration: none

Site 131202 (NHER 37622 TTL)

Evaluation
A single flake was found during the evaluation of the site.

Excavation
A total of273 pieces of flint have been retained from those recovered during the excavation of the site.
Several others have been discarded as non-struck.

Table 7: Summary of flint

(type ': INumber
'Multi platfonn flake core (1

!Scale flaked knife iI
~.__._.-- . "'--'--'-'~--' .. __._..__.j
iPiercer i 1 j

i~etO."."hed bl~,!:__._.. _ '2 . __. I
Retouched flake f 1

.. r··· ,......;

'Utilised flake ' I
:Hammerstone-fl~ke·- T1
'--- ~- --_._--- -----
iTotal 273

One multi platform flake core is present 13102. It is on a very irregular fragment which was already
patinated prior to its use as a core.
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The largest part of the assemblage consists of unmodified flakes which are predominantly quite small
in size, irregular in shape and often quite thick. Most of them have been struck by hard hammer in an
irregular fashion, probably from quite small cores. They suggest a later prehistoric, Bronze Age or Iron
Age, date for much of the flint. Some blades and blade-like flakes are also present however, and these
include some neat pieces, a few with abraded platforms where they have been struck from prepared
cores. They are likely to represent earlier, Neolithic, activity at the site.

Only a small number of retouched or utilised pieces are present. They include three scrapers. One is on
sub-circular primary flake of thermal origin 13267 which has slight retouch around its edges. There is
also a neat regular ovate/sub rectangular flake with retouched rounded distal end 13072, and a small
ovate flake with slight retouch around its distal end 13124.

Two pieces are classified as knives. One is a small 'leaf-shaped' flake 13001 with retouch/flaking on its
dorsal surface. The other is the proximal part ofa blade-like flake with both of its edges
retouched/utilised 13001.

One piece has been classified as a piercer 13124. It is a thermal fragment and is edge damaged and
heavily patinated but there is possible use related wear at one point.

Two retouched blades, a retouched flake and a utilised flake are also present.

One flake 13190 has a battered area at one end and may be from a hammerstone.

Most of the flint from this site seems most likely to date to the Bronze Age and Iron age phases of
activity represented by the excavated features. The flint is summarised by phase in Table 19. It should
be considered in relation to these phases and the contexts from which it was recovered.

Table 8: Flint totals by phase

One flint was recorded as a registered fmd but it was a non-struck piece and has been discarded.

Table 9: Flint recommended for Illustration, Site 13/202:

l..,:i:;:::to::::n()~iic;x,;..t41,:,~",!c"2~';"~':"·""kn"'i"'ie-..··-·_·._._.. _!fUlJIher

!1300I scate flaked knife . I

U"3~~ _" ~;d-s~~p~~ .~1

lill,US.

Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)
A total of48 struck flints were recovered during the excavation of the site. A few others have been
discarded as non-struck.

Table 10: Summary of flint

!Type INumher
'""S:'-tru-'--,ck~fr-a-gm~en-t-~~ 3

Ftake 7
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Denticulate 1 i
Retouched flake 2 !
Utilised blade

---"-f=-- _.
2

Utilised flake 3
~------ - - ,
Utilised fragment 1 i
Total --.l~ __-.J

fBl~de-likeflake - --"Tt
~I;;de- - --F.---.~
Shatter 11k _.. .+__

ISpall ,24

~mbnail scraper .-\{------i

Halfof the flint consists of small spalls, most of them from one contexl. Also present are very small
numbers of flakes and blade-like pieces and three very small chunky fragments which appear to have
been struck, although it might be that these have been accidentally damaged. A small 'thumbnail' type
scraper, of probable Late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age date was found in ditch fill 2210 l' and part of a
blade-like flake with a possible denticular edge in pit fill 221 17. A total of six utilised pieces were
found in the fills of pits and ditches and from an unstratified context.

The features excavated at this site were of medieval date and the flint is therefore residual in the
excavated contexts. The struck flint represents activity in the vicinity of the site during the prehistoric
period.

Registeredfinds
Only one registered find was recorded (see Appendix 7).

No further work on the flint is required

Illustration: none

Site 24/144 (NHER 37892 FLS)
A total of 36 pieces of struck flint and one burnt fragment of flint were recovered during the excavation
of the site. A small number of non-struck pieces have been discarded.

Table 11 Summary of flint

IType (Number .....

'Flake 115l =--=--:- +- _

iBlade-like flake II
, I

Spall 13
---.._----- -- -- I ------
IPiercer 13

---j>---_._-,~

, Burnt fragment

lEnd scraper __+11"", ._
IN.;;ct;~blade· _ 11
IRetouched flake --ic!I:----i
r---··---------·lc---·-·-·-
,Utilised blade , I

[

fUtilised flake--·---",f-:1----1_______. .__.__.. __. .1- _

Polished flake 11
--------;'-,-,----4
Total 136'------..------- -r-

- ,"'-;-, I
I

The assemblage consists largely of unmodified flakes, many of them showing evidence for having been
struck by hard hammer. Several flakes are quite thick with wide areas of platform present and
pronounced bulbs of percussion. A number of small blades are also present.
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One flake has been struck from a polished implement likely to have been of Neolithic date. Part of the
polished surface survives on the dorsal face of the flake which may represent trimming of the original
tool or the reuse of a ?broken tool as a core.

Retouched pieces include three possible piercers and a possible notched flake .. all of them quite
irregular, an end scraper on a thick blade-like piece a retouched flake, a retouched blade and a utilised
blade. The latter is a small neat piece witb an abraded platform. It was probably struck by soft hammer
and may be ofearlier Neolithic date.

The flint from the site appears to be from more than one period. A few small blades may be ofearlier
Neolithic date and the polished flake is probably of broad Neolithic date. Some of the hard hammer
struck flakes and the irregular retouched pieces could date to the Bronze Age or even to the Iron Age.

A number of features excavated at the site are of possible Iron Age date and the flint should be
considered in relation to these features. However it seems likely that at least some of the lithic material
that ofearlier diagnostic type and that recovered from excavated Roman deposits - is residual in the
contexts in which it was found and represents activity in the vicinity of the site during more than one
prehistoric period.

Registeredfinds
A number of flints were bagged separately as Registered Finds. These are included in Appendix 6.
During analysis these finds should be described, dated where possible and considered alongside the
other flint from the site.

Table 12: Flint recommended for Illustration, Site 24/144:

IContextlRegno. IType -INumber iIlus.·1

~~~~~-+""-~¥S~p;---t}-._---;.._ -1
~42.~ ... i.72....5()~_ ~~i~\~''. ... __.L~_.._.. _l: _ ..J
Site 25/136 & 138 (NHER 37624 & 37625 FLS)

Evaluation
A total of23 flints have been retained from that recovered during the evaluation of the site (a few non
struck fragments have been discarded).

Table 13: Summary offlint

The flint consists mainly ofunmodified flakes and shatter pieces, some of which are ofuncertain
origin; they may be debris from knapping or could be of thermal origin. A thick, hard hammer struck
flake 438 has abrupt retouch forming a slight spur on one edge.

Excavation
Eight pieces of struck, or possibly struck, flint have been retained from that recovered during the
excavation of the site (eight pieces of non·struck flint were discarded after examination and it is
possible that several of the pieces retained as possibly struck are also of natural origin).

Table 14: Summary of flint
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INumber
IStruck ~gment 1.- ----;
IFlake ___ 3

-fe- -<
Blade-like flake I

,

Blade I
-_. '"1

.-._-- .._------ ._-- iShaner 1

Retouched fragment 1
,

f--- --- .-I-c-- ~~
Total 8

[Type

The flint includes a small patinated blade and a blade-like flake, both from the fill 25282 ofa possible
well of Late Iron Age or Roman date. It is likely that the small blade is of earlier Neolithic date and the
flint is residual in this context.

Three possible flake fragments, a small shatter piece and an irregular chalky fragment are all probably
non-struck but have been retained. A quite large thermal flake has slight retouch or accidental damage
on one edge. If retouched, the piece may have been used as a scraper.

The flint from this site is insignificant and no further work is required.

I1lustration: none

Site 271128 (NHER 37626 THM)
Eighteen pieces of flint have been retained from those recovered during the excavation of the site. A
few others have been discarded as non-struck and the origin ofsome of those retained is uncertain,
some may also be non-struck.

Table IS: Summary of flint

~Type Numbe" .

i Blade-like flake 1

Spall 1
1-=-'------' --.------- f-c--
Scraper 2

Most of the flints are small undiagnostic flakes, probably hard hammer struck (or possibly non-struck
see above) pieces oflikely later prehistoric date. There is one flake 27559, which may date to an earlier
period, it has a facetted platform and was probably struck by soft hammer. It is also more heavily
patinated than most of the flint from the site. Two pieces are classified as scrapers, both from ditch fill
27117, one is a thermally fractured cortical fragment with slight retouch at one steep edge the other is
an irregular flake with one, convex, edge retouched.

Most of the features excavated at this site date to the medieval period and any flint recovered from
these is residual. However there remain a few, as yet, undated features and the flint should be
considered in the light of any further dating evidence.

I1lustration: none.

Site 281119 (NHER 37628 WDG)

A single flake and a piece ofshattered flint were recovered during the excavation of the site. The latter
was found in the subsoil and is probably of thermal origin. Most of the features excavated at this site
were of medieval or probable medieval date. The flake was found in the fill of a medieval ditch and
was therefore residual. No further work on thc flint is required.

Illustration: none.
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Site 36/97 (NHER 37629 ZVLj

Evaluation
Two flakes, one of them clearly hard hammer struck, and a possible shatter piece were found during the
evaluation of the site. Some non-struck fragments have been discarded

Excavation
Eight pieces of flint have been retained from those recovered during the excavation of the site. A single
burnt fragment and some other non-struck fragments have been discarded.

Table 16: Summary of flint

I Flake I

Blade-like flake 2
Blade I

Shatter 2-_._-_. .._-.-
Spall I

)Spurred piece 1
i='-c-:--'-----j..-.-.-.....--....ITotal 8

:
i-B~m"tfr~~e;rt---·

The flints are mostly non·diagnostic small pieces. Only one retouched piece is present. This is a thick
flake, probably from the side ofa rounded pebble, which has slight retouch forming a scraper like edge
on one side.

Apart from one burnt blade fragment, which might be ofan earlier prehistoric date, the material could
date to the Late Bronze Age or Iron Age and be contemporary with some features of those dates which
were excavated at the site. The flint should be considered in relation to those features.

Illustration: none.

Site 38190 (NHER 37939 JTT)
Ten pieces of flint have been retained from those recovered during the excavation of the site. A few
others have been discarded as non-struck.

Table 17: Summary of flint

IType. Number 'j

[!:I.ake_._...... 4 JiBlade-like flake"-- 2' ...-'j

IIl~a~e_ Ii
,Shatter _. 1- ,
!Spall I
1"R-c-t-ouc~-fl~ke-'- I
f=--,-----f-:-::--.-.-l!otal 10

The flint consists on undiagnostic pieces. One retouched piece is included. This is a thick flake from
the side ofa rounded pebble which has slight retouch on one edge forming a scraper-like implement.

The features excavated at the site were of medieval date and the flint is therefore residual. No further
work on it is required.

Illustration: none.
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Site 39/89 (NHER 37940 JTT)

Seven pieces of flint have been retained from those recovered during the excavation of the site.

Table 18: Summary of flint

~ .~"-

ISingle plalfonn blade core 1 I

f~~~~ --...." 2
,~"-

I

~edblade 2
-;--_._--'

IUtilised frag;;;;u------ I

[Total 7

A blade core and two blades, one wilb a utilised edge and one with possible use of its distal point, were
found in the topsoil. They are probably ofearlier Neolithic date and represent activity during that
period. The features excavated at Ibe site are all ofprobable medieval date and Ibe lithic material does
not contribute to the dating or interpretation of the site. No further work is required.

Illustration: none

Site 39/88 (NHER 37942 JTT)

Evaluation
A single retouched flake was found during Ibe evaluation of Ibe site.

Excavation
Forty pieces of flint have been retained from Ibose recovered from Ibe site. A few others have been
discarded as non-struck.

Table 19: Summary of flint

11)pe WUritber .
IFlake iI4

~~I:h~fl~ke·-m ~~ ---;
iRetouched fragment II [
ri<rtal--- ·----=:Jiii--- -1

IShatter 14,
......------- - --...----..~~-."-. -1-------iSpall '7

The assemblage includes unmodified flakes and blades as well as a flake from a polished implement,
two possible piercers a retouched flake and Ibermal fragment. The flakes are all quite small and include
some hard hammer struck pieces ofprobable later prehistoric date (Bronze Age or Iron Age). One of
Ibe possible piercers is on a Ibermal fragment 39085; Ibe olber is a blade-like flake wilb possible
utilisation of its distal point 39344. Some pieces of unabraded shattered flint have been retained as Ibey
might possibly be knapping debris but are more likely to be oflbermal origin or to have been
accidentally hit, for example, by ploughing.

The nature of the flint (three small blades and a flake from a polished implement) found in context
39313 suggests Ibat it is probably of Neolithic date but the material was recovered from Ibe fill of a
ditch of?probable medieval date and is Iberefore residual.

No struck flint was found in either of the pits which contained prehistoric pottery.
The flint from the site probably reprcscnts activity in the vicinity during more than one period. The flint
should be considered in relation to the excavated features and in the light ofany further dating
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evidence. It seems unlikely, however, that the undiagnostic nature of most of it will add to the dating
and interpretation of the site.

Registeredfinds
Three flints were assigned registered find numbers (see Appendix 13). Two were from Plot 39/88, the
other from Plot 39/88B:

Illustration: none.

Site 39/84A (NHER 39520 JTT)

A thin soft hammer struck blade, four flakes and a retouched flake were recovered during the
excavation of the site. Several others have been discarded as non-struck. The blade is probably of
Neolithic date, the others pieces are probably of later prehistoric date. The features excavated at this
site were ofmedieval date or later and the flint is therefore residual. No further work on the flint is
required.

Illustration: none.

Site 44/48 (NHER 37729 SFF)

Evaluation
A single small flake was found during the evaluation. A few non-struck fragments were discarded.

Excavation
A blade and a blade-like flake were recovered during the excavation of the site. A single non-struck
fragment was discarded.

Both of the flints were small and burnt. One piece was from the burnt fill of a pit ofpossible Bronze
Age date. The other was from the fill ofa medieval ditch. The flint may originate from a burnt mound
but is not datable. No further work on the flint is necessary.

Illustration: none.

Site 46/38 (NHER 37987 ANT)

Evaluation
Fourteen spalls were recovered from samples taken during the evaluation of the site. Some small
fragments were non-struck and have been discarded.

Excavation
Eighteen pieces of flint have been retained from those recovered during the excavation of the site. A
few others have been discarded as non-struck.

Table 20: Summary of flint

IType INumber

tCore/tool" ··--'-·..----11.~---.----"IFiake ... ~ 8 ,

i Blade-like flake '2 ---...,

i'Shatter hi- _

:Spall
.Retouched flake

Total

Most of the flakes are quite small, slightly irregular and probably struck by hard hammer. Although a
couple ofpieces have been classified as blades, neither of them are regular neatly prepared pieces. A
couple ofpieces of irregular shattered flint may have resulted from mapping or may be accidental,
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thermally fractured fragments. Only one retouched piece, a very small flake with apparent slight
retouch on one edge is present 46001.

Considering the presence offeatures ofprehistoric date excavated at this site there is very little struck
flint. Halfof the flint (including thc core/tool 46000) came from the topsoil and subsoil. Very small
numbers of undiagnostic flints came from two Iron Age pits and two medieval or post-medieval
ditches. The flint should be considered in relation to the excavated features.

Table 21: Flint recommended for Illustration, Site 46/38:

Site 47/34 (NHER 37631 WLN)
A total of24 pieces of struck flint were recovered during the excavationofthe site. The flint is mostly
unpatinated and relatively little edge damage is evident.

The assemblage consists mainly ofsmall, unmodified flakes and spalls, many of them struck by hard
hammer and probably indicative ofa later Neolithic to Iron date. There are also present, however, a few
small blades and blade-like pieces which may be of an earlier Neolithic or Mesolithic date. Particularly
of note in this respect are the three flints from 'cleaning layer' 47108 which consist of a bladelet and a
blade, both with struck from cores with prepared platforms, and a crested blade, also evidence for core
preparation.

Three utilised pieces and a possible notched flake are also present.

Table 22: Summary of mnt

&- ' =[Numbe111
ICrested blade iii
IFlake i8 '
tBlade'~ii~flakett-·-- .--~
iBlade i2 i
Isj;;U-----16--·-1
Bladelet :2
Notchedfl;;ke'''jI -- ---I

[Utilised blade : I __ :
lliiilis'ed'ilake"'ii'-i
LTotal._. .'_...._ :24_~ ,-.1

Five pits and a truncated ditch excavated at the site may be of prehistoric date. The distribution of the
flints should be examined in relation to these features and to any other dating evidence from the site.

Registeredfinds
A single piece recorded as context 47153, registered find 74012 was non-struck and has been discarded

Site 50/26 (NHER 37996 SLD)

Evaluation
Nineteen pieces of flint were found during the evaluation of the site. They include two small neat
'thumbnail' type scrapers ofprobable Late NeolithiclEarly Bronze Age date.

Table 23: Summary ofmnt

I-=T.;.y,,:pe=-:-;;-"'~:,,",,__INunilier
Blade-like flake I

Flake\']
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r-- ------- .--.-----"1:"
;Spall ;4r' - -----f------j
-Axe :1

t 'Thumbnail scraper I 2
,S;;:'-;;k-r;;;g-;;:;;;;;;---11
I I
iTotal 119 IL--___ _.L... --.-J

Registeredfind
Part ofa small polished axe of Neolithic date is present. It has shallow bifacial flaking from its edges
and traces ofpolished snrface surviving. Its cutting end is finely polished on both faces to a sharp edge
with a couple of tiny chips - which might be post-depositional rather than use-related.

Excavation
A total of90 flints and a single burnt fragment were recovered during the excavation of this site (a few
additional pieces were discarded after examination as non-struck).

A variety of flint seems to have been utilised. Cortex, where present includes a mottled grey/orange
smooth cortex, an abraded grey pebble type cortex and a creamy orange cortex from gravel lumps
which is sometimes abraded. It seems that different types of surface-collected flint were used as a raw
material.

Table 24: Summary of flint

Type.
Multi platfonn flake core

. i'lulllber' .
I I

:Core on flake
IStr;;'Ck frag;;;-c~;- 2---- --

~e . ~~-----
,Blade-like flake 12
jShat.te.r.__ . .__ -~- ----
1Spall 115

I~~!r~ail;craper r---------
!Denticulate ; I
Ic------····---·---··---·l....-..
iRetouched flake i4

IRetouched fTagment 13;--------_._---- .t1-~-----_.-IUtilised blade ! 1

!Total 190
,f"-------- .~--- -------.f------

Two cores are present; a multi platform flake core on a square 'blocky' piece 50018 and a flake which
has been used as a core 50205. Neither is diagnostic. The assemblage consists largely of unmodified
flakes and many ofthese are small thick hard hammer strnck pieces which were probably strnck from
small pebbles and lumps ofgravel.

Four scrapers are present. One is a small chunky flake with retouch forming a steep rounded dorsal
surface 50020. Another is a small curved blade-like flake with both edges retouched 50000 and two are
classified as thumbnail types 50147 and 50205 - although the latter is on an irregular cortical fragment.
There is also a small flake with a slightly retouched denticular edge and small numbers of
miscellaneous retouched and utilised pieces.

One quite large fragment, found in the fill of a medieval ditch, has been flaked slightly to a squarish
shape and had traces of mortar adhering to its surface 50205. It is probably a piece of building flint.
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A few small features excavated at this site may be ofMiddle Bronze Age site and the flint, including
those found during the evaluation, should be considered in relation to these. It seems likely, given the
nature of most of the assemblage that it could date to this period.

Table 25: Flint recommended for Illustration, Site 50/26:

!Number liiius
,-"' -,-- _._-"'.- .'.

831 ~ Thumbnail scraper I [? :

233 IThumbnail scraper I '? .
---~~

j
-

216 IAxe t , J

50147 Scpf :Thumbnail scraper 1 ?
,

- ?-'~50153 Retf __J.Retouched fragment I
~"'._-- "---",--- J

ICootext ICategory IType

Flint from Evaluation only sites

Site 40/70 (NHER 37959 JNW)
A single small fragment, probably retouched, was found during the evaluation of this site.

Site 45/46 (NHER 37730 SFF)
A horseshoe shaped primary flake of thermal origin with retouch around most of its edges was found
during the evaluation. It can best be described as a scraper.

Site 45/45 (NHER 37731 SFF)
A small sharp flake with slight retouch on one edge and a small burnt fragment of flint were found
during the evaluation of the site.

Site 49118A (NHER 37633 FLD)
One spall and a non struck fragment were collected during the evaluation of the site.

Site 52/11 (NHER 37634 FLD)
Four heavily abraded probable flakes were found during the evaluation of the site, the same number of
non-struck pieces have been discarded.

Site 52110 (NHER 37635 FLD)
A single small flake was found during the evaluation of the site.

Flintfrom the Watching Brief

A total of97 struck flints were recovered from the route ofthe pipeline during the watching brief. Four
other non-struck fragments have been discarded.

Table 26: Total numbe... of flints by SeclionlPlot and NHER

~i!01/0215'4-A- "IHER [!'lumber
i 37795 11

2/242 i 37805 ! 1
I2/244 . t :i7803----------ts-

i 2/245 . 37802 12
, ---------.--.t---

2/247 , 37800 i I
2/249 : 37798 -t,-:-1----I

,2/249A'3779S!4
1 4/234 .-- --$813 --- !1

14/235-- ,3781218
' 41 /65 .• - 37965 ------~. -,
. 45/44 37732 1
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-----~-

-378165/231
,------- . _..~..._...
: 51/23 38000 1
t-' ----,,---- 1252/22 38001

"
-- ~-----i----·---

I
71223 37824 ;2 -,

I 8/217/219 i 37828 i21

t91214A ! -- .- To .~

, 37619 i I

~9/~~A : 37830
-+-._--~------I 101210 37832 2

r10/213 , 37831 1
-~~---'- --_.

12/203 ! 37621 1

14/187 T37852 1-_._-.- -r 3786717/172 1

181162 ! 37876 3
_.~ -_. -~

..__.-
1201157 , 37882 1

~.:1/149 ._ ! 37890 1
," --".-" T37890-------·· -_._--------.

. 21/149 7,
221148 37623 [2---,

T;-~ -"-,"---'.""."-
241140 : 37896 il

h241144 , 37892 . I
I 25/136/13g---r376z4'~----- -r2-----

135/102 : 37926 2------------'-------- ~ -" - -
I 37/92 : 37937 11

I 37/95A i 37931 _~.
113917g---· . : 37952- -----------: 2' -----.

I 39/84A I 37946 l!.,...--". ; .- .....~~ ~~_..~_.~._---~-
I 44/52 I 37630 !1
!49128A I 37633 *-i50126·----1'3·7996·----·--. 1 ._~. ----
,
[ 52/21 137634 II"---------_._~_.~--_.-..._....'_......__._--_..__._- .._----------_...

Flints were recovered in small numbers from along the pipeline route. Tbey consisted mostly of
unmodified flakes and blades with some retouched or utilised pieces also being found. Quite a lot of the
flint was edge damaged to some degree. The flint included a mixture ofdifferent types with both hard
hammer and soft hammer struck material being present (the former being predominant).

The context of the flint recovered during the watching brief has not been considered in detail during the
course ofassessment. Presumably, some/much of it may have been collected from unstratified deposits,
and some of it may have come from isolated excavated features outside the areas ofexcavation. The
distribution ofthis flint can be considered in relation to the excavated sites and to other material
recorded during the watching brief. Twenty-six piece of flint included with the material from the
watching brief were from excavated sites. These included a bifacially flaked piece, possibly a chopping
type tool, or perhaps a core, from site w25/136/138. Otherwise the flints were fairly insignificant but
they can be included in the totals of flints from the relevant sites.

I
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Further work
Context infonnation, currently provided on separate EXCEL sheets for each site, should be converted ioto an ACCESS table in order to easily sort the flint data by site,
context, context type and phase.

Work should be carried out on the flint from a number of the excavated sites as follows:

Table 27: Recommendations for fuller analysis

Plot NHER Tasks Est. no. (max.) ilIns
47/34 37631 Consider flint in relation to orehistoric features 0
1/251 37617 Consider flint in relation to prehistoric features and different phases of activity 6

Registered finds: describe, date if possible and consider alongside other flints from the site
Final selection of oieces for illustration

6/226 37821 Consider flint in the Ii~ht of any further dating evidence for the excavated features 0
24/144 37892 Consider flint in relation to excavated features 3

Registered finds: describe, date if possible and consider alongside other flints from the site
Final selection of pieces for illustration

50/26 37996 Combine evaluation and excavation flint 4
Consider flint in relation to excavated features
Registered finds: describe, date if possible and consider alongside other flints from the site
Final selection ofoicces for illustration

27/128 37626 Consider flint in relation to excavated features and any further datinll evidence 0
36/97 37629 Consider flint in relation to excavated features 0
39/88 and 39/88B 37942 & 39518 Consider flint in relation to excavated features and any further dating evidence 0

Registered finds: describe date if possible and consider alongside other flints from the site
8/217-219 37828 Consider context and distribution offlint in relation to individual sites, excavated features and phase 8

Registered finds: describe, date if possible and consider alongside other flints from the site
Final selection ofoieces for illustration

46/38 37987 Summarise assessment infonnation and consider context offlint I
Final selection of pieces for illustration

13/202 37622 Consider context and distribution of flint in relation to individual sites, excavated features and phase 3
Registered finds: describe, date ifpossible and consider alongside other flints from the site
Final selection of pieces for illustration

Total 12
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Flint from the other excavated sites, which do not require further work, will be included as short
summaries in the final reports on those sites.

The distribution of flint found during the watching brief should be examined and flints collected during
the watching brief from the areas of the excavated sites can be included in the reports on those sites.
Other material from the watching brief can be included appropriately in the intended watching brief
Appendix.
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Appendix A: Flint categories

I",:-,N.=me~~_:_::-_--,I
:Arrowhead (flint) ~

iAxef
. - --

Axe trimming flake ==J
b---··

BladeBlad
~-

---_.... _.. - --
Building material

_.-..--
Bum Burnt
f--. . - --------
Core Core

Corl Core rejuvenation flake

Dent Denticulate

IFlak Flake
1---- - .. - - _._---_._-- ..-
KnIT 'Knife (flint)

Merl Microlith
I-c--c-- ...__..._---- .-
Notb Notched blade

Notf Notched flake
b---·-··-· . _._._-_._.
lPecr Piercer

rotb Retouched blade---l..-___________

relf Retouched flake

scpf Scraper (flint)••... _. ----------....
stfT Struck fragment

unsk Unstruck
~. _._.__._.._._~.~-_.-
utbl Utilised blade

utfl Utilised flake
L_.____..___.._. .._". .--------_.._._--_._._---_.

(CategorY
iArhd

Appendix B: Flint types

IType . descriPtion .. . ,

I~_. -_ .._._--~-_. __ _-_... . ._..__._. ..__._ .._.__ _ _._._ .._.
rBacked knife generally parallel sided with one edge blunted by abrupt retouch, the other 9cutting) edge worn

fBip:;;I~~=_=_==_=_:_~____~i~~~t~~i!"_;;piioscdPi~:tf~;i!;;===.~:_:_: ..--- .. -.------- ..-.--.:::=_.:.::_-=:.=
~:-----.- ...• '._.__ para.!I~!:si.~~dflake with len~b~<!tl1!~ti9n.":~,.L._. . ._. .
~~~i.~re flake. _.. '?~~iI~~~~~_~~K~nd !1a!l"0w but !lot a true bla~~ .,_.__.__. ._._._., . _

I Chip fragment;<20mm
Core/tool i oicce utilised as core and tool

,
._-_.~

Crested blade trian~lar section, removed from a ridge prepared by- alternate or one directional flakin.e:.

~6fs~~~~lf~ife "--,~-- -~~~~;';~~~~b~~:~~~ c;~~~i:~~C~etouch around periphery ~nd sometimes over i;c~(~lso-
~1·:::__;----------+"tn,,·a"-'n,ll.!!lar, quadranll.!!lar and lozcng,:::e-7s~h~aJP~'e"d'--'f<"0'!crmc_,,eLi-__:_---,;___::_---------_j
, End scraDer reto~ch usually at distal end of flake (occasionally- at prox"im=a"-l"en"'d"'ll'- _j
Flake struck debi~ge >20m,~m'- _1
£~g.!!1~.!!!____ ,_ _ __. J!li~~~~~~~.£~gment _ ._~ ., . .. .__.__. _

l~~~~!~~e _.--=-._., -.~~""'-_ ~~ '!:~?_~ ha:mcr d=Jj_~K=i!=~~~,~d?itt~-d !l?~!!~~~. __~~_~:~~- ._._-~ ~~~_=_.~-=_=

§!:::~~ ...... .~~:;~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ orii;1<~,b0busual!y r~oXe;L~Fetoueh·~:~=_=
LMulti platfonn flake core J!l~.!!!:platf~~JI'!_ke core . _
~No!ched-~"~'!.de blade ~ith one or more .indenta~iC?E~i<?-J1.!l~E:y~!.~~-~~.--- _~ ~ ~,__~_
:N."~..!c.hed flake f!~~~..~~tJ1__'?!1~_or 1:!I~_!?,,~r1.tJ~!~t.!..~'!~Jonned by- retouch . ~ __ . ..__ _ _ I

!Oblique arrowhead asymmetrical arrowhead of sub triangular outline with bifacial retouch of one long edge and I
! often around hollowed base with remaining primary flake edge usually unworked but possibly
: ~~t.!:l:!~~_~.~_~~P_:_ .~~ tip . ~_.. ~.__ "._.__,..
;Pi~~~~.. .._ piece wit~p_~i~_t.f(mn_e..e:I_!?x~.~'?~.~h..E:0m one direction (or with utilised _po~':!tJ .
i Polished flake __ ~fla~e ~tl11ck from polished im_plcrn~~

~~etouched'bl~'d~' Jmiscel.!.a~eo~.~ ~~~~~~_~ blade
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11\;pe Idescription

Soall struck debitage;< 20mm 1
~~rred oiece oiercer with Doint fanned on scraoer-like edge I
Sub-circular scraper__ .. sulJ.._circula~~er __.____ _ ~ <'_ i

~~~::Ib~:;er =~:f~~~~~:~~~~t~~~C~:~Z~~~~~<L-====_==:~.-=j
!lli!.IX~.¢ !?l~sIe utilised blade - with signs ofwear due to use. . .. ,_,_", .,__ ," ._
rUtilised flake utilised flake - with si~ms of wear due to use

~!9E~E-~~.P.*~__c_..~~_ ~_s~ellaneous retouched flake
iRetouched fragment .. t!E:!,s.Ee.l!aneo~~ reto~.£~~ fra~e.!!!-<.!!.on-fl_a~~ _~ _ ~ ~. _
~Scale flaked knife __ __ __ P_~~JJ'?l~id~~~th r~g1!lar2~ale i!~~c:!!~~~_~!!-_'!l~_~Rone or two e~ges

,Scrap"":-______ __ part ofcdge stcel'lyrejouched .. _
jShatter miscellaneous fragment >20mrn. possibly resulting from knapping process
fEde~_~p.~-.-.-~-~-~==_·r~~~h-~Il?~~de;SOffla~- --'-'--'.~-' -" ... *'.'- _ ..... ~ -- - - _-- _

1~iE.~platfonn blade core sing~latfonn bla<!e core ~
Single nlatfonn flake core sing-Ie nlatfonn flake core

IUtilised fra2:ment miscellaneous utilised fra~",m",e",n,-t("n",o",n::.-fl",ak=eL) ._.-.!

Appendix C: Catalogue ofFlint by Site and by Context

Appendix Cl: Site 1/251 (NHER37617 WNE)

NHER' ,,; Lieo"lext R.,p"IJ __ IT.ne -'. INumber} _ J
37617 11002 IBlade i]

37617 11002 70.374 iBlade il
37617 11002 70.370 :Flake iI,

t-- --- - ,- ---- -_. -._---;---'--.----.--.,--,.------------.-----j---.----------]

~~~g -----: :-~~~ ------ @:"I;iculate 1~--4
f:l761.7.-=.-··- -[1003- --.- ----=--=-]l'iEr"e-;:=:::=:=:=·.:::.:::==-===1L_--=--·--,
'37617 '1003 ISub-circularscraoer II 1
137617 11003 1Utilised blade 1I -
,37617 11024 1Blade·like flake i2
37617 11024 1Flake '2

137617 11034 •Fragment :0

!}1t> 17 _ JlQ~-----~I,J!~-"---------'---------'-'---f!.--.--.-.--..---J
rl.§.!2---.---.-..-.----.-V 052. _ 70,350.~on.:s-tJ:llc-',..t!:a~ent------+Q-----_-j
i?7.611 __ -1-'Q1L . ~Bla.de ;Z:
~611._. P_Q.ZIl__ 70.353__~ade .1._..._ ;
,37617 :1078 70.357 ;:fu!g!e platfonn flake core i I
137617 1078 7.0.355 Blade-Iik" flake -+'I~ ..,
137617 1078 :Flake iI3
1376171078 70358 :Flake I
[:l761} ._ i078.= +5,11.';'<:':.__. _. _. _)_
i}161.7 ~1O?8 _ __ ;~p~l) . _._2._
i:l76122Q711 [70.359 ;Spall 2
L37617 107812Q..l~~ Reto_uched blad", I
,376171078 _~70.356 -Utilised flake ..;1__
'J7617--- "-:-i094 L -Fiake·--- -------.-- .!. ------ -"
~37617"-'i094 -. - -"Non-struckfi-agm~ot 0
)26l7 _!!~I :.j70372 _R~t~~ch;;dblad~-'----- I
37617 1122' Backed knife I
37617 1l31! Flake 2
37617 1131' Spall I
37617 1131 Non-struck fi:agment 0
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!NHER IConte.t 'Reg no Type INumber
137617 '1133 Flake '2

I~~~ j-i--- :::~~ 70.362 ,~:~~~!;;c1~:mcnt -.,:.~;..,----_-~
137617--- Ti 14Q. .. :BI;,dc -3
l2§l2 _.__ -!.!..~_ ,Flake ""._____ i3
37617 11140 iUtilisedblade "12--'
37617 11140 70.361 '-iUtilisedblad';- II--j
37617 11140 ~Utilisedflake II ,
37617 :t151 IChio 'I I
37617 11151 1Flake ,I 1
37617 11151 INon-struc'>.fragIIlcnt 10 1

37617 11152 !Flake '2
3761711162 • 1Biade --'-+;,1;--"--"

.----j
]}617 11162._, i-- -i!'lake 14
37617 11162 INon-struekfragIIlent '0
37617 11167 IBlade II

,37617 '1178 IBlade II
37617 11178 !Blade-likeflake 11
~.__ 11182 70.363 -i.II.t,.delet ..- ._.__.l!, ....J
376171182 . IShatter 17 ----!
~7 .. __Jl1.8_2__ ___ .---J~~E.:~n.:.u:_"_fh1gIIlent i0 ..__----"
~ 11192 1Flake 12
13761i "'il192 .-- !Shatter .- It
37617 11192 70.376 ,Spall II
37617 '1192 1Non·struck fragment !O
37617 :1208 'Flake 13

33J766
1
177 -----+11.22.2099 --I--.----ifslhake .. ,·,·-·-----·--·t1

1
-·-_---

i376t7'--~' !121 5 r--==j'ii~....-.. ·,,·,',···-----1'1---· "'-,.. ~
r
37

617 !1215 iShaUer "-,"""..,.-.-.._- il ""--""'·'--1

37617 11215....-·· .... ' --.- TN~;;:;;;:;;ck]igm;;;;t-_· 10 --'1
37617 11233 70.364 IKnife II!
37617 '1235 IFlake '3

37617 11276 ;Flake !I
37617 ;1285 1Flake 12
~l7 11311 _~ade-Jike flak~.. ._._-+_1 •..1
37§_17 .LI3JL . ......Flak.e " ._. ,.. -,..--8.-. '

~l~__. i:~l... .... - ...J~';;;'~-- ----.-. _~~I---.~,
137617 11311 70.365 I Knife "
37617 11311 70.366 'Scale tlaked knife I1 1
37617 11311 ,Sub-circular 12
37617 ,1311 'Non·struek fragment 10
~7617_ . __ i.t}.lJ... !,J!,i,lis,ed flake . ~ 2. '
f~&.!.7__.. . -i-!:3.,22..__ ,flake . _ ....;.1 ---- _!
iB617 ,_ 1133! . __:Flake. ._... 13
b-~~:~'- --+a~-- .- .- __~;~;'l!!'£!<Jragtl1ent 'I

1376D 11376 • 'Utilised flake ----'i"Ol========--
L~??IL . _1387 ,._2la,<l~I<:l_ ._ ..,.~__
!)761J_ __ .:.'397 . ;,sE"". _
:37617 '1405 70.369 Blade I
r376"17 ,1405 70.36f- "Flake I ----------

,37617 -1405 "70]68 Rct~uehed tla'>.e .1 __.. _



i

~,._-..

Struck Flint Assessment

'NHER Context Ret! no Tvoe Numb".. '
'37617 ,1425 'Ftake '2.... .--i-- , ..~- ,.~,._"_"~._'.,~ __.. ~ _

37617 :1436 Blade 2 '
376T7 :1436 :Flake ~ 1
:TIl!ii. _ . .__.D~?6 .__ ~ _-L~~E.~.~~~h .~~~ent . "·rO.----~--_J
37617 :1436 ,Utilised blade '2 ,f·--···-·--·----_·-- -r---" -- .~--._.-..._---"-_.-..---.-- .- .. -i

~~~:~ .+:~. _ ~~~:~ fla](e___ +- ,
137617 '1444 !Flake 13
37617 !t444 1 [Non-struck tTagment !O
37617 1445 170.373 'Retouched flake II

f~~H·--~·----H*'--= ..~-=:_--=~~-: __----r:
1-#'617 !1454 :Blade II ,
37617 11459 70.375 ;Utilised blade __-_JL__....J
37617 11471 'Blade-like flake !t ~

37617 ;1511 ;Blade !1
37617 !1511 1 !Flake !9

,37617 11511 -'-r'jSpall [I
I-,g~17 11511_ :End scraJler f I
~617 11511 :Sub-circular • 12-. . ..)
1}]6Jl.____ i1511 jI!t~E.'.~E!.. ---l!- .J
[}7617 11511 _ ;Utilised flake II '

Appendix C2: Site 6/226 (NHER 37821 RGH)

INHER' \ IContext __ TVDe INumber
!37821 '431 Shatter i1
'37821 431 Retouched frae:ment 1
137821 431 Non-struck fragment 10

fm;·l----- ~~:; -B1ad~_ L~___.______
Blade-like flake i2r---------- ---------------- -------- ------,-_.------ ,-- _.----j---------------------

,37821 6012 Flake '2,----- -------- - ------------ --- ---- 1---
07821 6012 Shatter 11
13782-1 16074 Blade- --------11--
137821 16078 End scraoer II
[3.1821 16090 ~~rn~~~~~e_~.~ . _j1 -------_.----

AppeDdix C3: Site 08/217-219 (NHER 37826 &37827 LEX & 37828 WAS)

IINH ER 1Context ..]Rea no-..:.=]Type~:.:==;::.:=:;:.:-:____ __ __ INumbec__,
.37~2J LIltlQ!...__ ..J7220.1......J..!.runcated ~lllde _ .J.L _
37828 18001 i72200 ;Scraper i1
37828 i8001 i72203 Sub-circular scrap'er i1
37828 18058 i !Flake !t

,37828 18111 I !Non-struckfragment iO

~
'37828 t'82_62. __f72206 . _lSin&iEplatf~nnblade.cor~ _p
3782_~ . 82~ +___________ :Flak"-_____ :1

,37828 .i8766.. ..; .;B)ade-like flake :1
[g828,.". fIl266 _ -+ __ i.Flake ----l-!-------
p7828 :8272 ,Blade i2
[37828 ",811L.._ +__ .l!E~:str.u~.J< fra!l'"ent___ .4Q.
[,37828 ,8276 i Blade :32 ---1
137828 _ 8276 --'- __.....Q>i:~tool__ . _ i1_
37828 '8276 [Bladelet '12

,--------- -------.-~.--- -t t----
37828 ' 8276 Flake 44•..._...- . ,"._._- -.-- -.- - - ~ --

37828 ,8276, .Spall 14
37828 8276 Utilised blade I

•37828 8276 Utilised flake -I_.---,-.- - -'.'-- - - - --~ -.-
37828 8283 Blade I



:i\n1ck Flint Assessment

INHER": :IContext IRegno'::IType INumber l
~~7828.8283 -i.. ..2pall :I.~

~8.2l! :8286· .Blade-like flake . .).1 I'

37828 '8292 t .Flake '1

~lir --+!~~ t-~__~:rili --~·---·t}_·~_·_·
37828183t!" I iBlade 14---'--
37828 ·8311 172205 !Bioolar II

37828 8311 i Soall II
137828 i8311 iFlake 14

37828 18363 1Blade 10

37828 ,8370' ,Blade 22
37828 18370 !Blade-like flake 8
37828 '8370 1Flake 32

137828 !8378 !Flake 13

Appendix C4: Site 121203 (NHER 37621 TTL)

NHER Context e Number

_ ..24.. .-.ri..B....I.~d.e:.like_f1ake. ....133 J::n<1scraP~___ I
.828 Flake . I
'hoi6 Blade I- .', - - ---------~~ -

12016 Flake I- ._- •..• - _.-, ....~

I
I



Struck Flint Assessment

Appendix C5: Site 13/202 (NHER 37622 TTL)

137622 i 13032 'B1ade1et I
f3762_~____j}'lQ:lL !-"~~ _Ii_:,8---___j
i37622 W1Q:lO___ Shatter 1.-
f'E~2L ~0 Non struck fraP!'e~l..- ~O _
11261-L -f!.?04l!__ 1l!c'!70 Non-struck fraJl1.!l."'!!- L _
'37622 ,I 3045 Flake I
137622 i13069 ,B1ade1et I
137622 i 13069 lFIake 6
137622 113069 ISpall I

37622 113076 Non-struck fragment 0
-37622 113078 'Blade 8

i37622 ,13084 Soall 2

137622 !13115 !Flake 3
~'l2§?2--------!g115 tJ':l~ll:.s_'_""~_"_!i!g!".ent Q _
'37622 ;13124 'Blade 2
f3762Z-------ri3J24-- -----rFI-~~--------- 32-
I.. __ .'. ..-. . _ .... ......__ •.. __ ... . •. _.,, __

!37622 '13124 - 'Shatter 31"":----- -. - .... " !---_... .. ---..---r--------------..-------------------- .-----------... ,------.
,37622 '13124 ;Soall 16
,37622 ;13124 ,Piercer 1
r;- - - - - --,- -- _ ------ - - - -- ----- -'-- ----- ---@#- ---'.!l!.24..__ __ :End scraper J

:~~~;;_ - ,:~:;~ -- - l~I~~~StruCk fra:lll.eEt_-~-=l- --lj

31622 ~!}1?0"131a<!"::likeflake ,2 ~
37622 13157 Blade ,1 i
37622 13157 Blade-like flake '1-3',622 -- - -'13157 :Fiake----------'9-----<-- .'._--" - "----_._---- ---- - ~

37622 13157 t .flake :0
37622 t3164 l 'Blade '3
37622 13164 -- -: B1~de-likeflake '1
37622 13164 'Flake II
37622 13164 Spall 4

I



-----:

Struck Flint Assessment I

37622 ! 13 188 Flake 1
37622 [13190 Blade 2
~!_62] J1}I~o._ __ Flake ---el--------
37622 113190 _ ?hammerstoneflake I
}}622 13190 N:2n-struck fulgment ~O:----

37622 13215 Blade 2
37622 13215 1Flake 4
37622 13227 Bladc I
37622 13235 IBlade-like flakc 2

37622 113239 Flake 0-
37622 113248 1Blade 2

37622 113263 Non-struck fragment 0
37622 13267 [Flake I

Appendix C6: Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)

137623 122052 I :Retouched flake II

mi~i-:-_=--=-~it:=C~;JJiE:=_==-ic-= ]
1
13377662233- ':'22101 __ .1- _ iThumbna~s~!"p--"'"__-1-!--_ ___

:22103: IBlade II[-37623--- ;:i2103---'-'sPii!- --- -j-I-----
37623 _--,221 03 ,Utilised blade i I
137623 12211O_--l-- '.J:'I".n.:::;t.!:!'_ck f!a!l!!'ent '0
r37623 ---"2.2.!.!1..- ~~enticulate _",1:-__
;37623 )2140 _~Non-struckfraS!"~"-t._ _0
l3_7!i~3_ '22 I40 Utilised flake I
37623 __ __ :122i4Z-fN;;;;=;-;;:';ck f!aS'!'''!'t _- --:0- --

;37623 __ }..2!4-2_ _ Utilised blade_ ___}
37623 22142 Utilised !lake : I
37623 '22144 Flake ...._.- - - ·....1



Struck Flint Assessment

f37623--~2222214746 -.- --~Fl~k~ .. ---'--,0� ._,
i 37623 '.=_:~on-;tl1Jck frag!!,,,,~n"'t_~c;-__
137623 "-:i2Z75._...J!lade. m .. _" _~I. ,,__._
,37623 ;22323, ,Flake I
1l1@ __I2~.3~L.+ ·_'_-<-,,~. __::-----:T.-: . __,
D}~J: .tiim -I .. _311:tti~e !1ake-==l~ "

37623 ,22332 i Shatter , I
37623 122332 Spall --+-:,2:::-2----

37623 ;22332 'Retouched flake 'I
37623 \22332 ,Struck fra ment ,3
37623 ,22332 Ii ;Non-stru£k.fI:llgrrJent 0 ~

3762}_-.-.-:::.~_.:122~76_ ,.-'-. _. ;Utilised fragment I

Appendix C7: Site 24/144 (NHER 37821 FLS)

NHER IC~~texJ.:~no__ ... Tvne Number
37892 124000 i Flake 5
37892 124000 Piercer 2

·37892 124061 Endscraner I

37892 2400 I Flake 2
137892 124059 Piercer I

'37892 :24077 Blade I

3789:1,. ,.",._lz_4Q:i:C::::r::::=== '[~ii!!lTi',g!TI<:nt~~=-IT------=:_ ::
~2~..-.--.--j~'!QTL __ . -1---..-.--.--- 1Jtilised blade I I

37892 ,24079 i Blade 12
[37892----12'4·079 172.502 FI~e'-------'-'--+'1 '--""

37892 ,24079 '72.500 Retouched flake I
37892 ;24112 Blade I

37892 124207 Blade I
37892 124230 Flake I
37892 124232 Flake 2 I
J18(~2 , __ ..J:14~3",.172,5g?_. ,()~Ii'lue ~~~,,~d...__._. L_ . ,..1

.fuiL:::=:jili~1:::--f------:+~~i[_=___ .L:=__~
37892 124236 I Flake I I

37892 ' 124236 T SDall~----==
37892 '24238 I Blade-like flake I !
37892 124238 Utilised flake I
37892 ;24240 1 Blade I

li~tt_-__ =J~:I~_-_~~t -:.. --ii~~~---:-==~' t=.=--- .--1
rll~~}-::: .j~Hk-_~ _.. ~~~lj;~t.~g!TI~t..--}-----=j
,3789224256 Notchedblad,,- _ ..." I

Appendix C8: Site 251136 & 138 (NHER 37624 & 37625 FLS)

INHER • IContexll~n~'pc=e,-- ~I;-:Nu",m",b",e,,-r__
:37624 & 37625 __43,,6 Jlake . I
'37624 &37625 -. 436 Non-struck fragment 0
'37624 & 37625 438 Shatter 2
:37624 & 37625 438 Spurred piece I



37624 & 37625 '825 lFIake I
37624 & 37625 :825 Shatter 5
37624 & 37625 '825 INon-struck fra"",ent 0
37624 & 37625 i 25015 'Flake _ 2 _
31§~4 & 37625 -G?QI,5_, Won-struck fi:agment ___ _~ _
~7624 & 376}_5__~25027 INon.s~_ck fillgmen_t----+.q------------1
31§~4 & 37~?_ _l_2?0-~--~~tru"k fragmEI'~ ~-----
37624 & 37625 i25047 Shatter I
37624 & 37625 i25047 Struck fra"",cnt I
37624 & 37625 ,25084 Non-struck fragment 0
37624&37625 )25139 iBladc I

'--'-

i37624 & 37625 i25282 iBlade-like flake I

Appendix C9: Site 27/128 (NHER 37627 THM)

37626 !27340, Flake ; I

Appendix CIO: Site 28/119 (NHER 37628 WDG)

'~N:;:H~E'::'R'-----_---Icon!ex!I-=T~ype~C--rNumber-
37~~___ 28OOOiDak_e_ 'I

)7628 __J8030 ,Shatter-t\._

Struck Flint Assessment I



Struck Flint Assessment

Appendix CII: Site 36/97 (NHER 37629 ZVL)

INumberINHERI
~,~ -, ~,~~..

lZ62~ _ 1134 £Iake, I
-~~--

Tt34
._"-~ ~- ~<- -- ---- ----

37629 Shatter ,I
37629 i134 Non-struck fra~~n.t__, i0
37629 i139 Non-struck fra2:ment 10
37629 ,141 Non-struck fragment 10
37629 '814 Flake 'I

1376i9--- 136022 -=-'-'---'------lI---Blade-like flake I
rJ'7629 -~ -~ ,36028

._---~ _. - ~.. ,-

[ll629 ____ ~__J36<gL_
Shatter, '-J-!----
~.RUITedP.~~~_~___.lL-..---- ....

,37629 ,36028 Non-struckfra~_
137629 136030 Blade I
137629 ,36030 Blade-like flake , I

,37629 :36042 Non-struck fra~ment !1
137629 136049 Non-struck fralmlcnt 10
37629 136056 ~!,all --------------V-------=-=.--.---.------r----~

37629 !36062 Flake II
37629----136062 --

---------_.._---!--._._._---
Shatter ____~_ II

Appendix C12: Site 38/90 (NHER 37939 JTT)

!SliER, Context T e Number
137939 ,38001 ,Blade ,I
137939 ,38001 Imade-like flake ,I
137939 138009 Retouched flake II !
137939 138056 INon·struck fragment 10 J
1 I 'I
G3.?_2~_L_, ,_.J}_~§§__.g~atter ~L-----~

il~_32..._,__,38120 IBlade-like flake~__ -D--- ~--i
137939 ,38134 Flake II 1
[37239----=---.n8.!~C1No~:s;;:;;~I~g;r.~~~=-TQ-,------,
i37939 !38148 IFlake !I I
137939 :38151 ,Flake II i
lii~~~ ~~:_J~~~l ,, i___j
Appendix C13: Site 39/89 (NHER 37940 JTT)

INHER IContext !Reg no
37942 & 39518 :39013,.-._._---._-------.------- .,---- ---

37942 & :l.951~, 329.02 _ +
37942&39518 39015
37942 & 39518 ,39019 70251---...,..------... -"".~

3794~§< 2951.§'129.1.L_~70]~~.

37942&39518 39022- ~ ..
37942 & 39518 39034

_.~ -------~ -_. ~_._._-~-

37942 & 39518 39067
37942 & 39518 39069

Appendix C14: Site 39/88 & 88B (NHER 37942 & 39518 JTT)

IType INnmber
iRetouched flake 1
Retouched flake ~'1

"'FI~ke---- ,3
~Blade [I
,Blade ,I------- ~----- --- --- +--
"B)ade _ "I

Non-struck fragmen~_ ' 0
Non-struck fragment 0
Non-struck fragment 0



INHER IContext IReg no IType INumber
137942&39518139083 I 'Shatter I
~& 39518 '39083 i ,Non-struckJral:!!!ent 0

lj~~H~;:: ~~gl~=L_-·1~i::;ln!ckfragJ1len~-:-i-~j
~8< 3~?-1~1Q4_. __ lNon-struck fragment__ 0 --~

37942&3951~~172 iBla.~___ I ---i
37942&39518 39172 ,Flake 1
37942&39518 39172 iSnali 0
37942 & 39518 39189 iFlake 1
37942 & 39518 39229 iBlade I

~l~:~~m. ;~;;~-- ._J~~~:er --- -- '.- ~---~- i
37942&39518 39231 !Spall. 3 ..
37942 & 39518 .3_~231__ _ iRet~~ched fragment 1 I
37942 & 39518 39231 iNon-struck fragment 0
37942 & 39518 39234 [Flake 1
37942&39518139234 ISpall I
37942 & 39518 39288 ,Flake I

Struck Flint Assessment

.379'±~8<3951.~_..3935~.._..._ f----.- __ iF~ake .__ ---.-- ...1 .---__1
it;:; }]~}}}rl;;t~--~~-_.::. __.=~i~~~~t-,~~g="n!==:..i==- __~.::.==1
;j~1i-~~-Hij~--- -.....-.-.---~~;;~~ ...------.- ~---- -:
37942 & 39518 '39424 IBlade 1 I
37942 & 39518 39424 iNon-struck fragment 0 I
37942&39518139448 I ,Blade 1

Appendix CIS: Site 39/84a (NHER 39520 JTT)

Appendix C16: Site 44/48 (NHER 37729 SFF)

";,N~H~E~R,-- I~c~o;;,-nt",e",xt,--""-,-;IT,":,y",p,,,"e-:--;-;__-:-_INumber I
37729 310 :Non-struckfragment '0 '
37729 '-"'ii3 _. Non-st;:";;k fragment"'O'- -_.-
37729 '327 'Flake" '--'-. ,I
37729 '44058 . '+Non:struck fragmcnt 0



----- -- --- ------.-- -----=- -- ... _-_.
,37729 i44I.~;L._.,Blade-like flake
L37729 __ ,44203 iBlade

AppendiX C17: Site 46/38 (NHER 37987 ANT)

.------rt -----'-.~

+.-----1.11 --'

Struck Flint Assessment

INHER .. ICQntext TVDe INomber. .. 1

Im~[--=---- .l~-~~~= ~~~strucl<~!!'~~_-_iL=::~_==l
[I1287_______ ;46018 spall _ i~__-_---l

~~N '-~~~1~ ~~~~~~--1~-'" -i
,37987 !46026 NOD-Struck fragment !0 I
37987 !46033 Non-struck fra"",ent 0 I
37987 146000 Coreltool I I
37987 146000 Blade-like flake I i
~7987----_-=::i46000--Flake____ --2---=i
~3;_~_--~~~~~~~h~'flake -=tt-=----l
137987 ,46020 Blade-like flake Tl ~
37987 !46020 Spall II!
37987 '46029 Shatter 12 1
37987 :46029 Soall I

AppeDdix C18: Site 47/34 (NHER 37631 WLN)

INIlER.i·ICQ'dext IType.- <INomber '!Regno
137631 147000 IBlade-like flake I



-

.Struck Flint Assessment

Appendix C19: Site 50/26 (NHER 37996 FLD)

INHER IConiexi 'Reg no IType:: :.: . INnmber
f379~6_ ,129 t ._ ,Flak".___ .. .p ._,
f37996 :129 :Struck fragment .__11

fH~--" "":~~}- :~:a~~ ~H·7~.---_------;:
37996 , 181 :=l !Blade·likc flake 21
37996 ;196 :Flake :----;
37996 ;196 :Snail I
37996 _. .._;202.. !Flake I ..........
379.9.. 6 ~ .. rfj;;k~~-"- I i

-c=" .-·-G-2-----ii"m~6_ ..._ i2.IL-l.-_...... :SpaIL.... _._______ --]-;'-
11996 '216 70000;"'A"'x""e ----+-0-..
37996 '218 :Flake 2
37996 ;233 !Thumbnail,craner 1
37996 !831 :Thumbnail ,craner I
37996 ;50000 :Flake 2
37996 .50000 ;Retouched flake I ._..__.;

1j~~~..~~~=..~~.ugg~tf .-~==,,~;~~~:=.=:.-----.- .. -:-........ \1__ ... ,,;
37996 150017' iFlake _ ..=:~.=~j=.:.~:::_..j
37996"--'" -150017 .. -_....--.~'11 '
37996 '50017 ;Spall 12

37996 :50021 is all 1

37996 !50049 ;Flake 3



Struck Flint Assessment

37996 !50207 + :Spall 3 .
~2_6__ !50207 I ~~~n~truck fra![l1.~,,!- -~ f-~==~J
rf.l9.9_L !50264 , --lNon-struck fragment 0 _.. __...j
]1!I.2L j50264 T _!Utilised bl.ade • 1.----'"
i37996 i50264; ,Utthsed flake 11

Appendix C20: Evaluation only sites

'45/46 137730 1360 IScra er 1
52/21 i37634 i833 Flake 14

Appendix en: Flint from the Watching Brief (by Section/Plot, NHER and context)

12/247 ;37800 2862 1Blade I



_.~ 1

Struck Flint Assessment

IPlot Li9ln:~ ICootext (TYpe INumber
~2171219 '37828 8858 jFlake i2

F:;~;-:~" i;~~;: :::~---+~:;~:::~:~:~:----~--- -
8/217/219 13'7828 ---- -:8874 -.- -rBlade .. 2 .~

~m¥t}l~ .. =i=----+:~~~ .~ ~;:;lk~~~~t ------ :
8/217/219 37828 :8874 Non-struck fragment 0
81217/219 37828 :8878 Blade I
8/217/219 37828 18892 Flake I
8/2171219 37828 '8892 Non-struck fragment 0
8/217/219 37828 :8906 Flake I
9/214A 37619 :9859 .I0nd s""'E_~____ 1
9/215A 37830 ,9860 _JJ3lade I
10/210 37832 _ ,. 10867 Flake_______ 2
'10/21337831 ,10855 Flake _ I
121203 37621 i12850 Flake I
14/187 37852 i14876 Retouched flake 1
17/172 37867 i17865 Notched blade I

1

i

18/162 37876 ,18853 Blade I
18/162 37876 '18853-------- Notched blade I
~----------- -r-.- ----------- E-----;
U~I§.L__ 37876 i18853_._ .... _t.::i£fllEer I
20/157 ~J8-8-L---.-l~2Jl~-1Retou£~~!la~£__ 1
21/149 37890 :21861 Retouched blade I
211149 37890 '21853 Blade I
21/149 37890 21853 Sp'all 0
21/149 37890 121855 Flake 2

[2.1/149 37890_~~-'-~~.Il IFlakc -----------------1-;2;------------1

t; :;~J.:::.::=~ ;~:~~ _--i;+:*--:=~~~~i;E~]~k~-_:~~ __. -1-::'-----.-,
L2.2j1j8 .3762l.. . j22~63____ Retouched flake c!------~

22/148 37623 122863 Scraoer I i
24/140 37896 124858 Retouched flake 1
24/144 37892 i24858 Retouched flake I

!52/22 ,38001 ,52852 IScrap'er I



WORKED STONE ASSESSMENT



Worked Stone Assessment

Worked Stone Assessment

By Hilary Major

Method
The stone was catalogued as fully as possible at the assessment stage. Pieces where the stone type
would need to be identified by a geologist were noted, and objects for illustration identified.

The nature ofthe assemblage
Stone from 17 sites was examined, a total of44 contexts. The majority of the assemblage consisted of
fragments ofmedieval lava quems, but there were also several medieval whetstones, and a prehistoric
saddle quem fragment.

Saddle quem
A saddle quem fragment was recovered from a probable Bronze Age context on site 217-219. It was
made from a very hard, dark stone, probably a plutonic erratic boulder. Saddle querns were frequently
made from suitably shaped erratics. In Norfolk, flint saddle quems are particularly common, due to
the ready availability oflargc flint nodules.

Medieval lava querns and millstone
None of the individual sites had very many quem fragments, but they occurred on many of the
excavated medieval sites. The condition of the stone was variable, and many ofthe pieces were badly
fragmented. Some, however, survived in relatively good condition, such as the millstone from site 148.
Medieval quems are not as common as Roman quems, but they are being increasingly recognised on
rural sites. The relative lack ofquems on medieval sites is, no doubt, partly due to the proliferation of
water- and windmills, controlled by the lord ofthe manor. In some cases, the use ofquerns for grinding
com was forbidden. Quems were, however, also used for grinding malt for brewing, and this seems to
have been their main use by the end of the Middle Ages.

Virtually all medieval querns and millstones from Norfolk and the other parts ofEast Anglia are made
from lava, imported from the Cologne area. Of the numerous querns and millstones from excavations
in Norwich in the past ten years, only one has not been made from lava (pers. comm. D. Buckley).
This contrasts with the situation during the Roman period, when, although lava querns were
predominant (at least in the earlier part of the period), querns made from a number ofother stone types
were in use alongsi?e them.

The trading pattern for quems was clearly very different in the middle ages; the development of large
ports along the eastern seaboard, such as Norwich and Ipswich, with extensive trading links to the
continent, enabled large scale import of quems at the expense ofBritish stones such as millstone grit.
The dominant role of these cities in the provision ofnon-local goods to their rural hinterlands is
reflected in the distribution ofquem stones, and probably other stone goods such as the whetstones and
mortars.

The group includes flat rotary querns, several possible pot quem fragments, and a millstone. Few
pieces had features of note, partly because of their condition. With medieval flat querns, it is often
difficult to distinguish between upper and lower stones, and in only a few cases is it possible here. The
possible pot quem fragments are identified mainly on the basis of their thickness, except for a fragment
from site 28, which appears to be part of the spout ofa pot quem. A definite millstone fragment came
from site 148. Though not securely stratified, it is likely to be medieval, and had probably been re
used, possibly as a flagstone.

Stone mortar
A fragment ofa medieval stone mortar came from site 148. This is a relatively rare find; even in
Norwich, only five were found during the Norwich Survey excavations of 1971-78 (Margeson 1993,
196). Such a mortar would probably have started its life as a relatively expensive and probably high
status object. The source of the stone is probably the Purbeck area ofDorset, but this will need to be
confirmed by geological identification.
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Whetstones
Three purpose-made whetstones were found, at sites 34, 84A and 90. All were made from pale
coloured schist, commonly known as Norwegian ragstone, which was quarried at Eidsborg, near
Telemark. This stone was used extensively for whetstones in the Middle Ages, both in Eastern
England and other parts of the country and many of the whetstones from Norwich were made from this
material (Margeson 1993, 196). Most of the other whetstones from Norwich were made from blue
phyllite, also likely to be an import from Norway. An unworked fragment ofschist from site 90 is
more likely to be an erratic than part ofa whetstone.

Other stone
A few pieces of natural stone exhibit signs of use, in the form of patches of wear caused by rubbing, or
use as an ad hoc whetstone. Site 136-138 produced a natural sandstone slab fragment, probably used as
a whetstone and a sarsen pebble from site 251 was probably used as a rubber.

Summary ofthe assemblage by site

Site 011251 (NHER 37617 WNE)
The single piece of stone from the site was a natural sarsen pebble, with areas ofdifferential wear
suggesting use as a rubber.

Site 06/226 (NHER 37821 RGH)
The stone from the site was unworked.

Site 081217-219 (NHER 37826 & 37827LEX & 37828 WAS)
The only piece of worked stone from the site was a saddle quem fragment, made from a very hard, dark
stone, probably a plutonic erratic boulder. The provisional dating for the context is Bronze Age.

Site 13/202 (NHER 37622 TTL)
The stone from the site was unworked.

Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)
Lava quem fragments came from two contexts, only one of them stratified. Both pieces may be from
the same quem, which may be a pot quem. A lava millstone fragment came from the topsoil in
evaluation trench 32. It could possibly be post-medieval, but is more likely to be medieval. It appears
to have been cut down for re-use, possibly as a flagstone.

The other piece of worked stone from the site was the rim ofa mortar in shelly limestone, from an
unstratified context. The shape and stone type are comparable to medieval examples from Norwich
(Margeson 1993, 196) and the source could be the Purbeck area ofDorset. The Norwich mortars were
not identified as to source, and it is recommended that a geologist identify the stone.

Site 25/138 & 136 (NHER 37624 & 37625 FLS)
The stone from this site consists ofa natural sandstone slab fragment from a medieval context,
probably used as a whetstone.

Site 27/128 (NHER 37626 TiIM)
Lava quem fragments came from seven medieval contexts. Where present, the grinding surfaces were
pecked. An upper stone fragment came from context 27325, and a small part of a lower stone from
27466. Context 27511 contained parts ofat least one quem, badly fragmented. There were no defmite
edge pieces presen~ and, although the pieces probably fit together, reconstruction is not considered
worthwhile.

The lava from context 27325 is probably part of the spout of a pot quem lower stone, although the
shape is not entirely clear.

Site 28/119 (NHER 37628 WDG)
Lava quem fragments came from the topsoil, and three medieval contexts. The largest pieces were
from the topsoil (28000), and included fragments from a lower stone and a probable upper stone. The
two stones have similar surface dressing of grooves with individual peck marks visible within the
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grooves, and may be from the same pair ofquem stones. Another fragment, from context 28014, has
very worn grooves on the grinding surface, and may have been cut down for re-use.

Site 38190(NHER 37939 JTT)
Fragments oflava quem came from four contexts. Two pieces (from 38062 and 38185) had surfaces
surviving. Both were probably from lower stones, with pecked grinding surfaces. Two pieces ofschist
were recovered. One was a pale-coloured whetstone; the other was a slabby fragment with no signs of
working, possibly an erratic.

Site 39/89(NHER 37940 JTT)
Fragments of lava with no surviving surfaces came from one context.

Site 39/88B (NHER 39518 JTT)
Fragments of lava with no surviving surfaces came from three contexts.

Site 39/84a (NHER 39520 JTT)
The only stone find was a light grey schist whetstone.

Site 42/64 (NHER 37966 ERP)
The single stone find was a natural quartzite pebble, possibly utilised as a rubber.

Site 44/48 (NHER 37729 SFF)
Crumbs of lava came from one context.

Site 46/38 (NHER 37987 ANT)
The only stone from the site was an unworked pebble fragment.

Site 47/34(NHER 37631 WLN)
Lava crumbs came from one context. A second context contained a whetstone, made from light grey
schist.

Site 50/26 (NHER 37996 SLD)
Fragments oferoded lava quem came from three contexts.

Input to Research Agenda

The presence ofa stone mortar fragment at Site 148 suggests that settlement in the area may have been
relatively high status. This mayor may not be borne out by other artefactual evidence from the site.

One of the main uses of medieval quems was the grinding of malt for brewing. This may tie in with
the environmental evidence.

Most of the utilised stone from medieval contexts is foreign, not only to the area, but to the country.
Although there seems to have been occasional use of local erratics as, for example, sharpening stones,
objects such as querns, mortars and purpose-made whetstones would have reached the sites via the
major ports of the region. The degree to which Rhenish lava querns dominate the market contrasts with
the situation in Roman times when native British stones, such as millstone grit and greensand, were
used alongside imported lava. Less is known about the distribution and abundance of imported
whetstones in the area, as there has been little synthetic research on this type of artefact.

Recommendations for further work

The dating of the assemblage will need to be re-considered following the fmal phasing of the sites, and
the phasing added to the catalogues. Apart from this, very little additional work is needed to complete
the stone catalogue for the archive.

Documentary research into the occurrence and abundance of medieval Norwegian ragstone and phyllite
whetstones from the area should be undertaken. This is not intended as a full-scale survey ofmedieval
whetstones in Norfolk, but merely as a tool for assessing the degree to which the whetstone trade (as
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with the quem trade) might be dominated by imports. This will feed into the discussion for Specific
Objective 18.

Local parallels for the millstone should be sought; this may help to confirm the supposition that it is
medieval.

A geologist should identify the source of the mortar fragment.

Publication text to be prepared, comprising discussion of the types of medieval stone artefacts present,
and their relevance to the sites, with particular reference to Specific Objective 18, together with
description and illustration of selected objects.

Illustration requirements
The following objects should be illustrated for publication:

Site Context Descrintion
47/34 47109 SF74004. Schist whetstone
39/84A 57873 SF72713. Schist whetstone
38/90 38201 SF72402. Schist whetstone
27/128 27263 Lava. Fra2:ment of Dot cuem sDOut?
221148 824 Shelly limestone. Mortar rim.
221148 22002 Lava. Millstone unDer fra2:ment.

Reference

Margeson, S 1993 Norwich Households: Medieval and Post-Medieval finds
from Norwich Survey excavations 1971-78 E. Anglian
Archaeol. 58

Appendix A: Worked Stone Catalogue for Assessment

One of the pieces ofstone from 22/148 (842) was brick.
13/202 - There was no stone from context 13161 (on the original list), and it is assumed this is a
mistake for 13164, which is not on the original list.

Site 26

Site Context DescriDtion
50/26 50071 SF74100. Lava. Four large lumps and c 6 small fragments, surfaces eroded. Max. tho

60mm.
50/26 50078 Lava lump.
50/26 50090 Lava Quem fragment, no full thickness. One rather irregular surface.
50/26 50119 Pebble. Unworked

Site 34

Site Context Description
47/34 47109 SF74004. Schist whetstone, light grey. Bar whetstone with a variable rectangular

section. One end is rounded, the other broken. Worn. L. 120mm, section 13x23mm-
15x28mm. WI. 92g. Draw

47/34 47120 Lava crumbs.

Site 38

Context
46029 ment, unworked.



Site 48

Site 64

Context
44058
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Site Context Descriotion
42/64 42857 Quartzite pebble. RougWy rectangular, with possible wear on one face. Possibly used

as a rubber. c. 100x95x47mm.

Site 84A

Site Context Description
39/84A 57873 SF72713. Schist whetstone, light grey. One ~nd is broken, the other irregular but

original. Bar wbetstone with a variable section, round to D-shaped. Worn. L. 69mm,
section 12xI4mm-16xI7mm. Wt. 27mm. Draw

Site 88B

Site Context Description
39/88B 39058 Flint ball. Natural
39/88B 39375 Lava auem fra~ments. No surface surviving.
39/88B 39424 Lava crumbs
39/88B 39448 Lava crumbs

Site 89

Site 90

Context
39814 No surface survivin .

Site Context Description
38/90 38062 Lava Quem fragments. No surface survivin~.

38/90 38092 SF72400. Lava. Five joining fragments from a ?lower stone. Part af the central hole is
present. The grinding surface is pecked, possibly in worn grooves, the other surface
irre~lar. Max. th. 50mm, hole diarn. c 40mm.

38/90 38094 Lava quem fragment. No surface surviving.
38/90 38094 Schist with garnets. Pale-coloured, slabby fragment with no sign ofworking.
38/90 38185 SF72401. Lava. Seven joining fragments from a ?lower stone. The grinding surface is

necked, the other surface irre~lar. Max. th. 35mm.
38/90 38201 SF72402. Schist whetstone, pale grey. One end is broken. Bar whetstone with variable

rectan~lar section worn. L. 95mm, section 27x8 - 34x16mm. Wt. 61~. Draw

Site 119

Site Context Description
28/119 28000 Lava. Lower stone fragment, possibly with the edge of the central hole present. The

grinding surface has crudely pecked grooves, possibly with an unworked band c. 40mm
wide round the central hole (the surface has partly flaked). The other surface is
irregular. Th. at edge 21mm, max. th. 53mm

28/119 28000 Lava. Two joining fragments from a different stone, possibly the upper stone to go with
the lower stone from the context. The surface is in fairly poor condition, but the
dressing is very similar, with pecked grooves, with individual peck marks visible. Max.
th.53mm

28/119 28000 Lava auem fraszment. No surface surviving.
28/119 28014 Lava quem fragment, with very worn grooves on the grinding surface. The other face is

irregular. It has possibly been deliberately trimmed into a rough rectangle. Th. 30mm.
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28/119 28016 Lava. Fragment from a thin quemstone. The grinding surface is worn, probably
pecked, and the other surface is irregular. The 'edge' is virtually straight, and may have
been cut down for re-use. Th. 24mm

28/119 28021 Lava Quem fragments. No surface surviving.

Site 128

Site Context Description
27/128 27057 Lava scraps.
27/128 27099 Lava scraos.
27/128 27124 Lava scraps.
27/128 27158 Flint pebble. Natural.
27/128 27263 Lava. Five small scraps and a larger lump. The surface is shaped, This does not appear

to be from a flat quem, but is probably part of the spout ofa pot quem lowerstone. The
inner, curved face is oecked. Thickness c 63mm. Draw

27/128 27325 Lava. Upper stone edge fragment with a pecked, slightly angled, grinding surface. The
edge and top are rather irregular, and eroded. Max. tho at edge 35mm. Diameter not
determinable.

27/128 27380 Chalk. Unworked
27/128 27466 Lava scraps. One piece has part of the central hole present. The diameter is less than

20mm, so this must be a lower stone.
27/128 27511 41 pieces oflava quem, badly fragmented. The grinding surface, where present is

pecked, and the other surface irregular. There may be parts of more than one stone
present, but reconstruction is not considered to be worthwhile. Th. 20-42mm.

Site 136-138

Site Context Descriotion
25/136- 25064 Well cemented sandstone. A slab fragment with one very smooth face, and possible
138 polish on the edges, probably due to use as a whetstone. The stone itself is natural. c.

100x80xl8mm

Site 148

Site Context Descriotion
22/148 824 Brick fragment.
22/148 824 Shelly limestone. Mortar rim, flat topped, with a slight neck. Rim W. 34mm. Draw

Mortars found in 12th-16th century contexts in Norwich were made from shelly Jurassic
limestone, of unspecified source, though Dorset and Lincolnshire are cited as possible
origins (Margeson 1993, 196). This example is likely to have come from the same
source, as the profile is very similar to the illustrated example, which is 15th century.
At Winchester, the rim form is particularly associated with mortars made from Purbeck
stones other than Purbeck marble, such as Purbeck burrstone, and broken shell
limestone (Biddle and Smith 1990).

22/148 22002 Lava. Millstone upper fragment, with part of the edge of the hopper present. The top
has very coarse pecking, and the slightly angled grinding surface has finer pecking,
worn fairly smooth in places. The original edge appears to have been cut down to
straighten it, and the adjacent broken edge is also straight, and at right angles. The
broken stone was probahly trimmed for re-use as, for example, a flagstone. There is a
shallow hole in the top which may have formed the seating for a clamp, though apparent
vitrification of the surface is probably natural. Diam. >600mm, diam. of hopper c
120mm. Draw

22/148 22244 Lava quem fragment with a grooved grinding surface. The other surface is irregular,
and possibly eroded. The thickness suggests that this might be part ofa pot quem. It is
probablv oart of the same uuem as 22375. Th.4Imm.

22/148 22375 Lava. Upper stone edge fragment with angled grinding surface. The grinding surface
has bold grooves, possibly harp dressing, and the top is fairly rough, and stepped. Th.
at edge 50mm, min. th. 36mm. Diam. c 350mm.

22/148 22375 Lava. Fragment, probably part of the same stone as the upoer fragment from the
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context. Th. 25-38mm.
22/148 22375 Lava. Three joining fragments and two lumps with no original surfaces. There are

sims of heat damaQe on some oieces.
22/148 24122 Sandstone boulder fraoment. Unworked.

Site 202

Site Context Descriotion
13/202 13164 Ferruginous sandstone pebble fragment. Unworked. (This is probably the piece

numbered 13161 on the oriQinallist\.

Site 217-219

Site Context Descriotion
08/217- 8067 Quartzitic sandstone boulder fragment. Unworked.
219
08/217- 8117 Plutonic? Saddle quem edge fragment with a pecked grinding surface with slight wear.
219 The stone is likelv to have been an erratic boulder. Max. th. 44mm. BA? context

Site 226

Context
6043 ent, unworked.

Site 251

Site Context Descriotion
1/251 1078 SF70360. Sarsen pebble fragment, probably originally a flattened ovoid. Areas of

differential wear SUQQest use as a rubber. c 9Ox45x30mm.

References

Biddle, M. and Smith, D.

Margeson, S

1990

1993

'Mortars' 890-908 in Biddle, M. Object and economy in
Medieval Winchester OXford

Norwich Households: Medieval and Post-Medieval finds
from Norwich Survey excavations 1971-78 E. Anglian
Archaeo!. 58
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Human Bone Assessment

By Sharon Clough and Kate Brayne

Introduction

Scope and Purpose ofthe Report
This report comprises an assessment ofpotential for analysis of the human bone assemblage from the
site BKL 02, in line with the requirements ofMAP 2 (English Heritage, 1991), and following the
recommendations ofEnglish Heritage's publication "Human Bones From Archaeological Sites"2.
The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate the potential of the human bone assemblage to contribute
to archaeological knowledge, and to identify further actions and study necessary.

The Nature ofthe Assemblage
The human bone derives from 2 sites along the Bacton to King's Lynn pipeline. From one site, 13/202
there are 24 identified individnal skeletons, ofvarying degrees ofcompleteness, all of which are
believed to be Anglo Saxon in date, and 3 cremation burials, two of which are Anglo Saxon, and one of
which is Bronze Age. From the other site, 46/38, there are six Bronze Age cremation burials.

Methodology
For each identified skeleton or cremation burial, the bagged bones were laid out and subject to a brief
inspection. The potential for further analysis was then assessed following the criteria set out below.

Assessment Criteria

Completeness
For inhumations, this was expressed as a percentage, with 100% being a fully complete skeleton.
Cremation burials were expressed as the total weight of bone recovered.

Preservation
This assessed the level ofchemical and physical degradation ofbone quality. The degree of
preservation was expressed as excellent, good, moderate or poor.

Sex
This assessed whether determination ofsex of the individual was immediately apparent, or would be
possible with further analysis.

Age
This assessed whether it would be possible to assess the age of the individual with further analysis

Stature
This was expressed as a positive or negative, depending on whether sufficient bones were present from
which stature could be estimated, following further analysis.

Evidence for pathology
This was expressed as a likelihood that pathological lesions could be identified ifpresent, in the course
of further analysis.

Potential
This was expressed as a star rating, as follows:
o No further potential for providing further information except an inventory of bones present.
• Limited potential for providing further information. Possibility of providing age category, and
limited pathological information based on very poor levels ofcompleteness and/or preservation.
•• Moderate potential for providing further information. Possibility ofproviding sex, age
category and limited pathological information, based on poor levels ofcompleteness and/or
preservation.
••• Good potential for providing further information. Possibility of providing sex, age band,
stature, and pathological information, based on moderate levels ofcompleteness and preservation.

2 Mays, Brickley and Dodwell, English Heritage, 2002
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**** Very good potential for providing further information. Possibility of providing sex, age band,
stature, and pathological information, based on good levels of completeness and preservation.
***** Excellent potential for providing further information. Possibility of providing sex, age band,
stature, and pathological information, based on excellent levels of completeness and preservation.
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Inventory
Site 131202 (NHER 37622 TTL)

Ctemation 13109 Cremation 13304
Completeness: Ig Completeness: 54g
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: No Sex: No
Age: No Age: No
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: No Pathology: Possible
Potential: 0 Potential: •
Cremation 13307 Burial 13041
Completeness: 289g Completeness: 50%
Preservation: Moderate Preservation: Poor
Sex: Possible Sex: . Possible
Age: Possible Age: Possible
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: Possible Pathology: Possible
Potential: •• Potential: •••
Burial 13044 Burial 13073
Completeness: 20% Completeness: 5%
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: Possible Sex: No
Age: Possible Age: No
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: Possible Pathology: No
Potential: •• Potential: 0

Skeleton 13081 Skeleton 13084
Completeness: 10% Completeness: 1%
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: Possible Sex: No
Age: Possible Age: Possible
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: Possible Pathology: No
Potential: • Potential: •
Skeleton 13096 Skeleton 13099
Completeness: 15% Completeness: 10%
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: No Sex: Possible
Age: Possible Age: Possible
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: Possible Pathology: Possible
Potential: • Potential: ••
Skeleton 13117 Skeleton 13120
Completeness: 5% Completeness: 30%
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: No Sex: Possible
Age: Possible Age: Possible
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: No Pathology: Possible
Potential: • Potential: ••
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Skeleton 13126 Skeleton 13132
Completeness: 10% Completeness: 15%
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: Possible Sex: No
Age: Possible Age: ?
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: Possible Pathology: ?

.Potential: •• Potential: •
Skeleton 13133 Skeleton 13134
Completeness: 5% Completeness: 2%
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: Possible Sex: No
Age: Possible Age: Possible
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: Possible Pathology: Possible
Potential: •• Potential: •
Skeleton 13167 Skeleton 13174
Completeness: 5% Completeness: 5%
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: Possible Sex: No
Age: Possible Age: No
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: Possible Pathology: No
Potential: .. Potential: 0

Skeleton 13252 Skeleton 13264
Completeness: 20% Completeness: 40%
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: Yes Sex: Possible
Age: No Age: Possible
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: No Pathology: Possible
Potential: • Potential: •••
Skeleton 13279 Skeleton 13280
Completeness: 5% Completeness: 10%
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: Possible Sex: Possible
Age: Possible Age: Possible
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: Possible Pathology: Possible
Potential: •• Potential: ••
Skeleton 13286 Skeleton 13287
Completeness: 8% Completeness: 1 tooth
Preservation: Poor Preservation: Poor
Sex: Possible Sex: No
Age: Possible Age: Possible
Stature: No Stature: No
Pathology: No Pathology: ?
Potential: • Potential: 0
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5%
Poor
No
Yes

No
No
•

Skeleton 13294
Completeness:
Preservation:
Sex:
Age:
Stature:
Pathology:
Potential:

10%
Poor
No
No

No
No
o

Skeleton 13291
Completeness:
Preservation:
Sex:
Age:
Stature:
Pathology:
Potential:

•

5%
Poor
No
Yes

No
No

Skeleton 13301
Completeness:
Preservation:
Sex:
Age:
Stature:
Pathology:
Potential:

Note: Though there is a low percentage ofcompleteness, there are a large number of teeth available for
study. These are diagnostic for many things, particularly age and pathology.

Site 46/38 (NHER 37987ANT)

Cremation 46004
Completeness: Ig
Preservation: Poor
Sex: No
Age: No
Stature: No
Pathology: No
Potential: 0

Cremation 46006
Completeness: 297g
Preservation: Moderate
Sex: No
Age: Possible
Stature: No
Pathology: Possible
Potential: ••

Cremation 46008
Completeness: 13g
Preservation: Poor
Sex: No
Age: No
Stature: No
Pathology: No
Potential: 0

Cremation 46014
Completeness: 40g
Preservation: Poor
Sex: No
Age: Possible
Stature: No
Pathology: No
Potential: •

Cremation 46018
Completeness: 5g
Preservation: Poor
Sex: No
Age: No
Stature: No
Pathology: No
Potential: 0

Cremation 46026
Completeness: 22g
Preservation: Poor
Sex: No
Age: No
Stature: No
Pathology: No
Potential: 0
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Statement ofPotential

131202
This skeletal assemblage demonsttates potential for further analysis. In some regions soil conditions
mean, in general, that bone survival is poor. Therefore poorly preserved material will need to be
studied if we are to learn anything about regional populations from their physical remains.
As both inhumation (burial) and cremation are practiced by this population, it may be that different
social groups receive different treatment after death, and therefore it is important to analyze both types
ofevidence.

46/38
This assemblage demonstrates limited potential for further analysis, owing to the low recovered weight
ofmost of the cremation burials. Many archaeological cremation cemeteries suffer serious post
depositional damage by modem agricultural techniques. Therefore, if the sum of knowledge about
these populations is to be enhanced, efforts must be made to extract as much information as possible
from all recovered assemblages, regardless of their condition.

In some societies, cremation is the main means ofdisposal ofdead bodies, rather than burial. For
example, in the late Bronze Age in Europe it is the only archaeologically visible burial practice.
Therefore, if we don't study cremations, even when the recovery rates are low, we would be missing
out on a lot of infonnation about the societies in question.

Study of the skeletons will provide:

• a demographic profile of the individuals recovered
• a palaeopathological profite of the individuals recovered (limited to those conditions which

affect human bone)
• Study ofthe cremation burials will provide:
• a demographic profile of the individuals recovered (within the limits of interpretation possible

for cremated bone).
• information about the cremation pyre technology utilized by the society who created this

cemetery.
• information about cremation ritual and custom practiced by the society who created this

cemetery

This data will aid interpretation of the sites, by providing hypotheses about the nature oftbe
populations buried in these cemeteries.

Additionally, the osteological and palaeopathological data generated by these sites will add to the bank
ofgeneral knowledge about the population ofBritain during the Anglo Saxon and Bronze Age periods.
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Hand-collected animal bone and shell Assessment

By James Rackham

A number of the excavation sites along the pipeline produced assemblages of hand recovered animal bones but
no soil samples were taken for environmental study. These included sites 20, 28a, 46, 84a, 90, 119 and 236.

A few of these sites produced only one or two fragments of animal bone, generally in fairly poor condition and
probably a reflection of the failure of the majority of the bones at the sites to have survived in the soils. A few
fragments ofcattle bone were recovered from site 236; unidentified fragments from sites 46 and 28a; cattle and
horse fragments from site 20; while bones of cattle, pig, sheep and horse are recorded from contexts on site 119.
A single context, 28049, on site 119 produced a single valve ofmussel during excavation.

Site 38190 (NHER 37939 JT1)
A sample of 125 bone fragments was recovered by hand from site 90, all deriving from contexts assigned to the
medieval phases of the site. These were collected from sixteen contexts but were all very poorly preserved and
dominated by tooth fragments, among which cattle and sheep have been identified. The material is so poorly
preserved from this site that the assemblage can only yield presence data and can make no contribution to
understanding the pastoral economy of the site.

Site 39184a (NHER 39520 JTT)
The hand collected bones from site 84a comprise a collection of215 bone fragments, weighing 1.045 kilograms
and deriving mainly from medieval deposits, but the bulk of the contexts that produced bone are unphased
(Table I).

Table 1: Number of fragments by phase

No. frsl!ments
Phase 2 65
Phase 3 26
Unphased 124

The condition ofthis collection is also fairly poor (Table 2), with well over half the assemblage showing some
or substantial signs ofsurface erosion and degradation. This is also evident in the frequency with which loose
teeth and robust bones are noted in the assessment record (see Appendix).

Table 2: Frequency of fragments in each preservation category.
(codes as described in the appendix of the report on site 251)

Preservation No. fragments
class
1 2
2 68
3 95
4 50

Cattle, sheep, horse and dog have been specifically identified during the assessment, with cattle occurring in
more contexts than the other species. The absence of pig is unusual but with many contexts producing no more
than one or two bones this cannot be treated as significant.

Shells were hand picked from fourteen contexts. Five of these contexts contained only terrestrial snail shells,
including Helix aspersa, Helix nemoralis and Helix hortensis, all elements ofthe local fauna. The remainder
produced marine shells. Cockles were recovered from three unphascd contexts (57945, 57605 and 57893), and a
phase 3 context, 57810, produced a single fragment of oyster shell. Most of the hand excavated shells were
recovered from phase 2 deposits (57415, 57683, 57678 and 57343). Most of these produced cockle shells, while
57915 contained an unidentifiable fragment and 57343 also produced some common mussel shells. All these
finds derive from medieval deposits and reflect the trading of shellfish across the few miles between the site and
the north coast ofNorfolk.
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Conclusions
These seven sites have produced little material, and none of the assemblages can be expected to produce
anything other than presence data for each taxa at particular periods. The poor preservation and the sample size
limits the potential of the assemblages, and even age at death data can only be expected to give presence data for
animals culled at a specific age, and not information that can be used to interpret the animal husbandry at the
sites. The utility of the largest assemblage from site 84a is also prejudiced by the lack ofphasing data for many
of the contexts.

If further contexts from site 84a cannot be dated then there is little to be gained by detailed study ofany ofthe
animal bone from these seven sites. Neither is any further work reqnired on the hand collected shells.
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Slag Assessment

By Jane Cowgill

Introduction.
A very oversimplified form of recording has been employed for this assessment. The slag was simply
counted, weighed and the craft/industry from which it was a by-product was noted. The dominant type
ofslag from the context was noted but the + sign indicates that other types are present (additional
tuyeres for example). The iron objects bave, however, been extracted and bagged separately to be
returned to Network Archaeology Ltd. Evidence for abrasion, for example, has only been recorded
when it was very apparent and no measurements have been taken. Any soil in the bags containing the
slag was checked with a magnet for hammerscale.

The slag/rom Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)

Table I: Simplified record of the slag from Site 22/148.

Context Samnle Tvne Count Wei.hl Craft Comments
22029 HB+ 6 782 Fesmith Fresh" coal.
22046 SLAG I 2. Fesmith Leached.
22082 HB+ 2 1220"" Fesmith Needs washino.
22082 IRON 4 27. Obiects?
22110 SLAG 2 132 Fesmith CF22029
22110 IRON I 6. Obiect?
22118 SLAG I ~ Fesmith Fresh' CF22029
22119 SLAG 2 61. Fesmith Fresh' CF22029
22174 SLAG 1 200 Fesmith Fresh; CF22029
22331 71152 SOIL SAMPLE 1121. Not nrocessed.
22332 HB+ 83 1799 Fesmith Most but not all one 2tOUO; + tuverels.
22332 IRON 5 53 Obiects?
22332 71152 SLAG 500+ 771 Fcsmith Most small' leached' most incomnlete fraements.
22332 71152 IRON 8 27 Ob;ects?
22332 71152 MAG 4 30+ P somc laroc' 40+ S' few blobs.
22375 HB+ 5 94. Fesmith Fresh' CF22029

There appears to be two main assemblages of slag from this site, both by-products of iron smithing 
the forging, repair or recycling ofan iron object. The slag from Context 22029 and CF 22029 contexts
are all in a fresh condition, tend to be small and quite dense even though coal was the only fuel noted.
These all constitute a single assemblage.

Those smithing slags from Context 22332, however, are more bemusing and do not seem on an initial
quick scan to be a single group although most have features in common. The strangest aspect is the
ratio ofplate hammerscale to spheroidal in that the latter dominates, whereas the ratio between the two
from a smithing site should be c. 50: I or more, with plate scale being by far the most common. It is
possible that some bias occurred in the sample processing and therefore in this instance it is important
that the unprocessed sample from this context is washed. Also the quantity and size of the individual
pieces ofhammerscale from Context 22332 would suggest that the smithing occurred on or very close
to the site and that it was buried immediately after being swept up from a sntithy floor. Again the
evidence from the slag appears to contrast with this because most of it is fragmented and leached
suggesting some trampling and possibly weathering on a ground surface before beconting deposited in
this context. From this rapid assessment the two forms of evidence are contradictory and this needs to
be resolved during the next stage of work.

Recommendations.
The slag should be fully catalogued and quantified with all necessary measurements taken, with
particular attention paid to trying to establish whether the slag from Context 22332 is a coherent
assemblage. The unprocessed sample from this context should be washed to examine the ratios of the
different types ofhammcTScale.
The location and distribution of the two different assemblages needs to be considered in case they can
aid the interpretation and understanding of the site.
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The slag/rom Site 27/128 (NHER 37626 THM)

Table 2: Simplified record oftbe slag from Site 27/128

Context Tvoe Count Weiobt Craft Comments
27068 HB 1 159 Fesmith Abraded.
27090 HB+ 8 204 Fesmith CF27315.
27092 HB I 30 Fesmith CF 27315.
27112 HB+ 3 232 Fesmith Different? Dense.
27114 HB 1 45 Fesmith CF 27315.
27117 HB 3 78 Fesrnith I x different· 2 x CF 27315.
27124 SLAG 2 9 Fesmith CF 27315.
27155 HB+ 8 1057 Fesmith CF2731S' bammcrscale.
27155 IRONST I 182
27156 IRON I 14 Obiect.
27156 HB+ 12 1186 Fesmith CF27315' hammerscalc.
27158 HB+ 2 107 Fesmith 1 x different? 1 x CF 27315.
27160 HB+ 8 82 Fesmith CF 27315.
27160 HB 1 33 Fesmith Different?
27224 HB+ 19 347 Fesmith CF 27315.
27261 SLAG 3 16 Fesmith CF 27315.
27261 IRONST I 41
27292 HB+ 34 585 Fesmith CF 27315' hammerscale.
27315 SLAG 2 41 Fesmith Iron rich but not magnetic.
27315 SSL 5 47 Fesmith Some ProtoHBs?
27315 TUYERE 19 553 Fesmith Some + cinder sla~~ some rims' 2 semi-circular air holes.
27315 IRON 10 180 Fesmith Obiects + olate hammerscale.
27315 CINDER 36 300 Fesmith Mid brown/grev.
27315 SLAG I 9 Fesmith Malmetic.
27315 SLAG 1 7 Fesmith + Dot sherd.
27315 PROTOHB 17 438 Fesmith
27315 HB 17 1088 Fesrnith Small.
27315 HB 68 1040 Fesmith FraQ:ments.
27315 HB 16 2266 Fesmith See slag characteristics in text.
27315 HB 2 355 Fcsrnith Rounded sandY bases.
27315 HAMMS Fesmith Lots of Plate some Spheroidal.
27317 HB 1 226 Fesmith CF 27315.
27347 SLAG 2 26 Fesmith Different' coal fuel.
27362 SLAG 3 15 Fesmith CF 27315.
27380 HB+ 81 1630 Fesmith CF 27315· fewhammerscale.
27381 HB+ 49 1547 Fesmith CF 27315; few hammerscale.
27382 SLAG 3 385 Fesmith Magnetic· 1 x ProtoHB' 2 x HB?
27382 HAMMS Fesmith Few Plate hammerscale.
27382 PROTOHB 6 219 Fesmith
27382 TUYERE 31 565 Fesmith Few cdl!es' 1 x semi-circular air hole.
27382 CINDER 1 19 Fesmith Light ","CV.

27382 SSL 7 76 Fesmith Some ProtoHBs?
27382 HB 51 1598 Fesmith Fragments,
27382 HB 5 924 Fesmith Knobblv oieces.
27382 HB 16 1441 Fesmith Small· not all complete.
27382 HB 15 3727 Fesmith See sial! characteristics in text.
27382 HB 14 2758 Fesmith Rounded sandy bases.
27427 HB I 290 Fesrnith CF 27315.
27444 HB+ 12 252 Fesmith CF 27315.
27444 IRONST I 41
27449 SLAG I 8 Fesmith CF27315.
27466 HB 1 49 Fesmith CF 27315.
27513 HB 4 82 Fesmith CF 27315' wash.

Most, if not all, of the slag from this site forms a single coherent assemblage ofiron smithing slag.
Most of the plano-convex slag accumulations (commonly called hearth bottoms) are rounded f1attish
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plates and form a distinctive type and group. The slags are quite cindery even though charcoal was the
only fuel used. They are generally a brown to mid - light grey in colour and have frequent sand, hearth
lining and flint (some large) inclusions. The presence and quantity of the latter, often embedded well
within the slag, leads to a hypothesis that some of the smithing may have been undertaken atlowish
temperatures. Flint in the hearth would have been a major hazard for the smith, particularly their
eyesight, because it can explode when heated.

Some of the hearth bottoms have smooth rounded sandy bases indicating that they probably did form
on the base ofthe hearth, but others are the more standard knobbly type having been moulded by the
charcoal in the hearth. Most of the slag appears to be in a fresh condition and evidently has not been
trampled on a ground surface before being buried because being so cindery it is quite fragile.

Some hammerscale has been identified, but there was little soil in the bags containing the slag from
which to extract it. Both plate and spheroidal scale has been identified from context 27315.

Recommendations.
The slag should be fully catalogued and quantified with all necessary measurements taken.
The assemblage should then be spatially analysed to try and identify the location of the smithy that
must have been on, or very close to, the site.
As the slag unusually forms a single assemblage it will be possible to look for patterns of redeposition
in later contexts and study the movement of it around the site.
Some of the iron objects extracted from the slag had hammerscale amongst their corrosion products,
suggesting that these may be smithing offcuts. This form ofevidence will be apparent on the X
radiographs and therefore co-ordination will be required by the two different researchers examining
these two different categories of finds from the site.

The slag from Site 43/58 (NHER 37972 CLB)

Table 3: Simplified record ofthe slag from Site 43/58.

Context Samole TVDe Count Wei2ht Craft Comments
43850 TAP SLAG 11 86g Fesmelt Medium sized.
43852 TAP SLAG 27 5012 Fesmelt 1 X TUY! +HL' medium sized.
43857 71850 TAP SLAG 568* 5068g Fesmelt Lots small flows; ballslblobs; rare FURNST; I x S
43857 71850 SOIL SAMPLE 2842 Not ofocesscd.
43858 71853 TAP SLAG 76* 416g Fesrnelt Lots small flows· ballslblobs; rare FURNST.
43858 71853 SOIL SAMPLE 3602 Not nrocessed.
43859 71852 TAP SLAG 234 1256g Fcsmelt Lots small flows· lots ballslblobs· rare FURNST.
43859 71852 MAG 202 Fewkin2 Blobs; 50+ p. 50+ S; small sla. tra2mcnts.
43859 71852 SOIL SAMPLE 318g Not processed.
43865 TAP SLAG I 1722 Fcsmelt Lare:e charcoal immints.
43867 TAP SLAG 2 1969 Fesmclt Brown' abraded?
43868 71854 TAP SLAG 228* 8070 Fcsmelt 1 x lare:e flow' rare blobslbalk 1 x HB' 4 x ore.
43868 71854 SOIL SAMPLE 2682 Not processed.
43869 71855 TAP SLAG 95 602. Fesmclt Lots small flows' ballslblobs' iron rich framnents.
43869 71855 MAG IIg Fewkin2 30+ P; 30+ S; most small sla. fra""'ents.
43874 TAP SLAG 5 138. Fesmelt Knobbly small flows.
43875 71857 TAP SLAG 1000+ 62570 Fesmelt Some la"or flows; lots blobslballs.
43875 71857 MAG 36g Fewking 100+ P some large; 100+ S; rare ore; many small slag

fragments.
43875 71857 SOIL SAMPLE 380. Not orocessed.
43877 71858 TAP SLAG 13 10470 Fesmelt Lanze flows' none moulded.
43877 71858 TAP SLAG 150 1160. Fesmelt Lots small flows· rare ballslblobs· rare FURNST.
43877 71858 MAG 202 Fewkine: 100+ P some lar.e; 2+ S.
43879 TAP SLAG 3 20g Fesmelt Brown' abraded?
43879 IRON 3 8. Obiects! offcuts?
43881 71859 TAP SLAG 1000+ 4613g Fcsmelt Volcano fragments + 'claws'; some larger flows

moulded.
43881 71859 MAG 23g Fewking 30+ P; 30+ S; 15+ blobs; occasional ore and slag

fra£ments.
43881 71859 SOIL SAMPLE 538. Not orocessed.
43951 TAP SLAG 4 259. Fcsmelt Large and small flows; I x TUY/ + HL.
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This is an assemblage of iron-smelting slags from a site where metallic iron was produced from local
ores. There is, however, very little ore (roasted or unroasted) amongst the slag so it is uncertain what
was the ore source used, although a bog ore is probable. It is likely that the ore processing - washing,
roasting, sorting and crushing was undertaken elsewhere, and the prepared ore was then brought to
where the furnaces were located. Most of the tap slags are not large plate fragments, the most common
type encountered, but are very small dribbles and flows and amalgams of these. The larger
conglomerates of these have been moulded by extremely large pieces ofcharcoal (over 40 x 25 x
70mm), the fuel used for the smelting. Some ofthe rarer large flows have similar imprints on their
sides and bases. Some of the tap may be volcano-shaped in form, but these also seem to be smaller than
other examples. Magnetic and non-magnetic balls and blobs are common, but the quantity recovered is
very variable between contexts.

There is only one possible hearth bottom (Context 43868) although the quantity of plate hammerscale
would suggest that smithing also occurred at the site. This may have been primary smithing, the forging
of the bloom into stock iron, as opposed to secondary smithing when an object is made or repaired. The
ratio ofplate to spheroidal scale is often 50:50 at this site, which is not uncommon on smelting sites.

The presence of a smelting site at this location indicates that there must have been a plentiful wood
supply for conversion to charcoal probably very close to the site, if not all around it, as iron production
sites are thought to have been often located within woods.

Recommendations.
The slag should be fully catalogned and quantified with all necessary measurements taken.
There is considerable variation between the assemblages recovered from the different contexts. When
the slag has been fully catalogued it will be possible to quantify this and the results can be used to try
and establish the different activity areas that exist on a smelting site. Spatial analysis may identify the
location of the furnacels, smithing areas, storage areas for the ore and charcoal and slag disposal
locations. As the slag forms a single assemblage it will be possible to look for patterns of redeposition
in later contexts and study the movement of it around the site.



The Slag from Miscellaneous Small Sites

Table 4: Simplified record ofthe slag from the Sites

Site NHER Context TVDe Count Wel.ht Craft Comments
1/253 37615 WNE 834 SLAG I 414. No idea! PmedIModcrn?
8/217-219 37826 & 37827 8192 IRONSTONE I 11g Natural - discard.

LEX & 37828
WAS

13/202 37622 TTL 13000 COAL 2 6.
13/202 37622 TTL 13000 FIRED CLAY I <I. Reduced fired.
13/202 37622 TTL 13000 CLINKER 2 2.
13/202 37622 TTL 13000 SLAG I 259. Fesmelt? HBIFURN' charcoal' abraded.
131202 37622 TTL 13000 SLAG I 184. Fesmelt? HBIFURN' charcoal; abraded + HL.
131202 37622 TTL 13000 SLAG I 22. Fesmelt? Tao? Lame charcoal imorints' abraded.
131202 37622 TTL 13000 SLAG 2 99g Fesmelt? Block fragments? Very large charcoal imprints; 1 x

rnaJ2:netic' abraded.
13/202 37622 TTL 13021 SLAG 1 155. Fewkinl!: Charcoal' totallv encrusted with corrosion oroducts.
13/202 37622 TTL 13029 IRONSTONE 2 59. Natural - discard.
13/202 37622 TTL 13059 SLAG I 6770 Fesmelt? Lar.e HB/FURN' freoueot charcoal imDrints· abraded.
13/202 37622 TTL 13072 CHARCOAL I 5.
131202 37622 TTL 13072 IRONSTONE I 14. Natural - discard.
13/202 37622 TTL 13278 IRONSTONE 1 1. Samole 71485. Natural- discard.
13/202 37622 TTL 13280 SLAG I <I.
21/149 37890 BTE 21855 CLINKER 2 2.
25/135 37898 FLS 25886 HB 2 126. fcsmith Coal; cindery; fresh; Pmed?
25/138 & 37624 & 37625 25281 POT I 3g Crucible?? Part vitrified + copper-alloy droplet.
136 FLS
25/138 & 37624 & 37625 25282 SLAG I 24g Glassy; leached; not necessarily Fewking.
136 FLS
27/128 37626THM 817 TAP SLAG I 48. Fesmelt Fresh olate fraameot.
28/119 37628 WDG 28000 TARMAC 2 79.
28/119 37628 WDG 28048 NATURAL 1 4. Discard.
36/97 37629 ZVL 36011 TAP SLAG I 134. Fcsmelt FreQuent charcoal imprints: Dart of a block slag?
36/97 37629ZVL 36011 FURN 1 48. Fesmelt Very frequent charcoal imorints.
36/97 37629ZVL 36011 SLAG I 2. Ma~metic - could be natural.
36/97 37629 ZVL 36011 NATURAL 1 2. Discard.
39/88B 39518JTT 39248 IRONSTONE I 20. Natural· discard.

Slag Assessment



Site NHER Context Tvne Count Weieht Craft Comments
39/888 39518 JTT 39330 STONE I 13g Natural - discard.
39/888 39518JTT 39344 HB I 86g Fesmith Abraded fraemenl.
39/84A 39520 JTT 57845 IRONSTONE 1 207g Natural - discard.
40/67 37963 JNW 40860 TAP SLAG 6 228g Fesmelt Very abraded Dlate fragments.
43/58 37972 CL8 43851 SLAG I 31g Fesmith Dense Proto HB.
44/48 37729 SFF 44117 CLINKER I 2g
44/48 37729 SFF 44314 IRONSTONE I 2. Natural - discard.
44/48 37729 SFF 44316 IRONSTONE 3 9g Natural - discard.
47/34 37631 WLN 47160 IRONSTONE 1 2. Burnt - ma~netic.

Slag Assessment
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Summary ofthe sites in Table 4

Sites with Evidence for Iron Smelting
There are seven pieces (1 396g) ofpossible block slags from Site 13/202. These ate characterised by the
large chatcoal imprints on and within them but they are all abraded and it is feasible that they could be
slightly unusual iron-smithing slags. If they are block slags it would suggest a late Iron Age or possibly
Saxon date for the assemblage. A single fresh piece of tap slag was recovered from Site 271128, one
piece of tap and a fragment of furnace slag come from Site 36/97 and a further six extremely abraded
examples are from the Watching Brief Site 40167.

Sites with Evidence for Iron Smithing.
There is evidence for smithing from only three sites: there ate two heatth bottoms from Site 25/135
where coal had been used as the fuel (Post Medieval in date?), and single examples from Sites 39/88B
(abraded) and 43/58 (fresh proto-hearth bottom).

The sherd from Site 25/136-138 maybe from a crucible but it is very flal.·One side is partially vitrified
(including one break) and there is a spot ofcopper-alloy visible on it. The large piece of flowed light
grey slag from 1/253 is probably 19th-20th century in date but it is not known which industry it is a by
product.

Recommendations.
No further work is required on the slags from these sites. The slag assemblage from Site 13/202 should,
however, be mentioned in the Site report.
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Appendix A: CODES USED IN THE ABOVE TABLES
Fesmelt
Fesmith
Fewking
FRAG
FURN
FURNST
HAMMS
HB
HB+
HL
IAGREY
INeL
IRONST
MAG
MAX
P
S
SSL
TUY
+
•

Iron-smelting slag.
Iron-smithing slag.
Evidence of iron smelting andlor smithing.
Fragment.
Furnace slag, slag that has cooled inside the furnace structure.
Fragments of the furnace structure/ fired clay.
Hammerscale.
Plano-convex slag accumulations (commonly known as hearth bottoms).
Hearth bottoms plus other types of slag.
Hearth lining.
Iron-Age Grey slag.
Inclusions.
Ironstone.
Magnetic material extracted from the samples.
Maximum.
Plate hammerscale.
Spheroidal hammerscale.
Smithing-slag lumps.
Tuyere.
And
Slag count provided by Network Archaeology Ltd.
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Site 1/251 (NHER 37617 WNE)

By James Rackham

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Bacton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at site 1/251
revealed a Bronze Age settlement site. During excavation of this site a total of 58 bulk samples were taken for
environmental analysis and two column samples through a truncated buried soil horizon (Table I). In addition a
small sample of891 bone fragments weighing 6.632 kilograms were collected by hand during the excavations.
The samples and animal bone were submitted to the Environmental Archaeology Consultancy for processing
and assessment.

Methods
The soil samples were processed in the following manner. Sample volume and weight was measured prior to
processing. The samples were washed in a 'Siraf tank (Williams 1973) using a flotation sieve with a O.5mm
mesh and an internal wet sieve of Imm mesh for the residue. Both residue and flot were dried and the residues
subsequently re-floated to ensure the efficient recovery ofcharred material. The dry volume of the flots was
measured and the volume and weight ofthe residues recorded. The sample size ranged from 10 to 41 Iitres and a
total of 1557.5 litres was processed in this way. The resultant material was assessed for biological remains.

The residues were sorted by eye, and environmental and archaeological finds picked out, noted on the
assessment sheets and bagged independently. A magnet was run through each residue in order to recover
magnetised material. The residue was then discarded. The flot ofeach sample was studied using up to x30
magnifications and the presence ofenvironmental finds (i.e. snails, charcoal, carbonised seeds, bones etc) was
noted and their abundance and species diversity recorded on the assessment sheet. The flots were then bagged
and along with the finds from the sorted residues, constitute the material archive of the samples.

The individual components of the samples were then preliminarily identified and the results are summarised
below in Tables 2-6.

Results
There was evidence ofsmall-scale contamination in most of the samples. This took the form ofsmall quantities
of fibrous recent rootlets and generally several uncharred seeds ofChenopodium sp. (goosefoot/oraches),
occasional Sambucus sp. (elder) and other taxa. The most abundant contaminant were the shells of the blind
burrowing snail Cecilioides acicula, which occurs in large numbers in some samples (see Tables 4 and 5) and is
thought to be a recent (post-Roman) introduction into this country. Apart from the burrowing snails this
contamination was generally low and does not prejudice the finds from the samples.

The samples were collected from a variety of features. The largest part of the material was taken from a dark
spread or surviving soil beneath the ploughsoil, which had been protected by later slope wash within small
valleys in the contemporary ground surface. The remainder was collected from pit fills, charcoal rich horizons
and a posthole (Table I).
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Table 1: Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 1/251. Samples taken for environmental analysis

plot sample context sample vol. (I). sample weight feature/comment
no. no. • Ikol'

1/251 71350 1137 35 40 Pit fill
1/251 71351 1140 40 49.5 Charcoal rich laver, box 2

11251 71352 1178 19 25 Lower fill of pit
1/251 71353 1202 20 20 Black snread within box 16
1/251 71354 1052 17 20.5 Primarvfill of ditch 1047
1/251 71355 1285 20 23 Charcoal rich laver. box 7
11251 71356 1275 21 25 Black spread within box 13
1/251 71357 1353 20.5 25 Black fill within cut 1351
1/251 71358 1388 32 36 Black snread within bnx 18
1/251 71359 1361 39 45.5 Charcoal rich layer, box 10
1/251 71360 1386 40 49.5 Black oroanic nit fill
1/251 71361 1449 41 56 Black soread within box 24
1/251 71362 1427 38 39.5 Fill of nit 1424
11251 71363 1432 34 37.5 Lower fill of pit 1424
1/251 71364 126611285 Column South facinl! section box 7
11251 71365 139511002 Column Column from 1231
1/251 71366 1193 14 24 71147 - fill of posthole
1/251 71367 1100 37 39.5 Fill of nit
1/251 71368 1120u 19 21 Upper sDread baulk between 3,4,6 & 7
1/251 71368 11201 19 21.5 Lower spread, baulk between 3 4 6 & 7
11251 71369 11201 19 19 Lower snread, baulk between 6,7,10 & II
1/251 71369 1120u 19 22 UDPer soread, baulk between 6,7,10 & II
1/251 71370 11201 19.5 22 Lower spread, east baulk box 11
1/251 71370 1120u 20 21.5 Upper snread, east baulk bnx II
1/251 71371 1208 39 43 South baulk, box II
1/251 71372 1403 30 31 Fill of nit
1/251 71373 1470 37 40 Fill ofpit
1/251 71374 1195 40 42 Fill ofnit
1/251 71375 1I20u 18 19.5 Upper soread west side box 13
1/251 71375 11201 19 21 Lower spread, west side box 13
1/251 71376 1507 40 41 Fill of nit
1/251 71377 11201 18.5 19.5 Lower soread, baulk between 15 & 13
1/251 71377 1120u 19 20 Upper spread, baulk between 15 & 13
11251 71378 1269 14 15.5 Fill of nit
1/251 71379 1436 38 43.5 Fill of pit
1/251 71380 1336 38 43 West baulk, box 18
1/251 71381 1475 19 20.5 West baulk box 19
1/251 71382 1454 18 20 South east comer box 17
1/251 71383 1480 II 12 Charcoal rich denosit bv big pit
1/251 71384 1311 39 42.5 West side box 12
1/251 71385 1312 10 11.5 Lower nit fiB
1/251 71386 1438 38.5 43.5 Possible pit fill
11251 71387 1321 36 40.5 Fill of nit
1/251 71388 1186 31 36 Fill ofpit
1/251 71389 11221 18 24 Lower spread, baulk between 24 & 25
1/251 71389 1122u 17 20 UDDer sDread, baulk between 24 & 25
11251 71390 1328 40 46.5 Pit feature
1/251 71391 11221 20 21 Lower spread, SE haulk bnx 26
1/251 71391 1122u 19 22 Upper snread, SE baulk box 26
1/251 71392 1262 34 41 Fill of nit
1/251 71393 1092 40 45 Possible linear fill
1/251 71394 1175 36 43 Fill ofpit
1/251 71395 1214 23.5 25.5 Fill ofnit
1/251 71396 1203 19 21.5 Fill of pit
11251 71397 1073 40 55 East of lower spread
1/251 71398 11211 20 26 Lower smead, baulk between 39 & 41
1/251 71398 Il2lu 20 25 Upner sDread, baulk between 39 & 41
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plot sample context sample vol. (I). sample weight feature/comment
no. no. • (k~)-

1/251 71399 1I211 20 21.5 Lower spread, intersection between 36. 39 &
37

1/251 71399 1121u 19 22 Upper spread. intersection bctween 36, 39 &
37

1/251 71400 1131 36 38 Fill of pit

In general the sample residues were comprised of flint and chalk gravel, with sand and some ironstone nodules
and small ironstone. Archaeological finds from the samples were limited largely to pottery fragments, animal
bone and flint (Table 2). The latter recorded in Table 2 reflects the flint material retained during sorting but it is
not necessarily worked or waste flint and a proportion is likely to be discarded after specialist examination.
Small fragments of pottery are recorded from most of the samples, and animal bone from all the samples,
although some of the latter comprise only tiny unidentified fragments, sometimes bumt. A small magnetic
component was recovered in all but one sample, but except for five samples where a single flake of
hammerscale was recovered and two with small fragments of unidentifiable.slag, this was composed of
ironstone, small grits and some heated stone. The heaviest magnetic fractions (relative to sample size) may
indicate a higher input of fire debris or hearth material, but with only three samples producing any fired earth
whatsoever the evidence for fires is almost exclusively supplied by the charcoal fraction in the samples. Three
other finds were made. A small quantity ofbumt flint in context 1052, half an eroded blue glass bead in 1449,
and a tiny chip of clear glass (probably modem) in 1436.

The environmental fmds relating to the palaeoeconomy of the site are surprisingly limited, even for a Bronze
Age site (Table 3). Out of well over 1.5 tonnes ofdeposit 49 fragments of charred cereal grain were recovered
and no chaff. This reflects a density ofless than one charred cereal grain in every 38 litres of sample. While
charred weed seeds were a little more abundant the potential of this component of the data is very limited. Most
of the charred cereal remains are too fragmented or poorly preserved to identify but individual grains have been
preliminarily assigned to wheat and barley. A few more samples produced charred fragments ofhazelnut shell.
It may be that the distribution of these limited finds across the site will be informative but this data was not
available for this assessment.

Charcoal was recovered in all but one of the sample flots but its density was relatively low, and very few
samples contained charcoal that warrants further work. The charcoal has been recorded in Table 3 in terms of
the fragments greater than and less than 2mm. Only the former contains material that might be identifiable and
among the samples only context 1311 produced sufficient charcoal ofsufficient fragment size to justify
identification. Despite the very dark colour of many of the deposits and the charcoal rich description assigned to
some on site, these sediments are largely coloured by comminuted charcoal that was washed out of the samples
during processing, since the bulk of it was less than O.5mm.

The animal bone extracted from the samples falls into four classes, the fragments oflarger mammals (dog size
and above), the small vertehrates (amphibians, voles, mice), the birds and the fishes. The small vertebrates
usefully reflect one of the major factors on this site. The bulk of the small vertebrate remains are composed of
the teeth ofsmall mammals. Vcry few bones are present and many of these and the teeth show evidence for
erosion. It is evident from this assemblage that post-burial conditions have seriously impacted upon the
assemblage originally deposited. This will have seriously biased the assemblages and taxa such as birds and
amphibians that lack robust teeth are likely to be under-represented in the collections. The fish affords a further
complication. The majority of the fish are represented by teeth, however a number of these teeth may be
fossilised and part of the fossil remains in the chalk and gravels. These will need to be checked carefully during
post-excavation to separate fossil from archaeological material. The finds of vertebrate material in the samples
are summarised in Table 6 and the individual finds in each sample listed in Table 3.



Table 2. Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 1/251. Finds from the processed samples

Environmental Archaeology Assessment

samp context samp vol feature residue pot fired flint magnetic hammer- slag bone
no. no. (I). volume (I) noJg. earth component g. scale no. g.

/daub e. no.le.
71350 1137 35 Pit fill 5 3/3 5/2 1 32
71351 1140 40 Charcoal rich laver box 2 4 4/8 47170 2 5
71352 1178 19 Lower fill ofpit 4.75 I 10
71353 1202 20 Black snread within box 16 0.9 1/3 4/1 I 1
71354 1052 17 Primary fill of ditch 1047 3.5 2/1 I 76 Burnt flint
71355 1285 20 Charcoal rich laver box 7 1.5 1/1 7/23 <I 3
71356 1275 21 Black spread within box 13 1.5 5/<1 I + 2
71357 1353 20.5 Black fill within cut 1351 3.75 47/28 II 1 I
71358 1388 32 Black soread within box 18 1.6 3/4 6/30 I I
71359 1361 39 Charcoal rich laver, box 10 3.5 19/16 19/2 I 9
71360 1386 40 Black oroanic nit fill 6.5 I I
71361 1449 41 Black spread within box 24 4 16/1 2 II Blue glass

bead
71362 1427 38 Fill of pit 1424 5 5/6 10110 2 40
71363 1432 34 Lower fill of pit 1424 4.5 3/8 1 35
71366 1193 14 ?1147 fill of posthole 1.5 8/1 <I I
71367 1100 37 Fill of nit 4 2/1 9/9 1 I
71368 1120u 19 Upper spread, baulk between 1 1/<1 1 2

3,4,6 & 7
71368 11201 19 Lower spread, baulk between 1.5 2/1 1 6

3,4,6 & 7
71369 11201 19 Lower spread, baulk between 1 8/4 811 1 4

6710&11
71369 1120u 19 Upper spread, baulk between 0.85 3/3 1 3

6710&11
71370 11201 19.5 Lower spread, cast baulk box II 2 1/1 2 1 5
71370 1120u 20 UnDer snfcad east baulk box 11 1.25 5/1 1 + 2
71371 1208 39 South baulk, box 11 2.5 1/<1 1 6/- 2 8
71372 1403 30 Fill of pit 2.5 14/9 + 1 5
71373 1470 37 Fill of pit 1.5 11120 1 2
71374 1195 40 Fill of nit 1.25 5/6 1 6
71375 1120u 18 Uoper sDread west side box 13 1 417 1 I 2
71375 11201 19 Lower spread west side box 13 1.5 1/5 I 5
71376 1507 40 Fill of nit 1.5 1 7
71377 11201 18.5 Lower spread, baulk between 15 I 6/2 1 6

&13
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samp context samp vol feature residue pot fired flint magnetic hammer- slag bone
no. no. (I). volume (I) noJg. earth component g. scale no. g.

/daub •. noJ~.

71377 1120u 19 Upper spread, baulk between 15 0.5 I 18
&13

71378 1269 14 Fill of oit 1.75 1/7 1 3
71379 1436 38 Fill of pit 3 101? 1 16 Tiny chip

clear Illass
71380 1336 38 West baulk box 18 2 III I I 2
71381 1475 19 West baulk, box 19 2.75 2/5 I 43
71382 1454 18 South east comer box 17 1.5 <1
71383 1480 11 Charcoal rich denosit bv big oit I <1 <1
71384 1311 39 West side box t2 3.5 31/59 2 96
71385 1312 10 Lower nit fill 5 1 2
71386 1438 38.5 Possible oit fill 1 III 1 I
71387 1321 36 Fill ofoit 5 1/<1 3 5 I
71388 1186 31 Fill of oit 3.5 2 1
71389 11221 18 Lower spread, baulk between 24 2.5 1/1 7/2 2 1

&25
71389 1122u 17 Upper spread, baulk between 24 1.5 17/24 5/1 1 1 <1

&25
71390 1328 40 Pit feature 5.25 511 4 2
71391 1122 20 Lower soread, SE baulk box 26 1.5 6/8 I 3
71391 1122u 19 Upper ,pread SE baulk box 26 1.75 8114 311 2 3
71392 1262 34 Fill of nit 3.5 3 27
71393 1092 40 Possible linear fill 3.25 3/3 I 3
71394 1175 36 Fill of pit 3.75 7/7 2 1 4
71395 1214 23.5 Fill ofoit 1.25 8/8 1 3
71396 1203 19 Fill of nit I 1 19
71397 1073 40 East of lower smead 6 I 2 2
71398 11211 20 Lower spread, baulk between 39 1.5 III I 2

&41
71398 112Iu 20 Upper spread, baulk between 39 1.75 1 2

&41
71399 11211 20 Lower spread, intersection 0.75 6/2 I 25

between 36 39 & 37
71399 1I21u 19 Upper spread, intersection I 1/8 I 35

between 36 39 & 37
71400 1131 36 Fill of pit 2 I 1

+ - present in small quantities in the flot



Table 3: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 1/251. Summary of the environmental finds from the processed samples

Environmental Archaeology Assessment

samp context samp feature flot vol. char chartd grain char'd bird fish snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (ml) coal no frags seed * bone bone *

m. $ no.
71350 1137 35 Pit fill 32 2/3 I I 5/3 Pig, bank vole, water vole, field vole, small

bird, eel, fossil fish tooth?
71351 1140 40 Charcoal rich layer box 2 12 3/4 4 I 5/2 Rodent
71352 1178 19 Lower fill of oit 5 III 5/3 Dog, rodent
71353 1202 20 Black spread within box I 1/2 3/2 Bank vole, water vole

16
71354 1052 17 Primarvfill of ditch 1047 I III 3/3 Cattle, water vole
71355 1285 20 Charcoal rich layer, box 7 2 2/3 I 1 I 3/2 Wheat?, hazelnut shell, bank vole, water

vole, field vole, frog/toad, fish teeth
(fossil?)

71356 1275 21 Black spread within box 12 3/4 I I 4/2 Water vole, fieldlbank vole
13

71357 1353 20.5 Black fill within cut 1351 2 1/3 4 I 4/2 Wheat? eel
71358 1388 32 Black spread within box 3 2/2 I 1 4/3 Water vole, bank vole, wood mouse, tiny

18 fish vertebra
71359 1361 39 Charcoal rich layer, box 4 2/4 I 1 4/2 Hazelnut shell, pig, bank vole, fish tooth

10 (fossil?), uoss. antler fragment
71360 1386 40 Black oroanic Dit fill 7 2/3 I 5/3 Bank vole fish teeth (fossil?)
71361 1449 41 Black spread within box 10 2/3 1 I 5/3 Cattle, bank vole, frogltoad, fish teeth

24 (fossil?), bird e••shell
71362 1427 38 Fill ofoit 1424 30 2/3 I I 5/3 Cfred deer, bank vole
71363 1432 34 Lower fill of pit 1424 40 1/2 5/3 Cattle, bank vole field vole
71366 1193 14 ?1147 -fill ofuosthole I -1- 4/2 Rodent
71367 1100 37 Fill ofDit I 2/2 4/2 Bank vole
71368 1120u 19 Upper spread, baulk 2 2/3 3/2 Vole

between 3 4 6 & 7
71368 11201 19 Lower spread, baulk 2 2/3 4/2 Rodent

between 3,4,6 & 7
71369 11201 19 Lower spread. baulk 1 2/1 3/2 Cattle. bank vole, snake

between 6,7,10 & 11
71369 1120u 19 Upper spread, baulk 2 2/2 I I 3/1 Water vole, wood mouse, small fish

between 6,7,10 & II vertebra
71370 11201 19.5 Lower spread, east baulk 5 3/3 1 3/2 Sheep/goat, water vole, hank vole, wood

box II mouse
71370 1120u 20 Upper spread, east baulk 2 2/2 3/2 Vole, wood mouse

box 11
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samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd grain char'd bird fish snail'" Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (ml) coal no frags seed ." bone bone *

11\. $ no.
71371 \208 39 South baulk box 11 2 2/2 4/2 Water vole bank vole mouse
71372 1403 30 Fill of oit 20 3/5 4/2 Sheeo/~oat, bank vole small carnivore?
71373 1470 37 Fill of pit 2 3/4 4/2 Bank vole shrew
71374 1195 40 Fill ofoit I 3/2 4/2 Sheeo/~oat, bank vole water vole
71375 1120u 18 Upper spread, west side 3 3/4 1 1 4/3 Bank vole

box 13
71375 11201 19 Lower spread, west side 3 3/2 I 4/2 Hazelnut, mouse

box 13
71376 1507 40 Fill ofoit 3 3/3 1 4/2 Pi~, bank vole, small bird
71377 11201 18.5 Lower spread, baulk 2 3/3 3/2 Bank vote. water vole

between 15 & 13
71377 1120u 19 Upper spread, baulk I 2/2 4/2 Cattle, bank vole

between 15 & 13
71378 1269 14 Fill ofoit I 2/2 312 Wood mouse
71379 1436 38 Fill of pit 3 2/2 I 1 4/3 Hazelnut, human. sheep/goat, bank vole,

field vole, wood mouse, shrew, tiny
fish vertebra and tooth flatter fossil?)

71380 1336 38 West baulk box 18 6 2/2 1 I I 5/3 Bank vole field vole fish tooth (fossil?)
71381 1475 19 West baulk box 19 5 2/1 I 5/3 Hazelnut, cattle, vole, wood mouse
71382 1454 18 South east comer box 17 30 111 3/2 Vole
71383 1480 11 Charcoal rich deposit by I III 1 3/3 Hazelnut, bank vole

bi.oit
71384 1311 39 West side box 12 55 515 2 5/2 Hazelnu~ cattle, oi~, bank vole
71385 1312 10 Lower oit fill 1 211 1 3/3 Hazelnut fish tooth (fossil?)
71386 i438 38.5 Possible oit fill 2 111 4/2
71387 1321 36 Fill ofoit 4 2/2 1 5/3 Rodent fisb tootb (fossil?)
71388 1186 31 Fill ofoit 2 2/2 I 4/2 Bank vole, fish tooth ffossil?1. bird e••shell
71389 11221 18 Lower spread, bau1k 2 2/2 1 4/2 Bank vole, frog/toad

between 24 & 25
71389 1122u 17 Upper spread, baulk 2 2/3 3 I 4/2 Wheat?, hazelnut, rodent

between 24 & 25
71390 1328 40 Pit feature 4 2/3 5/2
71391 1122 20 Lower spread, SE baulk 5 2/3 1 4/2 Sheep/goat, eel

box 26
71391 1122u 19 Upper spread, SE baulk 7 2/4 2 I 5/2 Cattle, bank vole, water vole

box 26
71392 1262 34 Fill of pit 5 1/2 5 I 1 5/3 Wheat?, hazelnut, cattle, shrew, fish tooth

ffossil?)
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samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd grain char'd bird fisb soail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (mil coal no frags seed * bone bone *

Ill. S no.
71393 1092 40 Possible linear fill 10 2/2 8 513 Barlev?, bank vole, wood mouse
71394 1175 36 Fill of pit 10 2/3 4 I I 513 Vole. frowtoad, eel, fish tooth (fossil?)
71395 1214 23.5 Fill of oit 15 2/3 ? I 513 Cattle bank vole fro!!ltoad
71396 1203 \9 Fill of pit 2 2/2 I I 4/2 Dog, cattle, bank vole, water vole, fish tooth

(fossil?)
71.397 1073 40 East of lower spread 7 2/3 2 I 513 Hazelnut, bank vole. water vole, frog/toad,

bird e••shell
71398 11211 20 Lower spread, baulk I 2/2 2 I 3/2 Barley?, pig, cattle, bank vole, water vole,

between 39 &4\ wood mouse, fro!!ltoad
71398 1121u 20 Upper spread, baulk 2 1/1 2 I 5/2 Barley, hank vole, water vole, frog/toad,

between 39 & 4\ fish tooth (fossil?)
71399 11211 20 Lower spread, intersection 4 2/3 2 4/2 Bank vole

between 36 39 & 37
71399 1121u 19 Upper spread, intersection 3 2/2 2 4/2 Wheat, cattle, bank vole

between 36, 39 & 37
71400 1131 36 Fill of pit 5 1/2 3 5/3 Wheat, water vole, bank vole, wood mouse,

frowtoad

• = abundance: 1=1-10,2=11-50,3=51-150,4=151-250,5=250+
# = number of grains or pieces ofchaff counted
$ = abundance estimate of charcoal fragments >2mm and those <2mm in size

I



Table 4: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 1/251. Molluscan taxa recorded from the spreads

Environmental Archaeology Assessment

Context H2O H2O H2O H2O H20u H2O H2O H2O H2O 1120 H22 1122 H22 H22 1121 H21 1121 1121
u I u I I u I u I u I u I u I u I

Sarnole 71368 71368 71369 71369 71370 71370 71375 71375 71377 71377 71389 71389 71391 71391 71398 71398 71399 71399
3 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 5 3 4 4

Ooen countrv
n.--cilioides acicula +++ ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ ++ +++ ++ ++ +++ ++ +++ ++ +++ + +++ +++
Hclicella so. + + + + + + + + + + +
Vertigo pygmaea + + +
Vertieo so. +
Pupilla muscorum + + + + + + + + + + + +
Vallonia costata + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Vallonia cxccntrica + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Vallonia Dulchclla + + + + + + + +
Catholic
Hygromia hispida + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Helix hortensis/nemoralis +
Helix .sp. + + + + +
CochlicoDa SD. + +
Shade Iovine
HVQ:romia striolata +
Pomatia elegans + +
Discus rotundatus + + + + +
Oxvchilus cellarius + +
Oxychilus alliarius +
Oxvehilus so. + + + +
ACgODinclla Dura + +
Nesovitrea hammonis +
Vitrea so. +
Acanthinula sp +
Punctum DVllmaeum +
Clausilidac + +
Marsh
Carvchium so. + + + + +
Vertigo angustior + +
Aouatic
Planorbis leucostoma + +



Table 5: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 1/251. Molluscan taxa recorded from the other samples

Environmental Archaeology Assessment

Context 1137 1140 1178 1388 1386 1449 1427 1432 1403 1269 1336 1475 1321 1186 1262 1175 1214 1131
Samole 71350 71351 71352 71358 71360 71361 71362 71363 71372 71378 71380 71381 71387 71388 71392 71394 71395 71400

5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 3 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5
Habitat interpretation w g g g w g w w- g w both w w g w g g g- -

dam dam
OneD countrY
Cecilioides acicula ++ +++ ++ +++ +++ +++ +++ + ++ ++ ++ + +++ ++ +++ +++ +++ +++
Helicella itala +
Helicella sp. + + + + + + + + + + +
V ertieo ove:maea + + + + + + + +
Verti£o sp. + + + + +
Puoilla muscorum + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Vallonia costata + ++ + + + + ++ + + + + +++ +++ + +
Vallonia execntriea + ++ ++ + + + + + + + +++ + + + +++ + +
Vallonia oulchella + + + + + +
Catholic
Hvgrornia hisoida ++ + ++ + + +++ ++ + + ++ ++ + + + + + +
Helix + . + + + +
hortensis/nemoralis
Helix so. + + + + + + + +
Cochlicooa lubrica + +
Cochlicona so. + + + + + + + + + + ++
Shade lovinl!
HVQ:romia striolata + + + + +
Pomatia e1egans + + + + + + + + +
Discus rotundatus +++ + + ++ + +++ +++ + + ++ + + + +
Zonitiodes excavatus +
Oxychilus cellarius + + + + + +
Oxvchilus alliarius + +
OxYchilus so. + + + + + + + + + +
ACl!oninc11a nitidula + + + + +
Aegooinclla pura + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Nesovitrca harnmonis + + + + + + +
Vertigo ousilla + + +
Vertigo substriata + + +
Vitrea so. + + + + + + + +
Acanthinula sn + + + + + +
Punctum DygmaeUm + + + + + + + + +
Euconulus fulvus +
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Context 1137 1140 1178 1388 1386 1449 1427 1432 1403 1269 1336 1475 1321 1186 1262 1175 1214 1131
Samole 71350 71351 71352 71358 71360 71361 71362 71363 71372 71378 71380 71381 71387 71388 71392 71394 71395 71400
Vitrina so.
Clausilidac + + + + + + + +
Carvchium sn. +++ + ++ + +++ ++ + + ++ + + + ++ + +
Marsh
Vertigo antivertigo +
Vertil2:o am!ustior + + + + + +
Succinea sp.
Succinea cf sarsi
Lymnaea truncatula +++ + + + + + + + +
Aauatic
Anlexa hvnnorum +
Planorbis leucostoma +++ ++

habita1 groupings broadly taken from Evans, 1972; Ellis 1969; Kerney and Cameron, 1979; Cameron and Redfern 1976
habitat interpretation - w ~ woodland; g ~ grassland; both ~ mixed assemblage; dom ~ dominant habitat group

Other contexts with primarily a
grassland/open country fauna:

Contexts with a mixed grassland and
woodland fauna:

1202 -71353
1052 -71354
1285 -71355
1275 -71356
1353 -71357
1361 -71359
1193 - 71366
1100 - 71367
1208 -71371
1470 -71373
1507 -71376
1454 - 71382
1311 ·71384
1438 -71386
1328 -71390

1092 - 71393
1203·71396

1480 - 71383
1312 - 71385
1073 - 71397

1195 - 71374
1436 - 71379
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Cattle occur with twice the frequency of any other species, with pig and sheep/goat the next most abundant
domestic taxa (Table 6). A single human tooth was present in context 1436 and a fragment of probable red deer
tibia shaft is recorded in the sample from pit 1424. Two small bird bones, as yet unidentified, were found in the
samples and three samples produced fragments ofbird eggshell. Among the small vertebrates teeth of bank vole
occur with the greatest frequency followed by water vole. While it is possible that the water vole may have been
filling a scavenging role around the settlement (before the introduction of the black and brown rat the water vole
may have filled a somewhat different niche to that it currently occupies in this country), the bank vole, a shy
animal, likes cover and is abundant in deciduous woodland and scrub although it does occur in open habitats
with Ii high herb layer or banks (Corbet and Southern 1977). Its unexpected abundance in these samples (Table
6) and in contrast to the relatively rare incidence of field vole, a species of open grassland habitats, would
suggest that the site afforded lots ofcover. Woodmouse, also a species of woodland and scrub occurs more
frequently than the field vole, although the latter is usually found at much greater densities in its favoured
habitat. Bones of frog and toad generally occur with greater frequency in archaeological samples than the small
mammals but there relative absence at this site might be due to poor preservation since many of the bones show
evidence oferosion and neither have robust teeth which survive in poor burial environments. As noted above the
evidence for fish is primarily teeth, several of which may be fossil, but a few small fish vertebra have been
recovered, the majority ofwhich are eel. These are small, but in the contexts in which they occur, along with
other material ofarchaeological origin, they probably do reflect food debris.

The richest category ofthe environmental evidence is the terrestrial snail shells. These are abundant in all the
samples and although as has been noted above many ofthem are intrusive shells ofCecilioides acicula the
remainder of the assemblages are still large. Preliminary identifications have been made of the snails in each
sample and the data are summarised in Tables 4 and 5. Not all taxa have necessarily been scored in each sample
and quantification ofeach species would be needed for detailed interpretation but a broad indication of the
habitat was made for each sample where possible.

The data are presented in two tables. Table 4 includes all the samples taken from the upper and lower fills of the
dark spread or buried soil, while Table 5 summarises the taxa in the majority of the other rich samples. The
remainder of the samples are noted as a list with the habitat interpretation at the bottom ofTable 5.

The snail assemblages in the buried soil deposits (Table 4) are principally composed of taxa typical of open
country or grassland habitats and catholic. Apart from the upper sample ofsample 71375, context 1120, which
includes several taxa of shaded or woodland habit, the samples, both upper and lower at each sample location,
are dominated by open country taxa. This indicates that the contemporary ground surface prior to the burial of
the soil lay in an open grassland environment.

The bulk of the remainder of the samples also indicate an open/grassland environment around the site but
several samples (Table 5) contrast with these in that they include a substantial woodland element in the fauna or
clearly indicate a shaded or woodland environment. The latter is found in pit fills 1137, 1386, 1427, 1432, 1269,
1321 and 1262. Whether these reflect spatial or chronological differences will have to await post-excavation
analysis, but the distribution of the pits that have yielded woodland snail assemblages should be studied for an
explanation of this pattern. Two samples include aquatic species typically found in environments that dry up
seasonally. Both are pits and the origin of the aquatic elements ofthe fauna need to be considered during post
excavation.

Table 6: Frequency of samples with each category of find.

No. samnles
Wheat? 6
Barlev 2
Hazelnut 10
Human 1
Cattle 13
Sheep/goat 5
Pig 5
Dog I
Red deer, cf I
Possible antler 1
Small carnivore 1
Water vole 17
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No. samples
Bank vole 35
Field vole 4
Wood-mouse 10
Shrew 2
Small bird 2
Bird c££shell 3
Snake 1
Froldtoad 9
Eel 4
Small fish 3
Fish tooth 14

Discussion
The samples have proved disappointingly poor for the palaeoeconomic evidence of the site and apart from a few
samples that show that cereals were cultivated or consumed at the site (Table 6) and that hazelnuts were
gathered and eaten the botanical evidence can take us little further. The bone remains indicate that cattle,
sheep/goat, pig, red deer, eel and perhaps small birds and other fish were eaten, but the problems ofpreservation
make any assessment of the relative importance ofeach taxa extremely problematic. It may be that the
distribution ofsome of this material across the site may help with the interpretation of any focus ofdomestic
activity at the site since the bulk of this material, pottery, bone, charcoal, cereals etc, seems to derive from
domestic waste, and therefore presumably reflects its area of discard despite the preservational problems.

The palaeoenvironmental evidence from the samples is in contrast quite rich. Small vertebrates and terrestrial
snails are ubiquitous but interestingly do not entirely agree in interpretive terms. The small vertebrate remains
are dominated by the teeth of the bank vole, which would suggest a site with lots of vegetation cover and
possible scrub or local woodland. In contrast the bulk of the snail evidence is for an open country or grassland
environment, although the presence of a number ofpit samples with snail assemblages of woodland character
indicates that this element must have been local to the site for part of its history. The distribution and relative
datiog ofthese features may prove of some importance in establishing the character of the settlement at the site.
The marked absence ofcereal remains, although a problematic indicator because of the many taphonomic
variables, may be of significance in this assessment of the site, since pottery, bone, charcoal and hazelnut
fragments clearly indicate that domestic rubbish in entering the deposits.

Excavated animal bone
A small collection of hand excavated animal bone, 891 fragments, was collected from the site. This has been
assessed on a context by context basis and a summary record of the material in each context produced for this
assessment (see Appendix). The bone from each context was scanned and a record of the following information
made. The weight of bone and number of fragments, the general condition of the bone on a scale of 1-5 (see Key
with the catalogue); the number of bones for which two or more measurements could be recorded; whether
cattle, sheep or pig were present; the number of mandibles or maxillae ofcattle, sheep or pig with sufficient
teeth for an age estimate at death; a record of the bone elements identified to each species during the scanning
(but no quantification); a record ofother taxa and bone elements present; and occasional comments - for
instance presence ofneonates, calves or lambs in the context.

The preservation of the bone in the sample is summarised in Table 7.

Table 7: Frequency of fragments assigned to different preservation classes.

Preservation No. fr••,
Class 1 0
Class 2 188
Clas, 3 619
Class 4 84
Class 5 0

The bulk of the assemblage has been assigoed to class 3, bones with visible surface erosion and pitting and the
loss ofmost or all of the organic component of the bone. Class 2 is bone in even poorer condition, with severe
pitting and decalcification, very brittle and an tendency to break up very easily after excavation. It can be
assumed that since both these two classes form most ofthe assemblage that some material will have been
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completely lost in the soil. The lost part of the originally deposited assemblage is likely to be from young
animals, bones scavenged and severally chewed, bones with a large surface area and/or a relatively small
proportion of compact bone. This will have a major impact on the interpretive value of the assemblage since
small bones, bones of birds, young pig bones and other juveniles may all have been lost while robust cattle
bones and teeth have survived.

With these concerns in mind the identified material in the collection is summarised in Table 8. Cattle bones
were recovered from over twice as many contexts as any other species, with sheep bones the next most frequent.
Pig were recorded in five contexts, horse and deer in two, and human, dog and red deer in one each. In all this
assemblage only eight bones were recorded as being complete enough to take two or more measurements and
much of the material is fragmented and difficult to identify. It is probable however during post-excavation with
more time a greater proportion of the assemblage will be identified than was possible during this assessment.

Table 8: The frequency of contexts with each taxa in the hand collected bone assemblage.

No. contexts
Total no. contexts 66
Cattle 34
Sheen 13
Pi. 5
Horse 2
Human I
Do~ I
Red deer I
Deer sp 2

A single bone object was recovered in the bone collection. This was the distal shaft ofa sheep tibia from context
1151 whose midshaft was sharpened to a point and showed considerable use wear across one side of the point.

Conclusions
In many respects the environmental assemblages from the site are disappointing and have a limited potential for
understanding the palaeoeconomy of the site. The soils have resulted in considerable degradation ofelements of
the data set which impact on their potential to inform us on what was happening on the site. We have very little
information on the arable economy of the settlement. The pastoral economy is better served and shows the
husbanding ofcattle, sheep and pigs, but their importance and individual husbandry may not be recoverable
from these remains. Utilisation ofwild resources is indicated by the hazelnuts, red deer bone, eels, and possible
other small fish and bird bones but their importance will not be assessable from these assemblages, merely their
presence. However in the context ofa site of this period specific identification of even their presence is ofvalue
and the spatial distribution of the material may yield archaeologically useful information.

The palaeoenvironmental evidence has greater potential and questions concerning the local environment, open
grassland or wooded scrub, are posed by the data recorded during this assessment. Again the spatial and also
temporal analysis of this evidence maybe of importance in understanding the relationship of these two habitat
types represented in the snail and vertebrate assemblages.

It is recommended that the following elements are dealt with in the post-excavation programme:

• Specific identification of the cereal and charred seed remains
• Identification of the charcoal in context 1311
• Identification of the small bird and fish remains, with specific attention to the presence of fossil fish.
• Analysis of the distribution of charred seed, hazelnut shell, charcoal, animal bone and fish remains

from the samples.
• Identification, quantification and analysis ofa number of the snail assemblages, and specific spatial and

chronological analysis of those reflecting different habitats.
• The cataloguing and analysis of the excavated animal bone, with specific attention to the taphonomic

problems of the assemblage.
•

The two column samples require description and analysis by an archaeological soil scientist.
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Appendix A: Key to codes used in the cataloguing ofanimal bones and marine shells

At: Species

CODE SPECIES CODE SPECIES

MAN human DOVE Dove species
EOU Horse FER Feral dove
EQSZ Horse size PART Partrid£e
BOS Cattle SWAN? Swan?
BOSL Cattle-large WOOD Woodcock
CSZ cattle size CURL Curlew
SUS Pi. WADE wader
OVCA sheep or £oat CROK Crow or rook
OVI SheeD CORY Crow or rook
CRA Goat JACK Jackdaw
SSZ shcco size OWL Owl indet.
FEL Cat BUZZ Buzzard
CAN Dog GULL Gull so.
AUR Aurochs
AUR? Aurochs? TURD Turdidae
CER red deer BIRD Identifiable but not

id'd
DAM Fallow deer PASS Passerine
CLS roe deer LBIRD Laroe bird
LEP Hare UNIB Bird indet
ORC Rabbit
LAG La£omoroh FROG Frog
CARN Carnivore FRTO Frog or toad
FOX Fox
POLE Polecat/ferret
WEA weasel GAD Gadid cod family
BADG Badger LING Ling
SEAL seal HADD Haddock
SOU? Sauirrel? RAY ray
BEAV Beaver FISH Fish
ROD Rodent UNIF Fish indet
RAT Rat
AGR Field vole OYS ovster
ARV Water vole COK Cockle
MUS House mouse MUSS Common Mussel
SORA Common shrew WHELK Common whelk
MOLE Mole HEL Helix asoersa
SMA Small mammal HELIX Helix sp.
UNI Unknown HELN Helix nemoralis

SNAIL snail
CHiK Chicken
CHKZ Chicken size FOSS Fossil bone
GOOS Goose dom
GOOS? Goose dom.?
GSSZ Goose size
GSSP Goose species
GOSZ Goose, poss.

Wild
DUCK Duck, domestic

so.
DUCK? Duck?
DKSP Duck sDccics
DSP Duck species

indet
MALL Duck dom.
TURK Turkey



A2: Bone Elements
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BONE CODE BONE CODE

SKEL skeleton SCP scanula
SKL skull HUM humerus
ANT antler RAD radius
ANT? antler? ULN ulna
ATT antler tine RUL radius and ulna
HC hom core crr camus/tarsus
TEMP temnoral C23 camus 2+3
FRNT frontal CAR camus
PET nctrous CPA accessorY carnal
PAR narictal CPI intennediate carnal
OCIP occinital CPR radial carnal
ZYG ·zvt:mmatic CPU ulnal carnal
NAS nasal MTC metacamus
PMX nremaxilla MCI-5 met'camus 1-5
MAN mandible MTP metanodial
MNT mandibular tooth MPL lateral metaDodial
DLI deciduous lower incisor INN innominate
DLPMt-4 deciduous lower-D~emolar 14 ILM ilium
LI lower incisor (and 1-3\ PUB nubis
LC lower canine ISH ischium
LPMt-LPM4 lower nremolar 14 FEM femur
LM1-LM3 lower molar I - molar 3 PAT Datella

. MAX maxilla TIB tibia
DUI deciduous mmer incisor FIB fibula
UI unner incisor {1-3\ LML lateral malleolus
UC ooner canine AST astral!alus
DUPM deciduous unner nremolar CAL calcaneum
DUPMI-4 deciduous unner oremolar 1-4 CO centroauartal
UPM1-UPM4 unner nremolar 1-4 TAR3 tarsus 3
UMI-UM3 unner molar I - molar 3 T4 tarsus 4
MXT maxma~tooth TAR tarsus
TTH indetenninate tooth MTT metatarsus
INC incisor MTl-5 metatarsus 1-5
HYD hvoid MTL lateral metatarsus
ATL atlas SES sesamoid
AXI axis PHI 1st nhalanx
CEV cervical vertebra (~md 3-7\ PH2 2ndnhalanx
TRV thoracic vertebra (and 1-13\ PH3 3rd nhalanx
LMV lumbar vertebra PHL lateral DhaJanx
SAC sacrum LBF long bone
CDV caudal vertebra UNI unidentified
VER vertcbra
STN sternum CLV clavicle
CC costal cartilape COR coracoid
RIBI first ribl2 etC) CMP camo-metacamus
RIB rib CMC camo-rnetacamus

WPHI·3 win. Dhalan.es 1-3
URO urostvle WPH win. Dhalanx

LSA lumbosacrale
DENT denta;:;;
CLEI c1cithrum
RAY fin ray

SHELL shell
UV unner valve
VAL valve



NUMBER: number of fragments in the entty
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MEASUREMENTS: Any measurements are those listed 1n A. Von den Driesch (1976) A Guide to the Measurement of
Animal Bones from Archaeological Sites, Peabody Museum Bulletin I, Peabody Museum, Harvard, USA

Some measurements have been taken on juveniles. Measurements marked LI are the greatest length of long bones lacking
one unfused epiphysis - the measurement being taken from the epiphyseal junction. Measurements marked L2 are the
greatest length of the long bones between epiphyseal junctions when both epiphyses are unfused.

PRESERVATION: records the condition of the bone in the following manner
enamel only surviving
bone very severely pitted and thinned, tending to break up; teeth with surface erosion and loss of cementum and dentine
surface pitting and erosion of bone, some loss of cementum and dentine on teeth
surface of bone intact, loss of organic component, material chalky, calcined or burnt
bone in good condition. probably with some organic component



Appendix B: Archive assessment catalogue of the hand collected bones from BKL02_ Site 1/251
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Site-- context weight (rag nos condition measurability cattle bo, bos bones sheep ov ov bones pig su, ,u, others bird comments
code tooth tooth tooth bones

row row row
1/251 1002 74 10 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1024 43 13 4 0 0 0 0
1/251 1028 I I 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1033 136 9 4 0 Y 0 RAD 0 0
1/251 1034 44 8 3 0 0 y 0 TIB Y 0 LC,LP3
1/251 1048 136 4 3 I Y 0 TIB 0 0 ALL ONE

BONE-MOD
BREAKS

1/251 1049 98 I 2 0 0 0 0 EQU-
HUM

1/251 1050 250 28 3 0 Y 0 TIB,SKL,HUM,INN,CAL,MTC Y 0 TIB 0
1/251 1059 21 14 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1075 117 9 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1078 71 13 3 I Y 0 PHI 0 0
1/251 1079 I I 4 0 0 0 0
1/251 1094 6 3 4 0 0 0 0
1/251 1098 10 I 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1104 57 II 2 0 0 0 0 CER-

MTT
1/251 1116 148 3 4 0 Y 0 TIB 0 0 ALL ONE

BONE-MOD
BREAKS

1/251 1120 16 7 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 I 124 24 2 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1133 3 7 2 0 0 0 0
1/251 1137 217 12 4 I Y 0 HUM Y 0 TIB,SAC Y 0 HUM SMALL SHEEP

TIB
1/251 1140 I 3 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1151 33 2 4 0 Y 0 UM Y 0 TIB 0 SHEEPTIB-

WORKED
1/251 1152 64 10 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1161 64 5 3 0 Y 0 SCP 0 0
1/251 1162 17 2 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1166 454 31 3 I Y 0 MAN,SCP,INN
PHI Y 0 MAN 0 CHOP

MARKS
ON BOS
MAN

1/251 1176 151 9 3 0 Y 0 MAN,UM,UPM,LM,RAD 0 0
1/251 1178 37 6 4 1 0 Y 0 UM 0 CAN-

MAN,
LC,MTC
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Sitc- context weight frag nos condition measurability cattle bos bos bones sheep ov ov bones pig sus sus others bird comments
code tooth tooth tooth bones

row row row
1/251 1182 187 39 3 0 Y 0 PHI 0 0 SSZ·

LBF
11251 1185 85 6 2 0 Y 0 HUM 0 0
1/251 1192 320 140 2 0 Y 0 MTC 0 Y 0 ATL DEER· ALMOST ALL

ANT SMALLFRAGS
1/251 1208 76 9 3 0 Y 0 MTP 0 0
11251 1209 153 16 3 0 Y 0 RAD 0 0
11251 1215 222 24 3 0 Y 0 RADLM 0 0
1/251 1219 19 2 3 0 Y 0 UM Y 0 LM 0
1/251 1235 32 5 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1248 6 I 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1264 93 10 3 0 y 0 RAD,LM Y 0 TlB 0 RADCHEWED·

SHEEPTIB
SMALL

11251 1266 29 8 2 0 0 0 0
1/251 1268 42 19 3 0 Y 0 LM 0 0
1/251 1276 78 10 3 0 Y 0 UM 0 0
11251 1285 479 65 3 0 Y 0 HUM,TlBMTP Y 0 TlB 0
1/251 1289 16 2 4 0 0 0 0
1/251 1311 518 82 3 0 Y 0 SCP,MTT RUL,
PHI,PH2 Y 0 TIB,TTH Y 0 FEM,TTH acc

CHEWED,
SHEEP
TIB
V,SMALL

1/251 1312 5 4 3 0 0 0 0
11251 1313 19 3 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1329 5 2 3 0 0 0 0
11251 1333 29 5 3 0 Y 0 LM 0 0
11251 1349 339 20 3 2 Y 0 MTC,MTT,RAD 0 0 EQU·

FEM
1/251 1359 104 II 2 0 Y 0 UM 0 0 FRAGMENTED·

ENAMEL
FRAGS

1/251 1382 165 20 3 0 Y 0 PH2,UM,MAN,
LPM,LM 0 0
1/251 1388 20 2 2 0 0 0 0
11251 1422 12 I 4 0 Y 0 FEM 0 0
1/251 1425 578 70 3 0 Y 0 MAN,MTT,SCP,LM Y 0 TIB 0
1/251 1427 76 6 4 0 Y 0 RAD 0 0
1/251 1432 194 8 3 0 0 0 0 MAN-

FEM
1/251 1436 50 7 3 0 Y 0 MTP Y 0 TIB 0
1/251 1444 3 I 3 0 0 0 y 0 LC
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Site-- context weight frag nos condition measurability cattle boo bos bones sheep ov ov bones pig .u. .u. others bird comments
code tooth tooth tooth bones

row row row
1/251 1445 34 3 4 0 Y 0 LM 0 0
1/251 1448 15 2 2 0 0 0 0
1/251 1449 121 4 3 0 y 0 TIB 0 0
1/251 1454 73 23 4 1 Y 0 PHI Y 0 TIB RAD 0
1/251 1470 53 5 3 0 Y 0 RAD 0 0 DEER- SMALL TINE

ANT FRAG
11251 1471 32 11 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1475 51 15 3 0 0 0 0
1/251 1490 5 5 3 0 0 0 0
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Site 218 (NHER 37827 LEX)

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Bacton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at site 218
uncovered fearures dating from the Neolithic through to the Iron Age. A total often samples were taken for
environmental analysis (Table I). The samples were submitted to the Envirorunental Archaeology Consultancy
for processing and assessment. The soil samples were processed in the same manner as the samples from site
1/251 (Rackham, 2004) and the individual components of the samples were then preliminarily identified and the
results are summarised below in Tables 2 and 3.

Table l. Badon to Kings Lynn - Site 218. Samples taken for environmental analysis

plot sample no. context no. sample vol. sample feature/comment Phase
Ill. wei.ht Ik.\

8/218 73102 8174 9 II Fill of oost-hole 8173 ?
8/218 73103 8176 10 13 Fill of nost hole 8175 4
8/218 73104 8178 4 6.25 Fill of Dost-hole 8177 4
8/218 73105 8215 5 7 Dark fill of post hole 4

8214
8/218 73106 8168 19 24 Dark fill of post hole 4

8167
81218 73107 8286 20 24 Fill of nit 8285 3
8/218 73108 8293 20 28 Grey deposit within I

stora.e pit 8275
8/218 73109 8313 10 13 Burnt deposit in pit ?

8312
8/218 73110 8348 40 52 Dark fill of storage pit 1

8316
8/218 73111 8363 20 27 Dark fill of ring ditch 2

8362

Results
There are indications oflow levels ofcontamination in the presence of rootlets, uncharred seeds of
Chenopodium and the shells of the burrowing blind snail Cecilioides acicula. It seems likely that the few shells
ofother taxa are probably also contaminants since the lack ofanimal bone from the site clearly indicates that the
deposits are entirely decalcified.

The samples are dated to phases I (Neolithic), 2 (later Neolithic/early Bronze Age), 3 (Bronze Age) and 4 (Iron
Age) with two samples at present unphased (Table I). The samples from phases 3 and 4 produced the most
archaeological debris, with pottery consistently present, flint in three of the samples, fired earth and burnt flint
in some, and flakes ofhanunerscale in one phase 4 and an unphased sample. The preservation conditions are
such that animal bone does not survive on the site and none was recovered by hand during excavation.

The envirorunental evidence is concentrated in the features from the later phases, but occurs at low densities in
all but one of the samples. Two unidentifiable fragments ofcharred cereal grain were recovered from a phase I
sample (73108) and a fragment of hazelnut from a phase 2 context, 8363. All the identifiable charred grain is
concentrated in the samples from contexts 8174, 8176 and 8178, a small group ofassociated post-holes in the
centre east of the plot. Elsewhere the charred cereals occur at very low densities and are fragmented or too
poorly preserved to identify. Hazelnut shells occur in one unphased sample and a phase 3 sample, while only
two samples contain more than 10 charred weed seeds.



Table 2. Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 218. Finds from the processed samples
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plot samp context samp feature residue pot 4 fired flint burnt magnetic hammer- slag bone
no. no. vol (I). volume (I) no.lg. .arth flint wt. g. component g. scale no. wtg. g.

Idauh no./g.

••
8/218 73102 8174 9 Fill ofpost-hoi. 1.5 3/15 85 2 I

8173
8/218 73103 8176 10 Fill ofpost hole 0.9 2/<1 <I I

8175
8/218 73104 8178 4 Fill of post-hole 5 4/7 99 1. +

8177
8/218 73105 8215 5 Dark fill of post 0.4 2/2 2/<1

hole 8214
8/218 73106 8168 19 Dark fill of post 1.5 9/4 2 41? <I

hole 8167
8/218 73107 8286 20 Fill ofpit 8285 I 1315 59 I 2 Ig fuel

ash sla.
8/218 73108 8293 20 Grey deposit within 1 23/32 31/24 I

stora.e nit 8275
81218 73109 8313 10 Burnt deposit in pit 4.5 5750 I
81218 73110 8348 40 Dark fill of storage 1.5 1/<1 + <1
8/218 731 II 8363 20 Dark fill of ring 1.5 4/<1 2312 <I

+ present, but not quantified - fragments only.

Table 3: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 218. Summary ofthe environmental finds from the processed samples

. plot samp context samp feature Oot vol. char char'd char'd char'd snail'" Preliminary identifications
no. nn. vol. (ml) coal grain ..... chaff ..... seed *

Ill. S
8/218 73102 8174 9 Fill of post.hole 8173 20 315 2 I 2 Wheat, hazelnut, Cecilioides aekula,

Hygromia hisnida
8/218 73103 8176 10 Fill ofnost hole 8175 18 4/5 3 I 2 2 Wheat. barlev. C. acicula Heiicella sn.
8/2i8 73104 8178 4 Fill of nost-hole 8177 10 3/4 I 1 1 Wheat C. acicula, HeliceJla so.
8/218 73105 8215 5 Dark fill of post hole I 1/3 I I 1 C. acicula, Helicella sp.

8214
8/218 73106 8168 19 Dark fiJI ofpost hole 2 2/3 1 1 2 Hazelnut, C. acicula, Helicella sp.

8167
8/218 73107 8286 20 FiJI of pit 8285 4 2/4 I 2 2 Legume, grass, C. acicula, Helicella sp"

AeS!oninella Dura
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plot samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd char'd char'd snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (ml) coal grain * chaff * seed *

m. $
8/218 73108 8293 20 Grey deposit within 4 2/4 I 1 C. acicula

storage oit 8275
8/218 73109 8313 10 Burnt dewsit in pit 8312 1100 5/5 2 C. acicula
8/218 73110 8348 40 Dark fill of storage pit 6 3/4 1 1 C. acicula

8316
8/218 73111 8363 20 Dark fill of ring ditch 11 4/5 1 2 Hazelnut, C. acicula, Helicella sp.

8362
• = abundance: 1~1-10, 2=11-50, 3=51-150, 4~151-250,5=250+

$ = abundance estimate of charcoal fragments >2mrn and those <2mrn in size
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The burnt deposit from pit 8312 at the north-west end of the plot is unphased but its residue is entirely
composed of burnt flint and it has produced the largest flot from the site, over a litre ofcharcoal. Presumably
that charcoal derives from the fuel used to bum the flints and is similar to a sampled context from site 202.
Analysis of the charcoal assemblage in this context would be a useful comparanda for other similar deposits
excavated at other sites along the pipeline and may reflect either fuel selection or the character of the local
woodland. The charcoal also offers the opportunity to date the deposit by radiocarbon dating.

Discussion and Conclusions
Little information can be gained from these samples for the early phases of activity at the site but the
concentrations ofpottery and charred cereal grain in the Iron Age deposits, particularly the group of three post
holes (8173,8175 and 8177), suggests that these later features are receiving domestic rubbish. The material
preliminarily identified indicates that wheat, barley and hazelnuts were present, but other taxa might be added
after specialist identification.

The concentration of hammerscale in the samples is too low to attach any significance to these finds.

One sample produced a large charcoal assemblage in association with an abundance of burnt flint. If the
archaeological context and age of this deposit can be established, the analysis of the charcoal may yield useful
comparanda for other sites along the pipeline.

Two areas of further work are suggested.

The identification and study of the charred cereal and seed assemblages from the Bronze Age and Iron Age
contexts (phases 3 and 4).

Study of the charcoal from context 8313, but only after further archaeological information or dating is available.

Bibliography
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Site 202 (NHER 37622 TTL)

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Bacton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at Site 202
uncovered features ofprehistoric, Romano-British, Anglo-Saxon and post-medieval date. A total offonT
samples were taken from this site (Table I) for environmental analysis. Although a large number of samples
were collected from graves at site 202 these were not submitted for environmental assessment. The site
produced very small collections of hand recovered animal bone. The samples and animal bone were submitted
to the Environmental Archaeology Consultancy for processing and assessment. The soil samples were processed
in the same manner as the samples from site 1/251 (Rackham, 2004) and the individual components of the
samples were then preliminarily identified and the results are summarised below in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 1: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 202. Samples taken for environmental analysis

olot samnle no. context no. ,amole vol. Ill. ,amole wei~ht (k2) feature/comment Phase
131202 71476 13203 10 14 Grev lens in fill ofrin. ditch 4/5?
13/202 71477 13205 8.5 12 Burnt feature in fill ofting ditch 4/5?
131202 71480 13078 10 - Lower fill of oit 13071 2
13/202 71481 13072 II 14.5 Uooer fill ofoit 13071 2



Table 2: Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 202. Finds from the processed samples
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plot samp context samp feature residue pot fired flint burnt flint magnetic hammer- bone
no. no. vol (I). volnme (I) no.lg. earth wt.g. component g. scale no. g.

Idaub no.lg.

••
131202 71476 13203 10 Grey lens in fill of 6.5 1/3 311 <I Coal· <Ig

rin. ditch
131202 71477 13205 8.5 Burnt feature in 6.25 3/1 1000 <I

fill of ring ditch
131202 71480 13078 10 Lower fill of pit 1.1 331197 412 40 I

13071
131202 71481 13072 II Upper fill ofpit I 10121 21<1 I A ball offuel

13071 ash slag in flot

+ present, but not quantified - fragments only.

Table 3: Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 202. Summary ofthe environmental finds from the processed samples

plot samp cORtex samp feature flot char char' char' charI soat Preliminary identifications
no. t no. vol. vol. coal d d d I'

(I). (mil $ grain chaff seed, , ,
131202 71476 13203 10 Grev lens in fill of rine: ditch 14 314 I I C. acicula
131202 71477 13205 8.5 Burnt feature in fill of ring ditch 35 515 I I I C. acicula
131202 71480 13078 10 Lower fill ofoit 13071 7 314 I I I C. acicula Clausilidae
131202 7148\ 13072 II Uooerfill ofoit 13071 I 214 1

• ~ abundance: 1=)·)0,2=11·50,3=5)·150,4=15)·250,5=250+
$ = abundance estimate of charcoal fragments >2mm and those <2mm in size
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Results
Two samples, 71480 and 71481, were taken from the upper and lower fills of a Neolithic pit. The other two
samples derive from fills in a Bronze Age ring ditch. Three of the four samples produced pottery, all produced a
few flint flakes and one of the ring ditch samples, context 13205, and the lower fill of the Neolithic pit produced
quantities of burnt flint.

The environmental assemblages are poor. All the samples produced one or two unidentifiable fragments of
charred cereal grain; two samples included a single charred seed, and three intrusive snail shells. All the flots
comprised largely comminuted charcoal although the charcoal in context 13205 includes a number of
identifiable fragments.

A sample of 132 animal bones were recovered by hand from three contexts, almost all of these deriving from a
dog skeleton in context 13075, a post-medieval dog burial. The skeleton is not very well preserved and clearly
the soils on the site are not conducive to the survival ofbone.

Discussion and Conclusions
This site has little further potential; however one area of further work is suggested.

The analysis of the charcoal assemblage in context 13205. The quantity of burnt flint in this sample is
substantial and the charcoal presumably represents the fuel used in the fires that burnt this flint. The charcoal
could therefore indicate the selection of wood for the fires and should be compared with the assemblages studied
from the other prehistoric sites on this pipeline where charcoal and burnt flint assemblages have been found
associated. It would also offer an opportunity to radiocarbon date this deposit.

Bibliography
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Key to codes used can be found in the report on site 1/251, Appendix A.
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Site 24/144 (NHER 37892 FLS)

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Bacton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at site 24/144
uncovered features dated to the Iron Age and Roman period and some possible Saxon features. During the
excavations a total of 12 bulk samples (Table I) were taken for environmental analysis and a very small
collection of 55 fragments of bone fragments were collected by hand. The samples and animal bone were
submitted to the Envirorunental Archaeology Consultancy for processing and assessment. The soil samples were
processed in the same manner as the samples from site 1/251 (Rackham, 2004) and the individual components
of the samples were then preliminarily identified and the results are summarised below in Tables 2 and 3.

Results
There was very little evidence for contamination. Modem and recent rootlets were largely absent from the flats
although a few seeds of Chenopodium (goosefoot/orache), Sambucus sp. (elder), Rubus sp. (bramble) and one
or two other taxa were present in all the samples.

The samples derive primarily from the fills of a kiln structure ofRoman date, with additional samples from four
contemporary pits at the northern end of the kiln, a sub-rectangular feature and a ring ditch (Table 1), the latter
two assigned to the Iron Age.

Table 1: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 24/144. Samples taken for environmental analysis

plot sample context sample vol. sample weight feature/comment Phase Phase
no. no. lII. * lku\

24/144 73400 24079 48 48 Fill of kiln 24078, southern 2 Rom
chamber

24/144 73401 24050 20 28.5 Fill of sub-rectangular chamber 1 IA
24049

24/144 73402 24081 28 33 Lower fill ofkiln 24078, southern 2 Rom
chamber

24/144 73403 24133 19 28.5 Fill oftin. ditch 24132 I lA
24/144 73404 24117 40 51.5 Fill ofoit 24116 2 Rom
24/144 73405 24115 18 22 Fill of kiln 24078, northern 2 Rom

chamber
24/144 73406 24126 37 45.5 Fill of kiln 24078, northern 2 Rom

chamber
24/144 73407 24125 20 21.5 Fill of kiln 24078, northern 2 Rom

chamber
24/144 73408 24114 39 49 Fill ofoit 24113 2 Rom
24/144 73409 24080 12 19.5 Lower fill of kiln 24078, southern 2 Rom

chamber
24/144 73410 24227 16 19.5 Fill ofoit 24226 2 Rom
24/144 73411 24247 40 51 Fill of oit 24246 2 Rom

In general the sample residues were comprised of flint gravel and occasional small pebbles, with sand and some
small ironstone and some concreted sediment. Small fragments of fired earth, charcoal and bone were not sorted
from the fine residue fraction of those samples in which they occur.

Archaeological [mds from the samples include pottery, fired clay, flint, hammerscale and animal bone (Table 2).
The flint recorded in Table 2 reflects the flint material retained dUring sorting but it is not necessarily worked or
waste flint and a proportion is likely to be discarded after specialist examination. Pottery is relatively abundant
in the samples as is fired earth. Some of the latter may be abraded and rolled pottery and possible brick like
material, while the remainder appears to be daub, presumably associated with the structure of the kiln. A small
magnetic component was recovered from all samples and the consistent occurrence ofhammerscale, both
spheroidal and flake, indicates contemporary iron smithing on the site, although the one piece ofslag recorded
from context 24050 was not generated by smithing.

The envirorunental component of the samples is dominated by charcoal with a few charred cereal remains and
weed seeds. It is clear from the hand excavated bone and these samples that the burial envirorunent was
unsuitable for the survival of bone and snail shells.



Table 2: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 24/144. Finds from the processed samples
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samp contex samp feature residue pot fired flint magnetic hamme slag bone
no. t no. vol (I). volnme (I) no.lg. earth no.lg. compone r-scale g.

/danb 9. nt 9. no.
73400 24079 48 Fill of kiln 24078, southern chamber 4.5 23/45 192/272 2 10 <I

•
73401 24050 20 Fill of sub-rectangular chamber 24049 2.5 19/73 1 3 3 1 Sla. not Fe.
73402 24081 28 Lower fill of kiln 24078, southern 3 3/4 977 3/8 5 4 I

chamber
73403 24133 19 Fill ofrin~ ditch 24132 5.5 4/2 15/2 1 3 <I
73404 24117 40 Fill of nit 24116 6 47/67 1149 12/5 3 16 <I
73405 24115 18 Fill of kiln 24078 northern chamber 2.5 11/28 553' 7/1 2 5
73406 24126 37 Fill of kiln 24078, northern chamber 6.5 21/93 1642 7/2 2 3 I
73407 24125 20 Fill ofkiln 24078 northern chamber 2.75 10113 392 2 I 5
73408 24114 39 Fill of nit 24113 4 7/15 307 9/11 I 7 <I
73409 24080 12 Lower fill of kiln 24078, southern 2.5 26/41 512 4 4 A little fuel ash slag in f10t

chamber
73410 24227 16 Fill of oit 24226 2.75 5/9 670 2 1 1
73411 24247 40 Fill of pit 24246 4.5 12/13 172 20/6 2 16 A little fuel ash sla. in f10t

, a proportion is probably abraded pottery?

Table 3: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 24/144. Summary of the environmental finds from the processed samples

samp context samp feature f10t vol. char char'd grain char'd char'd snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (ml) coal no frags chaffRo. seed *

Ill. S
73400 24079 48 Fill of kiln 24078, southern 5 2/4 6 1 Wheat?, oats?, hazelnut, vole

chamber
73401 24050 20 Fill of sub-rectangular 75 5/5 3 All bone burnt, indet

chamber 24049
73402 24081 28 Lower fill of kiln 24078, 3 3/4 40+ 2 2 Oat/rye?, wheat, frog/toad, rodent, all

southern chamber larQ:e hone burnt
73403 24133 19 Fill ofring ditch 24132 I 2/2 2 I One burnt bone fragment
73404 24117 40 Fill ofpit 24116 15 4/5 3 I One tiny fragment burnt bone
73405 24115 18 Fill ofkiln 24078, northern 60 4/5 12+ 4 I Oats

chamber
73406 24126 37 Fill of kiln 24078, northern 40 4/5 3 I I Wheat? Cecilioides acicula

chamber
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samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd grain char'd char'd snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (mil coal no frags chaff 00. seed '1\'

Ill. S
73407 24125 20 Fill of kiln 24078. northern 6 3/4 2 I Sheep

chamber
73408 24114 39 Fill OfDit 24113 20 3/5 2 I Wheat?
73409 24080 12 Lower fill of kiln 24078, 4 2/4 32+ 9 1 1 Oat?, wheat?, Vallonia sp.

southern chamber
73410 24227 16 Fill of pit 24226 75 5/5 I I I I Wheat?, probable dog mandible

fra~ment, C. acicula
73411 24247 40 Fill of nit 24246 10 3/4 I I

* = abundance: 1=1-10, 2~11-50, 3=51-150, 4=151-250, 5~250+
$ = abundance estimate ofcharcoal fragments >2mm and those <2mm in size
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The very few shells of snails are certainly contaminants. Most of the surviving bone in the samples is burnt but
fragments of sheep, rodent and frog or toad are present and a possible fragment ofa dog mandible.

All the samples produced charred plant remains and charred grain appears to be concentrated in the southern
chamber of the kiln, occurring at four times the density of the grain in the northern chamber. It may be that the
samples from the southern chamber are picking up material from a single burning event in the kiln in which
cereal waste was used as fuel or perhaps even dried, although concentrations are much lower than is typical in
com driers. Most of the grain appears to be oats, with some wheat grains present but the assemblage needs
detailed identification by an archaeo-botanist. The two Iron Age samples produced only 5 grain fragments, all of
which may be unidentifiable. The density ofcharred weed seeds is low but a few samples produced small
charred tubers as well. A single hazelnut fragment was recovered from context 24079.

The charcoal in the samples is largely derived from wood, with little evidence for twigs, straw or other plant
stems. Interestingly it is distributed unevenly in the kiln. The charcoal element is fairly small in the fills of the
southern chamber while its density is much greater in the northern chamber. The eighty eight litres of sample
from the southern chamber produced only 12 mills ofcharcoal rich flot, while the seventy five litres from the
northern chamber produced nearly tens times as much. Presumably the charcoal represents the fuel used in the
kiln and its identification to species and type of wood (roundwood, billet, etc) should give an indication of the
selection oftirnber used to fire the kiln. The rich charcoal sample from the sub-rectangular chamber, 24050, of
Iron Age date and from the fill of Roman pit 24226 may be useful as controls to see if there is any specific
selection of timber for the kiln.

Excavated animal bone
A small collection of hand excavated animal bone, 55 fragments, was collected from the site. This has been
assessed in the same manner as site 1/251. The bone is extremely poorly preserved, shows extensive signs of
corrosion in the soil, and the only identifiable fragment is a molar tooth ofa horse which has survived because
the enamel is much more robust than bone. The remainder of the material is too poorly preserved and
fragmented to identify (see Appendix).

Discussion and Conclusions
It is difficult to assess the character of the assemblages from these samples. The poor bone preservation makes it
impossible to establish whether animal bone was ever a significant component of the deposits. The pottery and
fired earth may merely be the waste and debris from the kiln, so whether the charred plant remains reflect a
secondary use ofthe kiln, use as fuel, or discarded material accidentally burnt on domestic fires is not known.
The apparent concentration of what appear to be oats might indicate that much of the grain derives from a single
event, or several using the same crop type. The chaff and weed seeds are not particularly abundant so it is not
clear that the cereal remains derive from any crop processing activities. Specific identification of these charred
plant remains may aid the further interpretation of this small group ofdata. The charred remains from the
Roman pits and ring ditch occur at fairly low densities and afford only presence absence data for the identifiable
material in them.

The assemblages in the two chambers of the kiln are different; the northern chamber is dominated by charcoal,
while the southern chamber contains the bulk of the charred cereal remains. It seems probable that these
differences reflect some functional differences between the two chambers or conceivably that they were used for
two different functions or discard events during their final phase.

In addition to the pottery manufacture the hammerscale in the samples indicates that iron smithing is also being
undertaken at the site.

It is recommended that only the following elements are dealt with in the post-excavation programme:
Specific identification of the cereal and charred seed remains and their interpretation.
Identification of the charcoal in Iron Age feature 24096 and Roman pit 24226 and the northern chamber of the
kiln, specifically samples from contexts 24115 and 24126, to see if the kiln is fired with specially selected
timber.

Bibliography
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Site 25/138 & 136 (NHER 37624
& 37625 FLS)

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Baeton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at site 25/136-138
uncovered features dated to the prehistoric, late Iron AgelRoman and medieval periods. During the excavations
5 bulk samples (Table 1) were taken for environmental analysis and a colIection of9l7 fragments of bone were
eolIeeted by hand. The samples and animal bone were submitted to the Environmental Archaeology
Consultancy for processing and assessment. The soil samples were processed in the same manner as the samples
from site 1/251 (Rackham, 2004) and the individual components of the samples were then preliminarily
identified and the results are summarised below in Tables 2 and 3.

Results
There was very little evidence for contamination. Modem and recent rootlets were largely absent from the flots
although a few uncharred seeds ofChenopodium (goosefoot/orache) were present in two of the samples.

The samples derive from a Bronze Age/Iron Age pit, a late Iron Age/Roman pit and well, and the filIs of two
medieval ditches (Table 1).

Table 1. Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 25/136-138. Samples taken for environmental analysis

olot samole no. context no. samole vol. m. * samole wel.ht (k.l feature/comment Phase Phase
25/138 71650 25035 40 48 Fill ofpit 25034 2 LlAiER
25/136 71651 25027 38 42 Fill of oit 25026 I BAllA
25/138 71652 25143 40 45 Fill of ditch 25142 3 MED
251138 71653 25120 40 42 Fill of ditch 25118 3 MED
251138 71654 25281 37 37 Fill of well 25195 2 LlAiER

The residues of the samples comprised flint gravel with varying amounts ofconcreted sands and finer sediment
or chalk. Chalk was abundant in 25120 and 25143 while the absence ofchalk in the Phase 1 sample, context
25027, and an appreciably smaller residue than the other samples and no animal bone or contemporary shells
suggests that this deposit is decalcified. The residue ofcontext 25120 includes a lot of ftred 'organic sediment'
crumb which is tentatively identified as carbonised peat. The fact that the 8 grams of magnetic component
recovered from this sample is mainly fired earth, and the >7mm fraction of the residue includes abundant fired
earth (while no larger fragments were recovered) suggests that a silty peat may weII have been used as a fuel at
the site.

Archaeological finds from the samples include pottery, fired earth/clay, flint, a little burnt flint and animal bone
(Tahle 2). A single flake of hammerscalc was recovered from the residue ofLIAlER sample 71654 but this
could be a contaminant. This sample also produced the smaII pointed end curl ofcopper wire, probably a pin
end. The flint material picked out may not be worked. It is probable that a component of the material sorted into
the ftred earth category is degraded and rolIed pottery.



Table 2: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 25/136-138. Finds from the processed samples

Environmental Archaeology Assessment

samp CORtex samp feature residue pot fired flint bur magnetic hamme bone
no. t no. vol (I). volume (I) no.lg. earth no.lg. nt compoRe r-scale g.

/daub 2. flint nt 2. no.
71650 25035 40 Fill of pit 25034 3 51/48 109' 6/2 + 2 143
71651 25027 38 Fill of oit 25026 0.6 10/6 77' + 3
71652 25143 40 Fill of ditch 25142 5 61/11 1/1 I 1
71653 25120 40 Fill of ditch 25118 2.25 15/6 + 6/<1 8 5 Carbonised peat?
71654 25281 37 Fill ofwcll25195 1.25 39/35 22' 1/. 2 I 172 Cu wire/pin

• - probably some pot in the fired earth component.

Table 3: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 25/136·138. Summary of the environmental finds from the processed samples

samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd char'd char'd snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (ml) coal grain * chaff * seed *

Ill. $
71650 25035 40 Fill of pit 50 4/5 2 2 1 Barley, wheat, hazelnut, cattle, sheep, pig, dog, bank vole,

25034 field vole, mouse, Small bird,
cockle, Hygromia hispida, Vallonia exeeutries, Vallonia
costata

71651 25027 38 Fill of pit 1100 5/5 1 1 I Oak wood charcoal, Cecilioides acicula
25026

71652 25143 40 Fill of ditch 20 3/4 1 2 2 Wheat, barley, cockles, C. acicula, V. excentrica, V. pu1chella,
25142 Pupilla muscorum,

Cochlicopa sp., Carychium sp., Vertigo pygmaea, H. hispida,
Lvmnaea truncatula

71653 25120 40 Fill of ditch 21 3/5 4 3 3 Wheat, barley, hazelnut, pea?, bean?, sheep, pig, small bird,
25118 frog/toad, cockle,

chicken? & goose? eggshell, Helicella sp., Oxychilus sp., V.
excentrica,
V. pulchella, V. costata, Vitrea sp., H. hispida, Euconulus
fulvus, Cochlicopa sp.,
Discus rotundatus, V. pygmaea, C. acicula, L. truncatula,
Planorbis leucostoma, Bithynia tentaculata

71654 25281 37 Fill of well 145 5/5 1 2 2 Barley, oats?, pulse, cattle, sheep, pig, field vole, house
25195 mouse, small fish, V. excentrica,

V. pygmaea, L. truncatula - possible sheep cremation?

• - abundance: 1-1-10,2-11-50,3-51-150, *,,151-250, 5-250+
$ = abundance estimate ofcharcoal fragments >2mm and those <2mm in size
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In contrast to many of the sites on the pipeline bone has survived in most of the deposits on this site, although
only one was recovered from the Phase I features. Phase 2 and 3 samples have produced bone, charcoal, charred
cereal remains and weed seeds and terrestrial and marine shells.

The Phase I pit, 25026, produced a flot composed almost entirely ofcharcoal, including oak. Only a proportion
(about 5-10%) of this large flot was scanned for the assessment and produced a single unidentifiable charred
cereal grain and one charred weed seed.

The two Phase 2 samples contained a relatively large amount of animal bone with cattle, sheep, pig, dog, house
mouse, field mouse, bank vole, small bird and small fish present. The sample from the well, 25281, included a
number of burnt sheep bones which might derive from a single animal, perhaps an animal cremation. A small
fragment ofcockle shell was also present in context 25035. The two flots produced charred wheat, barley, and
oats? and pulse, althOUgh the density of these remains was less than one grain per two litres of sample. The
domestic animal and crop plant assemblages suggest domestic household refuse, except perhaps for the calcined
sheep bones in the well. The small suite of snail shells (Table 3) is indicative of an open country/grassland
environment around the sampled features.

The samples from Phase 3 were taken from the two phases ofthe medieval enclosure ditch, and the
concentrations of archaeological debris and domestic food rubbish suggests that this enclosure contained
settlement. An assemblage including wheat, barley, pea?, bean?, hazelnuts, charcoal, sheep, pig, cockle and
probable chicken and goose eggshell is clearly evidence for the incorporation ofdomestic rubbish into the
deposits. The snail fauna in these two samples are appreciably richer than the other three samples with that from
ditch 25142 suggesting a damp open/country grassland habitat while that from ditch 25118 mirrors this to some
extent but includes two aquatic taxa and one or two shells of species more typically found in shaded or
woodland habitats.

Excavated animal bone and shell
The collection of917 bone fragments weighs 5.44 kilograms and derives mainly from deposits assigned to
Phase 2 (Table 4). The archive catalogue of this assessment is attached below.

Table 4. Frequency and weight of bone (ragments by phase.

Phase Weight Frag.
Nos.

I I I
2 3862 692
3 1249 168
5 I 1
not phased 327 55

The bone shows appreciable signs oferosion and degradation in the soil. The condition of the fragments was
recorded during the assessment (Table 5) and the bulk of the material was classified into 'condition 3' which
equates with bones that show significant surface pitting and erosion. This state of preservation would not
normally have lead to any great loss of bone in the soil but a small component of the collections shows greater
levels oferosion (Table 5) which suggests Ihat some of the more porous bones, such as those ofjuveniles, and
the less dense bones may have been lost from the assemblage through corrosion in the soil.

Table 5: Frequency of bones in each phase in terms of their ·condition. (codes as described in the appendix of the
report on site 251)

condition 2 3 4
Phase 1 1

2 34 463 195
3 10 149 9
5 1

not phased 25 26 4

The material identified during this assessment can be summarised by the frequency of contexts in which they
were recorded (Table 6). Sheep and canle occur with similar frequency in both the late Iron AgelRomano
British contexts and the medieval contexts. Horse, pig, goat, roe deer and a wild bird are also present. Sawn goat
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and callie horn cores and a metatarsus in the medieval phase indicate that some horn and bone working was
being carried on in the settlement.

Table 6: Frequency of contexts in which each taxa was recorded.

ohase 1 2 3 5 Not ohased
Horse 3 3 2
Cattle 17 5 2
Sheen/.oat 19 4 I
Pig 5 2
Goat 2
Roe deer I
Wild bird I
Total no. of contexts with 1 26 18 1 7
bone

Shells were recovered by hand from thirteen contexts during excavation. Six of these contain only terrestrials
snails, including the shells of Helix aspersa, Helix nemoralis, Helix hortensis and Monacha cantiana. All these
are part of the local snail fauna and tend to occur in a range of habitats although H. aspersa is synanthropic and
typical of gardens, hedges and waste ground (Evans 1972). One Phase 2 context (25157) produced a single shell
of oyster, while four of the medieval layers (25064, 25143, 25115 and 25184) produced shells of mussel, cockle
and oyster. Two unphased contexts (448 and 25165) also produced cockle, mussel and oyster shells.

Discussion and Conclusions
The assessment suggests that the most of the environmental remains derive from domestic activities, although
there is some evidence ofcraft activities in the medieval period. None of the remains suggest any appreciable
amount ofcrop processing debris was entering the deposits. It is probable that the absence ofanimal bone and
shells from the earliest deposits is a factor of preservation.

In the late Iron Age/Romano-British and medieval periods the site appears to have been in a open environment
although the data is limited for the earlier period.

The following elements of the assemblages deserve further work:

o The charred plant remains from Phases 2 and 3
o Quantification and analysis of the snail assemblages in the Phase 3 samples
o Study of the burnt bone'in context 25281 to establish whether or not it derives from a single sheep

carcass and could be a cremation.
o The detailed recording and analysis of the Phase 2 and 3 hand collected animal bone.
o The charcoal analysis of the Bronze Age/early Iron Age pit and the Iron Age/Romano-British well.
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Key to codes used can be found in the report on site 1/251, Appendix A.

Appendix A: Archive assessment catalogue of the hand collected bones from BKL02· site 25/136-138
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Site 27/128 (NHER 37626 THM)

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Bacton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at site 27/128
uncovered features dated to the medieval period. During the excavations 7 bulk samples (Table I) were taken
for environmental analysis and a small collection of 204 fragments ofbone were collected by hand. The samples
and animal bone were submitted to the Environmental Archaeology Consultancy for processing and assessment.
The soil samples were processed in the same manner as the samples from site 1/251 (Rackham, 2004) and the
individual components of the samples were then preliminarily identified and the results are summarised below
in Tables 2 - 4.

Results
There was very little evidence for contamination of the samples. Modem and recent rootlets were largely absent
from the flats and very few uncharred weed seeds were present in any of the samples.

The samples derive from pits, linears and a pit associated with a structure thought to be an oven, kiln or com
drier. All the samples are dated to the medieval period

Table 1: Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 27/128. Samples taken for environmental analysis

plot sample context sample vol. sample weight feature/comment Phase
no. no. (I). (kl!)'

27/128 73000 27201 37 44 Fill of rectangular pit 27202 Moo Ph
2

27/128 73001 27292 36 44 Fill of short linear 29291 Moo
27/128 73002 27358 37 46 Fill ofvit 27357 Moo
27/128 73003 27203 20 23 Uvver vart vit fill 27575 Med
27/128 73004 27203 37 44 Lower charcoal/ash layer in pit Moo

27575
27/128 73006 27487 4 6 Fill within oven pit 27485 Moo Ph

I
27/128 73007 27551 14 17 Fill within oven pit 27485 MedPh

I

The residues ofall the samples are composed of flint gravel with varying amounts ofchalk and pebbles, coarse
sand and concreted sediments. The residue caught on a Imm mesh represents less than 7% of the original
sample in all cases.

The samples produced pottery, fired earth, flint chips (none of which appears to be obviously worked) a little
animal bone, hammerscale and slag. The density ofhamerscale in context 27292 (Table 2) and the occurrence of
50 grams of slag indicates that this feature probably has a fairly direct association with the smithing activity
undertaken on the site. Six iron objects were recovered in the same sample. Sample 73004 described as the
lower part of context 27203, a charcoal and ash layer in pit 27575, contains an appreciable amount of fired
earth, possibly derived from the hearth from which the ash and charcoal came.

The environmental assemblages from all seven samples are fairly rich. The flots are relatively large and charcoal
is abundant with several to many fragments potentially identifiable. Charred cereal grain is common in all the
samples, but no chaff was recorded in any. Most flots contain the charred cotyledons ofwhat appear to be peas,
and three have beans, while a number ofother seeds may be other legumes. All the samples except 73006
(27487) also contain large numbers ofsmall weeds seeds and small round seeds that will require detailed
investigation to identify. These seeds occur in considerable abundance and seem likely to reflect some
functional use of the features or activities taking place at the site. These samples also contain considerable
numbers of small charred tubers and plant stems, possibly grasses. Context 27487 contrasts with the other
samples in that it does not contain any tubers, plant stems or the abundance ofsmall round seeds, while it has a
very high concentration ofcharred cereal grains, among which wheat grains appear to predominate. In the
context of the functional use of the feature associated with this pit this might suggest a com drier, but the
detailed botanical analysis can be expected to be more informative on this.

In addition to the charred assemblages a few fragments of bird eggshell, fish bone, cockle shell and animal bone
were recovercd. The eggshell is probably chicken (Sidell 1993).
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Table 2: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 271128. Finds from the processed samples

samp context samp vol feature residue pot fired Oint magnetic hammer-scale slag bone
no. no. (I). volume (I) no.lg. earth component g. no. g.

/daub •. no.lo.
73000 27201 37 Fill of rectangular pit 2.25 14/9 94 7/1 <1 <1

27202
73001 27292 36 Fill of short linear 29291 1.25 24/61 6 5/1 18 >250 50 5 6xFc(2Ig);lx

non-Fe (Ii)

73002 27358 37 Fill ofpit 27357 1 7/8 3 1/<1 1 6 2
73003 27203 20 Uoner oart oit fill 27575 1 61? 30 5/<1 2 2 2
73004 27203 37 Lower charcoal/ash layer 1.5 5/5 283 8/1 2 2 4

in pit 27575
73006 27487 4 Fill within oven oit 27485 0.25 1/13 56 <1 1
73007 27551 14 Fill within oven oit 27485 0.45 1/2 9 5/<1 1 <I

Table 3: Baclon to Kings Lynn - Site 27/128. Summary of the environmental finds from the processed samples

samp context samp feature flot char char'd char'd chaT'd fish egg- snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. vol. coal grain chaff seed * bone g. shell

(I). (ml) $ • • ..
73000 27201 37 Fill of rectangular pit 26 4/5 4 4 3 Barley, wheat, oat, rye, pea?, legumes, tubers,

27202 charred stems
73001 27292 36 Fill of short linear 55 5/5 3 5 <1 <1 3 Barley, wheat, oats, rye, pea?, bean?, legumes,

29291 tubers, charred stems, cockle,
frog/toad hening? cVPlinid, cf chicken eggsbell

73002 27358 37 Fill of pit 27357 110 5/5 2 4 <1 1 Wheat, barley. oat, rye, pea. bean, legume,
hazelnut, tubers, charred
stems weasel rodent indet fish

73003 27203 20 Upper part pit fill 62 5/5 3 5 <1 4 Wheat, barley, oat, rye, pea?, bean?, legumes,
27575 Rumex, tubers, charred

stems cf chicken e.l!gshell
73004 27203 37 Lower charcoal/ash 125 5/5 5 5 <1 <1 4 Wheat, barley, oat, rye, Rumex, pea?, legumes,

layer in pit 27575 stems, tubers, indet fish,
cfchicken eggshell

73006 27487 4 Fill within oven pit 325 5/5 5 3 <1 1 Whcat*, barley, rye, oat, pea?, sheep/goat, cf
27485 chicken eooshell

73007 27551 14 Fill within oven pit 28 4/5 2 4 <I 2 Wheat, barley, oat, rye, legume, Rumex, tubers,
27485 charred stems,

sheep/goat indet fish

• - abundance: 1-1-10,2-11-50,3--,51-150,4-151-250,5-250+ $ - abundance eSllmate of charcoal fragments >2mm and those <2mm 10 sIZe
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Table 4: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 27/128. Molluscan taxa recorded from the samples

Context 27201 27292 27358 27203 27203 27487 27551
Sample 73000 73001 73002 73003 73004 73006 73007
Abundance* 3 3 I 4 4 I 2
ODen country
Cecilioides acicula + + +++ +++ + ++
VertiJ.tO pygrnaea + + + +
Verti20 so. + +
Pupilla rnuscorum
Vallonia costata + + +
Vallonia excentrica + ++ + + + + +
Vallonia nulchella + + + +
Catholic
HVlITOmia hisnida + + + +- +
Helix aspersa + + + +
Helix sn.
Cochlicopa st>. + + + +
Shade loving
Oxvchilus sn. + +
AClloninella nitidula + + +
AegoDinella pura + + +
Ncsovitrea hammonis +
Vitrca st>. + + + + +
AcanthinuIa sn + + +
Punctum DY21J)aeum +
Carychium st>. + + + + +
Lvrnnaea truncatula + + +
Aquatic
Planorbis lcucostoma + +
Valvata cristata +

• = abundance: 1=1-10,2=11-50, 3=51-150, 4~151-250, 5=250+
habitat groupings broadly taken from Evans, 1972; Ellis 1969; Kerney and Cameron, 1979; Cameron and
Redfern 1976

Each sample produced some terrestrial snails. These varied in number from a few to several hundred and have
been preliminarily identified (Tale 4). The assemblages include taxa characteristic of both open country and
grassland habitats and those of shaded and woodland environments. Both samples from 27203 include rare
shells ofaquatic taxa. For these assemblages to contribute to a consideration of the Palaeoecology ofthe site
they will need to be quantified.

Excavated animal bone
The small assemblage ofexcavated animal bone comprises 204 fragments weighing 1.458 kilograms.

This has been assessed on a context by context basis ""d a summary record of the material in each context
produced for this assessment (see Appendix A). The bone was scanned and recorded in the manner outlined in
the report for site 1/251.

Despite the obvious calcareous nature of the soil and the survival of fmds such as eggshell and snail shells the
bone is fairly poorly preserved. Over 50% of the sample shows some sign of surface pitting and erosion and
over 10% severe erosion, pitting and decalcification. This is sufficient for some material to have been lost
completely from some of the contexts.

The only species recorded during this assessment are cattle, sheep/goat, pig and horse. The frequency with
which these occur in different contexts in listed in Table 5. Sheep occurs with slightly greater frequency than
cattle and also slightly greater in terms of fragments numbers.
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Table 5. Frequency of contexts producing each taxa.

No. f;ontexts
Total no contexts 35
Cattle 7
Sheep/goat 8
Pig 3
Horse I

Discussion and Conclusions
The food remains identified from the hand excavated bone and the samples include wheat, barley, oats, rye,
peas, beans, cockle, cattle, sheep, pig, herring, cyprinid and chicken eggshell, although other taxa may be
present among the charred seed remains. The abundance ofcharred seeds or grain in all the contexts suggests
that several ofthese assemblages may represent more than mere rubbish disposal, perhaps the fmal sieving ofa
processed crop to clean the grain, but this will require a detailed analysis of the botanical samples to characterise
the assemblages. The sample from context 27487, with such a high concentration ofcharred grain, apparently
dominated by wheat, would be consistent with the function ofthis structure being a com drier.

The hammerscale concentrations and slag from context 27292 indicates the presence of iron smithing in the
immediate vicinity of the feature.

It is recommended that the following elements are dealt with in the post-excavation programme:
Specific identification of the cereal and charred seed remains from all the samples with specific attention to their
origin and evidence for different stages ofcrop processing, and the dietary importance of the food plants.
Identification ofthe charcoal in contexts 27201, 27292, 27358, 27203 and 27487, specifically to consider
potential differences in the wood selected for smithing, fuelling the com drier (or oven) or domestic use.
Basic identification ofthe mammal and fish bones for presence data on the species consumed at the site.
Identification and quantification of three or four of the richest snail assemblages for their palaeoenvironmental
information.
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Site 97 (NHER 37629 ZVL)

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Bacton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at site 97 uncovered
matures of later Bronze Age, early Iron Age and possibly Romano-British date. A total of thirteen samples were
taken for environmental analysis, three from the evaluation and ten from the main excavation (Table I). The site
produced a very small collection of hand recovered animal bone. The samples and animal bone were submitted
to the Environmental Archaeology Consultancy for processing and assessment. The soil samples were processed
in the same manner as the samples from site 1/251 (Rackham, 2004) and the individual components of the
samples were then preliminarily identified and the results are summarised below in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 1: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 97. Samples taken for environmental analysis

plot sampl context sample sample feature/comment Phase
eno. no. vol. (I). weight

(kR)
36/97 71000 136 20 32 Fill of small circular oit 135 2
36/97 71001 134 20 32 Fill of rubbish oit 133 2
36/97 71002 139 20 27 Fill of pit 137 2
36/97 71750 36018 37 46 Fillofoit36017 2
36/97 7175\ 36058 18 21 Fill of oit 36057 2
36/97 71752 36066 38 44 Fill of pit 36065 1
36/97 71753 36030 39 46 Fill of oit 36029 2
36/97 71754 36031 28 34 Lower fill ofoit 36029 2
36/97 71755 36049 40 54 Top fill of pit 36045 2
36/97 71756 36059 15 18 Fill ofoit No info
36/97 71757 36060 25 30 Lower fill ofoit No info
36/97 71758 36046 12 19 Lower fill of pit 36045 2
36/97 71759 36028 36 48 Fill ofpit 36027 2

Results
There was very little evidence for contamination in most of the samples. Modern and recent rootlets were
largely absent from the flots and few uncharred weed seeds were present in any of the samples. The burrowing
blind snail Cecilioides acicula is present in every sample, but since these deposits are largely decalcified they
are certainly intrusive.

Three samples were collected from the fills of pits excavated from the evaluation trench and a further ten from
pits in the main excavation. The majority of the sampled pits have been assigned to Phase 2, the early Iron Age,
but one sample was taken from a late Bronze Age pit.
Pottery and flint was present in all the samples (Table 2) and abundant in several. Most of the samples also
produced quantities ofburnt flint. The samples with the larger burnt flint component are the western samples,
with a high burnt flint component in adjacent pits 137 and 36065, and a further group ofpits in the central part
of the site. There is little or no burnt flint in the samples taken from features at the eastern end of the site. It
seems probable that this reflects the location of the activities generating the flint debris. A few flakes of
hammerscale are recorded from 4 samples, but perhaps more interesting is the presence of tap slag in context
36030, suggesting iron smelting somewhere nearby. The charcoal from context 36018 includes many largish
fragments, flat in shape and with at least one smooth surface. This material looks as if it probably derives from a
wooden object that was burnt. The object appears to be made from soft wood and does not appear substantial
enough to be a structural timber.

The environmental finds are largely limited to charred plant remains. Although fragments of animal bone were
recovered from many of the samples these are in poor condition or burnt and only two samples produced
identifiable material. Sheep, cattle and field vole have been identified and a burnt coracoid ofa small bird is
present in context 36046 and may be identifiable.



Table 2. Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 97. Finds from the processed samples
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plot samp context samp feature residue pot fired flint burnt magnetic hammer· slag bone
no. no. vol (I). volume (I) noJg. earth flint wt. component g. scale no. wtg. g.

Idauh no./g. g•

••
36197 71000 136 20 Fill of small 8.25 13/22 3/1 <1 Is

circular pit
135

36/97 71001 134 20 Fill of 4.5 6/9 6/- 350 <I
rubbish pit
133

36/97 71002 139 20 Fill of pit 137 6.5 6/5 3/- 1250 1 <1
36/97 71750 36018 37 Fill ofpit 4.5 43/28 815 I 1 <1 3 Fe slag, probable

36017 carbonised wooden
obiect

36/97 71751 36058 18 Fill ofpit 5 27/26 11<1 2860 I 4 I
36057

36/97 71752 36066 38 Fill of pit 12.5 10/6 4/1 13700 <I
36065

36/97 71753 36030 39 Fill of pit 5.5 83/85 22 12/2 250 1 80 25 Fe xl; tap slag
36029

36/97 71754 36031 28 Lower fill of 5 10/6 10/1 90 <I I 3
36/97 71755 36049 40 Top fill of pit 8.5 120/171 8/20 860 <I 11
36/97 71756 36059 15 Fill of pit 5 1/<1 7/8 270 <I <I
36/97 71757 36060 25 Lower fill of 8 4/3 36/5 160 <1 <I
36/97 71758 36046 12 Lower fill of 4.5 116/175 7/1 660 <I 2
36/97 71759 36028 36 Fill ofpit 3 46/20 12/- 25 <1 9

+ present, but not quantified - fragments only.

Table 3. Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 97. Summary of the environmental finds from the processed samples

plot samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd char'd char'd snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. voJ. (ml) coal grain * chaff * seed *

Ill. S
36/97 71000 136 20 Fill of small 2 2/3 I I 2 Hazelnut, Cecilioides acicuJa

circular oit 135
36/97 71001 134 20 Fill ofrubbish pit 5 2/4 2 3 Wheatlbarley, C.acicula. Helicella sp.

133
36/97 71002 139 20 Fill of pit 137 8 3/4 I 1 2 BarleY?, hazelnut, burnt bone, C. acicula
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plot samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd charfd char'd snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (ml) coal grain * chaff * seed *

(I). $
36/97 71750 36018 37 Fill of nit 36017 250 3/5 2 1 I 4 Wheat? hazelnut burnt bone C. acicula
36/97 71751 36058 18 Fill of nit 36057 12 2/4 5 2 4 Wheat. barley, hazelnut burnt bone, C.acicula
36/97 71752 36066 38 Fill of pit 36065 20 3/4 I 2 4 Wheat?, barley?, C. acicula, Helicella sp.,

Vallonia excentrica
36/97 71753 36030 39 Fill of pit 36029 22 3/5 2 I 2 4 Barley, wheat?, pulse (pea?), grass, sheep, field

vole C. aekula
36/97 71754 36031 28 Lower fill of pit 4 2/3 1 I 3 Barley, pulse (pea?), C. acicula, Cochlicopa

36029 so. V. execntriea
36/97 71755 36049 40 Top fill of pit 55 4/5 2 3 4 Wheat, barley, hazelnut, pulse (pea?), legumes,

36045 C.acicula, Hclicel1a SP.

36/97 71756 36059 15 Fill of pit 12 3/4 3 I 2 Wheat barley. C. acicula He1icella sp.
36/97 71757 36060 25 Lower fill of nit 9 2/4 2 1 I 3 Hazelnut, pulse, C.acicula, Helicella so.
36/97 71758 36046 i2 Lower fill of pit 10 3/4 2 1 2 3 Wheat, barley?, hazelnut, legume, bird bone,

36045 C. acicula
36/97 71759 36028 36 Fill of pit 36027 11 3/4 I I 1 4 Barley?, cattle, C. acieula, Hellicella sp., V.

excentrica

*~ abundancc: I~I-IO, 2=11-50, 3=51.150, 4~151-250, 5=250+
$ = abundance estimate of charcoal fragments >2mm and those <2mm in size
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The flots are not generally large, except for the sample with the carbonised wooden 'object', and none contain
sufficient charcoal to warrant its study. However considering the age of the site, the samples are relatively rich
in charred cereal and seeds remains. This material is in an extremely poor condition and most of the grain will
not be identifiable to species. A few grains have been tentatively identified to wheat and barley, but the
assemblage will need to be studied by an archaeobotanisl. Pulses (possibly peas), hazelnut shells and a number
ofother seeds are present and one or two fragments of chaff. The general dominance ofcharred cereal grains in
the assemblages suggest that the bulk of this material derives from cleaned grain.

The snail shells are dominated by shells of C. acicula, although a few other taxa are present in very low
numbers. The assemblages are too small to interpret.

One hundred and three fragments ofpoorly preserved animal bone were recovered by hand from eight contexts.
These included the partial skeleton ofa lamb in context 36030 assigned to early Iron Age (Phase 2), and several
contexts with only tooth enamel fragments or bumt bone. The only species identified are cattle and sheep.

Discussion and Conclusions
The concentrations ofpottery and charred cereal grain suggests that most of these features are receiving
domestic rubbish. The material preliminarily identified indicates that wheat, barley, pulses, cattle and sheep
were components of the agricultural economy, while hazelnuts were clearly gathered for consumption. This data
set is limited but one or two other taxa might be added after specialist identification. There does not appear to be
any evidence 'for crop processing waste.

While the few flakes ofhammerscale are insufficient to indicate iron smithing on the site, the occurrence ofa
46g piece of tap slag does suggest iron smelting may have been undertaken nearby.

The abundance ofbumt flint in several of the samples indicates the use of heated flints in some manner, perhaps
cooking or similar to the bumt mounds ofBronze Age date. The concentrations ofpottery and charred grain in
the same samples contrast with assemblages from bumt mounds and suggests that its function at this site is
probably connected with domestic cooking activities.

Three areas of further work are suggested.

o The study of the lamb skeleton from context 36030 to establish whether it is a burial and at what age it
died.

o The identification and study of the charred cereal and seed assemblages.
o Study of the charcoal 'object', including determination of the wood species and possibly some effort at

reconstruction of the larger pieces to help its identification.
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Appendix A: Archive assessment catalogue of the hand collected bones from BKL02 - Site 97
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site code context weight frag conditio measur cattle bos tootb boo boDes sheep ov OV bones pig sus sus bones others comments
nos n abiUty row tOOth tootb

ro.w., row
~.,--
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Site 38 (NHER 37987 ANT)

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Bacton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at site 38 uncovered
features ofprehistoric and medieval date. Six samples were taken for environmental analysis (Table I). Three
of the samples had no phasing data at the time of writing but the other three are assigned to Phase 3, a period of
Iron Age activity represented by pits and post-holes. Only one context on the site produced bone during
excavation and these were all burnt. The samples and animal bone were submitted to the Environmental
Archaeology Consultancy for processing and assessment. The soil samples were processed in the same manner
as the samples from site 1/251 (Rackham, 2004) and the individual components of the samples were then
preliminarily identified and the results are summarised below in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 1: Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 38. Samples taken for environmental analysis

plot sample context sample vol. sample weight feature/comment Phase
no. no. Ill. t",,)' .

46/38 73807 46020 40 55 Fill ofoit46019 3
46/38 73809 46031 9 11.5 Fill of shallow burnt flint oit46030 7
46/38 73811 46036 51 59.5 Fill of pit/pOSt·hole 46035 7
46/38 73812 46029 40 52 Fill of shallow pit 46028, witb 3

bumio~

46/38 73813 46040 39 49 Fill ofoit 46039 7
46/38 73814 46055 39 49 Fill of nit 46054 3

Results
Low levels ofcontamination of the deposits is indicated by the consistent presence of rootlets, uncharred seeds
of taxa such as Chenopodium and Galium, and shells of the burrowing snail Cecilioides acicula.

The samples produced pottery, flint flakes, burnt flint, hammerscale, slag, coal and a little burnt bone (fable 2).
The whole of the residue from context 46031 comprised fire'cracked flint, but this was the only sample with any
substantial amount ofburnt flint. Only burnt bone has survived at the site and all unburnt bone must have been
lost from the deposits since burial. It is difficult to say whether the hammerscale is contemporary or has moved
through the soil, although the coal is assumed to be intrusive. Since there is no evidence for more recent
smithing activity at the site this scale and the small fragments ofslag may indicate that blacksmithing was
undertaken somewhere on the Iron Age site.

The environmental fmds are fairly limited. Only charred plant remains have survived to be studied, and apart
from the charcoal these occur in very low densities in most of the samples. Twenty four grains and fragments
and one piece ofchaff have been recognised from all the samples and few of these are identifiable to species.
Fragments oflarge legume, probably pea, and hazelnut shell occur and a few weed seeds. One sample, context
46020, produced a larger assemblage ofsmall weed seeds which may justify study. A single mussel shell
fragment in the flot of sample 73809 seems likely to be a contaminant.

One sample, 46040, produced a large volume ofcharcoal but few other charred remains. Only a proportion of
the flot from this sample was scanned but the density ofcereals and weeds seeds is very low. This is the only
sample from the site where an analysis of the charcoal could be expected to yield any information but without
further archaeological information on the pit and adequate phasing information such work could not be justified
unless the charcoal is used to radiocarbon date the pit.

One context, 46006, produced eight fragments of unidentifiable burnt bone that were recovered by hand.



Table 2: Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 38. Finds from the processed samples
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plot samp context samp feature residue pot fired flint burnt magnetic hammer- slag bone
no. no. vol (I). volume(l) no.lg. earth flint wt. component g. scale no. wtg. g.

/daub no.lg. g.

••
46/38 73807 46020 40 Fill of pit 46019 9 3/4 16/6 <I <I Coal &

clinker - 42"
46/38 73809 46031 9 Fill of shallow 3 3687 <I

burnt flint pit
46030

46/38 73811 46036 51 Fill ofpitlpost-hole 2 5/3 <1 3 Coal &
46035 clinker- II!

46/38 73812 46029 40 Fill of shallow pit 1.5 11115 1 3/1 <1 I <I Coal &
46028, witb clinker- Ig
burning

46/38 73813 46040 39 Fill ofoit 46039 1.5 2/<1 + <I 2 + Coal-<I.
46/38 73814 46055 39 Fill ofoit 46054 0.7 12/3 3/<1 + <I 7 Coal-<Ig

+ present, but not quantified - fragments only.

Table 3: Baeton to Kings Lynn - Site 38. Summary of the environmental finds from the processed samples

plot samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd char'd char'd snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (ml) coal grain * chaff * seed 11

(I). $
46/38 73807 46020 40 Fill of pit 46019 8 3/4 1 4 1 Barley, hazelnut, burnt bone,

Cccilioides acicula
46138 73809 46031 9 Fill of shallow burnt.flint 18 4/5 1 I Hazelnut, mussel shell fragment

pit 46030 ,
46/38 73811 46036 51 Fill ofoitloost·hole 46035 12 3/4 I 1 I Pea? burnt bone
46/38 73812 46029 40 Fill of shallow pit 46028, 23 4/5 I I 1 Wheat?, pea?, burnt bone, C.

with burning acicula
46138 73813 46040 39 Fill ofoit 46039 1000 5/5 I 2
46/38 73814 46055 39 Fill ofpit 46054 14 3/4 1 I I C. acicula

• = abundance: 1=1-10,2=11-50,3=51-150,4=151-250, 5=250+
$ = abundance estimate ofcharcoal fragments >2mrn and those <2mm in size
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Discussion and Conclusions
Clearly animal bone does not survive at the site unless burnt, but the concentrations of pottery, flint and
charred cereals in the sampled features suggests that the bulk of the archaeological debris derives from
domestic activity, although the few fragments of hammerscale also indicate some craft activity, if these
are not intrusive.

Barley, wheat, probable pea and hazelnut are the only economic species identified during this
assessment, but other taxa may be present.

Two areas of further work are suggested.

• The specific identificatiou of the charred crop remains and weed seeds from the phased
samples

• The identification and study of the charcoal in context 46040, but only if the archaeological
context of the feature and its phasing or age can be established.
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Site 47/34 (NHER 37631 WLN)

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Bacton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at site 47/34
uncovered features dated to the prehistoric and medieval periods. During the excavations a total of9 bulk
samples (Table I) were taken for environmental analysis and a very small collection of21 fragments of bone
were collected by hand. The samples and animal bone were submitted to the Environmental Archaeology
Consultancy.for processing and assessment. The soil samples were processed in the same manner as the samples
from site 1/251 (Rackham, 2004) and the individual components of the samples were then preliminarily
identified and the results are summarised below in Tables 2 and 3.

Results
There was very little evidence for contamination. Modem and recent rootlets were largely absent from the flots
although a few uncharred seeds ofChenopodium (goosefoot/orache) and Galium (cleavers) were present in
some of the samples.

The samples derive from a sequence of fills in two pits and a hearth. The fills of the two pits are dated to the late
medieval period. The hearth is undated.

Table 1: Batton to Kings Lynn - Site 47/34. Samples taken for environmental analysis

nlot samole no. context no. samnle vol. (I).' samnle wei2ht Ik21 feature/comment Phase Phase
47/34 73900 47128 13 17 Fill of hearth 7 7
47/34 73901 47109 20 22 Fill of pit 47195 57 Late moo
47/34 73902 47126 12 13 Fill of nit 47195 57 Latemcd
47/34 73903 47200 19 21.5 Fill of nit 47195 57 Late med
47/34 73904 47226 9 10 Fill of pit 47235 57 Latemed
47/34 73905 47227 15 17 Fill of nit 47235 57 Late moo
47/34 73906 47228 15 16 Fill ofni! 47235 57 Late moo
47/34 73907 47229 16 17 Fill ofpit 47235 57 Late med
47/34 73908 47231 20 24 Fill of pit 47235 57 Late med

The residues ofall the samples are composed of flint and pebble gravel with coarse sand and varying amounts of
concreted sediment and ironstone. The residues are all very small indicating that the elements of the sediment
over Imm in diameter comprise only a small «2%) part of the sediment.

Archaeological fmds from the samples include pottery, a little fired clay, flint, hammerscale, two iron objects
and a few tiny fragments of burnt bone (Table 2). The flint recorded in Table 2 reflects the flint material retained
during sorting but it is not necessarily worked or waste flint and a proportion is likely to be discarded after
specialist examination. Pottery occurs in the fills of both pits. The only significant amount of fired earth derived
from the hearth sample. The consistent occurrence ofhammerscale, although at relatively low densities,
suggests that iron smithing was undertaken somewhere on the site.

The environmental assemblages from all nine ofthe samples are very similar and it is evident that the individual
fills of the two late medieval pits show little differentiation in their environmental components although charred
cereal remains are more abundant in 47235 than in 47195. The general similarity between the pits and the hearth
assemblage suggests the features may be contemporary. All samples include small volumes ofcharcoal,
numerous small tubers and charred plant stems, possibly grasses, charred cereal grain, occasional pulses
(probably peas), other legumes and an abundance of small round seeds of various sizes. These latter are
abundant in all the samples, both pits and hearth, and suggest a similar origin for most of the plant material in all
the sampled contexts. It seems clear that both pits and all the individual layers within these were receiving a
very similar suite of material. A few chaff fragments were recovered from pit 47235, but these may be from
grasses rather than cereals and will require specific identification.

The absence of bone other than burnt fragments and the enamel of teeth, and snails, other than a couple of shells
of a burrowing species that is certainly intrusive, indicates an acid burial environment that has resulted in the
corrosion and loss of this component ofthe deposit.
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Table 2: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 47/34. Finds from the processed samples

samp context sampvol feature residue volume pot fired flint magnetic hammer-scale slag bone
no. no. (I). (I) no.lg. earth component g. no. g.

Idanb ~. no.l••
73900 47128 13 Fill of hearth 0.3 30 7/1 I 1
73901 47109 20 Fill ofpit 0.2 26/18 1 18/74 I 5 Coa1->lg; Fe x 1-

47195 13.;
73902 47126 12 Fill of pit 0.1 9/8 8/<1 <1 3 <1

47195
73903 47200 19 Fill of pit 0.2 515 <I 13/1 <I 3 Fex I 7g

47195
73904 47226 9 Fill ofpit 0.175 6/3 22/1 I 2

47235
73905 47227 15 Fill ofpit 0.25 10/6 I 17/9 2 1 <I

47235
73906 47228 15 Fill of pit 0.3 20/1 1 6

47235
73907 47229 16 Fill of pit 0.3 26/2 <1 4 <I

47235
73908 47231 20 Fill of pit 0.3 15/19 2 24/4 1 7 Coal-<lg

47235

Table 3: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Site 47/34. Summary of the environmental finds from the processed samples

samp contex samp feature flot char char' chart char' snal Preliminary identifications
no. t no. vol. vol. coal d d d I-

(I). (ml) $ grain chaff seed

- - -
73900 47128 13 Fill of hearth 4 2/3 3 3 1 Wheat barlev. oats. oea? leJ:wmes, Cecilioides acicula
73901 47109 20 Fill of pit 47195 10 3/4 2 4 Barley. oats?, pea?, le~umes, tubers, charred stems
73902 47126 12 Fill of pit 47195 5 2/4 1 4 Wheat, oats, legumes, tubers, charred stems, tooth enamel

fra.ment
73903 47200 19 Fill ofoit 47195 9 2/4 1 5 I Barlev?,lei!umes?, tubers. Charred stems, C. acicula
73904 47226 9 Fill ofpit 47235 9 2/3 I 1 5 Barlev. pea? legumes tubers charred stems
73905 47227 15 Fill ofoit 47235 40 3/5 3 I 5 Barley, wheat, rye?, pea? legume, dock, tubers, charred stems
73906 47228 15 Filt ofoit 47235 10 3/4 2 1 5 Barlev. wheat. Dea? lellumes tubers charred stems
73907 47229 16 Fill ofoit 47235 7 3/4 I 1 4 Barley, wheat oat/rye?, IellUmes, tubers, charred stems
73908 47231 20 Fill of pit 47235 13 3/5 1 I 5 Wheat, pea?, legumes, tubers charred stems

• ~ abundance: 1=1-10, 2~11-50, 3-51-150, 4~151-250,5-250+ $ = abundance esttmate of charcoal fragments >2mm and those <2mm to SIze
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Excavated animal bone
The very few fragments ofexcavated animal bones are so poorly preserved and fragmented that only tooth
fragments of pig could be identified (see Appendix). Bone has clearly not survived in the sandy soils of the site
and its absence from the samples and excavated features cannot be given any significance.

Discussion and Conclusions
The frequency of pottery in the fills of the two pits suggests that these were probably receiving domestic
rubbish, although the consistent characier of the charred seed remains, as yet unidentified, might indicate other
material entering the pits. Specific identification of these seeds will be needed to interpret the assemblage. The
absence ofanimal bone and shell can be attributed to the soil conditions.

The consistency of the assemblages in each layer of the pits suggests that each had a very similar composition
when deposited, although with some variations in the individual elements. All layers contained charred cereals,
pulses, legumes, numerous small round seeds, small tubers and charred plant stems, as well as a little charcoal.
These elements may have derived from a number ofsources or activities, but this cannot be established until the
material has been specifically identified. Functionally both pits appear to have been used in the same way.

The hammerscale indicates that iron smithing was undertaken at the site, but this may have been some distance
from the pits and hearth since the densities of scale are low.

Only the charred plant remains justify further work and it is recommended that only the following elements are
dealt with in the post-excavation progranune:
Specific identification of the cereal and charred seed remains in samples 73900, 73901, 73905 and 73906 and
their interpretation. The larger plant remains (cereals and pulses) from the other samples that have already been
sorted should also be identified.

The quantities ofcharcoal in the sample are too small to justify analysis.
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Environmental Archaeology Assessment - Sites 50/26 (NHER 37996 SLD),
44/48 (NHER 37729 SFF), 39/88 (NHER 37942 JTT), 22/148 (NHER 37623
BTE), 8/219 (NHER 37826 LEX) and 6/226 (NHER 37821 RGH)

Introduction
Excavations conducted by Network Archaeology Ltd on the Bacton to Kings Lynn Pipeline at a series ofsmall
sites, 26, 48, 88, 148,219 and 226, uncovered features ofprehistoric, Romano-British and medieval date. At
each of these sites one or two samples were collected (Table I) for environmental analysis and three of the sites
produced small collections of bone that were collected by hand. The samples and animal bone were submitted to
the Environmental Archaeology Consultancy for processing and assessment. The soil samples were processed in
the same manner as the samples from site 1/251 (Rackham, 2004) and the individual components of the samples
were then preliminarily identified and the results are summarised below in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 1: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Sites 26, 48, 88, 148 and 226. Samples taken for environmental analysis

plot sample context sample vol. sample weight feature/comment Phase
no. no. Ill. lk.l-

50/26 71003 240 20 25 Fill ofbumt soread
44/48 73700 44173 40 53 Burnt material from linear 2i?
44/48 73701 44143 30 39 Bumtmaterial from oit44018 1
39/88B 71260 39444 4 5 Primary fill of possible water channel or 3

ditch 39422
22/148 71150 22098 10 12 Bumt deposit
22/148 71151 22099 4 5 Bumt deoosit
8/219 73100 8094 II 16.5 Possible bumt laver in base ofoit 8092 3
8/219 73101 8120 10 13 Fill ofoit 8119 2
6/226 71550 6043 15 17.5 Black fill of ditch 6042 1

Results
There was very little evidence for contamination in most of the samples. Modem and recent rootlets were
largely absent from the flots and very few uncharred weed seeds were present in any of the samples.

Site 50126 (NHER 37996 SLD)
A single sample from a bumt spread, 240, was taken on this site. The sample was taken from evaluation trench
90 and unfortunately no context information is available for the deposit and no date. The sample produced very
little - a little bumt flint, one flake of hammerscale, a single charred barley grain, a fragment ofcharred hazelnut
shell, and a couple ofother charred seeds, and charcoal.

Without further archaeological data on this deposit no further work is warranted.

Fifty three fragments ofanimal bone were recovered by hand during excavation. The material is very degraded
and fragmented and the only identifiable fragments were enamel fragments of cattle teeth in context 50200. (see
Appendix).

Site 44/48 (NHER 37729 SFF)
Two samples were collected from this site. The fill of a Bronze Age pit and the fill of a medieval ditch
apparently filled by redeposited material from a Bronze Age burnt mound. Both samples are characterised by a
very high proportion ofbumt flint (Table 2). This was particularly the case for the linear, where nearly fifty
percent of the sample by weight and volume was composed ofbumt flint. In contrast, less than 30% of the pit
fill sample was composed ofbumt flint. The contrast between these two fills might suggest that the burnt flint in
the linear is as likely to be in-situ as the pit fill, and is unlikely to have accumulated as a result ofploughing
which might be expected to have mixed in a much greater proportion of finer sediment and soil. The linear also
produced three possible waste flakes of flint.

The environmental data was limited to charcoal, three charred cereal grains in the linear, and a few snails,
among which the shells of the burrowing snail Cecilioides acicula dominated and almost certainly represent
individuals that burrowed into the deposits. The charcoal was abundant and appears to have derived from
branches, timber or billets among which many fragments are identifiable. No small roundwood or twigs were
noted during this assessment. This material has potential for radiocarbon dating the site if suitably young
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material can be identified among lbe charcoal and can be used to identify lbe tree species and types of wood
exploited to fuel lbe fires used at lbe site.

Seventy six fragments of very degraded animal bone were recovered by hand during excavation from two
contexts, 44259 and 44281. Bolb contexts are assigned to lbe medieval period. None of the material was
identified during lbis assessment and further work is not warranted.

Site 39/88B (NHER 39518 JTT)
A single sample was collected from lbe base of a 'waterlogged' ditch or channel fill tentatively dated to lbe
medieval period. The sample was small and produced a single sherd ofpottery and a flint flake.

The environmental finda comprise nine charred cereal grains, including barley and oats, a small number ofother
charred seeds, and uncharred seeds ofbramble (Rubus sp.), goosefoot! oraches (Chenopodium sp.) and olber
seeds which may have survived as a result of the original waterlogging oflbe sediment. Ofparticular note is lbe
slightly mineralised crumb ofvery degraded peat or organic sediment that comprises most oflbe flot, indicating
lbat the deposit was originally waterlogged, allbough now largely dried out and destroyed except for the most
robust seeds.

Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)
Two samples were taken at lbis site from contexts 22098 and 22099. Unfortunately no archaeological data or
phasing is available for lbese contexts olber lban that they were bolb burnt deposits, although a medieval or later
date appears probable.

Bolb samples are similar producing a little fired earth, a few flint flakes (possibly natural), a little animal bone,
including burnt fish bone, and a large magnetic component. The latter is composed largely of fired earth and
suggests eilber burning ofthe soil in situ or redeposition ofa hearth floor, allbough lbe lack ofany large lumps
ofheavily fired earth and a high proportion of very fine fired earth crumb perhaps suggests a bonfire or short
lived fire event. Bolb deposits have a high concentration ofcharred cereal grains in their flots (Table 3) as well
as numerous charred legumes and weed seeds. Wheat, barley, oats and peas have been preliminarily identified,
and the latter are relatively abundant. Specific interpretation of this deposit requires detailed identification and
analysis of lbe archaeobotanical remains, but lbe debris may derive from stages ofcrop processing, accidental
burning or intentional discard of spoilt material. The charcoal in bolb samples includes small twiggy material
and twisted stems, in addition to larger wood. Further information on lbe archaeological context for the two
samples would help in their interpretation.

A small collection ofl2! fragments ofanimal bone were recovered by hand during excavation, weighing a total
of 1369 grams. Most of this material is in a reasonably good condition and it is unlikely that lbere has been
significant loss through degradation in the soil. From the thirty one contexts that produced bone, six yielded
cattle bones, seven sheep, four pig, four horse and one produced a dog mandible. The size of this sample is
small and any further work will do little more than confirm the species present, lbeir approximate frequency of
representation in the deposits and a little data on their age at death.



Table 2: Bacton to Kings Lynn, - Sites 26, 48, 88, 148 and 226. Finds from the processed samples
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plot samp context samp feature residue pot fired flint burnt magnetic hammer~ bone
no. no. vol (I). volume (I) noJg. •arth flint wt. component g. scale no. g.

/daub noJg. kg.
g.

50/26 71003 240 20 Fill of burnt spread 0.1 + <I I
44/48 73700 44173 40 Burnt material from 19.5 + 3/8 25.9 2

linear
44/48 73701 44143 30 Burnt material from 8 + 10.3 I

oit44018
39/88B 71260 39444 4 Primary fill of 0.4 1/3 1/<1 Peat crumb?

possible water channel
or ditch 39422

22/148 71150 22098 10 Burnt deposit I 16+ 1/<1 45 I Reduce fired
sediment?

22/148 71151 22099 4 Burnt deposit 0.4 3+ 6/1 18 <I Corroded iron?;
Reduced fired
sediment?

8/219 73100 8094 II Possible burnt layer in 0.6 I
base of oit 8092

8/219 73101 8120 10 Fillofoit8119 I <I
6/226 71550 6043 IS Black fill of ditch 1.25 3/5 I 4/1 6 1 1

6042

+ present, but not quantified - fragments only.

Table 3: Bacton to Kings Lynn - Sites 26, 48, 88, 148 and 226. Summary of the environmental finds from the processed samples

plot samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd char'd chartd fish snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (ml) coal grain * chaff * seed ..... bone g.

m. $
50/26 71003 240 20 Fill of burnt sDread 20 3/4 1 I Barlev. hazelnut shell
44/48 73700 44173 40 Burnt material from linear 160 5/5 1 2 Wheat?j Ceeilioides acicula,

HVlrromia hisoida. Helicclla so.
44/48 73701 44143 30 Burnt material from pit 150 5/5 2 C.acicula, H. hispida

44018
39/88B 71260 39444 4 Primary fill of possible II 2/3 I 2 Barley, oatsj legumes? peat

water channel or ditch crumb?
39422
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plol samp context samp feature flot vol. char char'd char'd char'd fish snail* Preliminary identifications
no. no. vol. (ml) coal grain * chaff 1< seed 1< bone g.

Ill. $
221148 71150 22098 10 Burnt deposit 33 2/4 4 3 <I Barley, oats, wheat?, peas,

lel!Umes, etc, iudet burnt fish bone

22/148 71151 22099 4 Burnt deposit 15 2/4 3 2 <I Wheat, barley, oats, peas,
legumes, indet fish rays

g/219 73100 8094 11 Possible burnt layer in 12 3/4 I C. acicula
base of oil 8092

g/219 73101 8120 10 Fill of piI 81 19 I 2/2 I I Hazelnut shell, C. acicula, H.
hisoida

6/226 71550 6043 15 Black fill of ditch 6042 26 3/4 2 I 2 I Barley, wheat?, hazelnut shell, C.
acicula, Vallonia exeeutriea

• = abundance: 1=1-10, 2=11-50, 3~5 1-150,4=151-250,5=250+
$ = abundance estimate ofcharcoal fragments >2mm and those <2mm in size
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Site 8/219 (NHER 37826 LEX)
Two samples were collected from Site 219. The samples derive from pit fills dated to the late NeolithiclEarly
Bronze Age and later Bronze Age. No archaeological finds were recovered from the samples, and apart from a
Iinle charcoal, probable intrusive snail shells and two fragments ofcharred hazelnut shell, no environmental
finds were present.

There is no further work required.

Site 6/226 (NHER 37821 RGH)
A single sample from a late Iron Age ditch was collected for analysis. The sample produced three sherds of
pottery, a little fired earth, a few flint flakes (probably unworked), a little animal bone and a single flake of
hammerscale.

The environmental assemblage includes charred cereal grains, a single piece ofchaff, charred weed seeds,
nutshell fragments and a few shells ofC. acicula and Vallonia excenllica. Barley, wheat?, and hazelnut have
been preliminarily identified. The charcoal includes numerous small twigs and twisted woody fragments which
might be heather, as well as larger wood charcoal.

Discussion and Conclusions
Since all these sites are represented by no more than two samples their potential is limited for this reason.
However three of the sites deserve a second look.

The burnt flint deposits, presumed Bronze Age, on site 48 have the potential for CI4 dating the 'burnt mound'
and yielding some information on the wood exploited and available to this activity in the Bronze Age.
The two samples from site 148 show appreciable concentrations of charred cereals and other plant remains, and
some possible selection of fuel. The identification and analysis of the seeds and charcoal is worth pursuing but
the archaeological context of the deposits needs to be reviewed before further work is undertaken. The animal
bone from this site could be catalogued but the data collected would permit only very limited interpretation.
The small assemblage in the single sample from site 226 appears to be domestic in character, although an equal
number ofcharred weed seeds and cereal grains might suggest some evidence for crop processing. The charcoal
component may indicate some specific selection ofthe fuel, which could reflect the origin of the charred
assemblage. For instance heather is sometimes used as a fuel in ovens, or as a tinder.
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Key to codes used can be found in the report on site 11251, Appendix A

Appendix A: Archive assessment catalogue of the hand collected bones from BKL02 - sites 26 and 48, 148
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Summary ofthe environmental recommendations
All the sites along the pipeline were affected by the preservation conditions of the soils. At none of the
sites were any deposits found to be waterlogged and this has severely limited the potential for any
detailed palaeoecological reconstruction of the landscapes along the route. Some sites lay on clay soils,
others on sands and gravels and yet others on chalk rich soils. Despite this variety, in general the best
preserved evidence from all the sites is the carbonised or charred component afthe environmental
assemblages. The clays and sands and gravels have not been conducive to the good survival ofanimal
bone, and even on the chalk soils the older features are leached and some of the bone may have been
lost. These factors mean that although aspects of the arable economy of the sites can be considered, the
pastoral economy remains undetenninahle. Even on the two sites where the larger bone assemblages
were obtained, sites 251 and 136-138, the sample sizes are small and when divided by phase give little
data upon which the interpretation of the site economy or even diet can be based.

Nevertheless despite these obvious short comings the data for sites in this area ofNorfolk and covering
the periods represented by the excavated sites are not extensive (see Murphy 1998) and all additional
well dated samples can make a continuing contribution to our knowledge.

Palaeoecology
Our understanding of the ancient landscape and environment along the route of the pipeline is minimal
and the absence of waterlogged deposits from all the sites means that this aspect ofthe study is
constrained within the information that terrestrial molluscs, charcoal and charred plant remains and
small vertebrates can give. Because of the decalcification ofmost of the soils only three sites afford an
opportunity to investigate the snails, sites 251,136-138 and 128. One of these, site 251, is ofBronze
Age date and the faunas include both open country/grassland and woodland elements. The samples
from this site offer some potential for considering changes in the immediate environment of the site
throughout its occupation, and identifying if the variation in the fauna reflect spatial or chronological
patterns. The other two sites, 128 and 136-138, are both medieval in date and appear to be dominated
byopen country fauna, but detailed identification and quantification of the fauna should allow both
interpretation ofthe immediate surroundings of the sampled features and comparanda for future sites.

The charred plant remains are problematic as a source of information on the local environments. Most
ofthe charred seed remains are likely to have originated in association with crops and crop processing
activities, or other human activities and are probably ofmulti-origin. The taphonomy of such
assemblages is difficult to untangle and direct interpretation of the local landscape is rarely possible.
The charcoal has perhaps greater potential. The charcoal assemblages can reflect the availability of
local wood resources, particularly for domestic and cooking fires, but wood types may be selected
where craft or industrial use is intended or even for oven baking. Study ofsuitable charcoal samples
therefore may both reveal changes in the availability oflocal wood resources through time or the
selection of material for specific functions. Several ofthe sites produced samples with sufficient
charcoal to warrant its study. These include samples from the Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman and
medieval periods and contexts that are probably domestic, an oven or com drier, craft (iron smithing
and pot kiln) and those associated with bumt flint assemblages. These afford some opportunity for
considering possible changes in the availability of wood for fuel with a chronological or spatial
framework and also any evidence for selection of fuels for specific purposes. Sites 251, 226, 218,144,
136-138,128,48 and 38 (Table I) all produced samples with sufficient charcoal in large enough pieces
for this study. One sample from site 97, in an early Iron Age context, may contain a fragmented
carbonised wooden object. Although not relevant to the palaeoecology of the site it is the only other
charcoal sample needing study.

A few ofthese charcoal samples are at present undated but afford the possibility for radiocarbon dating.
If the charcoal study is to be pursued then these samples should be dated.

Table 5: The total Dumber of samples and bone fragments from each site and those recommended for
further study.

Site total no total no No CI4 charcoal charred seeds hones snails
samples bone frags further

work
251 58 891 1- BA 20-BA yes 10-BA
236 - 10 Nfw
226 I - 1- lA I - fA
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Site total no total no No C14 charcoal charred seeds bones snails
samples bone Crags further

work
219 2 - Nfw
218 10 - I -? I -? 1 BA

5 - IA
202 4 132 1- BA I-BA
148 2 121 2-? ves
144 12 55 I-IA 2-IA

2 - Rom 10 - Rom
136-138 5 917 1 - ? I BAllA 2-IAIRom yes 2-mcd

IIAIRom 2-med
128 7 204 5-mcd 7-med vcs 4-med
119 - 43 Nfw
97 13 103 l-IAobj? 1- LBA con. 36030

12 - EIA
90 - 125 Nfw
88 I - Nfw
84A - 215 Nfw
48 2 76 1 - BA 2-BA
46 - 5 Nfw
38 6 8 1 -IA? I.-IA? 6 - IA
34 9· 42 9 lmed
28A - 3 Nfw
26 1 53 Nfw
20 . 4 Nfw
Watching - 50 Nfw
brief
Totals 138 3057 11 5 18 80 2163 16

The few small mammal assemblages can make some contribution to an understanding of the local
environment but only site 251 has these in sufficient numbers for them to be useful. Unfortunately they
are represented largely by teeth fragments, the bones not generally surviving and the presence data has
already been collected during this assessment so no further work is required.

Palaeoeconomy
The agricultural economies of the sites and the diets oflhe occupants can be targeted through the
charred cereal and weeds remains and the animal bones and marine shells. Only on two sites, 251 and
136-138, can the excavated animal bones be expected to make any real contribution to our
understanding of the pastoral economy and diet. These assemblages may permit some assessment of
the importance of the different species at the sites and a little detail on the husbandry of the stock and
when the animals were culled, although consideration will need to be given to the taphonomy ofeach
collection before its interpretation. Three other sites require a slightly more detailed study than this
assessment, sites 148, 128 and a single context in 97. The latter is the specific study ofa lamb burial,
while the other two require more specific identification data to indicate what species are present and
any data on their age at death. The remaining sites with bone are in such poor condition or so small a
sample that further work cannot be justified.

None of the sites have produced large assemblages ofcharred plants that would repay a detailed
archaeobotanical study, but collectively the sites span the Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman and medieval
periods in North Norfolk. They therefore give a series of spot samples from these different periods
which can be used to consider the changes in crop type in the region over the last three thousand years,
and perhaps some information on the soils being cultivated. None of the sites produced any positive
evidence for any of the early stages of crop processing, since very little chaff was found. Most of the
samples suggest that the cereal remains derive from domestic contexts and therefore reflect the
consumption of the cereals. The occurrence oflarge pulses in several of the later samples indicate other
crop plants being grown, and one or two of the medieval samples may contain vetches and other plants
cultivated for animal or human use. Although a large number of samples are noted in Table 1 as
requiring study many of these have been pre-sorted during the assessment and contain only small seed
assemblages. For instance the 20 samples from site 251 recommended for further study produced only
49 charred cereal grains and their specific identification, along with the weed seeds, by an
archaeobotanist will not take long. The later Roman and medieval samples are appreciably richer and
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hold a greater potential for more detailed information. The one area of study that may produce useful
results for site 251 is the spatial analysis of the material in the samples. Many of the samples are of the
dark spread or buried soil and the distribution of even small samples ofcharred cereal, weed seeds and
charcoal may offer some insight into what was happening in different parts ofthe site. On the other
sites the distributional data is too limited although individual samples can potentially reveal the
functional character of the features or deposits they were taken from, for instance the seed rich
assemblages on site 128, the possible burnt sheep in a late Iron Age/Romano·British context on site
136·138, and the early Iron Age cereal rich deposit on site 97.

The dietary evidence recovered from all the sites includes cattle, sheep, goat, pig, roe deer, chicken?
and goose? eggs, wild birds, wild bird eggs?, eel, other small fish, mussels, cockles, oysters, wheat,
barley, oats, rye, peas, beans, hazelnuts and other possible food plants. While this is nowhere near
comprehensive it gives a useful range in which new items can be seen appearing and some estimate can
be made of the relative importance ofat least the major animal and crop foods.

Comments
Murphy in his review of the plant macrofossil evidence from the eastern counties notes the lack of
sample series from rural sites ofmedieval date. The few samples collected from the medieval sites on
this pipeline were the richest on the project and an opportunity has been missed for more extensive
sampling at these sites that could have considerably enhanced our knowledge of the crops and their
history in the medieval period. Numerous other features could have been sampled on these sites and
infrastructure sites such as pipelines are more likely to pick up these rural sites than most other
development projects. These sites also offer an opportunity to recognise the extent to which coastal
resources such as marine fish and shell fish may have moved inland to rural medieval settlements, as
well as the larger urban settlements of this date.

None of the excavated sites has produced any large animal bone assemblages. A cursory glance at any
of the site plans of those sites that did produce bone is enough to explain this lack. So little of the
archaeological deposits have been excavated that the volume of soil removed is a tiny fraction of that
revealed by the stripping. For example the 917 bone fragments recovered from site 136·138 would
have to be multiplied by at least 20 times in order to estimate the quantity ofbone present within the
excavated easement of the site. A sample of20,000 bone fragments is a much more useful assemblage
that can be expected to reveal a whole range ofdata on the pastoral husbandry of the site, its
exploitation of wild animals, carcass processing, local rearing, and the diet of the inhabitants. A
substantial increase in the volume of features excavated on a site with poor bone preservation would be
pointless, but where a site has good preservation considerable thought should be given to adopting an
excavation strategy that increases the size of the animal bone samples and thereby enhances the
potential of this sample for understanding the site. This is sadly a factor of most modem excavations
but on pipelines it has become more marked owing to the need to manage finances across a whole
series ofsites.
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Assessment of Hand-Collected Charcoal and Charcoal from Site
43/58 (NHER 37972 CLB)

by Rowena Gale

Introduction
This report includes the assessment of an assemblage of charcoal recovered froml7 sites located on the
route of the pipeline. The samples were generally rather small (usually <10 fragments) and
occasionally included only a single fragment. In contrast, comparatively huge amounts of charcoal
were collected from an iron-working furnace and associated pits at site 43/58. The condition ofthe
charcoal from these sites varied from firm and well preserved to very degraded; some samples included
rather 'cokey' carbonized material. For the purpose of this assessment, three fragments were identified
from each sample (when available) to give some idea ofthe range of species present, the character of
the wood from which the charcoal derived and its potential for further work. In total, 69 samples were
examined. Secure dating has yet to be established for most of the sites and, with this view, the charcoal
samples were also assessed for CI4 dating potential.

Methods
The charcoal was prepared using standard methods (Gale and Cutler 2000) and examined using
incident light on a Nikon Labophot-2 microscope at magnifications up to x400. The anatomical
features were matched to reference slides of modem wood. When possible, the maturity of the wood
(i.e., heartwood! sapwood) was assessed.

Results and potential for further work
The taxa identified are presented in Table I, together with context details and suitability of the charcoal
for radiocarbon dating, should this be required. With the possible exception of samples from site 43/58,
none of the samples included sufficient charcoal for conventional dating, although most contain
suitable material for AMS.

Site 1/251 (NHER 37617 WNE)
Although the area was previously thought to have been the site ofan Anglo-Saxon cemetery,
corroborative evidence was not forthcoming during the recent excavation. Charcoal was examined
from tbree contexts (1028, 1124 and 1422), probably ofprehistoric date, and identified as ash
(Fraxinus excelsior), alder (Alnus glutinosa) and blackthorn (Prunus spinosa).

Potential for further work Low - none recommended

Site 61226 (NHER 37821 RGH)
This small settlement was located on a valley slope and was provisionally dated to circa I" century
AD. A single sample from the fill ofditch 6042 consisted ofa piece ofnarrow oak (Quercus sp.)
roundwood.

Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Site 8/218 (NHER 37827 LEX)
The settlement was sited on a plateau overlooking the river Nar and probably dates from the Neolithic
period. An associated scatter ofpits was located mostly at the western end of the site and a single
fragment ofcharcoal from pit 8316 was identified as hazel (Corylus avellana).

Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Site 13/202 (NHER 37622 TTL)
The settlement was located on a west facing valley slope on sandy soils. Dating for many of the
features is currently uncertain. Twenty two charcoal samples were examined, mainly from graves.
Small fragments ofcharcoal from a cremation 3110 in Phase 6, provisionally attributed as Bronze Age,
were identified as oak (Quercus sp.). A small Saxon cemetery (Phase II) contained 24 individual
inhumations. Charcoal from a triple burial, grave 13125, consisted ofoak (Quercus sp.), hazel (Corylus
avellana) and maple (Acer sp.) and a further sample from grave 13067 (an empty grave) included oak
(Quercus sp.) and blackthorn (Prunus spinosa). Charcoal was also examined from fills of graves
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13085, 13077, 13097, 13172, 13165 and 13284. Oak (Quercus sp.) occurred most frequently, although
ash (Fraxinus excelsior), hazel (Corylus avellona) and blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) were also recorded
(see Table I). The presence of charcoal in these inhumation graves is not clear but implies some type
ofcontemporary funerary practice or ritual.

Charcoal was also obtained from the undated ring-ditches 13232 and 13249 and included maple (Acer
sp.), hazel (Corylus avellana) and hawthorn! Sorbus group (Pomoideae) (See Table I). The fills ofpit
13177 and posthole13162, included oak (Quercus sp.).

The taxa identified from this site (oak, ash, maple, hazel and blackthorn) are consistent with those
typically growing in a woodland community in a valley environment; however, it is probable that the
region supported a wider range of trees/ shrubs than those represented by the charcoal.

Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Site 25/138 & 136 (NHER 37624 & 37625 FLS)
The site occupied the upper region of a gentle south-west facing slope. Features were provisionally
dated from the prehistoric to the medieval periods. Charcoal was sparse but examined from the fills of
pits 25026 and 25083 and ditches 449 and 25138 and identified as oak (Quercus sp.), ash (Fraxinus
excelsior) and the hawthorn! Sorbus group (Pomoideae) (see Table I).

Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Site 22/148 (NHER 37623 BTE)
The single sample ofcharcoal from this site was collected from a ditch (context 22332) and identified
as oak (Quercus sp.).

Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Site 24/144 (NHER 37892 FLS)
The site was located on high ground north-east of the River Wensum valley. The dates ofmany
features still need to be resolved. Charcoal from ditch 24231 was identified as oak (Quercus sp.) and
from ditch 24249 as alder (Alnus glutinosa) and blackthorn (Prunus spinosa). Oak was also present in
the fill ofpit 24200.

Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Site 27/128 (NHER 37626 THM)
The site was located on level ground between two streams. Several phases ofoccupation were recorded
and appeared to be medieval. Charcoal was sparse at the site although small samples were examined
from the fills of pits 27100, 27133 and 27575, and from ditches 27141, 27171, 27208, 27244, 27249
and 27445. Oak was common to all the samples, except ditch 27171. In addition, hazel (Corylus
avellana) was recorded from pit 27575 and maple (Acer sp.) from ditch 27208. A single fragment of
very degraded but uncarbonized blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) stem was recorded in ditch 27/71 and
seems likely to have derived from naturally accumulated debris. Smithing slag was recovered from the
fills ofditches 27171 and 27444.

Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Site 36/97 (NHER 37629 ZVL
Spot dates from pottery suggested that features at this site related to the Late Bronze Age or Early Iron
Age. Charcoal, identified as oak (Quercus sp.), was recovered from ditch 36067

Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Site 38190 (NHER 37939 JT1)
Located on the a terrace above the floodplain on the west side of the River Bure, the site comprised of a
number of pits, probably of medieval date. Charcoal from the fill ofan associated gully 38081
consisted ofoak (Quercus sp.).
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Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Site 39/84A (NHER 39520 JTI)
Further medieval features were recorded close to the flood plain of the River Bure, not far from site
38/90. Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) were identified from charcoal
recovered from feature 57225, and cf oak (Quercus sp.) from ditch 57574. The latter was poorly
preserved.
Potential for further work. Low - none recommended

Sites 39/88 and 39/88B (NHER 37942 & 39518 JTI)
These two adjacent sites were located on the steep west-facing slope on the east side of the River Bure
valley. Features at Site 39/88 were tentatively dated by pottery as prehistoric; charcoal from an
associated pit included oak (Quercus sp.) and willow (Salix sp.) or poplar (Populus sp.). A number of
medieval pits were excavated at Site 39/88B and poorly preserved hawthorn type (pomoideae) charcoal
was identified from the fill of pit 3934.

Potential for further work Low - none recommended

Site 43/58 (NHER 37972 CLB)
This site was located on level ground not far from a tributary of the River Bure and included a metal
working complex. Although the date is currently unknown, evidence from slag deposits suggests either
Iron Age or Saxon. The charcoal-rich fills ofthe metal-smelting furnace 43855 and associated pits
provide ample opportunity to study the character of the fuel. Based on the initial results from this
assessment (charcoal from contexts 43857, 43858, 43859, 43868 and 43869), it seems likely that the
fuel may have consisted exclusively ofoak (Quercus sp.), which included both roundwood and large
fragments ofheartwood from slow-grown large-wood. Similar material was recorded from the fills of
pits 43873, 43876, 43870 and posthole 43880, although holly (llex aquifolium) was also recorded from
pit 43876.

Potential for further work High for all samples except from context 43458.
Aims of further work To identify the type (species) and character of the iron-working fuel and to
establish whether this was obtained from managed or unmanaged woodland.
Also, if possible, to collect evidence ofwoodland management, e.g., cropping cycles, season of felling.
CI4 dating: suitable material for AMS has already been selected from contexts 43857, 43858, 43877

and 43881. Sufficient quantities for conventional dating may be forthcoming when further material is
examined from the samples.

Site 46/38 (NHER 37987 ANI)
An area ofland at the top ofa valley slope formed the site ofa Bronze Age cemetery. Charcoal,
probably from pyre fuel debris, was recovered from cremation fills, contexts 46018 and 46033. The
taxa identified included alder (Alnus glutinosa) and hazel (Corylus avellana). Fragments ofvery slow
grown oak (Quercus sp.) was recorded from context 39343, the fill ofa pit.

Potential for further work Low - none recommended

Site 47/34 (NHER 37631 WLN)
Several phases ofoccupation were recognised from prehistoric and later features located on a terrace
on a steep valley slope. Charcoal from pit 47195 was identified as alder (Alnus glutinosa). Black
material from the fill ofpit 47119 consisted ofcrumbly 'cokey' material.

Potential for further work Low - none recommended

Site 50126 (NHER 37996 SLD)
A scattering of prehistoric and later pits were sited on a gentle east facing valley slope. Although three
main phases ofoccupation were recorded, secure dates still need to be established. Charcoal was
examined from pits 50186 and 50199. Alder (Alnus glutinosa) was present in both contexts, with the
addition of oak (Quercus sp.) in 50186.

Potential for further work. Low - none recommended.
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Environmental evidence
The sites spanned a considerable corridor of land from near King's Lynn north-eastwards to the coast.
The sites were generally located on terraces or valley slopes in close proximity to rivers. Apart from
Site 1/251, which was based on marginal land between chalk downland and fenland, the underlying
soils were sandy. The taxa identified are typical ofeach environment. The relatively narrow range of
taxa identified from each site probably reflects an element of selection and is therefore unlikely to be
comprehensive. With the exception of Site 43/58, the charcoal available was insufficient to assess the
presence or use of managed woodland. Further work on samples from Site 43/53 may present evidence
ofmanagement practices.

Recommendations for further work
Owing to the paucity ofcharcoal from all the sites named above, except Site 43/58, the potential for
further work is either very low or nil. The abundant charcoal from the iron-working site 43/58,
however, is potentially important and should produce significant data on the use and sourcing of metal
working fuels in this region. It is recommended that the eight samples indicated on Table I should be
included in a detailed analysis as outlined above and the results discussed in a full report.

Time Estimates
The identification of 8 samples
A full report of the charcoal analysis

Reference
Gale, R. and Cutler, D. 2000 Plants in Archaeology. Otley/ London: Westbury/ Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kew
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Appendix A: Taxa identified and potential of samples for further work and radiocarbon dating
Number of fragments: x = 1-10; xx = 11-50; xxx = 50+
Key. h/w = heartwood; s/w = sapwood; r/w = roundwood; g/r = growth rings
C14 dating. Taxa suitahle for AMS are highlighted in bold

Context Sample Description No. of Taxa identified Further work Comments
frags. recommended

Site 01/151
1028 - Spread x I x ash (Fraxinus excelsior); - -

I x alder (Alnus glutinosa);
1 x blackthorn ll'runus sninosa!

1124 - Snread x I x alder (Alnuselutinosa) - -
1422 - Spread x I x ash (Fraxinus excelsior); - -

2 x blackthorn (Prunus sninosa)
Site 6/ZZ6
6043 I - J Fill of ditch 6042 I x J 1 x oak (Ouercus sp.) r/w I - Narrow roundwood
Site 81Z18
8345 . I Fill of pit 8316 x I x hazel (Corylus avellana) - -
Site 131Z01
13010 - Fill of pit 130 II x - - Black 'cokey' material, cindery and

vitrified
13076 71454 Fill of grave 13067 x 3 x blackthorn (Pnmus soinosa) - Narrow roundwood

- Phase II x 1 x oak (Quercus sp.) h/w; - -
1 x oak s1w; I x oak r/w

13083 - Fill of grave 13085 x I x oak (Quercus sp.) h/w; - Roundwood diameter; 24mm
1 x oak s/w' 1 x oak r/w

71455 x 2 x oak (Quercus sp.) hlw; - Very fragmented
I x oak s/w

13093 71458 Fill of grave 13077 x I x oak (Quercus sP.) s/w - -
13098 71459 Fill of grave 13097 x 3 x oak (Quercus sn.) s1w . SmaU fragments

71461 x 2 x oak (Quercus sp.); - -
I x ash (Fraxinus excelsior)

13104 71463 Skeleton 13077 x 2 x hazel (Corylus aveUana) - -
13109 71465 Fill of cremation 13110 x 3 x oak (Quercus sp.) - Small fragments

Phase 6
13124 - Fill of grave 13125 x I x hazel (Corylus aveUana) r/w - -
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Context Sample Description No. of Taxa identified Further work Comments
frags. recommended

71467 Phase II xx 1 x oak (Quercus sp.); - Small fragments
2 x maple (Acer sp\

71468 xx I x oak (Quercus sp.); I x ash (Fraxinus · Small fragments
excelsior); I x blackthorn (Prunus
spinosal

13163 71474 Fill of Dlhole 13162 xx 3 x oak (Ouercus so.) - Remainder orobablv similar
13171 71475 Fill ofgrave 13172 x 2 x oak (Quercus sp.) s/w; · Small fragments

I x hazei iCoTVlus avellana)
13187 · Fill ofpit 13177 x 3 x oak (Quercus so.) r/w - Narrow roundwood
13237 · Fill of ring ditch 13232 x 1 x hazel (Carvlus avellana) - -
13254 71479 Fill of ring ditch 13249 x 2 x maple (Acer sp.); - Plus hazel nutshell

I x hawthorn! Sorbus group (Pomoideae)
13263 71484 Fill of grave 13265 x I x ash (Fraxinus excelsior); · -

2 x hazel ICorvlus avellana)
71486 x I x oak (Quercus sp.) h!w; - Small fragments

I x hazel (Corylus avellana);
I x blackthorn- (Prunus sninosa) r/w

13278 71485 Fill of lmlVe 13277 x 3 x blackthorn (Pronus soinosa) - .
13285 71490 Fill of grave 13284 x I x oak (Quercus sp.) hlw; - ?Carbonised acorns

I x oak (Quercus sp.) r!w;
I x hazel iCoTVlus avellana)

Site 22/148
22332 I 71152 1 Fill of ditch I xx I 3 x oak IOuercus so.) hlw I - I Some lan:dsh chunks
Site 25!136-138
448 · Fill of ditch 449 x I x ash (Fraxinus excelsior) S/W - -
25027 · Fill ofpit 25026 x 2xoak(Oue~llssn.)s/w - -
25084 - Fill ofpit 25083 x 2 x oak (Quercus sp.) hlw; - -

I x hawthorn! Sorbus !!fOUD (Pomoideae)
25115 - Fill of ditch 25 I 14 . . - Heavy, black 'cokey'! slaggy

material
25139 - Fill of ditch 25138 x 3 x oak IOuercus sn.) h!w - -
Site 24!144
24232 - Fill of ditch 24231 x 2 x oak (Quercus sp.) s!w; - -

I x oak h!w
24201 - Fill ofpit 24200 x 3 x oak IOuercus so.) · Verv Door condition
24248 73412 Fill of ditch 24249 x 2 x alder (Alnus glutinosal; - Relatively large fragments
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Context Sample Description No. of Taxa identified Further work Comments
fra2s. recommended

1 x Prunus so.
Site 27/128
27085 - Fill ofpit 27100 x 1 x oak «( uercus sn,' h/w - -

27132 - Fill ofoit 27133 x I x oak Ie uercus so.' s1w - -
27138 - Fill of ditch 27141 x I xoakl' uercus gp.' h/w - -
27160 - Fill of ditch 27171 x 1 x blackthorn (Pnmus sDinosa) - Uncarbonized wood olus slag
27195 - Fill of ditch 27191 - - - Light rather slag-like material
27203 - Fill of pit 27575 x 2 x oak (Quercus sp.) h/w; - -

I x hazel ICorvlus avcllana)
27207 - Foundation trench fill 27208 x 2 x oak (Quercus sp.) h/w; - Some fragments knotty

I x maole IAcer s';.) ,
27272 · Fill of ditch 27244 - - - 'cokey'material
27383 · Fill of ditch 27249 x 2 x oak (Ouercus so.) h/w - Largc knotty fragments
27444 · Fill of ditch 27445 x 3 x oak (Ouercus so.) h/w . -
Site 36/97
36068 I - Fill of ditch 36067 Ix I 3 x oak IOuercus so.) h/w 1 - I Small fragments
Site 38/90
38082 1 . I Gullv fill 38081 Ix I I x oak (Ouercus sn.) h/w 1 - I -
Site 39/84A
57226 · Fill of57225 x 2 x ash (Fraxinus excelsior); - -

I x blackthorn (Prunus sninosa)
57568 - Fill of ditch 57574 x 2 x cf. oak lOuercus so.) - Poor condition
Site 39/88
39191 · Fill of pit 39192 x 2 x oak (Quercus sp.) h/w; - -

I x willow (Salix sp.) or poplar (Populus
so.)

Site 39/88B
39343 I - I Fill ofoit39341 Ix I 3 x hawthorn! SOI-bUS grOUO IPomoideae) 1 - I Poor condition
Site 43/58
43857 71850 Fill of furnace 43855 xxx I x oak (Quercus sp.) h1w; Yes Rlw diameters: 15mm (3 girl;

2 x oak r/w 13mm (7 girl. Hlw very slow-
grown

43858 71853 x 2 x oak (Quercus sp.) s/w; - -
I x oak h1w

43859 71852 xxx 3 x oak (Quercus sp.) h/w Yes Huge amountt including large
fragments
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Context Sample Description No. of Taxa identified Further work Comments
fra!!s. recommended

43868 71854 xx 3 x oak (Quercus sp.) hlw Yes Slow-grown large-wood

43869 71855 xxx 3 x oak (Quercus SD.) h/w Yes Large-wood
43872 71856 Fill OfDit 43870 xxx 3 x oak: (Quercus sP.) h/w Yes Lan~e-wood

43875 71857 Fill ofpit 43873 xxx 3 x oak (Quercus sp.) hlw Yes Huge amount, including large
fragments

43877 71858 Fill of pit 43876 xx 1 x oak (Quercus sp.) narrow r/w; 2 x Yes Small fragroents
hollv Illex aauifolium)

43881 71859 Fill ofplbole 43880 xxx 3 x oak (Quercus sp.) sJw Yes Huge amount, including large
fragments

Site 46/38
46012 73803 Fill ofDit x 3 x oak (Quercus so.) - Slow-grown
46018 73806 Cremation fill x 2 x alder (Alnus glutinosa); - Small fragments

I x hazel ICOTVlus avella~~)
46033 73810 Cremation fill x 3 x alder (Alnus glutinosa) - -
Site 47/34
47126 - Fill OfDit47195 x I x alder (Alnus glutinosa) I - I -
47120 I - I Fillofoit47119 I - I • I - I Black crumblY 'cokey' material
Site 50/26
50029 - Fill of oit 50027 x . - Insufficient for id
50183 - Fill of pit 50186 x I x oak (Quercus sp.); - Very poor condition

2 x alder IAlnus elutinosa)
50200 - Fill ofDit 50199 x 3 x alder (Alnus glutinosa) - Poor condition
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